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As stated in the Special Issue call, “sensors are eyes or/and ears of an intelligent system, such as
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV), Automated Guided Vehicle (AGV) and robots. With the development
of material, signal processing and multidisciplinary interactions, more and more smart sensors are
proposed and fabricated under increasing demands for homes, industry and military fields. Networks
of sensors will be able to enhance the ability to obtain huge amounts of information (big data) and
improve precision, which also mirrors the developmental tendency of modern sensors. Moreover,
artificial intelligence is a novel impetus for sensors and networks, which gets sensors to learn and think
and feed more efficient results back.”

The current development of sensors is purely based on mathematical models, in which one needs
to know the parameters exactly. However, sometimes there are uncertainties and variation which are
impossible to anticipate, and under this situation, the sensors will not work properly. By combining
sensors with artificial intelligence, the uncertainties and variation can be addressed and handled.
The essential thing about artificial intelligence is to predict the “future”. For example, among the
applications in artificial intelligence is the learning control currently under developing. By using a
learning control, uncertainties and variations can be effectively handled [1], whereas these cannot be
handled traditional control systems. From another perspective, driving a vehicle at night can be used
as an example. Supposing the vehicle light is not working, one can imagine that it will be difficult
to drive fast as the driver’s eyes may not detect the road condition ahead. However, supposing that
one drives in the daytime, it is very easy to drive fast because the driver can predict what it is going
on in front of them. Our human eyes are sensors, and without the sensors, the associated systems
will not work properly. To go one step further, supposing there is a GPS installed in the car, and the
GPS here is considered to be artificial intelligence, by resorting to the GPS, it can help drivers drive
fast even without the vehicle light at night. It is known that by integrating artificial intelligence into
sensors and devices, uncertainties can be adaptively addressed so as to, for example, reduce tracking
errors or improve accuracy in robotics applications, or predict the future as discussed in the previous
driving case.

This Special Issue focuses on the smart sensors and networks, especially sensing technologies
utilizing artificial intelligence. This editorial summarizes the whole Special Issue. We received 43
papers in total, and 17 of them were published.

Summary of the Special Issue

In [2], a new algorithmic rule for the purpose of streaming data, referred to as “time-aware
density-based incremental local outlier detection”, was proposed to conquer variations in data that
change as time goes on. The results show that the proposed “time-aware density-based incremental
local outlier detection” performs better than that of the existing candidates in the sense of the AUC in
most of the cases on different kinds of datasets. In [3], the study was focused on the vehicle classification
with (fiber Bragg grating) FBG sensor arrays by employing AI from partial records. The developed
neural network was trained by resorting to a dataset which lacked vehicle velocity data, which is

Sensors 2020, 20, 5945; doi:10.3390/s20205945 www.mdpi.com/journal/sensors1
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generated by the visual identification of a vehicle going over the testing platform. The result indicates
that the developed neural network can successfully separate trucks from other vehicles. The study
shows that by using the artificial intelligence, the system can handle uncertainties even in a situation
of unknown data by predicting the past events. Similarly, in [4], the study introduced a type of
adaptive control algorithm for the landing gear mechanism under an unknown condition. Based on
the information from the optical flow sensor and depth camera, the control system accomplished
multi-sensor data fusion for the purpose of expanding the functionalities of landing and taking off for
UAVs in an unknown condition and environment.

In [5], a new unidimensional auxiliary classifier generative adversarial network was developed in
order to get more signals for short-wave radio stations and the unidimensional DenseNet is employed
to perceive link establishment behaviors for electronic countermeasures even with no communication
protocol standard. In [6], for the purpose of fruit ripeness monitoring in real time and maximizing the
fruit quality during storage via the forecasting of the current fruits condition and therefore minimizing
financial loss, the study illustrated a neural network architectural design, i.e., “Xbee-based wireless
sensor nodes network”, and subsequently the resulting data were used for training in the “artificial
neural network” for validating the data. The results indicated that the proposed wireless sensor nodes
network architecture was able to recognize the fruit condition.

In [7], the authors developed a traffic forecasting methodology which used air pollution and
atmospheric parameters and the timestamped traffic intensity data for the purpose of predicting the
flow of the traffic. The “long short-term memory recurrent neural network” was employed here to
help predict the flow of the traffic, with the help of the data from the air pollution and atmospheric
condition. Similarly in [8,9], the performance of several data processing algorithms that is geared
to roadside light detection and ranging under unknown weather conditions was evaluated, and a
background filtering and object clustering method was developed for the purpose of processing the
roadside light detection and ranging data under the unknown weather conditions. It was shown that
the current processing algorithm for the roadside light detection and ranging was based on assuming
known weather conditions. Unknown weather conditions are the major challenges for data processing.

In [10], a one-dimensional clamping force sensing approach which does not need internal force
sensors was proposed for a cable-driven surgical robot. The clamping force estimation approach
was developed on the basis of a “joint torque disturbance observer”, which basically examines the
differences among the real-time estimated cable tension and the actual cable tension by resorting to
a “PSO Back Propagation Neural Network”. The advantage of the proposed approach was that it
only uses the known data of the motor displacement and without the information from the internal
force sensors. In [11], a fuzzy functional dependency was used under the situation of data fusion from
an automatic identification system and over-the-horizon radars sources. The fuzzy logic approach
proposed in this study was proven to be a favorable tool in handling uncertainties from different sensors.

In [12], an audification and visualization system used for people who are deaf and blind in
autonomous vehicles was developed by using deep learning. The audification and visualization
system has three different sectors. The data collection and management sector keeps the vehicle
data, the audification conversion sector contains a speech-to-text sub-sector which can accept user
speech and subsequently transform it into text data, and the data visualization sector can conjure
up the collected data and set the envisaged data according to the vehicle display size. Similarly,
in [13], a scenario-generation approach contingent on deep learning was developed for the purpose
of automatically generating scenarios to train autonomous vehicle smart sensors. To create different
situations, the developed approach extracts several events from a video that were captured on a
real road based on deep learning and creates different scenarios in a virtual simulator. The method
developed here contains different scenarios by extracting them from one driving event and allows
interactions between objects.

In [14], the authors developed two distributed task assignments for wireless sensor networks on
the basis of the “transmission-oriented reliable and energy-efficient task allocation” for the purpose of
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solving the distributed task allocation issue in wireless sensor networks. In the first distributed task
assignments for wireless sensor networks, the sink allocates reliability to all cluster heads based on the
requirements of the reliability, in this way the cluster head carries out the local task allocation. Similarly,
the global view was achieved through collecting local views from multiple sink nodes. In [15], a tracker
derived from the “structural patch response fusion under correlation filter and color histogram” was
developed. The developed approach contains different sub-trackers that can adaptively address
illumination variation. To recognize and fully use the patches, an adaptive hedge algorithm was
developed for the purpose of hedging the patches responses into a much more reliable one in each
component tracker.

In [16], a mechanical sensor-controller-integrated system was developed for the purpose of
reaching the objective of identifying gait. The system contained a sensing section and a mechanical
executing section. The sensing section contained a sensor which can possess two input channels.
Because the system was linked with the spring, the sensor was evaluated along with the controller.

In [17], the authors developed a convolutional neural network combined with long short-term
memory networks algorithm, which had the merits of both. The developed algorithm initiated a
shallow convolutional neural network to obtain the main characteristics of the molten pool image.
After that, the main characteristics were converted into the feature matrix. The good aspect about
the algorithm lies in the fact that it is able to learn the best hybrid characteristics via the “error back
propagation algorithm” in the shallow convolutional neural networks for a single molten pool image
in order to have the engineering requirements for the purpose of observing the welding process in real
time. Very similarly in [18], an AI-based approach was developed for the purpose of reducing the noise
in the MEMS inertial measurement unit output signals. Particularly, a derivative of the “recurrent
neural network long short-term memory” was used in order to filter the MEMS gyroscope outputs, the
signals of which are considered as time series.

All of the above studies indicate the significance of combining AI with sensors to address the
uncertainties and unknown data. This editorial is to summarize the whole Special Issue and act as a
formal closure.
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Abstract: Microelectromechanical Systems (MEMS) Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) containing a
three-orthogonal gyroscope and three-orthogonal accelerometer has been widely utilized in position
and navigation, due to gradually improved accuracy and its small size and low cost. However,
the errors of a MEMS IMU based standalone Inertial Navigation System (INS) will diverge over time
dramatically, since there are various and nonlinear errors contained in the MEMS IMU measurements.
Therefore, MEMS INS is usually integrated with a Global Positioning System (GPS) for providing
reliable navigation solutions. The GPS receiver is able to generate stable and precise position and time
information in open sky environment. However, under signal challenging conditions, for instance
dense forests, city canyons, or mountain valleys, if the GPS signal is weak and even is blocked, the GPS
receiver will fail to output reliable positioning information, and the integration system will fade to an
INS standalone system. A number of effects have been devoted to improving the accuracy of INS,
and de-nosing or modelling the random errors contained in the MEMS IMU have been demonstrated
to be an effective way of improving MEMS INS performance. In this paper, an Artificial Intelligence
(AI) method was proposed to de-noise the MEMS IMU output signals, specifically, a popular variant
of Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) RNN was employed to
filter the MEMS gyroscope outputs, in which the signals were treated as time series. A MEMS IMU
(MSI3200, manufactured by MT Microsystems Company, Shijiazhuang, China) was employed to test
the proposed method, a 2 min raw gyroscope data with 400 Hz sampling rate was collected and
employed in this testing. The results show that the standard deviation (STD) of the gyroscope data
decreased by 60.3%, 37%, and 44.6% respectively compared with raw signals, and on the other way,
the three-axis attitude errors decreased by 15.8%, 18.3% and 51.3% individually. Further, compared
with an Auto Regressive and Moving Average (ARMA) model with fixed parameters, the STD
of the three-axis gyroscope outputs decreased by 42.4%, 21.4% and 21.4%, and the attitude errors
decreased by 47.6%, 42.3% and 52.0%. The results indicated that the de-noising scheme was effective
for improving MEMS INS accuracy, and the proposed LSTM-RNN method was more preferable in
this application.

Keywords: microelectromechanical systems; inertial measurement unit; long short term memory
recurrent neural networks; artificial intelligence
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1. Introduction

Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) and Inertial Navigation System (INS) have been set
up in various vehicles and carriers for navigation and tracking [1–5]. A GNSS receiver is usually a
chip, which is small, low-cost and precise. With continuously receiving the signal from the navigation
satellites in orbit, the GNSS receiver is able to provide reliable and constant positioning, navigation
and timing (PNT) information [6–10]. However, limited by the principle that at least four satellites are
essential for computing positioning and velocity, the GNSS receiver will fail to work normally under
challenging signal conditions [6–10]. The navigation signal transmits from the satellites a long way,
and becomes too weak when reaching the ground, therefore, it can be easily blocked temporarily by the
environment. For bridging the signal outages, Inertial Navigation System (INS) is employed to output
positioning information during the signal outage. Traditional fiber or laser Inertial Measurement Units
(IMU) are precise, but too big and expensive for vehicles or handheld devices [11–13].

Recently, Microelectromechanical Systems (MEMS) IMU has gained a boom in applications of
position and navigation, especially, vehicles, handheld devices, and precise-guidance bombs, due
to its low cost and small size brought by the advanced MEMS manufacturing technology [14–16].
With proper circuit and structure design, the accuracy of MEMS IMU has gradually improved [14–16].
Although, the MEMS IMU obtained a reduction in volume, and cost compared with conventional fiber
or laser IMU, the MEMS IMU experiences more non-linear or random errors, which leads to the MEMS
INS navigation solutions diverging dramatically over time [14–18]. Commonly, the GNSS receiver is
employed as an outer aiding to calibrating the INS, thus, the GNSS and INS integrated navigation
system is able provide reliable and continuous navigation solutions, even during short-term signal
outage. During the outage, the problem is that the errors of INS increase quickly without outer sensors
or reference aiding. Under this condition, the modeling or de-noising of the MEMS IMU outputs
will be a key step to improve the accuracy of MEMS INS. Researchers are devoted to identifying
and modeling the errors contained in the MEMS IMU raw signals, which can be divided into two
parts: System errors and random errors. The system part refers to the bias, and scale factor errors.
These errors can be calibrated or quantified by certain experiments in a laboratory. The calibration
process has been investigated and reported by a number of researchers [19–22]. However, the random
part can lead to the drifts and instabilities in bias or scale factor over time, which is the key component
leading to the INS errors divergence [17–26].

Therefore, before deploying MEMS IMU for navigation, an accurate model of the random
and systemic is requisite to ensure the accuracy. For identifying and modeling the random
errors, researchers have devoted to proposing some de-nosing techniques in this random signals
processing, and overall, the approaches can be divided to statistical modeling methods represented by
Wavelet De-noising (WD), Allan Variance (AV), Auto Regressive and Moving Average (ARMA), and
Artificial Intelligence (AI) methods represented by Support Vector Machine (SVM), Neural Networks
(NN) [17–26]. Generally, the random errors contain high frequency (long-term) and low frequency
(short-term) parts. Among statistical methods, the WD method performs significantly in removing
the high frequency part [17–26], but it has restricted ability in removing low frequency errors. The AV
method is another statistical method, and has been widely used in MEMS IMU errors analysis in
time domain [17,18]. In the AV method, the stability of MEMS IIMU measurements are presented
as a function of average time, and the intrinsic noise is described by five basic parts termed as:
Quantization noise, angle random walk, bias instability, rate random walk, and rate ramp [17,18].
Usually, the AV method is employed to exploit the noise characteristics and obtain first-order Gauss
Markov (GM) or ARMA parameters [17,18]. Traditional or conventional approaches are unsatisfactory
for this application. Moreover, the unsatisfactory estimation or compensation of the random errors will
lead to the failure to provide reliable navigation information estimation in short time. Another approach
is AI methods including SVM and NN, which have been utilized in MEMS IMU modeling, and found
to be better than other conventional methods [27–36]. These methods operate the signal de-noising or
modeling as sequence prediction problem, and the MEMS IMU measurements are treated as time series.
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Generally, in the data science community, sequence prediction problems have been around for
a long period of time in a wide range of applications, including stock price prediction and sales
pattern finding, language translation and speech recognization [37–41]. Recently, a new breakthrough
has happened in the data science community, and a Long Short Term Memory Recurrent Neutral
Networks (LSTM-RNN) has been proposed and has been demonstrated more effective for almost
all of these sequence prediction problems [37–41]. Compared with conventional RNN, LSTM-RNN
introduces the “gate structure” to address the long-term memory, which allows it to have the pattern
of selectively remembering for a long time. This special design or structure makes it more suitable
for predicting or processing time based series data. In this paper, the LSTM-RNN is incorporated in
MEMS IMU gyroscope raw signal de-noising. LSTM-RNN has performed excellently in time series
signal processing, for instance stock price prediction, speech single processing, and others [37–41].
A MEMS Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) manufactured by MT Microsystems Company known as
MSI2000 IMU is employed in the experiments for testing [42]. Firstly, a common ARMA is employed
to process the raw signal, then the order and parameters are determined through the auto-correlation
and partial correlation operation; secondly, a single LSTM and multi-layer LSTM are compared in
the MEMS gyroscope raw signal de-nosing in aspects of average training loss, training time and
de-noising performance; finally, the three-axis attitude errors of raw signals, ARMA, and LSTM-RNN
are compared and analyzed.

The remainder of this paper is organized as: (1) Section 2 introduces the methods including Auto
Regressive Moving Average Method (ARMA), and the proposed LSTM-RNN; (2) Section 3 presents the
experiments, results and comparison (3) the following are the discussion, conclusion and future work.

2. Method

In this section, the conventional ARMA representing the statistical methods and the proposed
LSTM-RNN representing AI methods are presented. The principles, basic equations and information
flow are briefly introduced.

2.1. ARMA Model

As illustrated in previous papers [25,26], the following two steps are essential for setting up
an ARMA model: (1) After the obtaining the raw gyroscope signals, auto-correlation and partial
correlation are operated to characterize the noise and select the suitable time series model; (2) estimating
the parameters of the ARMA model.

The auto-correlation of a signal is a product operation of the signal and a time-shifted version of
the signal itself. Assuming r(t) is a random signal sequence, and the auto-correlation can be modelled
as [25,26]:

R(τ) = E(r(t)r(t + τ)) (1)

where, E(·) is the expectation operator, τ is the time delay or shift. The partial correlation process is
defined as [25,26]:

P(τ) = ∑ (r(t)− E(r(t)))(r(t + τ)− E(r(t + τ)))√
∑ (r(t)− E(r(t)))2∑(r(t + τ)− E(r(t + τ)))2

(2)

where, E(·) is the expectation operator, τ is the time delay or shift.
The ARMA model is defined as:

z(k) =
p

∑
i=1

aiz(k − i) +
q

∑
j=1

bjε(k − j) + ε(k) (3)

where, ε(k) is a zero mean and unknown white noise, p and q are the order of the ARMA model,
z(k − i) is the input time series data, and the ai and bj are the related parameters, some approaches are
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published for obtaining the values of these parameters, for instance Kalman filter and the least square
estimation method [25,26]. Generally, the auto-correlation and partial correlation function is used to
decide the order of the AMRA model.

2.2. LSTM-RNN Method

Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) is a popular variant of the common Recurrent Neural Network
(RNN). An RNN composed of LSTM units is often called an LSTM network. Different from RNN,
new structure termed as “gate” is added to LSTM. Commonly, a LSTM unit is composed of a cell,
an “input gate”, “output gate” and a “forget gate.” The basic structure of a single layer LSTM unit
is shown as Figure 1. The cell remembers values over arbitrary time intervals and the three different
gates regulate and control the flow of information into and out of the cell [38–40]. Following is the
detailed description of the different gates and relative equations.

 

Figure 1. Basic structure of a Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) Unit.

As illustrated in Figure 1, the first part of the LSTM is the “forget gate”, which is employed
to decide what information is going to get thrown away from the cell state, the decision is made
by a sigmoid layer called “forget gate layer”. ht−1 and xt are input to the function, and outputs a
value ranging from 0 to 1 for each number in the cell state Ct−1. The values represent the forgetting
degree of each number in the cell state, and “1” represents “completely keep this” while “0” represents
“completely get rid of this”. The operation equation ft is as:

ft = σ
(

Wf ·[ht−1, xt] + b f

)
(4)

where, σ(·) is a sigmoid function, Wf is the updating weights, b f is the bias, ht−1 is the hidden state,
and xt is the input vector.

After deciding the memory of the previous hidden state, and the second part is the “input gate”,
which is utilized to decide what new information is going to be stored in the current cell state. This gate
is composed of two parts: (1) A sigmoid layer to decide what values are going to be updated, the output
values it range from 0 to 1, and they represent the updating degree of each number in input; (2) another
part is a tanh layer which creates a vector of new candidate values C̃t, which will be added to the cell
state after multiplied with the decision vector it. The relative equations are as following:

it = σ(Wi·[ht−1, xt] + bi) (5)

C̃t = tanh(WC·[ht−1, xt] + bC) (6)
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where, σ(·) is a sigmoid function, Wi is the updating weights, bi is the bias in the input gate, ht−1 is the
hidden state at time t − 1, WC is the updating weights, bC is the bias, and xt is the input vector.

The last part is the “output gate”, which is employed to decide what is going to output, similarly,
a sigmoid layer outputs values ot, which is employed to decide what parts of the cell state will be
output, then the cell state is put through a tanh function. After this operation, the cell state values are
pushed to be between −1 and 1. Finally, the results are multiplied by the output of the sigmoid gate,
and the output parts are decided. The related equations are as:

ot = σ(Wo·[ht−1, xt] + bo) (7)

ht = ot ∗ tanh(Ct) (8)

where, Wo is the updating weights, and bo is the bias in the output gate, Ct is the cell state at time t.
The above Equations (4)–(8) describes the basic LSTM unit for RNN, which is just a single LSTM

unit. Figure 2 presents a sequence of LSTM-RNN units in time domain. In Figure 2a, is a simple
description of the LSTM-RNN working flow. The output of LSTM-RNN is decided by not only current
state, but a long-term memory. Figure 2b gives the details. The cell state and hidden layer is covered to
the next LSTM Unit, and the inner gate will decide the memory degree of past information. In addition,
before it is employed for prediction, a training procure is necessary for determining the unknown
parameters in the above Equations [37–40].

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 2. Working flow of the LSTM-RNN. (a) brief working flow of LSTM-RNN (Recurrent Neural
Network); (b) a sequence of LSTM Unit.

3. Experiments and Results

This section will present experiments and the relative analyses for evaluating the performance
of the proposed LSTM-RNN method. The laboratory experiments are conducted using the data
which was collected from a MEMS IMU (MSI3200) manufactured by MT Microsystems Company,
Shijiazhuang, China [29]. The real picture and the specifications of the IMU are as Figure 3 and
Table 1 respectively. The gyroscope bias stability is ≤10◦/h, and the random walk is ≤ 10◦/

√
h. The
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accelerometer bias was 0.5 mg, and the bias stability was 0.5 mg. The IMU was placed statically on the
table, and the sampling frequency was 400 Hz. Thus, the amount of data was 48,000. The gyroscope
output data unit was in degree/s. The raw noisy data of the X-axis gyroscope output is shown as
Figure 3 (red line representing the raw data), and the bias was reduced before modeling the errors.
After removing the bias, the result is presented in Figure 4 (blue line representing the data excluding
bias). Note that the program in this experiment was developed in Python with the Tensorflow package,
which is operated in an Alienware R2 PC installed an i7 Intel CPU and 16 GB random memory.

 
Figure 3. MSI3200 Inertial Measurement Unit.

Figure 4. X-axis gyroscope signals.

Table 1. Specifications of MSI3200 IMU (Inertial Measurement Unit).

MEMS IMU

Gyroscope

Range ±300◦/s
Bias stability (1σ) ≤10◦/h

Bias stability (Allan) ≤2◦/h
Angle random walk ≤10◦/

√
h

Accelerometer

range ±15 g
Bias stability (1σ) 0.5 mg

Bias stability (Allan) 0.5 mg

Power consumption 1.5 W
Weight 250 g

Size 70 mm × 54 mm × 39 mm
Sampling rate 400 Hz

The remainder of his section is divided into three parts: (1) The first part describes the results
using the ARMA method to model the errors with presenting the auto-correction and partial correction
results. The ARMA models are given according to the auto-correction and partial correction results.
The standard deviation (STD) values of the signals are compared with the corresponding raw gyroscope
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signals; (2) the second part is the results using the LSTM-RNN to model the errors, and presenting the
training time and prediction accuracy for different input vector length. Moreover, a multi-layer
LSTM-RNN is designed and compared with a single-layer LSTM-RNN in terms training time,
computation load and performance; (3) the last part presents the comparisons conducted between the
ARMA and LSTM-RNN, including statistical results and position results.

3.1. Error Modeling Using ARMA

For time series analysis, Auto-Correlation Function (ACF) and Partial Auto-Correlation Function
(PACF) characteristics are usually employed to select the proper model. As aforementioned in Section 2,
the ACF and PACF are presented as Equations (1) and (2), and then Figures 4–6 show the ACF and
PACF results of the X-axis, Y-axis, and Z-axis gyroscope raw signals respectively, which are processed
according to the Equations (1) and (2). From Figures 5–7, it is evident and obvious that ACF and
PACF of the three-axis gyroscope are tail off. Thus, the ARMA model is suitable for this application,
and the order of the ARMA model is determined using the results. More details about parameters
determination can be found in the references [25,26]. Therefore, ARMA models for these three-axis
gyroscope signals are presented as:

z(k) = 0.3475z(k − 1) + 0.163z(k − 2)− 0.0508ε(k − 1) + ε(k) (9)

z(k) = 0.5065z(k − 1) + 0.2583z(k − 2)− 0.2371ε(k − 1) + ε(k) (10)

z(k) = 0.3309z(k − 1) + 0.2592z(k − 2) + 0.132ε(k − 1) + ε(k) (11)

where, the z(k) is the data at time ε(k) is the white noise at time k. The results from the ARMA is listed
in Table 2. Compared with raw signal, the standard deviation (STD) of the three-axis gyroscope outputs
decrease by 31.1%, 20.0% and 25.0%. The results show the ARMA performs effectively for de-noising
MEMS gyroscope raw signals. Specifically, the parameters or orders are fixed in this experiment.

Table 2. Standard deviation of Auto Regressive and Moving Average (ARMA) modeling results for the
three-axis gyroscope.

X Y Z

Raw data 0.0247 0.035 0.056
ARMA 0.017 0.028 0.042

Figure 5. Auto-correlation and partial correlation analysis results of X-axis gyroscope signals.
(a) autocorrelation analysis diagram; (b) Partial correlation analysis diagram.
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Figure 6. Auto-correlation and partial correlation analysis results of Y-axis gyroscope signals.
(a) autocorrelation analysis diagram; (b) Partial correlation analysis diagram.

Figure 7. Auto-correlation and partial correlation analysis results of Z-axis gyroscope signals.
(a) autocorrelation analysis diagram; (b) Partial correlation analysis diagram.

3.2. Error Modeling Using LSTM-RNN

In this proposed LSTM-RNN method, the employed MEMS gyroscope dataset is labeled as
[x1, x2, . . . , xN ], the subscript N is termed as the amount of the IMU data samples. The dataset is
divided into a training and testing part. The training part is used to build the model and the testing
part is used to verify the model. The input data vector for training is defined as:

Inputi =
[
xi, xi+1, . . . , xi+step

]
, i ∈ [1, N − step] (12)

The output data vector is defined as:

Onputi =
[
xi+step+1

]
, i ∈ [1, N − step] (13)

In above equations, the variable step is the length of the input data vector for training procedure.
Suitable values of the input vector length step is identified to realize a tradeoff between training time
and the prediction performance. Table 3 shows the three axis gyroscope data training results and
standard deviation (STD) of the prediction. In this test, the 5, 10, 15, 20 and 30 are the selected values
of the vector length. Table 4 shows the comparison results. The training dataset length is 1000, and the
testing dataset length is 48,000 (2 min with 400 Hz sampling rate). The specifications of the LSTM-RNN
are presented in Table 5. The consumption time increases with the input vector length, and the STD
values decrease first, and then increase. Hence, 20 is selected as the length of input vector, which is the
best tradeoff between the STD and the computation time.
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Table 3. Standard deviation of the raw and predicted datasets by single LSTM-RNN.

X Y Z

Raw data 0.0247 0.035 0.056
Single LSTM-RNN 0.0098 0.022 0.031

Table 4. Performance of gyroscope X-axis with varying values of input vector.

Length STD Time (s)

5 0.0096 1.25
10 0.0095 1.33
15 0.0063 2.13
20 0.0052 2.90
30 0.0094 2.98

Table 5. Specifications of LSTM-RNN.

Batch size 128
Training epoch 50
Learning rate 0.01

Hidden unit amount 1

As shown in Table 5, the noises are considerably decreased using the LSTM-RNN, and the STD
values decrease by 60.3%, 37%, and 44.6%. As aforementioned, the training epoch was set to 50, and
a multi-layer LSTM-RNN was designed and compared with single LSTM-RNN. Table 6 shows the
results. The multi-layer LSTM-RNN (two hidden units) has a lower average training loss at epoch of
50, which decreases by 55.4%, 34.2% and 32.1%, However, it seems that there is no obvious advance in
filtering performance. The STD values of the filters data have no reduction, and are even a little higher.
The operation time consumption is almost twice that of single LSTM-RNN.

Figure 8 shows the training loss comparison of single-layer LSTM RNN and multi-layer
LSTM-RNN, and they have identical accuracy at the 20th epochs. Thus, multi-layer LSTM-RNN
was trained with 20 epochs, and Table 7 shows the results for the multi-layer LSTM-RNN. The results
were compared with single LSTM-RNN with 50 training epochs. The average training losses have
a slight increase, and the STD values are almost identical to that of multi-layer LSTM-RNN with
50 training epochs. However, compared with the single LSTM-RNN, the time consumption of
multi-layer LSTM-RNN is less than that of single LSTM-RNN, which is initialed by the training epochs
reducing in multi-layer LSTM-RNN. In aspects of the STD values, the de-noised three-axis gyroscope
outputs have an improvement of 22.4%, 9.1%, and 22.6% respectively compared with single-layer
LSTM-RNN trained after 50 epochs. This decline in accuracy means the multi-layer LSTM-RNN
with fewer training epochs have weaker generation ability, since the multi-layer LSTM-RNN has
more parameters which need more training epochs. Thus, while the training epochs are set to 20,
the multi-layer has slightly worse STD values compared with the single-layer LSTM-RNN.

Table 6. Comparison of Single LSTM-RNN and multi-layer LSTM-RNN.

X Y Z

Training
Loss

STD Time
Training

Loss
STD Time

Training
Loss

STD Time

Single LSTM-RNN 0.00053 0.0098 4.52 0.0010 0.022 4.94 0.022 0.031 4.56
Multi-layer
LSTM-RNN 0.000467 0.011 9.31 0.0009 0.023 9.21 0.014 0.038 8.65

Raw data / 0.0246 / / 0.0352 / / 0.056 /
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Table 7. Comparison of single LSTM-RNN with 50 training epochs and multi-layer LSTM-RNN with
20 training epochs.

X Y Z

Training
Loss

STD Time
Training

Loss
STD Time

Training
Loss

STD Time

Single LSTM-RNN 0.00053 0.0098 4.52 0.0010 0.022 4.94 0.022 0.031 4.56
Multi-layer
LSTM-RNN 0.00045 0.012 3.68 0.0009 0.024 3.82 0.017 0.038 3.76

Raw data / 0.0246 / / 0.0352 / / 0.056 /

Figure 8. Training loss comparison between single-layer LSTM and multi-layer LSTM.

3.3. Comparisons of ARMA and LSTM-RNN

This part presents the comparisons between ARMA and LSTM-RNN. Table 8 shows the STD
results from the ARMA and LSTM-RNN de-noising methods. Compared with raw signals, STD
values of the three-axis gyroscope data from the ARMA method perform a 31.2%, 20.0% and 25.0%
improvement, and the STD values of the single-layer LSTM-RNN de-noised signals decrease by 42.4%,
21.4% and 21.4% respectively. With the same MEMS IMU dataset, the LSTM-RNN has an obvious
improvement of 42.3%, 21.4% and 26.2% respectively for the three-axis gyroscope dataset.

Further, Figure 9 shows the attitude errors of the ARMA and LSTM-RNN de-noised MEMS
IMU data. In the Figure 9, the blue line represents the position errors of the raw signals from MEMS
IMU, the green line represents the position errors of AMMA de-noised MEMS IMU, and the red line
represents the position errors of the designed single LSTM-RNN de-noised MEMS IMU. Table 9 shows
the maximum errors of the three-axis gyroscope, compared with raw signal. The pitch, roll angle
and yaw angle errors decreased by 15.8%, 18.3% and 51.3% respectively. Specifically, the pitch error
decreases from −5.07◦ to −4.27◦, the roll error decreases from −1.95◦ to −1.60◦, and the yaw angle
error decreases from −3.85◦ to −1.87◦. Moreover, the errors from signals de-noised by LSTM-RNN
decreased by 47.6%, 42.3% and 52.0%, further compared with ARMA results. To be specific, the pitch,
roll and yaw angles have an extra improvement of 2.04◦, 0.66◦ and 0.96◦ compared with that of ARMA.
The ARMA employed in this experiment was operated with fixed parameters with selected part of
the dataset. Thus, in the testing dataset, more feasible parameters are available and suitable for better
performance. However, the single-layer LSTM and ARMA were tested with the identical dataset, this
might demonstrate that LSTM-RNN have better generation ability in this application. This is what
we think might account for the accuracy improvement of the single-layer LSTM-RNN compared with
the common ARMA method. In addition, the yaw errors from the LSTM-RNN de-noised signals
have an upward trend which is different from the errors from the ARMA and raw signals. We think
the principle of the LSTM-RNN may account for this, and the specifications need more and further
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investigation. Overall, the results demonstrate the effectiveness of LSTM-RNN in MEMS gyroscope
signals de-nosing.

Table 8. Standard deviation of ARMA modeling results for the three-axis gyroscope.

X Y Z

Raw data 0.0247 0.035 0.056
ARMA 0.017 0.028 0.042

Single LSTM-RNN 0.0098 0.022 0.031

Table 9. Maximum attitude errors from raw, ARMA and LSTM-RNN

Pitch Roll Yaw

Raw data −5.070 −1.952 −3.853
ARMA −4.268 −1.601 −1.873

Single LSTM-RNN −2.231 −0.942 0.826

Figure 9. LSTM-RNN MEMS IMU attitude errors. (a) Pitch angle; (b) Roll angle; (c) Yaw angle

4. Discussion

1. In this paper, limited by the computing capacity of the employed computer, the LSTM-RNN had
a limited amount of layers, which might have a negative influence on the generation ability of
LSTN-RNN and the prediction performance in the long term.

2. In this paper, just one of the RNN variants LSTM-RNN were employed and evaluated in this
application, and it has significant meaning to explore different LSTM-RNN structures more
suitable for MEMS IMU errors modeling and de-noising.
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3. This method was tested only using static data, and dynamic trajectory data should be included
for fully evaluating the proposed method. The noise characteristics in dynamic environment may
be different from that in dynamics.

5. Conclusions

This paper discussed a LSTM-RNN based MEMS IMU errors modelling method. A MEMS IMU
(MSI 3200) was employed for testing the proposed method. Through the comparisons, three major
conclusions were drawn as: (1) LSTM-RNN outperformed the ARMA in this application. Compared
with the ARMA model, the standard deviation of the single LSTM-RNN de-noised signals decreased
by 42.4%, 21.4% and 21.4% respectively, and the attitude errors decreased by 47.6%, 42.3% and 52.0%;
(2) multi-layer LSTM-RNN was able to realize the settled average training loss with less training
epochs. However, the multi-layer LSTM-RNN did not outperform the single LSTM-RNN in standard
deviation values of the prediction. When the training epoch was set to 20, the multi-layer had a slightly
better prediction accuracy with less computation time than the single LSTM-RNN.

In addition, we think some more details are worthy of being investigated further in the future:
(1) It is meaningful to investigate the deep LSTM-RNN network, which should be trained with a
large amount data. Well trained deep LSTM-RNN has been demonstrated to be more feasible in some
applications. A deep LSTM-RNN will be implemented and presented in future; (2) many variants of
RNN are published and have been demonstrated effectively in solving time series prediction problems.
It is meaningful to further investigate and compare their performance, and find more preferable neural
networks suitable for this particular application. Comparison of several popular variants of RNN will
be presented in future.
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Abstract: At present, realizing high-quality automatic welding through online monitoring is a
research focus in engineering applications. In this paper, a CNN–LSTM algorithm is proposed,
which combines the advantages of convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and long short-term
memory networks (LSTMs). The CNN–LSTM algorithm establishes a shallow CNN to extract
the primary features of the molten pool image. Then the feature tensor extracted by the CNN is
transformed into the feature matrix. Finally, the rows of the feature matrix are fed into the LSTM
network for feature fusion. This process realizes the implicit mapping from molten pool images
to welding defects. The test results on the self-made molten pool image dataset show that CNN
contributes to the overall feasibility of the CNN–LSTM algorithm and LSTM network is the most
superior in the feature hybrid stage. The algorithm converges at 300 epochs and the accuracy of
defects detection in CO2 welding molten pool is 94%. The processing time of a single image is
0.067 ms, which fully meets the real-time monitoring requirement based on molten pool image.
The experimental results on the MNIST and FashionMNIST datasets show that the algorithm is
universal and can be used for similar image recognition and classification tasks.

Keywords: deep learning; CNN; LSTM; CO2 welding; molten pool; online monitoring

1. Introduction

Welding is a dynamic, interactive, and non-linear process. The monitoring of welding defects is
a difficult problem due to these characteristics of welding. The main difficulties in this task include
deciding when a defect occurred and which type of defect occurred. In the actual welding process,
skilled welders can dynamically adjust the welding process from observing the state of molten pool
to prevent welding defects. That gave rise to our idea that we could adjust the welding process by
observing the molten pool. An accurate mapping model between the molten pool image and the weld
quality is a vital part of this method [1,2]. The molten pool images are independently used as inputs to
this model. A typical molten pool image contains many objects, such as welding wire, arc, molten pool,
weld seam, metal accumulation, splash, smoke, etc. Although the molten pool is the main part of the
whole image, it is necessary to consider all objects and the relationship between various objects for the
purpose of accurately reflecting the welding information through the molten pool image. Therefore,
extracting the features from all objects in the molten pool image and hybridizing the different features
are the key to establishing an accurate mapping model.

The research of molten pool image can be divided into two categories. One of them is based on
multiple molten pool images. The main idea is to find the mutation rule of molten pool characteristic
signals when welding defects occur by multi-level (time domain, frequency domain) statistical analysis
of the characteristics of multiple molten pool images [3–8]. This idea can synthetically consider the
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molten pool images’ information of the whole welding process, and the features used for analysis
are generally primary features, which are relatively easy to design and obtain. However, this idea
can only be used to analyze the overall welding quality and locate the welding defects after welding
is complete and does not satisfy requirements of real-time monitoring of welding. Another idea is
based on single molten pool images, which is more suitable for an online monitoring process [9–13].
In studying molten pool images of the welding process, the most original method is to manually design
and identify the statistics of the characteristics of molten pool (length, width, area, spatter number, etc.)
and then identify the molten pool state. Although this method is highly interpretable, it requires a lot
of prior knowledge and is very time-consuming. Furthermore, such a model poorly adapts to other
image classification problems. With the development of deep learning, convolutional neural network
(CNN) replaced the process of human design and the extraction of primary features, achieving great
results [14–16]. However, for the purpose of further improving the accuracy of defect recognition,
more convolutional layers need to be stacked in the feature fusion stage, which will bring huge
computational cost, making real-time monitoring infeasible. In view of the existing problems in the
feature hybrid stage, principal component analysis (PCA) and fully connected layers are widely used
to combine the results of feature extraction [17–21]. Although PCA has great interpretability, such a
deterministic process may leave out features with small contributions, and these features may entail
important information about welding quality. Therefore, the process of feature information fusion
lacks the ability of intelligent fusion. Adding a fully connected layer and adjusting the weight of each
shallow feature using back propagation can play a certain role in intelligent hybrid of features; however,
this hybrid method is often too simple and insufficient to extract high-level abstract information.

Traditional neural networks (including CNN) assume that all inputs and outputs are independent
of each other, while the basic assumption of recurrent neural network (RNN) is that there is an
interaction between the input sequences, and this feature of RNN provides a new approach to feature
hybrid [22,23]. References [24–30] propose a method for intelligently hybridizing the features of each
individual in the input sequence using the long short-term memory network (LSTM, a variant of RNN),
which can extract the long-term dependencies of the data features in the sequence to improve the
recognition accuracy. However, the original input of the whole online molten pool status recognition
task is a single molten pool image at a certain moment rather than a sequence of images. Therefore,
in view of the above problems and the complexity of the molten pool images, this paper proposes an
innovative strategy. In the feature extraction stage, multiple convolutional kernels are used to scan
the whole molten pool image to obtain the redundant features of all objects in the molten pool image.
Due to the distance that the convolution kernel slides each time is less than the size of the convolution
kernel itself, and there are overlapping parts in each scan area of the convolution kernel, so the feature
blocks extracted by the convolution kernel also depend strongly on each other. When describing a
thing, we often hope to construct a set of bases, which can form a complete description of a thing.
The same is true in the same level of a convolution network, that is, the relationship between feature
maps extracted from the same level of convolution kernels lies in the formation of a description of
images on different bases at the same level. So in the stage of feature fusion, several feature images
extracted by CNN are unified and reconstructed into a two-dimensional feature matrix that contains
the correlation information from the interior of a single feature image and from multiple feature images.
In order to improve the accuracy of molten pool image recognition, each row of the feature matrix is
considered as a basic unit to be hybridized, and the number of rows is considered as the length of a
sequence. In this way, the single image of molten pool is converted into “sequential” data in this sense.
Then, the long-term dependencies property of the LSTM network is used to filter and fusion the rows
of the feature matrix to obtain high-level abstract information. In this case, the model is transformed
into a multi-input single-output model like text sentiment analysis. Each input can be understood as a
contribution of the feature vector at this time step to the overall molten pool image identification task
in the context. The CNN–LSTM algorithm proposed in this paper establishes the end-to-end mapping
relationship between molten pool image and welding defects. The advantage of this algorithm is that
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it can intelligently learn the best hybrid features through the error back propagation algorithm in
the shallow CNN network for a single molten pool image to meet the engineering requirements for
real-time monitoring of the welding process. In this paper, the molten pool image is obtained by a CO2

welding test. The feasibility, superiority to other models, and contribution sources of the proposed
algorithm are tested and studied. The experiment is carried out on the MNIST and FashionMNIST
datasets to illustrate the versatility of the CNN–LSTM algorithm. The feature hybrid method in this
paper also has certain reference significance for similar image recognition tasks.

2. Deep Learning Model Based on CNN–LSTM

A CNN is a neural network that uses convolution operation instead of traditional matrix
multiplication in at least one layer of the network. It is especially used to deal with data with
similar grid structures, a data structure common in computer vision and image processing [14]. The 2D
image data can be directly used as the bottom-level input of a CNN, and then the essential features of
the image are extracted layer-by-layer through convolution and pooling operations. These features
have the invariance of translation, rotation, and scaling. However, the output layer of the traditional
CNN is fully connected with the hidden layer. This feature fusion method which takes all outputs of
the convolutional layer is far too simple for the purpose of our model. Problems with this method
include bad kernels, multiple kernels extracting the same information, and unnecessary information
extracted by kernels. It is possible to extract deeper image features and improve recognition accuracy
by increasing the number of convolutional kernels, convolutional layers, and pooling layers. But it
will undoubtedly lead to a huge network, thereby increasing the cost of computation, and also facing
the risk of overfitting [14,15]. As a time recurrent neural network, LSTM is suitable for processing the
sequence problem with time dependence. The input feature tensor is selectively forgotten, input and
output through three threshold structures. It can filter and fuse the empty input, similar information,
and unnecessary information extracted by the convolutional kernels, so that the effective feature
information can be stored in the state cell for a long time. Therefore, an algorithm combining CNN
and LSTM was proposed in literature [24–30], which has achieved good results in gesture recognition,
voice recognition, rainfall prediction, machine health condition prediction, text analysis, and other
fields. However, the above literature is targeted at prediction tasks, and the input of LSTM is also
a batch of images in time series. But the molten pool online monitoring process is faced with the
identification task. The original input of this task is a single molten pool image taken by the camera at a
certain moment. The ideas of sequence dependency are clearly inapplicable to this problem. Therefore,
in view of the above problems, this paper proposes an algorithm named CNN–LSTM for the online
monitoring task of the molten pool, which hybridizes the advantages of CNN and LSTM. The overall
architecture of CNN–LSTM is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Convolutional neural network and long short-term memory network (CNN–LSTM) algorithm
overall architecture.
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The CNN–LSTM algorithm is designed for the recognition task of a single image. Since CNN’s
feature extraction is adaptive and self-learning, our model can overcome the reliance of feature
extraction and data reconstruction relying on human experience and subjective consciousness in
traditional recognition algorithms. It uses multiple convolutional kernels to scan the entire molten
pool image to obtain redundant features of all objects as candidates. In the feature hybrid stage,
the three-dimensional feature tensor output from the last layer of CNN is firstly stretched into a
one-dimensional feature vector. As mentioned earlier, this vector has all feature information extracted
by convolutional kernels, which includes some blank information, similar information, unnecessary
information, and so on. Then the feature vector is mapped to two-dimensional space as the input of
LSTM. Each row of the feature matrix is considered as a basic unit to be hybridized. Each time step
reads a row of feature information and divides a feature matrix into several time steps to read. In this
way, the single image of molten pool is converted into “sequential” data in this sense. The LSTM
network is used to extract the dependencies between each row of feature matrix, so as to filter
and hybridize the features extracted from the CNN network. Figure 2 shows the innovation of the
CNN–LSTM network. In the time interval of the CNN–LSTM network identification molten pool
image, the input of LSTM network at time t includes the output ht−1 and unit state ct−1 at time t − 1,
and the network’s input xt of current time. The feature tensor and the cell state can be filtered and
hybridized by three carefully designed threshold structures, so that the effective features extracted
from the CNN can be stored in cell state for a long time and the invalid features are forgotten.

Figure 2. Feature hybrid mechanism of CNN-LSTM.

3. Model Implementation and Parameter Details

3.1. Model Implementation Process

It can be seen from Figure 1 that this algorithm is mainly divided into feature extraction stage
based on CNN and feature fusion stage based on LSTM. In the feature extraction stage, the forward
propagation process of the image signal is as follows: it is assumed that the l layer is a convolutional
layer, and the l − 1 layer is a pooling layer or an input layer. Then the calculation formula of the l layer is:

xl
j = f (∑i∈Mj

xl−1
i × kl

ij + bl
j) (1)

The xl
j on the left of the above equation represents the jth feature image of the l layer. The right

side shows the convolution operation and summation for all associated feature maps xl−1
i of the l − 1

layer and the jth convolutional kernel of the lth layer, and then adds an offset parameter, and finally
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passes the activation function f (*). Among them, l is the number of layers, f is the activation function,
Mj is an input feature map of the upper layer, b is offset, and k is convolutional kernel.

Assuming that the l layer is pooling layer (down sampling layer), the l − 1 layer is the
convolutional layer. The formula for the l layer is as follows:

xl
j = f (βl

jdown(xl−1
j ) + bl

j) (2)

In the above formula, l is the number of pooling layer, f is the activation function, down(*) is the
down sampling function; β is the down sampling coefficient, and b is the offset.

In the feature hybrid stage, the network uses three threshold structures to control the state of the
cell that preserves long-term memory. The meaning of long short-term memory is: ct corresponds to
long-term memory, and c̃t corresponds to short-term memory. The σ(*) in Expressions (3), (4), and (7)
is a Sigmoid function. If the output of Sigmoid function is 1, then the information is fully remembered.
If the output is 0, then it is completely forgotten. If the output is the value between 0 and 1, it is the
proportion of information to be remembered. The gate is actually equivalent to a fully connected
layer and its input is a vector and output is a real vector between 0 and 1. It uses the output vector of
the “gate” multiplied by the vector we want to control. The forgetting gate ft determines how much
historical information can be remained in a long-term state ct; c̃t is used to describe the short-term state
of current input. The input gate it determines how much of the current network input information can
be added to the long-term state ct; the output gate ot controls how much of the aggregated information
is available as the current output. The expressions are as follows:

ft = σ
(

Wf •[ht−1, xt] + b f

)
, (3)

it = σ(Wi•[ht−1, xt] + bi), (4)

c̃t = tanh(Wc•[ht−1, xt] + bc), (5)

ct = ft ◦ ct−1 + it ◦ c̃t, (6)

ot = σ(Wo•[ht−1, xt] + bo), (7)

ht = ot ◦ tanh(ct), (8)

The above are the formulas of the forward propagation process of the image signal. “•” means
matrix multiplication, and “◦” means multiplication by elements of the same position. The output
of the last time step of the LSTM network includes current unit state c64 and current output h64.
We take h64 as the overall output of the LSTM part, which is the input of SOFTMAX. After the signal
passed through the SOFTMAX, the judgment of the category is given in the form of probability. In the
algorithm training stage, the network adopts the error back propagation method to iteratively update
the weights and offsets until the number of epochs is reached.

3.2. Model Parameter Details

Tensorflow is a deep learning framework developed by Google. It provides a visual tool
Tensorboard that can display the learning process of algorithms. In order to realize the CNN–LSTM
algorithm proposed in this paper, the relevant hyper-parameters under this deep learning framework
are set as follows: in view of the fact that the gray image of the molten pool taken by the charge
coupled device (CCD) camera is too large (768 × 768), it brings great difficulty to the network
operation. Therefore, the gray image size is first converted to 64 × 64. In the first convolutional layer
(Conv1), there are 32 convolutional kernels with a size of 5 × 5. The convolution stride is 1, and the
padding method is same to ensure that the image size is unchanged after convolution. At this time,
the image data is converted to 64 × 64 × 32. The first pooling layer (Pool1) uses the maximum pooling.
The pooling window with a size of 2 × 2, the pooling stride is 1, and the padding method is same.
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At this time, the image data is converted to 32 × 32 × 32. In the second convolution layer (Conv2),
there are 64 convolution kernels with a size of 5 × 5. The convolution stride is 1, and the padding
method is same. At this time, the image data is converted to 32 × 32 × 64. The second pooling layer
(Pool2) uses the maximum pooling. The pooling window with a size of 2 × 2, the pooling stride is 1,
and the padding method is same. At this time, the image data is converted to 16 × 16 × 64. The fully
connected layer adjusts the feature matrix to 64 × 64, and each time step takes one row as the input
to the LSTM network. There are 64 time steps in the total. There are 100 hidden units in the LSTM
network. Finally, the classification results of defects are obtained through SOFTMAX. In addition,
the learning rate of this network is set to 10−4, and Adam is chosen as the optimizer.

Considering the small sample size, in order to prevent overfitting and reduce the amount
of calculation, the first layer convolution result, the second layer convolution result and the fully
connected layer result all use ReLU (Rectified Linear Units) activation function: ReLU(x) = max(0,x),
which is shown in Figure 3. The ReLU activation function is more expressive than the linear function.
The convergence rate of ReLU is faster than that of nonlinear activation functions such as Sigmoid
and Tanh. Moreover, since the derivative of ReLU activation function is equal to 1, it can help with
vanishing gradient problem [31,32]. In order to further reduce the possibility of overfitting caused
by the small sample size, a random dropout method is used in the fully connected layer which is
shown in Figure 4. Some neurons are stochastically deactivated at each epoch. Dropout decreases the
dependencies between nodes and reduce overfitting by turning the CNN into an ensemble classifier of
many weak classifiers. The dropout parameter is set to 0.5 in our model.

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the ReLU function.

Figure 4. Schematic diagram of the random Dropout method.

4. Test Design and Environment

4.1. Test Design

First of all, in order to help understand the mechanism of feature extraction and evolution of
the algorithm, the operation results of each convolution and pool layer will be visualized. Secondly,
in order to show the feasibility and generalization ability of CNN–LSTM algorithm, the training
performance and testing performance will be compared. The size of the original image was converted
into 32 × 32, 64 × 64, and 128 × 128 as the initial input. The contribution source of the feasibility of
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the algorithm was illustrated by the influence of different input sizes on the composition algorithm.
Among the tasks related to image feature extraction, CNN has been widely proved to be superior to
traditional algorithms. Therefore, in order to fully reflect the superiority of the algorithm and illustrate
the contribution sources of the superiority, performance comparison tests were conducted under the
same hyper-parameters with the composition algorithm (CNN, LSTM) and CNN-3 (add a convolution
and pooling layer, respectively). Finally, in order to illustrate the versatility of the CNN–LSTM
algorithm, the performance of the algorithm was tested on the MNIST and FashionMNIST datasets in
Appendix A.

In addition, in order to guarantee the fairness of the comparison test, other hyper-parameters such
as convolution kernel size, pool window size, stride, network learning rate, activation function, optimizer,
dropout value, LSTM’s hidden layer unit number, etc., were set to be same. The algorithm was analyzed
and compared using three criteria: recognition accuracy, convergence speed, and recognition time.

4.2. Test Environment

In terms of data sources, this paper relies on the key laboratory of Robotics and Welding
Technology of Guilin University of Aerospace Technology to carry out the CO2 welding test. In the
actual welding process, welding defects are caused by a variety of factors and have great uncertainty.
Through pre-processing, a total of 500 molten pool images of the three most common types of welding
including welding through, welding deviation, and normal welding were collected. The original size
of the images were 768 × 768. There were 300 pictures per class in the training set and 100 pictures
in each class in the validation set and testing set. The tail of the molten pool corresponding to the
welding through defect will leak to the back of the base metal and appear as a shadow on the image
(Figure 5a, yellow area). Welding through defects are mainly caused by the welding current being too
large, welding speed being too slow, the base material too thin, the base material not uniform, and so
on. The weld pool corresponding to the weld deviation defect will deviate from the predetermined
weld seam. Welding deviation defects are mainly caused by the vibration of the walking mechanism,
the low accuracy of the positioning, the instability of the arc, and so on. At this point, the molten pool
will deviate from the predetermined weld, which is reflected in the image as a part missing from the
molten pool (Figure 5b, yellow area). A normal molten pool has an elliptical shape. Figure 5 shows a
partial picture of the sample set.

Figure 5. Part of the sample set images. (a) welding through; (b) welding deviation; (c) normal welding.
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The algorithm performs performance tests under the ubuntu16.04 operating system, a GTX1080Ti
graphics card, a hardware environment of 64 GB running, and the Tensorflow deep learning framework.

5. Test Results and Analysis

5.1. Visual Analysis

According to the details of the network framework, the algorithm has two layers of convolution
and two layers of pooling for feature adaptive extraction of the molten pool image. Figure 6 shows the
feature extraction and evolution mechanism of CNN.

 

 

Figure 6. The feature images of the molten pool in three states: (a) welding through; (b) welding
deviation; (c) normal welding.

As a whole, the comparison between the convolution results of the first layer and the convolution
results of the second layer shows that the activation degree of the background of the molten
pool decreases with the deepening of the convolution layer. The attention of convolution kernels
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gradually concentrates on the characteristic information of molten pool and ignores the background.
The convolution kernels in the first layer are mainly used to detect low-order features, such as the
edge, angle, and curve of the molten pool. The convolution kernels in the second layer are mainly
used to detect the combined features of low-order features, such as the arc and shape of the molten
pool. The result of the first convolution layer has a high spatial resolution, which is conducive to
the accurate positioning of the target, such as the separation of the molten pool and the background
but lacks robust feature representation. The spatial resolution of the second-layer convolution result
is reduced due to the pooling operation, resulting in weaker positioning functions, but with deeper
abstract features, and thus distortion tolerance [14,15]. The results of the second layer convolution are
more ambiguous than the first layer, but the unique part of the category is highlighted. The maximum
pooling operation can reduce the parameter calculation amount to prevent overfitting while better
retaining the main texture features of the molten pool. It can be seen that maximum pooling of the first
layer has a partial enhancement to the features extracted by the first convolution layer. However, after
the maximum pooling of the second layer, some relatively abstract discrete blocks appeared, which are
difficult to see by the naked eye. In addition, a small number of feature images are black or very
similar to other feature images, which means that the convolution kernels failed to extract information
or similar information were extracted by multiple convolution kernels. Therefore, it is necessary to
select and combine the feature information by using LSTM network before the classification.

Specifically, in the same convolution layer, the convolution kernels extract different features
in different molten pool states. Due to the excessive energy density of the weld, the molten pool
will collapse in the middle, resulting in shadow behind the molten pool image (Figure 5a, yellow
area). This feature is an irregular feature map similar to the elliptical gap in the convolution results.
The welding deviation defects caused by improper groove angle, uneven assembly clearance or low
precision of welding robot, resulting in the molten pool is only half (Figure 5b, yellow area), its own
irregularity is very strong, resulting in a large deviation and irregularity of convolution results. Due to
the regular shape of the molten pool in the normal state (Figure 5c, red area), the feature images
extracted from the convolution kernels are also approximately elliptic, and the molten pool in the
normal state is brighter than the other two states, so the convolution kernels have also extracted more
bright features. In the same molten pool state, taking the normal state as an example, as mentioned
above: the first layer of convolution kernels are more concerned with the characteristics of the
approximate elliptical edge of the molten pool; the second layer of convolution kernels focuses
on the overall morphological features of the approximate ellipse of the molten pool; the pooling layer
improves computational efficiency while preserving texture features that can represent grayscale
distributions of pixels and surrounding spatial neighborhoods.

5.2. Feasibility Analysis

The loss curve of CNN–LSTM algorithm in the training process is shown in Figure 7. On the
training set, the CNN–LSTM network begins to converge after about 200 epochs and the convergence
process is stable. On the validation set, CNN–LSTM begins to converge after about 300 epochs.
Although the convergence process fluctuates slightly, the overall trend of loss is clearly decreasing.
Although the accuracy of CNN–LSTM on the validation set is slightly lower than that on the training
set, with the increase of the training epoch, the accuracy on the verification set does not decrease,
and the recognition accuracy on the test set is 94%. Through the above analysis, we can find that
the algorithm of maximum pooling, ReLU activation function, and random dropout can effectively
suppress the overfitting due to the sparse set of samples, thus achieving excellent performance on both
the training and testing stage, which embodies the effectiveness and strong generalization ability of
the algorithm.

The effect of different input sizes on each algorithm is shown in Figure 8. It can be seen that
with the increase of input sequence size, the convergence speed and recognition accuracy of the CNN
network increase significantly. This is because with the increase of input sequence size, the details
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and features of molten pool image are more abundant, and the strong feature adaptive extraction
ability of CNN network comes into play. But for the LSTM algorithm, the recognition accuracy is the
highest when the size of the input image is 64 × 64. When the input size is 128 × 128, the recognition
accuracy is lower than that input with smaller size. This is likely because that when the size of
the input sequence is small, the details and features of the molten pool image are small and not
obvious, and LSTM cannot extract too much effective characteristic sequence information of the
molten pool. When the input sequence is long, LSTM can extract more effective sequence information,
and at the same time, it can exert its strong gradient retention and long-term dependence ability.
But when faced with a particularly long sequence, because the traditional neural network model uses
an encoder-decoder structure, the model of this structure usually encodes the input sequence into a
fixed-length vector representation. For short input sequences, the model can learn a reasonable vector
representation. However, the problem with this model is that when the input sequence is very long,
it is difficult for the model to learn a reasonable vector representation, so it is difficult to retain all
necessary information [33–35]. However, the CNN–LSTM network proposed in this paper increases the
convergence speed and recognition accuracy as the input sequence size increases. This indicates that
the method of automatic feature extraction by CNN has the largest overall contribution to the feasibility
of the CNN–LSTM algorithm, and the method of intelligent fusion of feature tensor by LSTM’s long
term dependence has the second largest contribution to the feasibility of the CNN–LSTM algorithm.

 
Figure 7. The recognition accuracy of this network training and testing process.

Figure 8. Influence of different input sizes on each algorithm.
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5.3. Performance Analysis

The training performance comparison between the CNN–LSTM algorithm and each component
algorithm under the same hyper-parameter is shown in Figure 9. Taking the input image size 64 × 64
as an example, in terms of convergence speed, the LSTM network starts to converge from about
700 epochs and eventually converges to about 90% accuracy. The CNN network converges from about
600 epochs and eventually converges to about 93% accuracy. The CNN-3 network converges from
about 400 epochs and eventually converges to about 94% accuracy. The CNN–LSTM algorithm starts
to converge from about 300 epochs and eventually converges to about 96% accuracy. In terms of defect
recognition accuracy on the test set, the recognition accuracy of LSTM network is 88%, the recognition
accuracy of CNN network is 89%, the recognition accuracy of CNN-3 network is 91%, the recognition
accuracy of CNN–LSTM network is 94%. In terms of defect recognition speed, it can be found from
Table 1 that LSTM algorithm has the fastest recognition speed under any input image size, followed
by CNN. The CNN–LSTM has more training parameters due to the hybrid of CNN and LSTM, so it
takes more time, but it is still faster than the CNN-3 which contains the three-layer convolution and
pooling. In addition, when the input image size is 128 × 128, although CNN-3 can get a recognition
accuracy of 94% on the test set, the recognition time of a single image is five times longer than that of
the CNN–LSTM network when the input image size is 64 × 64. In the process of online monitoring of
the molten pool state, the most important thing is to ensure the recognition accuracy of the algorithm,
followed by the recognition time of a single image. Therefore, the CNN–LSTM network can guarantee
high-recognition accuracy by adjusting the input size in the shallow network under the requirement of
high-frequency molten pool monitoring while CNN needs to stack more convolution layers to improve
the recognition accuracy, but it undoubtedly brings huge real-time computational cost. Therefore,
considering all algorithms’ recognition accuracy, convergence speed and single image recognition
speed comprehensively, the CNN–LSTM algorithm is superior to all the other competitors in real-time
welding applications. This superiority is a result of using LSTM in the feature fusion stage, which filters
and hybridizes the feature tensor extracted by CNN with rows as the unit. This method can consume
a shorter recognition time with the guarantee of reaching a very high accuracy.

Figure 9. Performance comparison of three algorithms under different input dimensions.
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Table 1. The recognition accuracy and recognition time of different algorithms under different
input sizes.

Algorithm Type
Input Size

32 × 32 64 × 64 128 × 128

Accuracy
(Recognition Time

(t/ms))

LSTM
0.85 0.88 0.8

(0.017) (0.033) (0.167)

CNN
0.88 0.89 0.92

(0.02) (0.06) (0.233)

CNN-3
0.90 0.91 0.94

(0.04) (0.099) (0.33)

CNN–LSTM
0.92 0.94 0.95

(0.033) (0.067) (0.2667)

6. Discussion

In order to meet the engineering requirements of high accuracy and real time in welding in an
online monitoring process, a CNN–LSTM algorithm was proposed based on the traditional deep
learning method. The original input of the model is a single image, and the LSTM network processes
the feature map extracted by CNN instead of the original sequence, as in the literature. The motivation
for using LSTM in this paper was to intelligently fuse the feature information that CNN has extracted,
rather than to extract the dependencies between each individual in the sequence. The feasibility of
the algorithm is based on using multiple convolution kernels to scan the whole image to obtain the
redundant features of the molten pool. The hybrid algorithm was designed in such a way that the rows
of the feature matrix extracted by CNN are considered as the basic units and put into the LSTM network
for a feature hybrid. The algorithm has high accuracy and short time to identify defects in the molten
pool, which completely meets the need of online monitoring in the molten pool. The experiment on
the self-made molten pool image dataset shows that the contribution of the feasibility of the algorithm
is more derived from the CNN’s feature adaptive extraction capability. However, the superiority of the
algorithm is derived from using LSTM in the feature hybrid stage, which filtered and hybridized the
feature tensor extracted by CNN in rows. The successful application of the CNN–LSTM algorithm on
the MNIST and FashionMNIST datasets show that the motivation of this algorithm is universal when
dealing with similar non-strict sequential image data.

Although the feature hybrid method in the CNN–LSTM algorithm is superior to the traditional
methods, there are still some shortcomings. In future research work, we should first consider obtaining
more defect types and sample sets of molten pool. Secondly, the choice of hyper-parameters should
be fully studied in the process of network construction. Thirdly, welding quality should be used
as a bridge to establish a corresponding model between the welding process and the weld pool
defects. Finally, a feedback control model should be established between the monitoring results of the
molten pool and the welding process to realize online monitoring of the welding process based on the
molten pool.
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Appendix A

The motivation of the CNN–LSTM algorithm is that each row of the feature matrix is regarded
as a basic input unit of the LSTM network, and the number of rows of the feature matrix is regarded
as the length of the sequence, so that the feature matrix can be filtered and hybridized by using the
long-term dependence ability of the LSTM network. In order to illustrate the universality of the
CNN–LSTM algorithm, this algorithm was tested on MNIST and FashionMNIST datasets which have
no strict timing dependence and then compared with basic algorithms. The MNIST dataset includes
10 categories of handwritten numerals from 0 to 9, and FashionMNIST includes 10 categories such as
T-shirt, Coat, Sandal, Bag, etc. The original size of the images in both datasets is 28 × 28. Figure A1
shows the variation of accuracy of different algorithms on these two public datasets during training.
It can be seen that on the relatively simple dataset of MNIST, all four algorithms are very stable during
training. Although the improvement accuracy of CNN–LSTM is not obvious compared with that of
CNN-3, the CNN–LSTM algorithm converges faster. Both CNN-3 and CNN–LSTM converge rapidly
on the more complex dataset of FashionMNIST, but with the increase of training epoch, CNN-3 is
unable to improve the accuracy, and the accuracy of CNN–LSTM algorithm is still rising. It can also be
seen from Figure A1 that CNN–LSTM has a higher accuracy than other algorithms in the early stages
of training, which shows that the CNN–LSTM algorithm can quickly adapt to different image scenarios.
Table A1 shows the recognition accuracy of each algorithm on the test set and the recognition time of a
single image. It can be seen that the CNN–LSTM algorithm takes less time than the CNN-3 algorithm
with similar recognition accuracy. As mentioned earlier, although the feature extraction ability of CNN
is very strong, the long-term dependency ability of LSTM network is stronger than that of stacked
convolution layer for fusing ability of feature tensor extracted by CNN. The successful application of
the CNN–LSTM algorithm on MNIST and FashionMNIST datasets show that our innovative model of
combining CNN and LSTM is generic when dealing with similar non-strict sequential image data.

 

Figure A1. The representation of different algorithms on MNIST and FashionMNIST datasets.

Table A1. The recognition accuracy of each algorithm on the test sets and the recognition time of a
single image.

Algorithm
Dataset

MNIST FashionMNIST

Accuracy (Recognition
time (t/ms))

LSTM
0.9797 0.8671
(0.008) (0.01)

CNN
0.9911 0.8885
(0.01) (0.012)

CNN-3
0.992 0.9122

(0.016) (0.018)

CNN-LSTM
0.9922 0.9128
(0.014) (0.016)
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Abstract: Propulsion during push-off (PO) is a key factor to realize human locomotion. Through the
detection of real-time gait stage, assistance could be provided to the human body at the proper time.
In most cases, ankle-foot exoskeletons consist of electronic sensors, microprocessors, and actuators.
Although these three essential elements contribute to fulfilling the function of the detection, control,
and energy injection, they result in a huge system that reduces the wearing comfort. To simplify the
sensor-controller system and reduce the mass of the exoskeleton, we designed a smart clutch in this
paper, which is a sensor-controller integrated system that comprises a sensing part and an executing
part. With a spring functioning as an actuator, the whole exoskeleton system is completely made
up of mechanical parts and has no external power source. By controlling the engagement of the
actuator based on the signal acquired from the sensing part, the proposed clutch enables the ankle-foot
exoskeleton (AFE) to provide additional ankle torque during PO, and allows free rotation of the ankle
joint during swing phase, thus reducing the metabolic cost of the human body. There are two striking
advantages of the designed clutch. On the one hand, the clutch is lightweight and reliable—it resists
the possible shock during walking since there is no circuit connection or power in the system. On the
other hand, the detection of gait relies on the contact states between human feet and the ground,
so the clutch is universal and does not need to be customized for individuals.

Keywords: mechanical sensor; self-adaptiveness; ankle-foot exoskeleton; walking assistance

1. Introduction

Walking efficiency significantly influences the walking duration and metabolic cost of the human
body. Humans have evolved a way of walking under natural selection, which is well-tuned and
might be the most energetically efficient [1]. Since half of the positive work is done by the ankle
during push-off [2], the design of ankle-foot exoskeleton (AFE) has become a hot research topic in the
past years, and many devices have been developed to reduce the metabolic cost when normally
walking [3–7]. The assistance or the torque provided by actuators rely on the recognition of people’s
real-time gait data and the adjustment of the control law promptly [8–11]. As a result, many gait-phase
detection methods and algorithms have been proposed to provide accurate status feedback on the
current gait stage.

Existing wearable sensor systems can be divided into the following types, including Electromyography
(EMG) sensors [12], footswitches [13–15], foot pressure insoles [16], joint encoders, and inertial sensors [17].

The electrical activity in the gastrocnemius or soleus is an intuitive prediction of movement, which
is employed by the control system of many AFEs [18–20]. There is no detection delay, and the voltage
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message can be detected as early as 50 ms before the contraction of muscles [21]. However, the signal
varies when physical or physiological changes happen [22], for example, the magnitude changes due to
the location shift of the electrodes [23], or the frequency drifts due to muscle fatigue [24]. Some complex
processing approaches are also required since the sensing signal is too weak [25]. Force sensors are
widely used in the detection of gaits, such as the foot pressure insoles which should be customized
for different individuals, and the footswitches that have comparatively higher robustness by setting
threshold rules [26], even though the number of the detectable gait phase is limited [27]. Sawicki et
al. [28] have designed an AFE by controlling the contraction of the artificial muscle according to the
contact states of the forefoot and effectively reduced the metabolic cost during walking.

The inertial sensors and the joint encoders can record and provide the kinematic information
on the limb, and the system states of the controller [29–31]. However, the signal lags behind the
EMG with respect to the generation time [32]. Recently, wearable capacitive sensors [33,34] and force
myography-based sensors [35,36] have also been utilized for gait event detection and a satisfactory
accuracy is achieved, but they have never been used for AFE control.

In order to increase the detecting accuracy of the gait phase, multi-sensors are usually integrated
to achieve fusion-based recognition [37]. Together with the controller and actuators, a device with the
bulk of the electronic control system is worn at the distal limb, resulting in an additional metabolic cost
to the human body. It has been shown that the metabolic increase associated with adding mass to the
foot is more than four times greater than the same mass attached to the waist [5,38]. The actuator and
sensor system must be light so that the benefit from the energy input will not be counteracted by the
additional metabolic cost caused by adding mass. Moreover, nearly all the sensors mentioned above
are circuit-based. Shock during walking is an adverse factor towards the sensing accuracy and can
destroy the circuit. When people walk fast, the delay in signal transmission, processing, and calculation
may also arouse some problems.

Purely mechanical sensors are reliable when compared with the circuit-based sensors mentioned
above because the signal transmission procedure relies on the motion of components under mechanical
constraints. Also, the forces exerted by the environment can be transmitted by the rigid body without any
delay. Collins [39,40] has designed a clutch based on the ratchet-pawl mechanism so that the spring linkage
could be controlled by setting the timing of the pawl latch and release, which actually could be regarded as
a mechanical sensor that is capable of detecting the key gait event during walking. However, the device
must be customized to fit for different gait characteristics. Yandell et al. [41] presented an unpowered
ankle exoskeleton with a slider under the shoes. The slider, together with a top and a bottom gripper, can
identify a specific gait stage and control the transformation of energy so that the walking efficiency could be
hugely improved.

The purpose of this paper is to design a purely mechanical sensor-controller integrated system
to achieve the goal of gait identification and to reduce the metabolic cost during human walking.
This system consists of a sensing part and a mechanical executing part. The sensing part acts as a sensor
that possesses two input channels, while the executing part works like a controller that controls the
engagement of a suspended spring behind the calf muscles. Unlike other electronic sensors that can
record and transmit the data to the microprocessor unit for post-processing purposes, the sensing
part must work together with the executing part, so that the motion signal could be “read” and
contribute to the control of the spring in a mechanical way. Since the system is connected directly to the
actuator (spring), in a purely mechanical system, the mechanical sensor should be analyzed together
with the controller. That is the main difference between mechanical sensors and the circuit-based
electronic sensors.

We briefly introduce the biomechanics method and goals of the design in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 and
describe the structure and working process of the clutch in Sections 2.3 and 2.4. In Section 3, we simulate to
evaluate the metabolic cost of the plantar muscles when the passive AFE is worn on the human body and
conclude in Section 4.
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2. Methods

2.1. Biomechanics and Energetics during Human Walking

In order to study the movement mechanism of the ankle joint and find the nature of energetics
during human walking, we carried out a gait experiment. A 3D motion capture system (Cortex, Motion
Analysis Co., Santa Rosa, CA, USA) was used to track the body movement. The Helen Hayes marker
set was used with 15 markers worn on the lower limbs and six markers on the torso (including arms),
as shown in Figure 1a.

Testers walked through an irradiation area formed by six cameras. The ground reaction force
(GRF) was measured during walking along a 2.4 m walkway formed by four force plates (JP4060,
Bioforcen Intelligent Tec. Ltd., Hefei, China). The captured gait cycle could be divided into four stages
according to the contact state between the shoe sole and the ground. The cycle begins with the heel
strike (HS) and experiences Flat foot (FF), Heel off (HO), and the swing phase. The ankle angle and
moment were respectively calculated based on the kinematic data and the GRF data in the software
cortex (see Figure 1b). As shown in Figure 1c, dorsiflexion happens almost during the FF, whereas
plantarflexion is with the process of PO. By multiplying the joint velocity and the ankle moment,
the instantaneous power of the ankle joint is derived. The ankle joint output work with completely
different properties at different gait stage, i.e., negative work during FF, and positive work during PO.
Although both positive and negative work cost energy to the human body [42], the positive work is
usually performed to move body segments and increase the potential energy of body center of mass
(COM), whereas the negative work is done with the mechanical energy (ME) transferred into other
forms of energy. The reason for the negative part could be the energy stored in the tendons, and the
energy dissipated due to the damped motion of fat, viscera, and muscle [43], which means only a part
of the energy could be recycled, with most of the energy wasted.

Figure 1. Kinematic data collection during the normal walking process. (a) The Helen Hayes marker
set placement. (b) The obtained ankle angle and moment data within one gait cycle. (c) Instantaneous
power of the ankle joint within one gait cycle.
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Man consumes his biomass energy continuously to maintain the walking speed and compensate
for the energy loss due to physiological activities in his body. Since energy is recycled with an elastic
component almost without any loss, the increasing proportion of the energy transition into the elastic
components could greatly reduce the energy consumed by the human tissue, increasing the walking
efficiency, and achieving better walking economy.

2.2. Bio-Inspired Passive AFE and Its Description

Tendon-muscle units play an important role in the realization of human movements. Soleus and
gastrocnemius (see Figure 2) are the most important plantar muscles. When a person begins to raise
his heel, the calf muscles contract and generate a linear force F that causes a clockwise moment M
about the rotation center of the ankle joint, outputting quantities of mechanical work.

Figure 2. The composition of the calf muscles, which plays a key role in propelling human body forward [44].

Inspired by this, we developed a passive AFE that has a structure similar to a tendon-muscle
unit (see Figure 3). An elastomer spring is suspended behind the calf muscles aiming to generate
a linear force parallel to the muscle group during plantarflexion. The spring should be stretched at
the beginning of FF, storing energy during the pendular motion of the human body, and transfers the
energy into strain energy in the process of dorsiflexion. At the end of FF, the stored energy reaches its
maximum and could be recycled to provide assistance. During the swing phase, the suspended spring
is supposed to be disengaged, without impeding the free movement of the ankle joint.

Figure 3. The proposed passive ankle-foot exoskeleton (AFE) and its components. The core and
fundamental part is the clever clutch that ensures the implementation of the function.
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In order to achieve the goal proposed above, a clever sensor-controller integrated system was
designed to identify the key event of gait and control the engagement of the spring. A shoe is cut off
from its back, with the upper heel kept to serve as a base, to which a metal plate is connected, so that
the wearer could keep their foot completely flat when normally standing. The clutch is placed on the
metal plate.

The interface between the shank and the exoskeleton consists of a shank brace and a shank frame.
Since the tension of the spring can be up to hundreds of newtons, the possible slipping of the shank
brace should be avoided by adjusting the position of the shank frame according to the size of the user’s
shank. With a nylon strap attached to the lower end of the frame, the spring force is held by the whole
shank frame, so that comfort during its use is guaranteed.

2.3. Sensor-Controller Integrated System and Its Design

2.3.1. Mechanical Structure of the Clutch

The clutch is the core component in the design of the passive AFE that ensures that self-adaptiveness
can be achieved. Self-adaptiveness here is defined as the capability of identifying different gait stages
and providing assistance at a proper time mechanically.

Fixed at the outer side of the shoe sole, the clutch is composed of several tiny components.
The overall size is small enough to be put into a spherical ball with a diameter of 42 mm. Figure 4a shows
the mechanical structure of the clutch in a zoomed view. The whole clutch is divided into two parts,
namely, the sensing part and the executing part. The executing part comprises a felly, a pulley,
a pre-stressed spring, and a cord with one end attached to the pulley. The remaining components
inside the clutch constitute the sensing part. The felly and the pulley are bolted together, concentric
with a shaft passing through their center holes. Hence, the cord can be dragged out when the felly
rotates clockwise (CW) and is dragged in when the felly rotates in the opposite direction. Routed to
the back of the foot, the other end of the cord passes through three bearings and is connected to the
lower end of the elastomer spring, the upper end of which is fixed at the shank brace. When the clutch
is clutched (see Figure 4b), the rotation of the felly is restricted. As a result, the elastomer spring can
only be stretched during the dorsiflexion process with elastic energy accumulated.

Figure 4. (a) The structure of the mechanical clutch. This sensor-controller integrated system consists
of a sensing part and an executing part; (b) The clutched/unclutched state of the prototype, which relies
on the contact state between the rubber and the wall of the felly flange.
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In order to control the states switching of the clutch, a spring rod and a spring button are separately
distributed at the fore shoe sole and the rear sole. They are pushed under the GRF. The forced motion
of the spring button results in the compression of the trigger spring (a) (see Figure 5a) so that one
end of the lever arm moves upward under the spring force f 1 (see Figure 5b), which results in the
contact between the rubber and the flange of the felly with normal pressure f p, causing a friction force.
Similarly, when the spring rod is pushed under GRF, the trigger spring (b) is compressed (see Figure 5c).
The spring force f2 is generated and transmitted by a four-bar mechanism, pushing the rubber to
contact the flange of the felly (see Figure 5d).

Figure 5. State of the executing part and the corresponding gait phases. (a) Swing: neither of trigger
springs (a) and (b) is compressed; (b) heel strike (HS): only trigger spring (a) is compressed; (c) flat
foot (FF): both trigger springs (a) and (b) are compressed; (d) push-off (PO): only trigger spring (b)
is compressed.

When the rubber contacts the felly, the clutch is clutched due to the mechanical constraints.
As shown in Figure 6, point M has different velocities with points A and B as the center of rotation.
There is no doubt that point M cannot move along two directions at the same time. The pulling force
Fd will cause deformation of the rubber, resulting in a larger normal pressure fp and a corresponding
friction force that stops the CW rotation of the felly. The greater the pulling force on the cord, the greater
the resistance to rotation. Consequently, the clockwise rotation of the pulley is completely restricted.

Figure 6. Two-inputs mechanical sensing system. For Input 1, the force is transmitted by a leveling
mechanism. For Input 2, the force is transmitted by a four-bar mechanism.
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In order to keep the cord taut all the time, a pre-stressed spring is placed inside the pulley with
one of its ends fixed to the shell and the other end attached to the pulley. The pre-stressed spring could
produce a counterclockwise torque. When the cord is slack, or the distance between point A and C is
reduced (A and C are defined in Figure 7), excess cord length is dragged into the pulley immediately.
Consequently, the cord always keeps tensioned.

Figure 7. The sagittal plane and the definition of the operating length. xn and xm are all perpendicular
to the sagittal plane.

Since the friction moment caused by the contact force f p decreases as the felly counterclockwise
(CCW) rotates, CCW rotation could still be achieved under the action of the pre-stressed spring.
During the swing phase, the brake block leaves the flange due to the auto-return characteristics of the
spring-linkage structure so that the clutch is unclutched. Two-way rotation is, therefore, allowed with
the elastomer spring disengaged, which guarantees the full range movement of the ankle joint.

Each trigger spring is an independent input signal that controls the position of the brake block
and the rubber attached to it. The state of the clutch under different conditions is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. State of the clutch during different gait phases.

Gait Phase
Forced Motion
(Spring Button)

Forced Motion
(Spring Rod)

State of the
Executing Part

Rotation
Restricted

Swing No No unclutched -
HS Yes No clutched CW
FF Yes Yes clutched CW
PO No Yes clutched CW

It could be concluded that when at least one input exists, the executing part is clutched and only
one-way rotation of the pulley is allowed, which means the cord could not be dragged out from the
pulley as the foot dorsiflexes. When no inputs exist, the clutch is unclutched, and two-way rotation is
allowed, without impeding the free movement of the ankle joint. The return springs (a) and (b) ensure
the spring button and the spring rod reverts to their original state when there is no GRF.

2.3.2. Working Principle

In the design of the passive AFE, the increment of the operating length corresponds to the extent
of the energy stored. In the sagittal plane, the length could be derived through kinematic calculations.

The coordinates systems {M} and {N} are attached to the shank and the foot respectively, with zm

pointing along BO (B is the center of the ankle joint, O is attached to the shank as shown in Figure 7).
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{N} is obtained by rthe otation about xm with an angle α, as shown in Figure 7, a vector loop equation
is obtained

CA = OA−OB−BC (1)

Solving Equation (1) for CA, we obtain

CA =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
OAx

OAy

OAz

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦−
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0
0
−l

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦−M
N R

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
BCx

BCy

BCz

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (2)

And the coordinate-transformation matrix from coordinate {M} to {N} is

M
N R =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1 0 0
0 cosα − sinα
0 sinα cosα

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (3)

where, angle α is obtained via inverse kinematics based on movement information collected by the
motion capture system.

The operating length ranges from 370 mm to 395 mm in one gait cycle when normally worn,
which means the spring could be stretched up to 25 mm with the corresponding energy stored.
The maximum moment arm is about 98.2 mm. The states of the clutch and the contact status between
the shoe and the ground, together with the variation of the operating length are presented in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Schematics showing the working mode with respect to stride and the key event of the clever
clutch in different gait phases.

In the beginning, the human foot is in the swing phase with the elastomer spring disengaged
(in purple). The clutch allows the two-way rotation of the pulley without hindrance applied to the
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ankle joint. When the spring button is moved under GRF during HS, the operating length decreases
a little bit as the ankle angle decreases, with the excess cord immediately pulled into the pulley by
the pre-stressed spring (in grey). At maximum plantarflexion (in green), the foot is completely on the
ground with the operating length reaching its minimum and preparing to perk up. Both the spring rod
and the spring button are simultaneously pushed, resulting in the clutched state of the executing part
until the end of the FF, which prevents the cord from being pulled out as the shank rotates. As a result,
the elastomer spring is engaged and stretched as the ankle begins to dorsiflex into the terminal stance
(in yellow).

The spring rod keeps the clutch clutched as the heel of the sole is raised with the spring button
coming back to its original position (in blue), which ensures the steady release of the energy is achieved
without any loss. The required force from the muscles is hugely reduced with the assistance provided
by the spring.

Following the push-off, the clutch switches to be unclutched as the foot is off the ground.

2.3.3. Clutch Prototype Specification and Testing

The implementation of the state switching of the clutch significantly affects the timing when the
assistance should be provided and ensures that free rotation of the ankle is achieved at the interval
when no assistance is in need. In order to test the reliability of the switching states, a prototype is
produced and tested.

In our prototype, the felly may be deformed under normal pressure f p, which is mainly affected
by two factors, namely, the pulling force on the cord and the GRF transmitted by the two mechanical
inputs. Too high normal pressure could lead to mechanical failure. Considering the mass of the device,
we first used 3D printed material (ABS) to build our prototype. For the convenience of the strength test,
we used two shaft seats to hold the clutch mechanism. A torsional spring is placed on the shaft with
its two arms attached to the brake block and the shaft seat respectively, ensuring that the clutch was
unclutched when no inputs trigger the clutch. The flange wall has a thickness of 1 mm with a textured
surface. When the cord is stretched and the clutch is set to be the clutched state, the resistance increases
as the felly slightly rotates. The rubber is compressed as the pulling force increases, and the larger the
pulling force, the larger the normal pressure fp on the contacting area between the rubber and the wall
of the felly flange, thus generating a larger friction force to stop the rotation of the felly. When the
spring force was larger than 35N, the felly generated a visible deformation due to the characteristic of
the plastic material. In practice, the pulling force could be up to a few hundred newtons when stiff
spring is used. Hence, metal should be used instead. To achieve a better mass stiffness ratio, Al-alloy
is employed as the base material in our test, as shown in Figure 9b. In our testing with the second
prototype, the felly remains undeformed after a pull is exerted.

Assuming that the components in the two mechanical channels are all rigidly connected,
which happens as the trigger spring (a) and (b) are fully compressed. GRF causes larger pressure
than that caused by pulling the cord. In order to evaluate the structural limits of our prototype with
the material Al-alloy, we carried out a finite element analysis based on the software Adams. When
a person normally walks, the distribution of the pressure at the fore sole and the rear sole could
be measured. In our case, one of the human subjects (24 years old, 180 cm tall, 74.2 kg) walked on
a treadmill (Zebris FDM-T, Zebris Medical GmbH, Isny, Germany) at a speed of 4 km/h, the maximum
load (% of body load) at the forefoot and the rear foot were respectively recorded, as shown in Figure 9e.
The result showed that the forefoot carries 105% of the body weight, whereas the heel takes up only
76%, which implies the maximum GRF applied to the bottom grimmer and the spring rod is 559 N and
764 N, respectively.

Based on the above loading conditions, the pulley was meshed into a tetrahedral shape with the
average element size of 0.2 mm in the simulation environment. The coefficient of friction between the
rubber and the Al-alloy is 0.4. Assuming all the parts are rigid bodies except for the felly, we added the
force directly to the pin (b) or the bottom gripper independently to compare the stress results.
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Figure 9. The prototype of the proposed sensor-control integrated clutch. (a) Original prototype
with 3D printed pulley, felly, and connecting rod; (b) Second prototype with all components made of
Al-alloy. (c) Finite element model when the bottom gripper suffers from the ground reaction force
(GRF); (d) The finite element model when the bottom gripper suffers from the GRF; (e) The distribution
of the body weight at the fore and rear foot.

The results are obtained and shown in Figure 9c,d. In both cases, the stress concentration points
are mainly distributed near the contacting line between the felly and the bearing on the shaft (a).
For case (b), the maximum Von Mises Stress is about 54 Mpa. As for the case (d), the maximum stress
is approximately 273 Mpa. Since the elastic limiting pressure of the 6061-T6 Al-alloy is 333.75 Mpa
in room temperature, the clutched clutch will generate invisible deformation during normal walking
when the body weight of the users is less than 90 kg (corresponding to the elastic limit). The initial
friction force ranges from 120 N to 470 N. When the felly clockwise rotates under the action of the
pulling force on the wire rope, the normal pressure increases rapidly when the rubber block is deformed
and compressed. Due to the mechanical constraint, the increased friction force prevents the pulley
from being rotated and ensures the clutch is completely clutched.

2.4. Performance Evaluation

Unlike other circuit-based electronic sensors usually evaluated by the comparison between the
detection results and the actual value, mechanical sensors only provide state feedback in the form of
partial motion that can be directly “read” by the controller and the actuators. Hence, it works better to
focus on the evaluation of the performance of the whole system.

With the help of the software OpenSim [45], we carried out a musculoskeletal simulation with
a human skeleton model wearing the AFE. The model weights 72 kg and is 1.8 m tall (see Figure 10).
In our case, the stance phase lasts 0.8 s. Since the assistance is provided only during the PO, the stance
phase is selected as the main focus. Based on the force-displacement relation of spring, we defined two
path actuators to mimic the force output of the elastomer spring. A set of muscle forces that drive
a dynamic musculoskeletal model to track the walking behavior has been calculated by the method
of Thelen [46].
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Figure 10. A Human musculoskeletal model with the passive AFE worn on both legs in the environment
in OpenSim.

3. Simulation Results and Discussion

As shown in Figure 11, we compared the forces and power of the plantar flexor muscles
(i.e., gastrocnemius and soleus) of the right leg by adjusting the spring stiffness, because these two
muscles contribute a major part of the positive work during PO to propel human body forward.

Data of the force and power are listed in Table 2. The range of power is defined as:

Pr = Pmax − Pmin (4)

As the stiffness increases, the required muscle forces decrease consequently, especially for the
soleus. For every 10 N/mm increase in stiffness, the force decreases nearly by one third, as does the
change in power. The changes in gastrocnemius force and power are not as obvious as soleus, but the
decline is also noticeable. It is worth noting that there is little difference between the case without
assistance (k = 0 N/mm) and the case of normal walking since the weight of the exoskeleton is directly
transferred to the ground during the stance phase. Therefore, there is almost no effect on the muscles.

Figure 11. (a) Forces of soleus and gastrocnemius under different stiffness conditions. (b) Power
comparison during the stance phase.
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Table 2. Comparison of forces and power of plantar flexor muscles.

Reduction
(in brackets)

Soleus Gastrocnemius

Maximum Force
(N)

Range of Power
(W)

Maximum Force
(N)

Range of Power
(W)

no exos 1341.8 122.0 1865.1 186.8
no spring 1356.2 (−1.1%) 120.6 (−1.1%) 1866.4 (−0.07%) 187.42 (−0.33%)
10 N/mm 934.3 (30.4%) 84.9 (30.4%) 1844.9 (1.1%) 180.7 (3.3%)
20 N/mm 578.3 (56.9%) 50.0 (59.0%) 1745.9 (6.4%) 173.2 (7.3%)
30 N/mm 234.2 (82.5%) 18.8 (84.6%) 1657.7 (11.12%) 172.4 (7.7%)

Metabolic probes were used in the simulation to evaluate the metabolic consuming based on
the model proposed by Umberger [47,48]. Since the whole-body metabolic rate is difficult to obtain
by simulation, we then estimated the metabolism of the soleus muscle as an alternative. As shown
in Figure 12, the results obtained from the probes have almost the same tendency and magnitude as the
work rate obtained by computing the dot product of the muscle force vector and the contraction velocity
(see Figure 11b). It is difficult to attribute changes in whole-body metabolic rate to a particular change
of muscle mechanics [49]; however, simply reducing muscle force can save metabolic energy [39].

Figure 12. Metabolic cost of soleus under different stiffness conditions.

In order to facilitate the design, an upper limit for the stiffness (k = 62 N/mm) is found where the
peak ankle moment during normal walking can be achieved. The moment provided by the AFE is then
calculated and compared with the actual ankle moment of the musculoskeletal model (see Figure 13).
It can be seen that during most of the stance phase (0–60% stride cycle), the AFE moment is greater
than the required value. As a result, muscles antagonizing soleus must output additional positive
work, so that the desired joint trajectories can be realized. Additional energy must be provided by the
human body to compensate for the energy required to be stored in the spring as it is stretched. This can
leads to wearing discomfort and even hinder the normal movement of the human body. In addition,
62 N/mm is an incredibly stiff spring and hard to be manufactured.

Even within a certain range, the higher the stiffness, the more energy can be recycled, but some
tradeoffs must be made. Due to the individual weight differences, there is no suitable spring stiffness.
On the one hand, excessive stiffness may change one’s walking habit; on the other hand, it is possibly
slower and could even hinder the pendular motion of the human body. The stiffness k = 25 N/mm
is a recommended value based on the simulation results (see Figure 11a), where the soleus force
approaches to zero during push-off when k = 20 N/mm and decreases to zero when k = 30 N/mm.
Hence, we took an intermediate value. Since the exoskeleton plays a role in assisting, rather than a role
that replaces the human muscles, we hoped the force of soleus was larger than zero all the time.

In our case, the maximum moment arm was 98.2 mm, and the maximum moment provided by
AFE was 52.4 Nm. Compared with the peak value of the torque during normal walking (130.3 Nm),
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only 59.8% of the moment is required from the human body. Even additional energy is still required at
the beginning of FF (12–50%), but this can be overcome easily without too many hindrances applied to
the human body.

Figure 13. Comparison between the required joint moment and the calculated moment contributed by
the AFE.

4. Conclusions

Based on the analysis of the movement mechanisms and energetics in different gait phases,
we designed a novel passive AFE in analogy with the muscle-tendon unit to mimic the muscle
force. Such a device is capable of storing energy and providing assistance during human walking.
In order to detect the gait phases mechanically, a sensor-controller integrated system, or the clutch,
was designed and introduced. The sensing part has two-inputs that are used to detect the contact
status between the shoe sole and the ground, and each of the inputs could control the state of the
executing part independently.

The energy storage and release process rely on the state of the clutch. When the clutch is clutched,
the spring suspended behind the calf muscles is engaged. The energy is stored in the process of
plantarflexion and released during the PO to provide walking assistance. When the clutch is unclutched,
the spring is disengaged, without impeding the free rotation of the ankle joint.

Since the mechanical sensor is incorporated into the system, the assistance of the AFE under the
control of the clutch is evaluated by the simulation. By comparing the force and power of plantar
muscles under different stiffness conditions, the relationship between the spring stiffness and the
assistance provided is obtained. The metabolic cost of the soleus is also estimated to show the
walking economy.

The system is entirely passive and user-friendly with high reliability and can resist the disturbance
of shocking during human walking. In our future work, we plan to make a prototype and do a more
related test with the AFE worn on the human body.
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Abstract: A part-based strategy has been applied to visual tracking with demonstrated success
in recent years. Different from most existing part-based methods that only employ one type of
tracking representation model, in this paper, we propose an effective complementary tracker
based on structural patch response fusion under correlation filter and color histogram models.
The proposed method includes two component trackers with complementary merits to adaptively
handle illumination variation and deformation. To identify and take full advantage of reliable patches,
we present an adaptive hedge algorithm to hedge the responses of patches into a more credible one
in each component tracker. In addition, we design different loss metrics of tracked patches in two
components to be applied in the proposed hedge algorithm. Finally, we selectively combine the
two component trackers at the response maps level with different merging factors according to the
confidence of each component tracker. Extensive experimental evaluations on OTB2013, OTB2015,
and VOT2016 datasets show outstanding performance of the proposed algorithm contrasted with
some state-of-the-art trackers.

Keywords: visual tracking; correlation filter; color histogram; adaptive hedge algorithm

1. Introduction

Visual object tracking is a fundamental research task and plays a crucial role in numerous computer
vision applications including motion analysis, surveillance, segmentation, and autonomous driving
and so forth [1]. Basically, the purpose of visual tracking is to estimate the motion trajectory of the
target over successive video frames, only initializing its state at the first frame. Numerous robust
tracking algorithms [2–4] have emerged and taken exciting progress gains in recent years. However, it
is still a very challenging task to design a robust tracking algorithm due to significant target appearance
variation caused by factors such as fast motion, shape deformation, partial occlusion, illumination
change, background clutter, and so on. To overcome these issues, a more discriminative appearance
representation which is a key part of successful tracking is needed.

Recently, tracking approaches based on discriminative correlation filters (DCFs) [5–9] have
attracted considerable attentions and obtained excellent performances on several tracking benchmark
datasets [10–12]. Benefited from the circular assumption of training samples, the DCFs-based algorithms
can be learned and detected very efficiently in the Fourier domain by element-wise multiplication
and, hence, is of significance for real-time tracking application. However, as traditional DCFs that
use histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) features [13] strongly depend on the spatial layout of the
tracked object, it is hard for them to handle deformation and rotation well.
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To tackle the above shortcoming, an effective tracker termed as Staple [14] has been proposed to
compensate for the deficiencies of both color histograms and DCFs via linearly combining their response
maps, which successfully deals with deformation and illumination variation simultaneously. However,
there emerge two principal lacks of the Staple tracker. Firstly, the Staple tracker only employs holistic
appearance representations of color histogram and DCFs, ignoring the underlying spatial local structural
information, thereby its component trackers Staplech (only applying color histogram-based tracker) and
Staplecf (only applying DCFs-based tracker), are likely to perform poorly alone in some challenging
scenarios such as partial occlusion and drastic deformation. This always leads to failure due to the
merged inaccurate response maps. Secondly, Staple tracker resorts to a fixed merging percentage factor
(i.e., 0.3) for overall performance on datasets, which may cause tracking failure because of considering
too much unreliable component trackers in some complex scenes. Figure 1 illustrates the tracking results
on four sequences to explain the above findings of the Staple tracker. Due to the failures of both Staplecf

and Staplech at frame 176 and frame 88 in Surfer and Shaking sequences respectively, Staple which is
the result of merging these two components fails at these instants as well. Staplecf fails at the 560th
frame of the BlurCar1 sequence and Staplech fails at the 506th frame of the Box sequence. These tracking
failures also lead to the failure of Staple tracker since it has no emphasis on reliable component tracker.
The LGCmF tracker [15], which is an improved method based on the Staple, performs well on both
Surfer and Box sequences, while fails on the BlurCar1 and Shaking sequences.

Figure 1. Tracking results of the Staple, its component trackers including Staplecf and Staplech, the
LGCmF and our CSPRF tracker on four sequences. The Staple tracks failure on all four sequences
and the LGCmF can track two of the four sequences, which illustrates the LGCmF indeed has some
improvement. Our CSPRF can perform well on four sequences. From left to right and from top to
bottom are Surfer, Box, BlurCar1, and Shaking sequences.

To alleviate the aforementioned deficiencies, in this work, we follow the research line of merging
response maps between color histograms and DCFs [14] and embed a spatial local patch-structured
framework to it for visual tracking. We first construct two part-based component trackers: correlation
filter-based structural patch tracker (CFSP) and color histogram-based structural patch tracker (CHSP).
In each of them, an adaptive hedge algorithm is introduced to determine weights of structural patches.
The standard hedge algorithm [16] is an online decision theoretical method for multi-expert, which uses
the difference between the loss of an expert and the weighted average loss of all experts to define the
regret of this expert. This algorithm uses the cumulative regret corresponding to each expert to generate
its weight in each frame. In this work, we treat each tracked patch as an expert and design a reliable
loss metric for each expert by analyzing the similarity or the discrimination of these patches and the
difference among displacement of each patch with the target. Then based on the tracking reliabilities of
CFSP and CHSP, we selectively combine the response maps of them to formulate the final complementary
structural patches response fusion tracker (CSPRF). Inspired by [15,17], we train and update a SVM
detector for determining the confidences of the component trackers CFSP and CHSP, and implement a
re-detect procedure when both of the component trackers are unreliable. From Figure 1, it can be seen
that our proposed CSPRF tracker performs favorably when the Staple and LGCmF lose the target.

The main contributions of this work can be summarized as: (1) In contrast to existing Staple tracker
which only uses holistic appearance representations of color histograms and DCFs, we use the local
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structural appearance information and propose an novel structural patch response map fusion tracking
algorithm using complementary correlation filter and color histogram. (2) We develop an adaptive hedge
algorithm for part-based tracking framework by adaptively considering the proportion of instantaneous
and cumulative regrets of each expert over time. (3) We design two reliable loss measurement methods in
correlation filter and color histogram models to provide credible inputs for the adaptive hedge algorithm,
by which the correlation filter-based structural patch tracker (CFSP) and the color histogram-base
structural patch tracker (CHSP) are proposed. (4) We execute the extensive experiments on three tracking
benchmark datasets OTB2013 [10], OTB2015 [11], and VOT2016 [12] to demonstrate the efficiency and
robustness of our proposed CSPRF tracker in comparison with the state-of-the-art trackers.

2. Related Work

2.1. Correlation Filter-Based Tracking

Since discriminative correlation filter-based tracking method was initially proposed by
Bolme et al. [5], now it has been widely applied to the visual object tracking community and has
been demonstrated very impressive performance on benchmark datasets. The work in [5] optimizes a
minimum output sum of squared error filter (MOSSE) that uses simple grayscale features to represent
the target appearance. According to the circular matrix structure and kernel trick, Henriques et al. [18]
propose the circular structure with kernels tracking algorithm (CSK), and soon after extend this
work to handle multi-channel features such as histograms of oriented gradients (HOG) [13], namely
kernelized correlation filters (KCF) [6]. Danelljan et al. [19] introduce color names feature [20] to
correlation filter for improving tracking performance. To resolve scale changing problem during
tracking process, Danelljan et al. propose the DSST tracker [21] with a separate multi-scale correlation
filter. To mitigate the boundary effects, Danelljan et al. propose the SRDCF tracker [7] by using a
spatially regularized weight to penalize filter coefficients far away from the target center. Li et al. present
spatial-temporal regularized correlation filters (STRCF) [9] by introducing temporal regularization to
SRDCF. Additionally, Yang et al. present parallel correlation filters (PCF) [22] for visual tracking by
constructing two parallel correlation filters. Zhang et al. propose a novel motion-aware correlation
filters (MACF) tracking algorithm [23], which integrates instantaneous motion estimation Kalman
filters into the correlation filters.

2.2. Color Histogram-Based Tracking

Color histograms [24–26] are a common method to model the object appearance representation
among earlier tracking approaches. Compared to others features such as HOG or pixels, color histogram
is robust to shape deformation and rotation, hence it is meaningful to track non-rigid objects. The early
mean shift tracker [24] minimizes the Bhattacharyya distance of color histograms between the target
object and the reference regions iteratively. Abdelai et al. [25] present an efficient accept–reject color
histogram-based scheme embedding integral image into a Bhattacharyya kernel to find most similar
area with target. Duffner et al. [26] construct a probabilistic segmentation using back-projection maps
between foreground and background, where the target tracking process is accomplish by applying a
generalized Hough transform with pixel-based descriptors. The distractor-aware tracker (DAT) [27]
proposed by Possegger et al. formulates an efficient discriminative color histograms model to identify
potentially distracters and significantly reduce the risk of drifting.

In recent years, there appear complementary learners [14,28] combining color histogram and
correlation filter to represent the target, which are able to compensate each other in visual tracking.
In [14], Bertinetto et al. linearly incorporate the output response maps of color histograms and
correlation filters to achieve high tracking performance and speed. Fan et al. [29] present a dual
color clustering and spatio-temporal regularized correlation regressions-based complementary tracker,
where a color clustering-based histogram and a spatio-temporal regularized correlation filters are
formulated as complementary learners to improve the tracking performance of [14]. Lukezic et al. [28]
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construct a spatial reliability map to adjust the filter support to the part of the target object suitable
for tracking by exploiting color histograms. Zhang et al. [15] propose a collaborative local-global
layer visual tracking method (LGCmF), in which a block tracker (SLC) utilizing structural local color
histograms feature and a global correlation filter tracker based on HOG feature are merged in the
response map level. Inspired by [15], the block strategy also is adopted in this work. In contrast to [15]
that only applies part-based tracking strategy in color histogram model, we employ more complete
blocking strategy in both component trackers and more efficient block weighting method for each
patch based on adaptive hedge algorithm.

2.3. Part-Based Tracking

Part-based tracking algorithms focus on the local parts of the target and, hence, they are very
robust to handle partial occlusion and severe deformation. Commonly, the visible parts can still
provide reliable cues for tracking when the target is partially occluded. Nejhum et al. [30] match the
intensity histograms of foreground blocks by dividing the foreground shape as several rectangular
blocks to update the target shape and adjust layout of them. Zhang et al. [31] propose a part matching
tracker (PMT) based on a locality-constrained low-rank sparse learning method to optimize partial
permutation matrixes for image blocks among multiple frames. Yao et al. [32] present a latent structured
learning method to model the unknown parts of target.

Several recent tracking methods have attempted to integrate the correlation filters into a part-based
framework for improving the tracking performance [33,34]. Liu et al. [33] propose a part-based tracker
with multiple adaptive correlation filters, where the Bayesian inference framework and a structural
constraint mask are adopted to be robust to partial occlusion and deformation. Li et al. [34] identify the
reliability of patches according to the motion trajectory and trackability of each patch. Sun et al. [35]
present a shape-preserved kernelized correlation filter within a level set framework for deformable
tracking of individual patches. Wang et al. [36] formulate an occlusion-aware part-based tracker that
can convert between the global model and local model adaptively to avoid polluting target templates
by background information.

2.4. Sparse-Based Tracking and Deep Learning-Based Tracking

In addition to correlation filter tracking and color tracking, popular tracking algorithms in recent
years include sparse tracking [37–39] and deep learning tracking [40–43] as well. In sparse tracking,
Zhang et al. [37] propose a novel sparse tracking method by matching framework for robust tracking
based on basis matching. Zhang et al. [38] propose a tracker using a semi-supervised appearance
dictionary learning method. Zhang et al. [39] develop a biologically inspired appearance model
for robust visual tracking. As for deep learning based tracking, the work of [40] learns multi-level
correlation filters with hierarchical convolutional features to integrate the correlation responses
proportionally. Subsequently, Qi et al. [41] exploit an adaptive hedge algorithm to make a weighted
decision of all weak correlation filter trackers. Zhang et al. [42] integrate the point-to-set distance
metric learning (DML) into visual tracking tasks and take full advantage of all the training samples
when determining the best target candidate. Danelljan et al. [43] introduce a novel tracking architecture
consisting of two components designed exclusively for target estimation and classification. This method
achieves a considerable performance gain against the previous tracking approach.

3. Proposed Algorithm

3.1. Overview

Following the Staple [14], our work also relies on the strengths of both correlation filters and color
histograms. However, the Staple employing the holistic appearance information is likely to drift or fail
in the scenes of severe deformation or partial occlusion. A part-based tracking strategy can achieve
favorable tracking results for above challenging scenes, since reliable cues for tracking can be provided
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by remaining visible parts or undeformed parts. Therefore, in this work we take into account the
structural local information of both correlation filters and color histograms, which show promising
tracking performance improvement over Staple.

Since the trackability of individual patches is distinct in different scenes, it should be highlighted for
these patches with high trackability. The LGCmF [15] calculates the discrimination value to determine
the trackability of individual patch in its component tracker SLC by the foreground-background
discrimination analysis, which only considers the appearance information of the individual patch.
To fully utilize both appearance discrimination and spatial motion information, we do not only
consider discrimination value, but also allow motion consistency of individual patch with the target.
And according to them, we formulate the loss metric of each patch tracker in CHSP, which is used as
input for adaptive hedge algorithm. Figure 2c illustrates that our component tracker CHSP allocates
more desirable weights to individual patch trackers than the SLC [15]. For instance the weights of our
CHSP are more uniform than them of SLC when all patches are clearly visible at frame 4. And when
the target is partially occluded at frames 39 and 253, the remaining visible patches 1, 2, 3, and 4 still can
provide reliable tracking cues, which mean these patches are more likely to be tracked correctly, hence
these patches are given higher weights in our CHSP.

slcw chspw slcw chspw slcw chspw

Figure 2. The segmented instance and the comparison of weights of patches in SLC and CHSP. (a) shows
the tracking target with red bounding box in Coke sequence. (b) shows that the target is divided into
nine overlapped patches using red bounding box. In (c), the tables list the patch’s weights of SLC and
CHSP for the frames 4, 39, and 253. wslc and wchsp represent the weights of corresponding patches of
SLC and CHSP, respectively.

In CFSP, we calculate the loss of individual patch tracker according to similarity and motion
consistency of individual patch. The motion consistency refers to the difference among displacement
of individual patch with the displacement of predicted target. And the similarity of each patch is
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measured by employing the intensity and the smooth constraint of response map between patch
expert trackers.

We describe the main steps of the proposed approach in Figure 3. In this section, we first present
the adaptive hedge algorithm, and then describe the two component trackers in detail. Based on these
component trackers, we formulate the final complementary structural patches response fusion tracker.

Figure 3. The flow chart of the proposed tracking algorithm. When a new frame t arrives, we first
divide the target into several overlapped patches. The responses of correlation filter and color histogram
of all these patches are computed. These correlation filter responses are combined together by the
adaptive hedge algorithm to constitute the component tracker CFSP. With the same way, the component
tracker CHSP is also constructed. Finally, responses of CFSP and CHSP are selectively fused to obtain
final response and the new location of the target is estimated at its peak. When both of the combined
responses are unreliable, an online SVM classifier is activated to re-detect the target.

3.2. Adaptive Hedge Algorithm

The standard hedge algorithm [16] for decision theoretic online learning problem generates a
weight distribution wi

t over all experts i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K} at frame t, where K is the number of experts.
Each expert i incurs a loss lit, and the expected loss is calculated as:

lAt =
K∑

i=1

wi
tl

i
t (1)

The standard hedge algorithm introduces a new notion of regret to generate a new weight
distribution over all experts for next frame t + 1. The instantaneous regret to expert i is defined as:

ri
t = lAt − lit (2)

Its cumulative regret to expert i for frame t is:

Ri
t =

t∑
τ=1

ri
τ = Ri

t−1 + ri
t (3)

The purpose of the hedge algorithm is to minimize the cumulative regret Ri
t over all experts

throughout the whole video frames.
Since the cumulative regret Ri

t is computed by simply summing the historical regret Ri
t−1 and

instantaneous regret ri
t as shown in Equation (3), where Ri

t−1 and ri
t contribute equally in the loss

function, the standard hedge algorithm [16] performs not well in real-world tracking tasks as it ignores
two key factors. First, the target appearance is possible to change with irregular velocity throughout
a video sequence, which means that the historical regret Ri

t−1 should be considered with a varying
proportion over time to better reflect the target state for visual tracking. Second, since each expert
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tracker captures a different part of the target in this work, it is less effective to utilize a fixed proportion
for the historical regret over all expert trackers.

Similar to [41,44], to overcome the above two shortcomings, we propose an adaptive hedge
algorithm, which is the use of an adaptive regret mechanism to determine the proportion of the
historical as well as instantaneous regrets over time. Since the appearance variation of target occurs
slowly in a short time period, we formulate the loss of each expert li during time period Δt via a
Gaussian distribution with standard variance σi

t and mean μi
t:

μi
t =

1
Δt

t∑
τ=t−Δt+1

liτ (4)

σi
t =

√√√
1

Δt− 1

t∑
τ=t−Δt+1

(
liτ − μi

t

)2
(5)

The stability of expert i at frame t is decided by:

si
t =

∣∣∣lit − μi
t

∣∣∣
σi

t

(6)

A large si
t means that this expert varies highly and, hence, its cumulative regret should mainly

depend on its historical regret. In contrast, a small si
t means this expert tends to be more stable than the

one with a larger si
t. Hence, its cumulative regret should take a large proportion on its instantaneous

regret. Based on above rules, the adaptive cumulative regret for each expert is computed as follow:

αi
t = exp

(
−γsi

t

)
(7)

Ri
t =

(
1− αi

t

)
Ri

t−1 + α
i
tr

i
t (8)

where γ is a parameter to control the shape of the exponential in Equation (7).
Our adaptive hedge algorithm also has the same solution form with the standard one [16]. The

weight of each expert is updated for the next frame as follow:

wi
t+1 ∝

[
Ri

t

]
+

ct
exp

(
Ri

t

)2
2ct

(9)

Here
[
Ri

t

]
+

denotes max
{
0, Ri

t

}
and ct is a scale parameter constrained by:

1
K

K∑
i=1

exp

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
([

Ri
t

]
+

)2
2ct

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ = e (10)

In this work, we apply the proposed adaptive hedge algorithm to the following component
trackers, respectively. In addition, different metrics used to calculate the loss of patch experts in this
two component trackers are proposed.

3.3. Correlation Filter-Based Structural Patch Tracking (CFSP)

In CFSP, the target is split into multiple overlapped image patches pi, i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K}, where K is
the number of patches. The tracking task is then to locate these patches. During tracking, an image
block zi with the same size of appearance template xi is extracted out at the location of patch pi in the
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previous frame. After that, a kernelized correlation filter (KCF) [6], which can be considered as an
expert, is applied on each patch to track its position. The response map of the ith patch is calculated as:

�i
c f

(
zi
)
= F−1

(
F
(
kxizi)� F

(
αi
))

(11)

where the subscript c f represents the correlation filter operator. The patch pi in current frame is
localized according to the location where the peak of the response map�i

c f . The tracking details of
KCF can be found in [6].

Based on the adaptive hedge algorithm proposed in the previous section, it is natural to fuse
response maps of all patches at the frame t by:

�c f ,t =
K∑

i=1

wi
c f ,t�i

c f ,t (12)

where wi
c f ,t is the weight of patch pi at frame t and

∑K
i=1 wi

c f ,t = 1. Then at frame t, the target is located

by searching the peak of the fused response map�c f ,t.
The loss of each expert tracker need to be computed and is used by the adaptive hedge algorithm

described in the above section to update the weights of all expert trackers. In CFSP, we consider two
aspects for calculating the loss of each expert tracker. First, we use intensity and the smooth constraint
of each patch’s response map to reflect the similarity of patch between current frame and previous
frames. The peak-to-sidelobe ratio (PSR) [5] that quantifies the sharpness of the response map peak is
used to estimate the intensity of response map. It is defined as:

PSRi
t =

max
(
�i

c f ,t

)
−mean

(
�i

c f ,t

)
var

(
�i

c f ,t

) (13)

where mean
(
�i

c f ,t

)
and var

(
�i

c f ,t

)
are the mean and the standard variance of the ith patch’s response

map at frame t respectively. The smooth constraint of response map (SCRM) [33] is defined as:

SCRMi
t = ‖�i

c f ,t −�i
c f ,t−1 ⊕ Δ‖2

2
(14)

where ⊕ means a shift operation of the response map and Δ denotes the corresponding shift of
maximum value in response maps from frame t− 1 to t. Then the normalized similarity of patch pi can
be represented as:

Si
t =

(PSRi
t/SCRMi

t)∑K
i=1(PSRi

t/SCRMi
t)

(15)

Second, we consider the displacement difference between each patch and the predicted target at
frame t:

Di
c f ,t =

‖disi
c f ,t − distar

c f ,t‖
2

2∑K
i=1 ‖disi

c f ,t − distar
c f ,t‖

2

2

(16)

where disi
c f ,t and distar

c f ,t denote the displacements of corresponding patch pi and target with respect to
frame t, respectively. The loss of the ith patch expert tracker at frame t is defined as

lic f ,t = (1− β)
(
1− Si

t

)
+ βDi

c f ,t (17)

where β is the trade-off between the similarity and the displacement difference. The loss calculated
from Equation (17) is put into the adaptive hedge algorithm to update the weight of patch pi for frame
t + 1 in CFSP. Figure 4a illustrates the weight distribution of the sequence Bolt generated by CFSP
in some frames, in which different patches have different weights. Patch 8 lies in the leg area and
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undergoes sever deformation. Hence, the weights of patch 8 are relatively smaller. The tracking
procedure of CFSP tracker is summarized in Algorithm 1.

 

ℜ

ℜ

Figure 4. The weight distribution of component trackers in the Bolt sequence. For the sake of clarity,
we only show the weight distribution of patches 2, 5, and 8. (a) and (b) are the weight distributions of
the component trackers CFSP and CHSP at some frames, respectively. (c) shows the tracking target
with red bounding box in Bolt sequence, in which the target suffers from severe deformation.

Algorithm 1: Correlation filter-based structural patch tracking

Inputs: current weight distribution w1
c f ,t, · · · , wK

c f ,t; estimated target position post−1 in the previous frame;

Output: updated weight distribution w1
c f ,t+1, · · · , wK

c f ,t+1; the response map�c f ,t in the current frame.
Repeat:

1: compute correlation filter response of each patch using Equation (11);
2: compute the fused response map�c f ,t using Equation (12);
3: compute the similarity and displacement difference of each patch using Equations (13–16);
4: compute loss of each patch tracker using Equation (17);
5: update stability models using Equations (4) and (5);
6: measure each patch tracker’s stability using Equation (6);
7: update regret of each patch using Equations (1), (2), (7), and (8);
8: update weight distribution w1

ch,t+1, · · · , wK
ch,t+1 for each patch tracker using Equation (9);

3.4. Color Histogram-Based Structural Patch Tracking (CHSP)

For the overlapped image patches pi, i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K}, we apply the same color histogram tracking
method as SLC [15] to track each of them. And each color patch tracker can be regarded as an expert.
Let Ri

o, Ri
f and Ri

s represent the target region, foreground and surrounding background regions of

patch pi, respectively, where the foreground region Ri
f is slightly smaller than the target region Ri

o.

Additionally, we denote yi
u as the observation of pixel u within patch pi, which is represented by the

bin of u in the color histograms. The likelihood of pixel u belongs to the region Ri
o can be derived by

applying Bayes rule like [27]:

P
(
u ∈ Ri

o

∣∣∣∣Ri
f , Ri

s, yi
u

)
≈

P
(
yi

u

∣∣∣∣u ∈ Ri
f

)
P
(
u ∈ Ri

f

)
∑
ψ∈{Ri

f ,Ri
s} P
(
yi

u

∣∣∣u ∈ ψ )P(u ∈ ψ) (18)
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The likelihood terms can be derived from color histogram:

P
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u
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)
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f

(
yi

u

)
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(
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u
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s

)
≈
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s

(
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u

)∣∣∣Ri
s

∣∣∣ (19)

where
∣∣∣∣Ri

f

∣∣∣∣ and
∣∣∣Ri

s

∣∣∣ denote the number of pixels in the foreground and surrounding background

regions of patch pi respectively. Hi
f

(
yi

u

)
and Hi

s

(
yi

u

)
denote the color histogram over foreground and

surrounding background regions. The prior probability can be approximated as:
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Thus, the probability that pixel u belongs to the patch pi can be simplified to:

P
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) (21)

In the tracking stage, for patch pi, we extract a rectangular searching region centered at its location
in previous frame. And the response map of patch pi can be evaluated by using its color histogram
model. Using a dense sliding-window searching way over probability map P

(
u ∈ Ri

o

)
derived from

Equation (21), we can obtain the response map of patch pi as follow:

�i
ch

(
hj
)
=

∑
u∈hj

P
(
u ∈ Ri

o

)∣∣∣hj
∣∣∣ (22)

Here
∣∣∣hj
∣∣∣ represents the number of pixels in the jth sliding window hj, the size of which is the

same as patch pi. The location of the ith patch at this frame is estimated by searching for the peak of
the response map�i

ch.
Similar as the above proposed CFSP, we also treat each patch tracker as an expert and apply the

weights calculated from the adaptive hedge algorithm to fuse response maps of all patches at the
frame t:

�ch,t =
K∑

i=1

wi
ch,t�i

ch,t (23)

where wi
ch,t is the weight of patch pi at frame t and

∑K
i=1 wi

ch,t = 1. The subscript ch denotes the color
histogram operator. Then the target is located by searching the peak of the fused response map�ch,t.

Different from SLC [15] only exploits appearance discrimination to determine the weight of each
patch, we employ both the discrimination value and displacement difference to calculate the loss
of each expert tracker and put this loss into adaptive hedge algorithm to update weight. Figure 2c
illustrates that our weighted method has better performance. The discrimination values [15] of patches
are calculated by considering their variance ratios (VR) [45] and histogram similarities between the
foreground and surrounding background regions.
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The variance ratio (VR) [35,45] is to measure the discriminative power of each patch against its
surrounding background. The log likelihood of pixel u within patch pi at frame t can be computed by
using color histogram as follow:

Li
t(u) = log

max
{
Hi

f ,t(u), δ
}

max
{
Hi

s,t(u), δ
} (24)

where δ is a small value to prevent dividing by zero. The log likelihood Li
t maps the histogram into

positive for colors associated with the foreground of the ith patch, and negative for colors associated
with the surrounding background of the ith patch. Then the variance ratio (VR) of patch pi at frame t
can be computed as:

VRi
t

(
Li

t, Hi
f ,t, Hi

s,t

)
=

var
(
Li

t;
(
Hi

f ,t + Hi
s,t

)/
2
)

var
(
Li

t; Hi
f ,t

)
+ var

(
Li

t; Hi
s,t

) (25)

where var(L; H)defines the variance of L(u)with respect to the color histogram H(u) and is calculated as:

var(L; H) =
∑

u
H(u)L2(u) −

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣∑
u

H(u)L(u)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦2 (26)

In Equation (25), the denominator is small when the log likelihood values of pixels in the patch
and background classes are tightly clustered, while the numerator is large when the two clusters are
widely separated. Thus, patches with large variance ratio show stronger discriminative power to
separate the foreground and surrounding background.

Moreover, less similarity of histograms between foreground and surrounding background can
readily distinguish the target from its surroundings. Therefore, the Bhattacharyya distance can
be exploited:

ρi
t

(
Hi

f ,t, Hi
s,t

)
=
∑

u

√
Hi

f ,t(u)H
i
s,t(u) (27)

Thus, the normalized discrimination of patch pi can be defined as:

di
t =

VRi
t/ρi

t

K∑
i=1

(VRi
t/ρi

t)

(28)

Therefore, the loss of the ith patch expert at frame t is defined as:

lich,t = (1− β)
(
1− di

t

)
+ βDi

ch,t (29)

where Di
ch,t denotes the displacement difference between the ith patch and the predicted target in

CHSP at frame t:

Di
ch,t =

‖disi
ch,t − distar

ch,t‖
2

2∑K
i=1 ‖disi

ch,t − distar
ch,t‖

2

2

(30)

Figure 4b displays the weight distribution of the sequence Bolt generated by CHSP at some
frames. Similar as CFSP, different patches also have different weights and patches 5 and 8 have obvious
distinction, of which the patch 5 is the middle part of the body whereas the patch 8 is the leg area.
The leg area contains more background interference and has poor motion consistency with the body
part. The tracking procedure of CHSP tracker is summarized in Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 2: Color histogram-based structural patch tracking

Inputs: current weight distribution w1
ch,t, · · · , wK

ch,t; estimated target position post−1 in the previous frame;

Output: updated weight distribution w1
ch,t+1, · · · , wK

ch,t+1; the response map�ch,t in the current frame.
Repeat:

1: compute color histogram response of each patch using Equation (22);
2: compute the response map�ch,t using Equation (23);
3: compute the discrimination and displacement difference of each patch using Equations (24)–(28) and (30);
4: compute loss of each patch tracker using Equation (29);
5: update stability models using Equations (4) and (5);
6: measure each patch tracker’s stability using Equation (6);
7: update regret of each patch using Equations (1), (2), (7) and (8);
8: update weight distribution w1

c f ,t+1, · · · , wK
c f ,t+1 for each patch tracker using Equations (9);

3.5. Response Maps Fusion between CFSP and CHSP

To complement the strengths of CFSP and CHSP, inspired by [15], we combine their response maps
in a selective strategy as well. Different from LGCmF [15] using the peak value of response map in the
global layer tracker to analyzing the confidence, we apply the online support vector machine (SVM)
classifier on both the tracking results of CHSP and CFSP to evaluate their confidences. Specifically,
we first use the SVM classifier on the tracking results of CFSP and CHSP to obtain the confidence
scores Cc f sp and Cchsp. When Cc f sp or Cchsp are larger than the predefined thresholds Tc f sp or Tchsp, we
consider that the CFSP or the CHSP tends to be credible. Therefore, the merging factor (ηc f sp or ηchsp)
can be picked according to the credibility of the two component trackers:

� = η�ch + (1− η)�c f (31)

where�ch and�c f are the response maps of CHSP and CFSP, respectively. η = ηc f sp or ηchsp is the
merging factor that is chosen based on the confidences of CFSP and CHSP. If the confidence scores
Cc f sp and Cchsp are both below the thresholds Tc f sp and Tchsp, we consider that the CFSP and CHSP are
unreliable at this frame. Similar as [15,17], a re-detection process using the SVM classifier is performed
by drawing dense candidates around the searching region. In this case the detected result of the SVM
can be adopted only if its maximum detecting score max(Csvm) is above a threshold Tsvm to guarantee
the accuracy. Once max(Csvm) < Tsvm, the re-detected result is given up and we select the ηc f sp as the
merging factor in Equation (31). At this time the target usually suffers from partial occlusion or severe
deformation, we trust the CFSP tracker more as its performance is more robust and accurate compared
to the CHSP tracker, which is illustrated in experiment section. The tracking procedure of final CSPRF
tracker is summarized in Algorithm 3.
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Algorithm 3: Complementary structural patches response fusion tracking (CSPRF)

Inputs: the responses of the CFSP and CHSP�c f ,t,�ch,t; estimated target position post−1 in the previous frame;
Output: estimated current target position post.
Repeat:

1: obtain the confidence scores Cc f sp and Cchsp using the SVM classifier on the tracking results of CFSP and
CHSP.
2: if Cchsp ≥ Tchsp then

3: set η = ηchsp and compute the current target position post using Equation (31);
4: else if Cc f sp ≥ Tc f sp then

5: set η = ηc f sp and compute the current target position post using Equation (31);
6: else

7: use the online SVM classifier to draw dense candidates around post−1 and obtain the detecting scores
Csvm of all candidate samples;
8: if max(Csvm) ≥ Tsvm then

9: current target position post = argmax(Csvm);
10: else

11: set η = ηc f sp and compute the current target position post using Equation (31);
12: end

13: end

14: end

3.6. Update Scheme

To adapt to the target appearance variations, we need to update CFSP tracker, CHSP tracker and
the SVM classifier. For CFSP tracker, we incrementally update the correlation filter of each patch when
its response map peak max

(
�i

c f ,t

)
at frame t is above the threshold Tpeak:

α̃i
t =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩(1− ξ)α̃i
t−1 + ξα

i
t, i f max

(
�i

c f ,t

)
≥ Tpeak

α̃i
t−1, otherwise

(32a)

x̃i
t =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩(1− ξ)x̃i
t−1 + ξx

i
t, i f max

(
�i

c f ,t

)
≥ Tpeak

x̃i
t−1, otherwise

(32b)

Here ξ is the learning rate. For CHSP tracker, the color histograms of each patch are update
as follow:

H̃i
c,t =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩(1− τ)H̃i
c,t−1 + τH

i
c,t, i f di

t ≥ Tdis

H̃i
c,t−1, otherwise

(33)

where τ is the learning rate and Hi
c,t ∈

{
Hi

f ,t, Hi
s,t

}
indicates the learned color histograms of foreground

and surrounding background regions of patch pi at frame t. di
t is the discrimination value of patch pi at

frame t computed from Equation (28), and Tdis is the predefined threshold.
For the SVM classifier, it is updated only when Cc f sp ≥ Tc f sp or Cchsp ≥ Tchsp, since at this time

we consider the current tracking result is credible. We incrementally update the SVM classifier by
applying the passive-aggressive algorithm [46] efficiently, which is similar to [17].

3.7. Scale Estimation

Similar to the DSST tracker [21], we first localize the target in a new frame and subsequently
estimate scale variation. We train a one-dimensional correlation filter to perform scale estimation.

A scaling set S =
{
an
∣∣∣∣n ∈ {⌊−Ns−1

2

⌋
, . . . ,

⌊
Ns−1

2

⌋}}
is built, where a and Ns denote the scale parameter

and the number of scales respectively. Let M×N be the target size in the current frame and for each
scale s ∈ S, an image patch zs of size sM× sN centered at the target location is extracted to construct a
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feature pyramid. We exploit the correlation filter on these image patches zs with corresponding to one
dimensional Gaussian regression label ys. The estimated scale is derived as:

sopt = argmax
{
f (zs)|s ∈ S

}
(34)

where sopt is the maximum value of the scale correlation response. This implementation details can
refer to [21].

4. Experimental Results

We first evaluate our complementary structural patches response fusion tracker (CSPRF) by
comparing with others state-of-the-art trackers on OTB2013 and OTB2015. Then, the performance
comparison of the LGCmF with our CSPRF is conducted. After that, to validate the effectiveness of two
component trackers (CFSP and CHSP), we compare them with several relevant tracking algorithms,
respectively. Finally, we conduct comparative experiments on VOT2016 [12].

4.1. Experimental Setup

We conducted our experiments on OTB2013 [10] and OTB2015 [11] benchmarks. All these
sequences cover 11 challenging attributes: background clutters (BC), deformation (DEF), fast motion
(FM), scale variation (SV), out-of-plane rotation (OPR), motion blur (MB), out-of-view (OV), in-plane
rotation (IPR), illumination variation (IV), occlusion (OCC), and low resolution (LR). The tracking
methods are evaluated by the following metrics: center location error (CLE), distance precision rate
(DP), and overlap success rate (OS). The CLE is defined as the average Euclidean distance between the
ground truth and the estimated center location of the target. The DP is computed as the percentage of
frames where CLE is smaller than a specified threshold. The OS indicates the percentage of frames
whose overlap ratio between the estimated bounding box and the ground truth bounding box surpasses
a certain threshold. Following the evaluation protocol [10,11], we set the two preset thresholds of
the DP and OS to 20 pixels and 0.5 in overall experiments, respectively. In addition, experimental
results are reported using the precision plots and success plots under one-pass evaluation (OPE) as
in [10,11]. In success plots, the area under the curve (AUC) is adopted to rank the compared trackers
in the legend.

Besides OTB2013 and OTB2015, we also implement comparative experiments on VOT2016 [12].
This dataset consists of 60 challenging sequences. The performance is evaluated both in terms of
robustness, accuracy and expected average overlap (EAO). The robustness calculates the average
number of tracking failures over all sequences. The accuracy computes the average overlapping ratio
between the estimated bounding box and the ground truth. EAO ranks the overall performance which
takes both accuracy and robustness into account. Readers can refer to [12] for details.

Our methods are implemented in MATLAB 2014a (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) for learning
and tracking process and C++ for feature extraction. The source codes of compared tracking algorithms
are offered by authors, whose parameters are at default values. All the experiments are run on a
PC with an AMD A10-5800K 3.8GHz CPU and 8 GB of RAM (Advanced Micro Devices, Sunnyvale,
CA, USA).

4.2. Implementation Details

Let Mo ×No represent the size of the target bounding box. The global target is divided into 3× 3
overlapped patches by taking the patch size and step length as

(
Mo
2 , No

2

)
, that is to say, the parameter

K = 9. The time period Δt in Equations (4) and (5) is set to five frames and the scale factor γ in
Equation (7) is set to 10. The β in Equations (17) and (29) is set to 0.5. For the component tracker CFSP,
the histogram of the oriented gradient (HOG) [13] and color names (CN) [20] are applied as the feature
representation. The searching window size of M×N is set to four times the patch size. The learning
rate ξ in Equation (32) is set to 0.01 and the threshold Tpeak = 0.16.
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For the component tracker CHSP, the surrounding background region Rs is an expanded region
of patch with 1

2

(
Mo
2 + No

2

)
as the length and width, while the foreground region R f is set to 0.8 times

the patch size Ro. In Equation (24), δ = 10−3. The learning rate τ in Equation (33) is set to 0.04 and the
threshold Tdis is set to 0.5/2.5 for gray/color image sequences. For CSPRF, the thresholds Tc f sp, Tchsp
and Tsvm are set to 0, 0, and 0.5, respectively. The merging factors ηc f sp and ηchsp are set to 0.6 and 0.3.
The SVM classifier is trained by densely drawing samples from a searching window centered at the
global target location. The samples with positive label are selected when their overlap ratios with the
global target bounding box are above 0.6, and for the samples with negative label, their overlap ratios
are below 0.2. For scale estimation, the parameters are the same as the DSST [21] tracker. We keep the
above parameters fixed throughout all of the experiments and our proposed CSPRF tracker runs at an
average of 5.1 frames per second (FPS).

4.3. Performance Evaluation of the CSPRF Tracker on OTB2013 and OTB2015

Our proposed CSPRF tracker is compared with 10 state-of-the-art trackers including KCF [6],
MEEM [4], DSST [21], Staple [14], Staple_CA [8], CSR-DCF [28], SRDCF [7], SAMF [47], LCT+ [17] and
RPT [34]. In above trackers, KCF, DSST, and SRDCF are the correlation filters-based trackers. Staple,
Staple_CA, CSR-DCF and SAMF introduce color feature as an effective complement to the HOG feature.
RPT is the part-based tracker and MEEM is the tracker that uses multiple online SVM classifiers.

4.3.1. Quantitative Evaluation

Figure 5 and Table 1 show overall comparisons between our CSPRF tracker and other 10 trackers
on OTB2013 and OTB2015 datasets. It is easily to observe that our CSPRF tracker performs favorably
against the compared trackers on both datasets. For the OTB2013 dataset as shown in Figure 5a, the
proposed CSPRF tracker achieves the best overall performance both in precision and success plots with
a DP score of 87.6% and an AUC score of 65.3%, outperforming the second best tracker LCT+ by 2.9%
and 1.8%. For OTB2015 dataset as illustrated in Figure 5b, the CSPRF performs best with a DP score of
83.9% on the precision plot and an AUC score of 61.7% on the success plot, and outperforms the second
best Staple_CA by 2.9% and 0.9%, respectively. In contrast to the Staple_CA that only promotes the
correlation filter module of Staple, our method improves both the correlation filter and color histogram
modules of Staple and, hence, obtains better performance than Staple_CA. Additionally, compared
with the Staple tracker, our approach achieves gains of 8.8% and 5.2% in the DP score and 4.6% and
2.6% in the AUC score on both OTB2013 and OTB2015, respectively.

Table 1. Overall performance on the OTB2013 (I) and OTB2015 (II) datasets with the representative
mean overlap success (OS) rate at threshold of 0.5, median overlap success (OS) rate, median distance
precision (DP) rate, and median center location error (CLE). Best: bold; second best: underline.

CSPRF LCT+ DSST Staple_CA Staple SAMF SRDCF RPT KCF CSR-DCF MEEM

Meam OS
(%)

I 81.4 81.2 67.3 76.1 74.2 72.2 78.1 70.2 62.1 75.6 70.8
II 75.4 70.1 61.3 72.8 70.4 67.0 71.2 61.6 55.1 71.2 62.2

Median OS
(%)

I 82.5 82.3 68.0 77.2 75.1 73.4 78.8 71.9 63.7 76.9 72.9
II 76.6 71.3 62.2 74.5 71.8 68.7 72.3 63.6 56.9 72.3 64.5

Median DP
(%)

I 89.1 86.1 75.1 85.0 80.2 80.6 82.7 80.5 75.5 83.0 86.7
II 85.6 78.2 69.8 82.7 80.4 77.6 78.3 74.0 71.7 81.5 81.0

Median CLE
(pixel)

I 6.39 7.23 12.2 7.27 8.42 8.72 4.82 8.26 11.4 7.98 7.50
II 7.10 9.13 13.1 7.09 8.35 9.43 7.75 11.3 14.7 8.50 9.92

Table 1 reports the mean OS (%), median DP (%), median OS (%) and median CLE (pixels) over
the OTB2013 and OTB2015 datasets. Our tracker obtains the best results in above three evaluation
metrics except that its median CLEs with 6.39 on OTB2013 and 7.10 on OTB2015 are slightly lower
than the SRDCF and Staple_CA by 1.57 and 0.01, respectively.
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Figure 5. Quantitative evaluation over the OTB2013 and OTB2015 datasets. Precision and success
plots using the one-pass evaluation (OPE). The legend of precision plots shows the average distance
precision rates (DP) at 20 pixels, and the legend of success plots contains the overlap success scores
(OS) with the area under the curve (AUC).

4.3.2. Attribute-Based Evaluation

To facilitate analyzing the strength and weakness of our method in various aspects, we further
evaluate the trackers on datasets with 11 attributes. Figure 6 shows the precision and success plots of
all compared trackers on OTB2015 with various attributes. Among them, our tracker ranks the best
within seven out of 11 attributes including OPE, SV, OCC, DEF, OPR, OV and BC, and achieves a top
three performance in terms of IPR and LR. This is attributed to our proposed complete structural patch
tracking strategy and the novel updated weight strategy, which can fully emphasize valid cues of the
target. Especially, our tracker makes a large margin in terms of BC, DEF, and OCC in the precision
plots. This illustrates that our tracker has the distinct advantage in dealing with the background clutter,
deformation, and occlusion.
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Figure 6. The precision plots and the success plots with 11 attributes on OTB2015. The legend of
precision plot contains the average DP score at 20 pixels while the legend of success plot contains the
area under the curve (AUC) score for each tracker. The number of sequences for each attribute is shown
in brackets.

Table 2 reports the mean DP scores of compared trackers over all 11 attributes on the OTB2013.
Our CSPRF tracker obtains the best performance within seven out of 11 attributes including IV, SV,
OCC, DEF, OPR, OV, and BC, and achieves the second best performance in IPR with the mean DP score
of 82.8%. From Figure 6 and Table 2, it demonstrates that our proposed CSPRF obtains competitive
tracking performance against the other state-of-the-art trackers in these challenging attributes.
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Table 2. Distance precision scores (%) at a threshold of 20 pixels in terms of individual attributes on the
OTB2013. Best: bold, second best: underline.

CSPRF LCT+ DSST Staple_CA Staple SAMF SRDCF RPT KCF CSR-DCF MEEM

IV(25) 84.5 79.2 72.4 80.1 74.2 70.6 71.3 74.1 70.7 71.3 76.9
SV(28) 84.4 75.7 71.5 80.5 73.6 73.0 77.1 74.0 65.5 70.0 70.0

OCC(29) 87.0 84.6 70.0 80.6 78.3 84.5 81.2 73.5 73.1 79.0 81.6
DEF(19) 90.1 87.0 66.3 83.9 78.8 81.9 79.5 72.8 74.6 82.6 84.6
MB (12) 71.1 66.5 54.0 78.5 70.8 61.3 72.9 72.6 60.5 72.4 71.3
FM (17) 71.6 66.3 51.8 76.6 66.1 65.4 73.0 67.7 57.0 73.2 74.1
IPR (31) 82.8 80.2 75.2 83.9 78.8 72.2 75.0 77.7 70.8 74.6 80.9
OPR(39) 87.6 84.9 72.0 82.3 77.4 77.8 78.7 77.0 71.5 78.5 84.9
OV (6) 76.6 72.8 51.4 69.7 65.0 63.5 70.6 67.8 64.8 66.2 74.4
BC (21) 84.0 79.3 69.2 79.0 74.9 71.7 72.7 78.4 72.3 78.8 79.8
LR (4) 80.4 71.7 69.0 97.2 69.5 65.0 76.9 78.1 62.9 65.3 98.7

4.3.3. Qualitative Evaluation

Figure 7 illustrates the qualitative comparison of our CSPRF tracker with mentioned 10 trackers
on 14 challenging sequences. From these figures, it is clearly observed that our method performs well
in all these challenging sequences.

Occlusion. In the Box sequence, the LCT+ quickly drifts to the similar background area from the
beginning, and the target is gradually occluded by the Vernier caliper from the 445th frame. When the
target reappears in the 490th frame, only our CSPRF, SAMF and MEEM successfully track it while other
trackers still stay on the obstruction (Vernier caliper). In the Human3 sequence, LCT+, SAMF, KCF,
MEEM, and RPT fail to track the target in the 36th frame. After a short partially occluded duration, all
other trackers lose the target as well, only our tracker sticks on it throughout the sequence. In addition,
in the Girl2 sequence, only our method can effectively capture it again when the target reappears,
while all other compared trackers drift toward the distracter that has the similar appearance as the girl.
Here, the success of our tracker is mainly attributed to the confidence updating strategy and the online
re-detection mechanism.

Rotation. The target undergoing the in-plane or out-of-plane rotation often causes the variation
of target appearance, which will increase the tracking difficulty. In the Skiing sequence, since the target
keeps rotating in consecutive frames, most of trackers lose the target in the 19th frame. Only our CSPRF,
Staple_CA, and MEEM successfully track the target in the entire tracking period. In the Freeman1
sequence, all the trackers perform well at the beginning, such as frame 30. The target undergoes the
out-of-plane rotation at the 140th frame, our tracker and Staple get right estimates in location and scale,
and the other trackers all drift to the face of the man, SAMF even loses the target completely. At frame
276, KCF and DSST also lose the target. Another example where the rotation is the main challenge is
Sylvester sequence. At frame 1179, only MEEM, LCT+, RPT, and our CSPRF locate the target while
other trackers fail to track the target.

Deformation. In Panda sequence, the target suffers from severe deformation. LCT+, SRDCF, KCF,
DSST and RPT lose the target at frame 486 and more trackers drift to the background when the panda
passes by the tree, whereas our CSPRF, MEEM still track the target (e.g., frames 642, 958). Although
the Staple_CA can track the target, it gets inaccurate target location. In Bolt2 sequence, the target
undergoes severe deformation as well. Others trackers fail to track the target form the beginning, only
our CSPRF, CSR-DCF, Staple and Staple_CA successfully track the target in the whole tracking period.
In the Bird2 sequence, many trackers obtain inaccurate target location when the bird turns around
at frame 72, and SAMF and DSST fail to track the target at this time. Only our CSPRF, MEEM, and
Staple_CA obtain the accurate results in the overall tracking process.
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Figure 7. Qualitative evaluation of the proposed algorithm with 10 state-of-the-art methods on 14
challenging video sequences (from left to right and from top to bottom are Box, Human3, Girl2,
Skiing, Freeman1, Sylvester, Panda, Bolt2, Bird2, Soccer, Shaking, CarScale, Walking2, and Football,
respectively).

Background clutter. The existence of similar-appearing objects to the target in the background
makes it challenging to distinguish the target from the background and accurately locate the target.
In the Soccer sequence, among all 11 compared trackers, the KCF, LCT+, SRDCF, MEEM, and DSST
lose the target at frame 120, and RPT, Staple, and SAMF obtain inaccurate results in terms of location
and scale. Only our CSPRF, Staple_CA, and CSR-DCF get the reliable tracking results both in scale and
location during the entire tracking period. In the Shaking sequence, Staple_CA, SRDCF, and KCF fail to
locate the target and drift to the distracters in the 77th frame. At frame 238, CSR-DCF and SAMF lose
the target as well. Only our CSPRF, MEEM, LCT+, and DSST successfully track the target. Although
RPT can locate the target, it obtains an incorrect scale estimate. In the Football sequence, most of the
compared trackers drift to the distracters at frame 302, only our method, LCT+, MEEM, and SRDCF
stick on the target and favorably track the target over all frames.

Scale variation. Due to the KCF and MEEM without handling the scale variation, they do not
perform well when the target undergoes large scale variation. The targets in the CarScale and Walking2
sequences undergo the scale variation from beginning to end. In the CarScale sequence, MEEM and
KCF obtain inaccurate tracking results in scale in the 174th frame. At frame 205, only our tracker
obtains accurate results in scale and location, while many other trackers focus on the head of the car.
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In the Walking2 sequence, MEEM, RPT, KCF, and SAMF do not perform well in scale at frame 132.
MEEM and LCT+ eventually drift away to the distracter at frame 332. Our tracker with others trackers,
including DSST, SRDCF, Staple, Staple_CA, and CSR-DCF, all perform well in scale and location in the
whole tracking period.

4.4. Performance Comparison of LGCmF with CSPRF

Since LGCmF exploits the block tracking and response fusion strategies as well, we compare
our CSPRF tracker with the LGCmF tracker on OTB2015. Table 3 shows comprehensive performance
comparison between these two trackers. Our CSPRF outperforms LGCmF in all evaluation criteria.
The reason that our method obtains better results lies in the fact that we adopt a complete block tracking
strategy, a novel adaptive hedge algorithm to update the weights and efficient loss metrics in both
component trackers.

Table 3. Performance comparison of LGCmF with CSPRF on OTB2015 with the representative mean
distance precision (DP) rate at the threshold of 20 pixels, mean overlap success (OS) rate at the threshold
of 0.5, median distance precision (DP) rate, median overlap success (OS) rate, median center location
error (CLE), and the area under the curve (AUC). Best: bold.

Mean DP
(%)

Mean OS
(%)

Median DP
(%)

Median OS
(%)

Median
CLE

AUC

LGCmF 80.6 72.2 82.4 74.1 8.35 59.8
CSPRF 83.9 75.4 85.6 76.6 7.10 61.7

Figure 8 visualizes the tracking results of the LGCmF tracker with our CSPRF tracker on six
challenging sequences. CSPRF tracker can perform well when the target objects undergo in-plane
rotation (ClifBar), motion blur (BlurCar3), out-of-plane rotation (DragonBaby), background clutter
(Dudek), occlusion (Jogging2), and illumination variation (Singer2), whereas the LGCmF fails in all of
these sequences.

Figure 8. Visualization of the tracking results of LGCmF and CSPRF trackers on six challenging
sequences. (from left to right and from top to bottom are BlurCar3, ClifBar, DragonBaby, Dudek,
Jogging2, Singer2).

4.5. Performance Evaluation of Component Trackers CFSP, CHSP

To better understand the improvements of the two component trackers of our CSPRF, in this
section we carry out experimental evaluations by comparing with some relevant trackers on OTB2013
and OTB2015.
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We compare the tracking performance of CFSP with four relevant trackers, including KCF [6],
Staplecf [14], RPT [34], and SAMF [47]. Among them, Staplecf is the part of Staple based on the
correlation filter. KCF is the baseline tracker which is used to track each patch in our CFSP. SAMF
also employs color names as complementary feature which is the same as our CFSP. In addition, RPT
attempts to find the motion trajectory and trackability of random parts.

Figure 9 shows the precision and success plots on the OTB2013 and OTB2015. Overall, our
CFSP tracker performs favorably and achieves the best results against the other compared trackers.
This demonstrates the effectiveness of the adaptive hedge algorithm and loss terms in CFSP. Specifically,
our CFSP significantly improves the Staplecf with gains of 6.0% in the DP score and 2.8% in the AUC
score on OTB2013, and with gains of 7.5% in the DP score and 5.0% in the AUC score on OTB2015.
Additionally, RPT is also a part of the tracking algorithm based on correlation filters, and our CFSP
outperforms the RPT with gains of 1.9% and 5.7% in the DP scores and 2.4% and 5.5% in the AUC
scores on OTB2013 and OTB2015, respectively.

 

Figure 9. Comparison of the CFSP with four relative trackers on OTB2013 and OTB3015. The legend of
the precision plot contains the average DP score at 20 pixels while the legend of success plot contains
the area under the curve (AUC) score for each tracker.

We evaluate our component tracker CHSP on OTB2013 and OTB2015 with four relevant trackers
including DAT [27], Staplech [14], PPT [48], and SLC [15]. The Staplech only contains the part of Staple
based on the color histogram. Both PPT and SLC employ part-based color histogram appearance
models, while DAT exploits the holistic color histogram appearance model.
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Figure 10 visualizes the precision and success plots of our CHSP with four compared trackers.
From the figures, we can discover that our CHSP achieves competitive performance against the relevant
trackers. Our CHSP is mere inferior to the PPT with losses of 0.5% and 1.8% in the AUC on OTB2013
and OTB2015, respectively. The tracking performance of Staplech is not satisfactory in the overall
evaluation, which ranks at the bottom. Although DAT using the holistic color histogram models
owns the similar tracking idea with Staplech, DAT performs better because of adding analysis of the
distracters in the tracking process. Specifically, our CHSP outperforms the DAT and Staplech with gains
of 18.4% and 18.8% in the DP scores and 10.4% and 14.4% in the AUC scores on OTB2013 respectively,
and with gains of 12.8% and 14.9% in the DP scores and 6.0% and 9.1% in the AUC scores on OTB2015,
respectively. SLC employ the same block framework as our CHSP, and its tracking performance has
been significantly improved compared to Staplech and DAT. Our CHSP tracker outperforms the SLC
with gains of 5.2% in the DP score and 3.4% in the AUC score on OTB2013, and outperforms the SLC
with gains of 3.9% in the DP score and 1.3% in the AUC score on OTB2015. This demonstrates the
advantages of the adaptive hedge algorithm and loss terms in CHSP.

 

 
Figure 10. Performance comparison of the CHSP with several relative trackers on OTB2013 and
OTB3015. The legend of precision plot contains the average DP score at 20 pixels while the legend of
success plot contains the area under the curve (AUC) score for each tracker.

4.6. Performance Evaluation of the CSPRF Tracker on VOT2016

We compare our CSPRF tracker with eight state-of-the-art trackers, including CSR-DCF [28],
DAT [27], DSST [21], HCF [40], KCF [6], SRDCF [7], Staple [14], and STRCF [9]. Table 4 lists the
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tracking results on VOT2016. Our CSPRF performs the second best EAO score of 0.307, only below the
CSR-DCF with the best score of 0.332. According to the analysis of [12], the EAO score of our CSPRF
is 0.307 which outperforms the definition of the strict state-of-the-art bound 0.251 by 5.6%, and thus
it can be regarded as state-of-the-art. And CSPRF achieves some improvement against Staple by a
gain of 1.2% in the EAO metric. As for accuracy and robustness, our CSPRF ranks within top three
on both two metrics, which demonstrate that our tracker achieves competitive performances against
compared trackers.

Table 4. Performance comparison of different trackers on VOT2016 with expected average overlap
(EAO), accuracy and robustness. Best: bold, second best: underline.

CSPRF CSR-DCF DAT DSST HCF KCF SRDCF Staple STRCF

EAO 0.307 0.332 0.217 0.181 0.220 0.194 0.246 0.295 0.252
Accuracy 0.53 0.52 0.47 0.53 0.45 0.49 0.53 0.54 0.51

Robustness 0.97 0.90 1.72 2.52 1.42 2.03 1.5 1.35 1.35

5. Conclusions

Based on the success of the Staple tracker, we extend it and propose a novel structural patch
complementary tracking algorithm in this paper. We firstly present an adaptive hedge algorithm to
overcome the disadvantage of the fixed percentage factor used in the standard hedge algorithm. In the
component trackers CHSP and CFSP, we design two reliable loss measurement methods of structural
patches, respectively, by which the adaptive hedge algorithm can reliably weigh patches to combine
their response maps. The final CSPRF tracker is formulated by selectively merging the response maps
of component trackers CHSP and CFSP. In addition, when both of component trackers CHSP and CFSP
are unreliable, an online SVM detector is activated to rediscover the target in an extended searching
area. Extensive experimental results on OTB2013, OTB2015, and VOT2016 show that the proposed
algorithm CSPRF performs favorably against the state-of-the-art trackers in terms of accuracy and
robustness. Meanwhile, the CSPRF and the component tracker CHSP have some tracking performance
improvements in comparison with the LGCmF and its local layer tracker SLC, respectively. Moreover,
the superiorities of two component trackers CHSP and CFSP are justified by comparing with some
relevant trackers, in which the CHSP and CFSP have greatly improved in comparison with Staplech

and Staplecf, respectively.
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Abstract: Nowadays, deep learning methods based on a virtual environment are widely applied to
research and technology development for autonomous vehicle’s smart sensors and devices. Learning
various driving environments in advance is important to handle unexpected situations that can exist
in the real world and to continue driving without accident. For training smart sensors and devices of
an autonomous vehicle well, a virtual simulator should create scenarios of various possible real-world
situations. To create reality-based scenarios, data on the real environment must be collected from
a real driving vehicle or a scenario analysis process conducted by experts. However, these two
approaches increase the period and the cost of scenario generation as more scenarios are created. This
paper proposes a scenario generation method based on deep learning to create scenarios automatically
for training autonomous vehicle smart sensors and devices. To generate various scenarios, the
proposed method extracts multiple events from a video which is taken on a real road by using
deep learning and generates the multiple event in a virtual simulator. First, Faster-region based
convolution neural network (Faster-RCNN) extracts bounding boxes of each object in a driving video.
Second, the high-level event bounding boxes are calculated. Third, long-term recurrent convolution
networks (LRCN) classify each type of extracted event. Finally, all multiple event classification
results are combined into one scenario. The generated scenarios can be used in an autonomous
driving simulator to teach multiple events that occur during real-world driving. To verify the
performance of the proposed scenario generation method, experiments using real driving video data
and a virtual simulator were conducted. The results for deep learning model show an accuracy of
95.6%; furthermore, multiple high-level events were extracted, and various scenarios were generated
in a virtual simulator for smart sensors and devices of an autonomous vehicle.

Keywords: scenario generation; autonomous vehicle; smart sensor and device; deep learning

1. Introduction

Recently, autonomous vehicles have been a big trend in the development of advanced countries
worldwide [1–3]. Especially, studies on the perception system of an autonomous vehicle using smart
sensors and devices are being active widely because perception is one of key element of autonomous
vehicles. Recently in the autonomous vehicle industry, smart sensors and devices of autonomous
vehicles have been trained via virtual self-driving simulators that apply the deep learning technique
to reduce development costs and time and secure safety [4–10]. The virtual autonomous driving
simulators provide color image (RGB), depth, Lidar, and radar data to train autonomous vehicle’s
smart devices and sensors [4,5]. To enable an autonomous vehicle to run in real environments, it is
critical to train a self-driving car for a variety of driving environments in advance. Furthermore, it is
also essential to learn scenarios reflecting a wide range of situations that may occur in the real world.
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As an example, when an autonomous vehicle runs on a road in an urban area, the car needs to be
trained for scenarios with several people walking on the streets. When an autonomous vehicle runs on
an expressway, the car must be trained for scenarios of diverse types of situations that can occur by
interaction among cars on the expressway.

Existing studies are based on the scenario generation approaches for autonomous vehicle generated
scenarios based on real driving data acquired from the real environment or by using self-driving
scenario generation modeling based on expert knowledge [11–16]. However, such approaches require
a high ratio of manual processing, which increases the development costs and time for the self-driving
simulator. Thus, it is beneficial to investigate the approach for generating the scenarios by using deep
learning video analysis for automatically generating a wide range of realistic driving scenarios through
the collection and analysis of real driving data without scenario generation modelling.

The deep learning approach for analyzing driving data is limited as it can only analyze the actions
of one object [17,18]. As an example, when two individuals are talking and walking, and extraction
is to be performed based on a single object, only two walking individuals can be extracted. Such an
approach cannot analyze advanced events, including multiple objects and interaction.

This paper proposes an approach to generate the training scenario for autonomous vehicle
smart sensors and devices including multiple events while considering multiple objects based on
the automatic analysis of a driving video by using two types of deep learning approaches. An event
comprises the list of objects included in one specific situation and the actions of each object.

The first step is to extract the areas of objects existing in a driving video input to Faster-region
based convolution neural network (Faster-RCNN) [19]. Faster-RCNN is real-time object detection
network. Next, the high-level event area is estimated while considering the extracted areas of objects.
Then, the events are analyzed using long-term recurrent convolution networks (LRCN) [20] based on
the high-level event areas extracted. LRCN classifies the video class by convolutional neural network
(CNN) and long short-term memory (LSTM). Finally, the analyzed events are integrated into one
scenario. The generated scenario is delivered to the virtual simulator for the learning of an autonomous
vehicle, and the relevant scenario is deployed in front of an autonomous vehicle.

This paper contributes to future research as follows. First, a scenario was successfully generated
via automatic analysis using deep learning for training and testing of autonomous vehicle’s smart
sensors and devices. Next, the approach enables the sophisticated analysis of events including
interactions among multiple objects as well as the analysis of only a single action by each object. Finally,
it is possible to generate higher-level scenarios including multiple events.

Section 2 in this paper describes the existing research on scenario generation for an autonomous
vehicle and the video analysis approach based on deep learning. Section 3 discusses the scenario
generation approach proposed in this paper, which extracts high-level events using deep learning-based
video analysis. Section 4 describes the experiments on the proposed approach and the results, and
Section 5 presents the conclusion and directions for further study.

2. Related Works

This section summarizes the existing studies on driving scenario generation approaches and deep
learning-based driving video analysis approaches. Then, the necessity for the approach proposed
herein is explained.

2.1. Driving Scenario Generation Approach

Several driving simulators has been investigated for development and verification of an
autonomous vehicle. The field of driving scenario generation for the operation of autonomous
vehicles has recently drawn substantial attention [11–16]. Research on driving scenario generation is
largely classified into model-based and data-based scenario generation.

The model-based scenario generation approach defines driving elements, including traffic lane,
car, pedestrian, and accident events, in advance as well as scenarios depending on those elements.
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In [11] the authors plan movements and generate scenarios by using the action tree of each car based
on the accident scenario defined in scripts, and the research in [12] predefines the accident scenario
between a car and a pedestrian in the intersection and generates the scenarios. In [13] the authors
generate the scenarios based on an analysis of real car accidents and survey data from ‘NMVCCS’
and in [14] the authors implement the ontology on the driving environment and generate scenarios
based on that ontology. For the model-based scenario generation approach above, a more complicated
scenario requires higher scenario modeling time and cost. Moreover, it is very difficult to modify or
supplement a scenario after it is generated using the approach above.

The data-based scenario generation approach generates a scenario only from real driving data.
The research presented in [15] generates the scenarios by using data recorded by experts after analyzing
information on a lane type, car, and pedestrian based on a driving video recorded for 30 h on a real
road. In [16] the authors acquire real driving data by using laser sensors and cameras and apply the
data to the virtual environment simulator. The scenario generation based on real driving data as
explained above enables an autonomous vehicle to learn practical scenarios but has disadvantages
related to the required time and cost of obtaining real driving data

For model-based and data-based driving scenario generation approaches as described above,
it is inevitable that the more diverse types of scenarios that are generated, the greater the required
time and cost. Accordingly, this paper attempts to address the disadvantages of existing studies by
developing an approach to automatically analyze real driving data and generate diverse types of
scenarios, including multiple events using analysis results.

2.2. Deep Learning-Based Driving Video Analysis Approach

The studies analyzing videos by using deep learning have been conducted actively [17,18], and in
particular, the dataset for training an autonomous vehicle has been continuously increasing [19,20].
Most studies analyzing deep learning-based videos extracted a specific vector from a series of video
frames by using a CNN and integrated the extracted specific vectors around the time axis. However,
most studies extracted each object and analyzed only the actions of that object. Furthermore, only one
event was analyzed per video. The research presented in [17] extracted RGB image-specific vectors
and optical flow vectors per frame by using CNN, entered that extracted specific vectors into CNN to
fuse two vectors, and classified it into one event class by using support vector machine (SVM). In [18]
the authors extracted specific vectors from RGM images and optical flow images per frame in the video
and segmented trajectory data by using CNN. Subsequently, it integrated and estimated three specific
vectors and classified the result as one event by SVM.

As described above, the existing studies on deep learning-based driving video analysis analyzed
the actions of only one object, rather than advanced events including interaction. They could analyze
only a single event per video. This paper proposes an approach to extract and analyze multiple events
that are more advanced.

3. Multi-Event-Based Scenario Generation Approach

This paper proposes an approach to generate scenarios for training autonomous vehicle’s smart
sensors and devices by extracting and analyzing multiple events from driving video using deep
learning methods. Figure 1 illustrates the scenario generation process based on the deep learning
video analysis approach proposed in this paper. The first step is to extract a high-level event area to
detect the objects existing in a video by using Faster-RCNN, which is optimal for detecting objects
with the first frame of the input. The objects whose bounding boxes overlap among detected objects
are extracted as one event area. Next, the scenario generation step analyzes the images extracted based
on the event area in the previous step by using LRCN, which is a type of deep learning-based video
classification model, and generates the scenarios for self-driving learning based on the analysis. The
generated scenario is finally used as the input data for the self-driving simulator. In the proposed
approach, the events are presented as the list of objects and high-level event class included in the
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relevant events, and scenarios are presented as the list of events. Figure 1 shows the entire process of
the proposed approach.

Figure 1. Proposed multi-event-based scenario generation approach.

3.1. High-Level Event Area Extraction Step

Figure 2 shows the process to extract more optimum event areas in the driving data. The process
comprises the object detection and event area integration in that sequence. For the object detection
task, the first image (frame) is received using the Faster-RCNN approach, and the areas of dynamic
objects such as a person, car, and animal, which can be the subject of an event, are extracted. The
Faster-RCNN includes Convolutional neural network (ConvNet), Region proposal network (RPN),
Region of Interest pooling, regression and classification layer. After extracting an event bounding box
based on a single object area, it is difficult to extract high-level events including interactions between
objects. The proposed approach enables the extraction of higher-level event areas by integrating
neighboring single object bounding boxes into one even bounding box.

Figure 2. Multiple high-level events extraction process.

Figure 3 illustrates the approach to integrate the object areas detected using Faster-RCNN into
the high-level event area. The first step sorts the boxes whose areas are overlapped among bounding
boxes of detected objects. Next, the top and left sides of an event bounding box are set to the minimum
value among the bounding boxes of overlapped objects, and the right and bottom sides are set to
the maximum value among the bounding boxes of overlapped objects. Algorithm 1 is the algorithm
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to integrate event areas. The overlapped bounding boxes of objects are integrated into one event
bounding box through Algorithm 1; subsequently, multiple event areas are extracted based on the
integration results.

Figure 3. High-level event area extraction process.

Algorithm 1. Event Area Integration Algorithm

E: An event includes the list of objects included in the event and the class of the event
O: Objects including persons, animals, or cars
Initialize E
GET O

For each i in O
IF E = [] THEN increment new e
For each j in E

IF Oi overlaps Ej THEN
IF Oi > Ej THEN

merge Oj into Ej
ELSE increment new e
ENDFOR

ENDFOR

3.2. Scenario Generation Step

The scenario generation process based on multiple event images extracted comprises the
LRCN-based event classification task and the scenario generation task depending on the classification
results. As shown in Figure 4, the deep learning model structure classifying events based on LRCN
comprises the combination of CNN extracting the features of the extracted images and LSTM learning
the sequential data. The specific feature vectors per frame are extracted via CNN after receiving
individual frames of each event image based on the extracted event areas. Next, the result values
acquired after entering the specific vectors per frame to LSTM in consecutive order, which are classified
into the event label via the Fully Connected Layer. As the event areas include only a part of the full
image, the specific vectors in the first frame of the original video on the full area as well as the feature
value of event area frame are entered into the last Fully Connected Layer to include the features of full
images, including weather and road type.

Multiple event images are classified by repeating the process above and stored as one scenario. A
scenario is the list of events, and each event includes the types of objects contained in the relevant event
and the high-level event class of the relevant event. A list of scenario elements is presented in Table 1.

After a scenario is generated in the structure described above, the relevant data is transferred
to the virtual simulator, as illustrated in Figure 5. The input scenarios execute the events in front of
an autonomous vehicle depending on the object list and action contained in each event. The virtual
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simulator operates the input scenario and then the autonomous vehicle learn the scenario by training
their virtual sensing device data such as RGB-D, Lidar, and Radar data.

Figure 4. Long-term recurrent convolution networks (LRCN)-based event classification model structure.

Table 1. List of scenario elements.

Elements Symbols Description

Scenario s = (e list) One scenario includes multiple events

Event e = (o list, event class) An event includes the list of objects included in
the event and the class of the event

Object o = object Objects including persons, animals, or cars

High-level event class c = event class Types of events occurring in the driving video

Figure 5. Execution of multiple events in a virtual simulator through the scenario input.
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4. Experiments and Analysis

This section describes the experiments and analysis of the scenario generation approach based
on the deep learning image analysis proposed herein to verify its performance. To this end, the
experimental environment is described and learning data is presented. The results of the algorithm
extracting multiple event areas are compared to those of the existing Faster-RCNN. Next, the image
analysis algorithm performance proposed herein is compared to that of the existing RCNN algorithm
and analyzed. Finally, the final extracted scenario was executed in the simulator, which was constructed
for the experiment, and the results are analyzed.

4.1. Experiment Environment and Training Data

The proposed method’s development environment was implemented on a computer with Intel
i5, Nvidia GTX 1070 GPU, and DDR 5 H/W. The scenario generation model utilizing the deep
learning-based video analysis was implemented in Keras (Backend-Tensorflow), which is a deep
learning library. The scenario generated using the proposed approach was finally applied to the virtual
simulator, which was made by us, based on Unity for autonomous vehicle’s smart sensors and devices
to train. Artificial intelligence objects such as people, animals, and cars exist in the virtual simulator
and act based on artificial intelligence according to the input scenario. Based on the input scenario,
human, animal, and vehicle agents are operated in front of an autonomous car. The autonomous
vehicle’s virtual sensing device is trained by using RGB, depth, Lidar, and Radar data. Figure 6 shows
the virtual simulator environment screenshot.

Figure 6. Virtual simulator environment for an autonomous vehicle to train.

Studies analyzing driving videos via deep learning have been actively conducted using public
driving datasets [21,22]. However, the public driving data have only single action labels. Accordingly,
the experiment in this paper collected videos, including events that occurred on roads or streets, and
labelled their ground truth. In total, 725 videos were collected and classified into 23 classes. Table 2
summarizes the event class types. The event classes have high-level event classes, including single
actions of cars, animals, and people and the interactions among them.

As shown in Table 3, nine object types were identified from the analysis on the objects included in
each event.
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Table 2. List of event types.

High-Level Event Class No. of Video Clips

human_push_car 36
human_motocyling 27

human_hugging 85
vehicle_changeLane 16
human_wave_hand 20
human_pet_animal 12

vehicle_turn 24
human_checkVictim 22

vehicle_stop 50
human_walk 53

vehicle_pass_by 70
human_crossroad 39

human_run 13
human_wait 81

human_getoff 15
human_check Car 5
human_use_phone 7

human_fight 10
human_phone_call 27

human_talk 12
human_smoking 53

human_trash_collecting 24
human_sit 24

23 725

Table 3. List of object types.

Object Types (Total Nine Types)

Person, car, bike, motorbike, bus, truck, bird, cat, dog

4.2. High-Level Event Area Extraction Results

This subsection analyzes the Faster-RCNN-based event image extraction results. Although only
the areas of each object are extracted, as shown in Figure 7, when extracting event areas only by
using the existing Faster-RCNN, it is verified that the high-level event areas including objects that are
correlated one another are extracted when the event area integration algorithm is applied as well, as
shown in Figure 8.

Figure 7. Faster-region based convolution neural network (RCNN) results.
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Figure 8. Faster-RCNN based event area integration algorithm results.

4.3. LRCN-Based Event Classification Result

To analyze the extracted event images, the image analysis model was implemented based on the
LRCN model combining CNN and LSTM. Next, an autonomous vehicle learned using the collected
data and the accuracy of event classification was evaluated. Cross-validation, one of the methods to
measure the effectiveness of classification performance in the field of computer vision recognition, was
adopted to verify the learning model in this study. Cross-validation is a representative method to
measure the accuracy by comparing the estimates with actual values when verification data is entered
into the model after learning. Table 4 presents the confusion matrix with estimates and actual values.

Table 4. Confusion of estimates and actual values.

Confusion Matrix
Actual Values

Positive Negative

Estimates
Positive

True Positive
(TP)

False Positive
(FP)

Negative
False Negative

(FN)
True Negative

(TN)

Accuracy indicates how close the measured values are to the true values. Equation (1) estimates
the accuracy based on the confusion matrix in Table 4.

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + FN + FP + FN
. (1)

We applied Inception-v3 [23] which is a pre-trained model of CNN to LRCN. The training data
was divided into 600 for training and 125 for testing. The input data size is 240 × 240 and the batch
sizes are 34 for 200 epochs and two for 600 epochs. Figure 9 shows the confusion matrix of the result.

The Table 5 presents the comparison results of LRCN and the proposed method. The proposed
approach’s classification accuracy exceeds 96.5%.

Table 5. Comparison results of classification models.

LRCN [19]
LRCN + Full

Area
LRCN (Inception-v3) + Full Area

(Proposed Approach)

Classification Accuracy 78.2 80.5 95.6
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Figure 9. Confusion matrix of the LRCN result.

4.4. Scenario Generation and Implementation Results

Using the trained proposed model, we generated four scenarios as below. Tables 6–9 show the
input original video data which was taken in real world and the scenario generated by analyzing the
driving video using deep learning and the results of implementing that scenario in the simulator. The
implementation of this scenario verified that the objects detected from real driving data were analyzed
per event unit and saved to the scenario file, and relevant multiple events were generated through
artificial intelligence objects in the virtual simulator based on the scenario.

Table 6. Scenario Generation Result #1.

Input Data
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Table 6. Cont.

Output data (= scenario)

s1 = {e1(human_motocyling), e2(vehicle_changeLane)}

Final result in simulator

Table 7. Scenario Generation Result #2.

Input Data

Output data (= scenario)

s2 = {e1(vehicle_turn), e2(vehicle_stop)}

Final result in simulator
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Table 8. Scenario Generation Result #3.

Input Data

Output data (= scenario)

s3 = {e1(vehicle_stop), e2(human_motocyling e3(vehicle_stop)}

Final result in simulator

Table 9. Scenario Generation Result #4.

Input data

Output data (= scenario)

s4 = {e1(human_pet_animal), e2(vehicle_stop)}

Final result in simulator
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Table 9. Cont.

5. Conclusions

This paper proposed an approach to automatically analyze real driving data by using the deep
learning image analysis method without complicated scenario generation modeling and then generated
a scenario for smart sensor and devices of an autonomous vehicle such as camera, Lidar, or Radar
to train in virtual simulator, including multiple events based on the automatic analysis results. The
approach proposed in this paper includes multiple events by extracting them from one driving image
and enables high-level event analysis, including interactions among objects, not rather than analyzing
only a single action of an object.

The experiment achieved an accuracy of 95.6% by training the model using the dataset constructed
in this paper and evaluating the event analysis model classified into 23 classes. Accordingly, it was
verified that multiple high-level events could be acquired from a single video as compared to the
existing deep-learning algorithm. Furthermore, it was observed that multiple events extracted were
saved as one scenario and executed in a similar manner as the input driving data in the virtual
self-driving simulator.

Further studies must investigate extraction of dynamic events while tracking dynamically moving
objects by analyzing all consecutive frames of a video when extracting the event areas. Moreover,
further studies will attempt to determine the approach to enable analysis on a wide range of elements,
including the movement direction and speed of an object, individual actions, weather, and road
conditions included in the events as well as the event types.
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Abstract: Task assignment is a crucial problem in wireless sensor networks (WSNs) that may
affect the completion quality of sensing tasks. From the perspective of global optimization,
a transmission-oriented reliable and energy-efficient task allocation (TRETA) is proposed, which is
based on a comprehensive multi-level view of the network and an evaluation model for transmission
in WSNs. To deliver better fault tolerance, TRETA dynamically adjusts in event-driven mode. Aiming
to solve the reliable and efficient distributed task allocation problem in WSNs, two distributed task
assignments for WSNs based on TRETA are proposed. In the former, the sink assigns reliability to
all cluster heads according to the reliability requirements, so the cluster head performs local task
allocation according to the assigned phase target reliability constraints. Simulation results show the
reduction of the communication cost and latency of task allocation compared to centralized task
assignments. Like the latter, the global view is obtained by fetching local views from multiple sink
nodes, as well as multiple sinks having a consistent comprehensive view for global optimization.
The way to respond to local task allocation requirements without the need to communicate with remote
nodes overcomes the disadvantages of centralized task allocation in large-scale sensor networks with
significant communication overheads and considerable delay, and has better scalability.

Keywords: wireless sensor networks; task assignment; distributed; reliable; energy-efficient

1. Introduction

Task assignment is an essential issue in wireless sensor networks (WSNs). In such multi-sensor
systems, task allocation is based on the deadline and the priority of tasks, and different tasks are
reasonably assigned to the sensor nodes for best perception performance. However, task allocation
schemes that only aim at reducing energy consumption are not sufficient for several applications with
high-reliability requirements. That is, whether tasks with high-reliability requirements in WSNs such
as measurement, monitoring, and configuration can be completed in a timely manner depends on how
the transmission tasks in WSNs can be reliably and efficiently assigned. As is known, energy-savings
and high reliability are two conflicting goals, and it is thus challenging to assign high reliability and
low energy tasks to appropriate nodes in WSNs.

In recent years, task priority assignment in WSNs has attracted the attention of researchers and
satisfactory research results have been achieved. Most existing methods for practical applications are
centralized algorithms, as the centralized task assignment method based on a single sink node still has
the problem of poor reliability and scalability, so offline execution is selected due to computational
complexity. Besides, the communication overhead and delay of task assignment will be significant in
large-scale network scenarios or frequent network and dynamic changes. Therefore, it is very urgent
to investigate novel distributed, reliable, and efficient task assignment methods for WSNs.
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Aiming to solve the reliable and efficient distributed task assignment problem in WSNs, task-aware
reliable and efficient task allocation for WSNs is investigated in this paper. The contributions of this
paper are summarized as follows:

1) A global network view consisting of a multi-level view (including physical topology, routing
topology, and task view) is constructed as a conceptual basis for global optimization;

2) A reliability evaluation model is established from the perspective of the task, and the constraint
factors and objective functions of the task allocation are analyzed;

3) We propose the transmission-oriented reliable and energy-efficient task allocation (TRETA)-Cluster,
in which the sink assigns reliability to all cluster heads according to the reliability requirements,
and the cluster head performs local task assignment according to the assigned phase target
reliability constraints. Simulation results show that TRETA-Cluster reduces the communication
cost and latency of task assignment compared to centralized task allocation;

4) We propose the TRETA-Multi-Sink, where the global view is obtained by fetching local views
from multiple sinks. Multiple sinks have a consistent comprehensive view of global optimization.
The ways to respond to local task assignment requirements without the need to communicate
with remote nodes overcomes the disadvantages of centralized task assignment in large-scale
WSNs with significant communication overhead and delay, and have better scalability.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the related work,
the task allocation problem in WSNs is described in Section 3, and a global network view consisting of
a multi-level view is proposed in Section 4. Next, we present a reliable and efficient task allocation
algorithm for WSNs in Section 5, including centralized task allocation and two distributed task
assignments. The performance is evaluated by theoretical analysis and simulation in Section 6,
and finally, concluding remarks and future work are discussed in Section 7.

2. Related Work

Many research results on distributed task assignments for WSNs have been achieved, although
most methods aim solely at maximizing the network lifetime [1,2]. Yu Wanli et al. propose an optimal
online task assignment algorithm DOOTA (Distributed Optimal On-line Task Allocation) that is
suitable for multi-partition scheduling by taking into consideration the energy cost of communication,
calculation, sensing, and sleep activities [1]. To solve the problem of task allocation on the Internet
of Things-based applications, considering special functions and design features, Khalil Enan et al.
proposed a new task group and a virtual object-based framework and then adopted a meta-heuristic
solving method [2] by modeling the problem as a single-objective optimization problem with the
primary goal of minimizing energy consumption.

In addition to considering the extension of the network lifetime, part of the work also takes
into account the quality of service (QoS) requirements [3,4]. Using fuzzy inference systems,
Ghebleh Reza et al. proposed a method for discovering multi-criteria resource discovery in the context
of distributed systems [4]. The main disadvantage of this is that the computational overhead increases
rapidly as more requests and resources are invoked. Several researchers have applied game theory to
WSNs in order to solve task allocation problems [5,6]. To solve the selfish behavior of some nodes,
some have adopted the cooperative enforcement games strategy [7]. Despite that, the QoS requirements
they satisfy are mainly focused on minimizing completion time, load balancing, data sampling rate,
and accuracy, among others. Among the requirements to be considered, there is no research work on
reliability requirements. Alternatively, some researchers have addressed the problem of distributed
task allocation in WSNs from cloud-based architectures [8,9]. Though, due to the distance between the
cloud platform and the user, the group perception has higher waiting times.

Based on the self-organizing characteristics of WSNs, Ye et al. divided the implementation
techniques of distributed task allocation into two types [10]: one is based on reinforcement learning [11],
and another is a collaboration based on nodes—the local interaction between nodes in a collaborative
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manner to achieve a self-organizing task assignment. For example, based on the auction method [9,12]
and the distributed task allocation based on the negotiation method [13], the two methods can achieve
optimal results since they are obtained through negotiation between the two parties, which differs from
other methods in that they use only a specific algorithm or a specific set of algorithms to obtain results.
It happens that substantial communication overhead cannot be avoided during the negotiation process,
so the auction-based and negotiation-based approaches are not suitable for resource-constrained WSNs.

The task assignment based on auction and negotiation has a significant communication load in
a typical distributed task allocation due to the frequent interaction between nodes and unsuitable
resource-limited WSNs. Moreover, the task allocation based on reinforcement learning also faces
the problem of longer convergence time. In research that utilizes intelligent algorithms to solve the
optimization goals of task assignment, such as particle swarm optimization, it is easy to fall into the
optimal local problem. Wang et al. proposed a globally optimized task allocation algorithm based on
an ant colony algorithm that requires a global pheromone matrix to obtain the optimal solution [14].
However, the authors missed mentioning how to construct a three-dimensional (3D) path pheromone
storage space and the cost for the construction of this 3D space.

The research status presented above prompted the authors to investigate the distributed reliable
task allocation problem in WSNs in order to develop an optimal global solution for reliable and efficient
task allocation problems at a minimal cost. As is known, the transmission task is the most crucial issue
in WSNs and thus the goal is to minimize the energy consumption of task allocation in WSNs based on
the deadline and the reliability of tasks.

Two task allocation strategies under the constraints of reliability and task deadline are proposed in
this paper, named TRETA-Cluster and TRETA-Multi-Sink. The term “task” represents the “transmission
task” in the subsequent parts of this paper.

3. Description of Reliable and Efficient Task Allocation in WSNs

3.1. Energy Consumption Model

The total energy consumption of a task mi is the sum of the energy consumed on all nodes
that undertook such a task. That is, the energy consumption of a node includes computational and
communication energy consumption associated with that task. For calculation purposes, the energy
model depicted in [15] is used in this paper, so eij represents the energy consumed by the task mi in
node Nj. When the node Nj is not selected by the task mi, eij = 0. Otherwise, eij is composed of the
calculated energy consumption and communication energy consumption of node Nj. The calculated
energy consumption of Nj, namely ecomp

ij , is given by Equation (1):

ecomp
ij = ej × tcomp

ij (1)

where ej represents the average processing energy consumption of the nodes in the network, and tcomp
ij

is the calculation time of task mi.
The communication energy consumption of a node, namely ecomm

ij , includes the energy consumption
for transmitting and receiving data packets. According to the commonly used communication energy
model [6], the energy consumption of transmitting and receiving data of length li j bit at the distance d
is calculated by Equations (2) and (3):

et
i j =

(
eelec + εamp × d2

)
× li j (2)

er
i j = eelec × li j (3)
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where eelec is the energy consumption of operating the radio model for each bit, and εamp is the
coefficient of the transmit amplifier. The communication energy consumption of the node is calculated
by Equation (4):

ecomm
ij = et

i j + er
i j (4)

Thus, the energy consumption of task mi in node Nj is then calculated using Equation (5).

eij = ecomp
ij + ecomm

ij (5)

3.2. Constraints of Task Reliability and Deadline

3.2.1. Task Deadline Constraint

Let Pi, Si and Ci represent the task period of mi, the task start time and the task end time (deadline)
respectively. The assignment of task mi thus needs to be satisfied with the deadline constraint:

Ci ≥ Pi + Si (6)

3.2.2. Task Reliability Constraint

As is known, a WSN consists of a large number of randomly distributed sensor nodes. Performing
different tasks in the same network will also show different task reliability due to factors such as
network traffic and transmission path; thus, a scheme that matches the task assignment of WSNs with
task reliability requirements becomes necessary. Task assignment needs to satisfy Equation (7):

RWSN ≥ Rs (7)

where RWSN represents the transmission reliability of the current WSN, whose value can be obtained
from the evaluation model of reliable transmission given in Equations (8) or (10). Also, Rs represents a
threshold for the application of WSN transmission reliability.

Reliability is an important indicator to measure the QoS of WSNs. It has been well studied
in the past and is mainly regulated by the successful delivery rate of the link packets. Users are
more concerned with the quality of the transmission of a task than the quality of the link in many
applications [16]. Since a task is contained by many packets, the user is concerned whether the
end-to-end event is successfully perceived rather than the successful delivery rate of the individual
node’s data packets. Therefore, it is necessary to measure the reliability of WSNs from the perspective
of transmission and how the tasks in the network are utilized based on the analysis of the granularity.

For two typical topologies in WSNs, mesh (planar) and cluster-based (hierarchical), the cognitive
data transmission process of these conventional topologies is analyzed. A task reliability evaluation
model is then established based on the transmission path.

(A) Clustered Topology

Clustered topology is widely used in a variety of applications due to its higher energy efficiency
and scalability. The heads of different clusters compose the backbone layer of WSNs. When evaluating
a transmission task, it is supposed there are L task-related clusters in the sensing area. The reliability of
clustered WSNs at time t is:

ClusterRsi,sink(t, i) =
L∏

c=1

RC
A(t, i) ×Rc

T(t, i) (8)

where Rc
A(t, i) refers to the reliability of the i-th transmission performed by cluster c. In most clustered

WSNs, a cluster is designed with one cluster head, and the transmission between cluster head and
members is single-hop [17]. Since the packet delivery rate is within one hop in a cluster, the error
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between the average and the actual value is smaller. Therefore, Rc
A(t, i) can be modeled by a k-out-of-n

system under the multisource environment.
Let Rc

T(t, i) represent the reliability of the head of cluster c, which successfully sends the collected
data of i-th transmission to sink at time t. This stage is considered successful as long as there is at
least one path whose packet delivery rate is higher than the transmission threshold. Thus, the head of
cluster c which successfully sends the collected data of the i-th transmission to sink at time t can be
modeled by a parallel system.

(B) Mesh Topology

In a mesh WSN, there are multiple source nodes randomly located in the perceived area. The sink is
the destination in the uplink transmission, as multiple source nodes collect data packets independently
yet transmit them to the sink via intermediate nodes. The transmission reliability MeshRsi,sink(t, i) in
mesh WSN is shown in Equation (9), where K is the number of source nodes, and Rsi,sink(t, i) represents
the reliability of the transmission task from the source si to the sink in the network at time t.

MeshRsi,sink(t, i) =
K∑

si=1

Rsi,sink(t, i) (9)

Let l represent the number of paths in the minimal path sets from the source si to sink. At time t,
Ri

si,sink(t, i) is the probability that there exists at least one path whose packet delivery rate is greater
than the threshold of i-th transmission in the disjoint minimal path sets (from si to sink) is shown in
Equation (10).

Ri
si,sink(t, i) = 1−

l∏
j=1

[1−Rj
path(si,sink)

(t, i)] (10)

3.3. Reliable and Efficient Task Allocation Problem Model

WSNs can be represented by graph G(V, E). M(t) represents the set of tasks to be allocated at
time t, and mi ∈M(t) represents the i-th task in M(t). In a task allocation for WSNs, the two processes
of task mapping and task scheduling are included. First, each task is mapped to the sensor node
in the graph G(V, E) that is represented by the function ϕ(mi) : M→ V . When a task is assigned to
multiple nodes, communication task scheduling is performed between the nodes, and the process
of path allocation is represented by the function φ(mi) : L→ E. Therefore, the reliable and efficient
WSNs task allocation problem can be abstracted into the following constraint optimization problems:

Input: TG(V, E), RT(S, Ps), M(t)
Output: ϕ(mi) : M→ V , φ(mi) : L→ E

Satisfying Equation (11):

min Engϕ(mi) =
∑
τ∈V eij, mi ∈M(t)

s.t RWSN ≥ Rs, ∀τ ∈ V
Ci ≥ Pi + Si

(11)

where TG(V, E) represents the physical topology graph of the network, V represents the set of sensor
nodes in the network, E represents the set of links between the nodes in the network, RT(S, Ps)
represents the routing topology of the network,S represents the source node set and Ps represents
the path set of all source nodes to the sink in the network. Eng(ϕ(mi)) is the energy consumption of
task mi that is equal to the sum of the energy consumption on all nodes in the network assigned to
task mi. From this, Equation (11) indicates that the goal of the task allocation to WSNs is to minimize
energy consumption under the constraints of reliability and deadline. Given that this is a nonlinear
mixed-integer programming problem, it can be solved using a heuristic algorithm.
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4. Global Network View

The physical topology of a WSN, the routing topology, and the set of tasks to be allocated at time t
are known as input data assigned by the task in Equation (11). Additionally, the sensor nodes in a
WSN learn local topologies through topology discovery, which are periodically sent to sink nodes to
form the global physical topology of the network.

4.1. Route Topology

We proposed the route topology inference (RTI) in [18]. The algorithm framework is shown in
Figure 1. Since this method is not limited by the routing protocol adopted by the current network,
and only uses the packet tracking hybrid active detection method to construct a transmission path
from the source node to the sink, an online global routing topology view for a WSN can be provided
and shown.

Figure 1. The overall framework of route topology interference (RTI).

The core idea of packet tracing is that, on the transmission path from the source node to sink,
the forwarding nodes selectively mark part packets according to the marking rule upon receiving the
packets. At the end of the sampling period, the sink can establish trace lists from the source node to
the sink by parsing the marked packets. As the sink determines the one-to-one correspondence trace
in the trace list according to the packet with the same hop to the source node, it retrieves the trace
list from the source node. The trace list returned by mark parsing may be incomplete due to packet
loss or insufficiently marked packets. Also, the vacant traces in the trace list can be supplemented by
auxiliary inference or active detection [18].

RTI increases the memory load, though it has a significant advantage in the correctness and
convergence of reconstruction. Moreover, the relay node does not need to mark all packets, as it only
marks the packets based on conditions, and for one path, each packet is marked only by one relay node.

The reconstructed WSN routing topology is shown as a graph, where the nodes on each path and
links between the nodes are added to the graph, and the source node identifying a path is added to the
link also. If a source node has multiple paths to the sink, the remaining nodes or edges are added to
the routing topology based on the tracking path after the first path is added, so the marked routing
topology view from the source node to the sink is generated.

4.2. Multi-Level Global View

Once the routing topology is acquired, the task logical topology of different tasks in the current
network is further abstracted according to the task mark in the data packet. As shown in Figure 2,
the architecture that provides a conceptual basis for global optimization of network management
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and the multi-level global view architecture consisting of the physical topology, the routing topology,
and the task logical topology is obtained. The routing topology layer can generate different routing
topologies for applications according to different node sets in the physical topology layer (i.e., different
shadows in Figure 2). Also, links of different thicknesses in the task logic topology reflect the current
traffic of the link.

Figure 2. The multi-level global view of a wireless sensor network (WSN).

5. Reliable and Efficient Task Allocation Algorithm for WSNs

5.1. Centralized Task Assignment

As presented before, the aims at this research are to minimize the energy consumption of task
allocation under the constraints of reliability and deadlines in the task allocation model problem
presented in Section 3, where TG(V, E), RT(S, Ps) and M(t) are the three inputs as presented in
Equation (11).

TRETA is performed by the sink based on the given task reliability and deadline constraints
through a global view, and its framework consists of five modules, enumerated as: data collection,
task reliability evaluation, topology management, event management, and task assignment. The data
collection module collects state information of each node, such as node ID (Identity Document ),
node residual energy information, node neighbor, and packet loss rate information, among others;
the node collection module stores network state information such as nodes, paths and task information
(transmitted from the application layer) in the corresponding node table, topology information table,
state information table, and task information table in the database for extraction by other modules;
and the topology information table in the data collection module stores the global physical topology of
the network.

To establish a global view of the current network state, a topology management module in the
framework of TRETA is designed. In addition to the global physical topology, the topology management
module obtains the routing topology of the global network and then constructs a two-level global view.

The event module manages events and triggers other module updates when a drive event occurs.
To achieve reliable and efficient task allocation in WSNs, the driver events concerned include topology
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change (nodes join or leave), as the reliability of the task is lower than the threshold and new tasks to
be allocated.

Based on the modules presented above, a reliable and efficient task allocation algorithm, namely
TRETA, is proposed, as depicted in Figure 3.

 

T

Figure 3. Transmission-oriented reliable and energy-efficient task allocation (TRETA) algorithm.

During the execution of the network and once the defined driving events occur, the event
management module triggers the update of the data collection module, and the sink determines
whether the reliability of the updated network is less than the target reliability. If yes, the task allocation
module is notified to re-assign; otherwise, only the global view corresponding to the event is updated.

5.2. Distributed Task Assignment

Since TRETA performs task assignments from the perspective of global optimization, it has the
disadvantage of significant communication overhead and delays in large-scale WSN. Aiming to obtain
reliable and efficient distributed task allocation in WSNs, two distributed task assignments for WSNs
based on TRETA are proposed.

5.2.1. Distributed Reliable and Efficient Task Allocation in a Hierarchical Topology

A hierarchical topological diagram of a clustered WSN, where the sink is the center of the entire
network, is depicted in Figure 4a. The cluster head saves the collected local physical routing topology
as well the state information of the member nodes in the local cluster, passing them next to the sink.
Then, the sink node can obtain the physical topology of the entire network by merging all the topologies
received, so the topology management module receives a two-level global view.
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Figure 4. Reliable and efficient distributed task allocation based on clustering: (a) Cluster-based WSNs;
(b) Sink assigns reliability to the cluster head; (c) Cluster head performs local task allocation.

Based on the above observations, we present a distributed reliable and efficient task assignment
algorithm based on TRETA for clustered WSNs, named TRETA-Cluster, which divides the task
allocation into two phases: backbone network and intra-cluster allocation.

1) The sink performs the reliability distribution at the backbone network composed of the cluster
heads according to the target reliability, where reliability ri is obtained at each cluster head,
as shown in Figure 4b. Combined with the target reliability and the task deadline constraint,
the sink calls the TRETA algorithm to select the cluster head with the smallest total energy
consumption that satisfies the task deadline and the target reliability constraint, and the
transmission path of the cluster head to the sink.

2) The cluster head calls the TRETA to select the nodes in the cluster and the intra-cluster paths
according to the obtained intra-cluster reliability index and local view to realize the task allocation
of the cluster.

If the task allocation is successful, the allocation result is returned; otherwise, the cluster head
selects the node that satisfies the target reliability according to the local physical topology. In case the
node is found, the allocation result is returned. The task allocation fails and returns if otherwise, as
shown in Figure 4c.
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As a topology change occurs, the reliability may become lower than the threshold or the cluster
head can be interrupted. In this case, the task allocation is re-executed by the sink or the cluster head
according to the rule, as seen in Algorithm 1, TRETA-Cluster, Lines 17–20.

The reliability allocation [19,20] is to assign the target reliability of a task to the appropriate
subsystems, components, and nodes of the system to determine the reliability of each component.
Referring to the reliability allocation algorithm in [21], we assign the target reliability of the task to the
two stages and use them as the target reliability of each stage (Algorithm 1, TRETA-Cluster, Lines 5–6;
RA is the reliability distribution function).

Algorithm 1. TRETA-Cluster

Input: TG(V, E), RT(S, Ps), M(t), Rs, Ci
Output: ϕ(mi) : M→ V, φ(mi) : L→ E

1 for ∀mi, mi ∈M(t)
2 get T, Si = T
3 if Si < Ci

4 for ∀CH, CH ∈ RT(S, Ps) //CH represents the cluster head
5 RCH = RA(RT(S, Ps))
6 RCM = RA(RT(S, Ps))
7 for ∀CH ∈ RTb(S, Ps)
8 call TRETA (TGb(S, Ps), RTb(S, Ps), RCH)

9 for ∀ Cluster ∈ RT(S, Ps)
10 call TRETA (TGc(S, Ps), RTc(S, Ps), RCM)

11 if call TRETA (TGc(S, Ps), RTc(S, Ps), RCM) � ∅

12 return allocation result
13 get T
14 if T > Ci, return line 1
15 if CH fault
16 sink update TG(V, E) and RT(S, Ps)
17 if RWSN < Rs, then
18 call TRETA (TGb′ (V, E), RTb′ (S, Ps), RCH′ )

19 elseif the failed cluster is re-clustered
20 sink update TG(V, E) and RT(S, Ps)
22 if member of CH change
23 sink update TG(V, E) and RT(S, Ps)
24 if RWSN ≥ Rs, then return
25 else
26 call TRETA (TGc′ (V, E), RTc′ (S, Ps), RCM)

27 if call TRETA (TGc′ (V, E), RTc′ (S, Ps), RCM) � ∅

28 return allocation result
29 else return line 1
30 if RWSN < Rs, then
31 return line 1
32 return

It can be noted that the local task allocation of the cluster head may select the node participating
in the task, and since the path from the cluster head to the sink has been obtained in the first stage,
the selection from the node to the path is completed in two phases in a task assignment.

Whenever the nodes in the cluster change (join or leave), the cluster head transmits the topology
change to the sink. The sink determines whether the node change affects the reliability of the task.
If not, it returns. Otherwise, the cluster head node tries to re-select the node in the cluster after the
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change. Additionally, if the intra-cluster target reliability constraint can be met, the cluster head
re-performs the local task assignment. Otherwise, the sink performs the task allocation again.

When the sink finds that the task transmission is below the reliability threshold, the task allocation
is performed again. However, when the cluster head fails, the cluster will disconnect from other parts
of the network and the task assignment policy issued by the sink cannot reach the cluster, bringing
challenges to the reliable task allocation of WSNs. The proposed processing scheme follows: the sink
updates the two-level global view and determines whether the fault of the cluster has an impact on the
target reliability of the current task. If so, the task is reassigned according to the updated two-level
global view. Otherwise, the sink only updates the two-level global view that reduces the frequency
of the update. After the faulty cluster re-selects the cluster head, the cluster head collects the cluster
topology and the sink node updates the global view and reperforms the task assignment.

5.2.2. Distributed Reliable and Efficient Task Allocation in Planar Topology

For a large-scale WSN, perceptual information needs to go through multi-hop communication to
the sink. Considering the overhead of establishment, maintenance routing by node, and long-distance
multi-hop communication delay in planar topology to ensure the reliability and scalability of WSNs,
some researchers have proposed the multi-sink deployment scheme [22–25] or software-defined
network (SDN) controller [26].

The deployment strategies of multiple sinks in a planar topology include static and dynamic,
random, and scheduled deployment methods. As an illustration, the static and mobile deployment of
multiple sinks is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Multi-sink deployed WSNs. (a) Static multi-sink WSNs; (b) mobile multi-sink WSNs.

In a WSN with multiple sinks deployed, this section proposes a distributed task assignment
strategy based on multiple sinks. Multiple sinks in this strategy have a global view of the entire
network, enabling local requirements to be globally optimized and without the need to communicate
with remote nodes, reducing the communication cost and latency of task assignments.

(A) Consistency of Multi-Sink Global View

Due to the geographical distribution and asynchronous operation features, when the sink publishes
the global view, the update time of multiple sinks is not synchronized due to network delay or other
reasons, resulting in inconsistency in the forwarding or processing of the task data. To share the global
view among multiple sinks, it is necessary to consider the consistency problem of the global views
between multiple sinks. In a resource-constrained WSN, how to efficiently share global view among
multiple sinks to achieve fast and efficient global task allocation is still one of the significant questions.

In Eric Brewer’s consistency, availability and partition tolerance (CAP) theory, it has been proved
that consistency, availability, and partition tolerance in a distributed system cannot be considered
together [27]. Partition occurs easily in WSNs. If strong consistency is guaranteed, the availability
of the network cannot be guaranteed at the same time, and the communication cost of realizing the
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strong consistency of multiple sink global views in large-scale WSNs is high, the final consistency is
chosen to reduce the communication cost of synchronization between nodes.

In an existing final consistency technology, Dynamo, the storage platform of the key-value pattern
of Amazon has been paid more attention by many researchers [28,29]. Dynamo proposes an NWR
model that guarantees eventual consistency, where N represents the number of copies of data being
saved, R represents the number of copies required for each read success, and W represents the number
of copies as are necessary for each write success. By setting R and W, when R + W > N, it produces a
system similar to Quorum.

Quorum is widely used in distributed storage systems [30–33]. It is a set and a subset of all
copies C, where two parameters W and R are pre-defined for N copies, and N = |C|, W ≥ 1, R ≤ N.
The quorum set of writing is as follows:

SW = {Q|Q ⊆ C∧ |Q| = W} (12)

and the quorum set of reading as:

SR = {Q|Q ⊆ C∧ |Q| = R} (13)

If R + W > N, there is an intersection between SW and SR, so any read operation can return the
latest write and guarantee strong consistency. Conversely, if R+ W ≤ N, then the two elements overlap
with probability Poverlap [29], as in Equation (14):

Poverlap = 1−

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ N
W

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ N −W

R

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ N
W

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ N

R

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

= 1−

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ N −W
R

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ N
R

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

(14)

For a write request, it is first sent to the replica as a coordinator, and then the coordinator
propagates the write to all other replicas. After getting at least W − 1 responses, the coordinator returns.
Read requests are handled in the same way as write requests, although the coordinator should wait for
at least R− 1 responses. If the read replica set overlaps with the write replica set, the read request can
return the most recent value. Otherwise, it will return stale data.

Similarly, this paper proposes a method to ensure the final consistency of multiple global views.
In this method, each sink maintains a log in addition to the global view that includes the version of the
current global view (new), the version of the previous global view (old), and the update operation
from the old version to a new version.

In a multi-sink WSN, if the network status changes, the changed local sink sends an update request
to other sinks. If at least W − 1 sinks return a response, the update request is considered successful,
and the sink submits an update and broadcasts the update to other sinks. Next, the previously
responded W − 1 sinks update the current global view version, the previous version of the global view,
and the update operation from the old version to the new version in the log. As soon as a sink node
initiates a task assignment, the global view needs to be read. In addition to reading the locally saved
global view, the sink node issues a read request to the other sinks, then waits for R − 1 responses,
and finally returns the read result.
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Since the task allocation has a deadline constraint, to reduce the delay of reading the global
view, the algorithm sets R = 2 to read the global view of two sinks. Therefore, the complexity of
guaranteeing consistency is pushed to the write operation; that is, for the network state update process
which is not sensitive to delay, as long as R+W > N is satisfied, the final consistency can be guaranteed.
If concurrent partial updates occur in the network at the same time, the concurrency control protocol is
used for processing.

(B) Task Assignment Based on Multi-Sink WSNs

In a planar WSN topology where multiple sinks important, these sinks form a multicast group,
and the multiple sinks are equal. To simplify the design, it is assumed that multiple sinks can remain
fully connected and the sinks do not fail, as each sink collects the local view, including the physical
topology and routing topology. The local views are periodically exchanged so that multiple sinks in
the multicast group gradually obtain a global view of the network.

The concept of TRETA-Multi-Sink follows: after each sink has acquired the global view and there
is a task to be allocated, if the current time of the system is less than the deadline of the task to be
assigned, the sink closest to the task can be selected to call the TRETA algorithm for local optimization
allocation. Since the sink has a global view and despite a local allocation, the sink can perform a
globally optimized task assignment. In the algorithm, multiple sinks select the final consistency when
exchanging global views to reduce the communication cost of synchronization between sinks. If the
current time of the system is higher than the deadline of the task to be assigned, the current task
allocation is interrupted.

Specifically, for the task mi to be assigned, if the current time of the system is less than the deadline
of the task, the nearest sink of task mi is found through the physical topology information and is
represented by sinkj, which reads the local and adjacent global view version. To ensure the final
consistency of the global view between multiple sinks, the reading number of copies is R according to
the NWR model (we let R = 2); if the versions are different, it will read the global view with the latest
version. Otherwise, it will read the local - global view of sinkj. Then, sinkj calls the TRETA algorithm
for local optimization allocation. During this process, if the current time of the system exceeds the task
deadline, the task allocation is interrupted.

When the network update occurs, if the scope of the update involves only one sink (represented
by sinkk), then sinkk multicasts the update request to other sinks. According to the NWR model,
the number of copies that need to be written to the update is W − 1. W in this paper should satisfy
W > N − 2.

If the number of sinks in response to the update request is higher than W − 1, sinkk submits
the view update, and other sinks in the multicast group update the local-global view accordingly.
Otherwise, the update of sinkk is deleted to avoid inconsistency with other different sink views.

When the sink finds that the task transmission is lower than the reliability threshold, the task
allocation is re-executed. The specific process of Algorithm 2, TRETA-Multi-Sink is as follows:
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Algorithm 2. TRETA -Multi-sink

Input: TGj(V, E), RTj(S, Ps), M(t), Rs, Ci

Output: ϕ(mi) : M→ V, φ(mi) : L→ E
1 TG(V, E) = Merge(TGj(V, E)), j = 1, 2, . . . n
2 RT(V, E) = Merge(RTj(V, E)), j = 1, 2, . . . n
3 for ∀mi, mi ∈M(t)
4 get T, Si = T
5 if Si < Ci

6 sinkj =
{
sink

∣∣∣Mindistinct(mi, sinks), sink ∈ TGj(V, E)
}

7 read sinkj.viewID and sinkjn.viewID
8 if sinkj.viewID � sinkjn.viewID

9 read view of latest
(
sinkj.viewID, sinkjn.viewID

)
10 else read sinkj.RTj(S, Ps)
11 call TRETA (TGj(V, E), RTj(S, Ps), M(t), Rs)

12 get T
13 if T > Ci, return line 1
14 if TG(V, E) change happens and Num(changed sin k) = 1
15 sinkk record change in cache
16 sinkk multicast update-request to other sinks

17 if Num
(
sinkres

k

)
>W − 1

18 sinkk submit an update

19 update
(
sinkk.TGj(V, E), sinkk.RTj(S, Ps), sinkk.log

)
20 update

(
sinkres

k .TGj(V, E), sinkres
k .RTj(S, Ps), sinkres

k .log
)

21 else delete sinkk.record
22 if RWSN < Rs, then
23 return line 3
24 return

6. Performance Analysis

6.1. Theoretical Analysis

In this section, the performance of distributed reliable and efficient task allocation is analyzed
primarily from the algorithm complexity, communication load, and delay of the task assignment.

6.1.1. Algorithm Complexity

TRETA-Cluster is divided into two phases. In the first phase, the sink performs task allocation for
the backbone network composed of the cluster heads and the sink, with the worst-case calculation
complexity O((αN)3), where α represents the ratio of the size of the backbone network to the size of the
entire network system. During the second phase, the cluster head is responsible for the task allocation
within the cluster. The calculation complexity of this process is O((γN)3), where γ represents the ratio
of the cluster member nodes size to the entire network size. Based on the above process, the calculation
complexity of distributed task allocation based on clustering topology is O

(
N3
)
.

In TRETA-Multi-Sink, the calculation complexity of multiple sinks in local task allocation is the
same as TRETA, although the processing of global view consistency is added to the network update in
TRETA-Multi-Sink, which includes the write operation of multiple sinks when global view update
occurs and read operation when task assignment occurs. Assuming N is the network size, β is the ratio
of the part of the network to be updated, and W is the number of global views that need to be written,
the calculation complexity of the write operation is O(βWN). Let the number of global views that need
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to be read is R (R = 2); then, the calculation complexity of the read operation is O(2N). Based on the
above process, the calculation complexity of the distributed task allocation algorithm is O(N3).

The two distributed task allocation algorithms above reduce the size of the network. As noted,
the distributed task allocation has the polynomial computation complexity in the background of
global optimization.

6.1.2. Communication Load of the Distributed Task Assigned

In the distributed task allocation strategy for the clustered topology, the sink multicasts the
allocation policy to the selected cluster heads that are responsible for the task allocation within the
cluster. Therefore, the communication load depends on the amount of information in the sink’s
allocation policy. In this paper, the communication load of TRETA-Cluster is measured by the number
of packets in the allocation policy by multicast, as shown in Equation (15):

CM = Numcp (15)

For the multi-sink topology, the communication load includes: (1) multi-casting the global view
between the sinks, namely Numgv, where Numgv represents the communication load for transmitting
one global view, and a represents the number of times of global views transmitted; (2) ensuring global
view consistency between multiple sinks, i.e., the write load WM at update time and the communication
load RW at read time, as shown in Equation (16):

DM = aNumgv + WM + RW (16)

where only the version and update operation of the global view is transferred when the update is
written, and performed only when the network is updated, as shown in Equation (17):

WM =

{
VUM

0
(17)

where VUM indicates the write load of the version and update operation of the global view when it is
updated, and 0 means no update.

When the sink reads the global view, it needs to read two copies of the global view; that is,
the global view of the local and that of the nearest sink in the network, as required by the final
consistency. If the local version of the global view is newer, there is no need to communicate with
other sinks, and thus the communication load of the read is 0. Otherwise, one global view needs to be
transmitted. Therefore, the communication load RW when reading is as shown in Equation (18):

RM =

{
0

Numgv
(18)

6.1.3. Delay of Distributed Task Assignment

In order to implement the task assignment, two known premises are required: the physical
topology of the entire network and the routing topology of the network established in advance.
They are considered in the initialization process for the task assignment, so the delay is not considered
at initialization.

The task assignment delay for a clustered topology is calculated by Equation (19):

RTd_c = RT′c + MC + CHD (19)

where RTd_c represents the delay of task assignment for the clustered topology, RT′c represents the
delay of the sink allocating a task to the subgraph composed of the cluster heads, MC represents the
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delay of the multicast performed by the sink, and CHD represents the delay in the allocation of the
task by the selected cluster head.

Assuming that each sink has obtained a global view in a multi-sink deployment environment,
this stage can be implemented by periodically swapping local views with each other through multiple
sinks, requiring it as initialization prior to the task assignment. The delay for distributed task allocation
based on multiple sinks is calculated by Equation (20):

RTd_d = RT′′c + Crt. (20)

where RTd_d represents the delay of TRETA-Multi-Sink, RT′′c represents the average of the delays of
the tasks assigned by multiple sinks locally, and Crt indicates the time to ensure the final consistency of
the view, as shown in Equation (21):

Crt =

{
Wrt

Rrt
(21)

where Wrt indicates the time of writing of the global view whenever it is updated and Rrt indicates the
time of reading of the global view when the distributed task is assigned.

6.1.4. Energy Resilience of the Transmission in WSNs

The nodes can go down for various reasons, e.g., the time of life or for the specific protocol used.
In order to evaluate the energy resilience of the transmission in WSNs, we quoted an index η [34] as
shown in Equation (22), where Np indicates the number of packets received by the sink after a fixed
time, S indicates the number of initial active nodes, and D indicates the number of dead nodes after a
fixed time.

η =
Np

S−D
(22)

The index gives an indication of how efficient the network is in allowing information to be
delivered considering both the number of packets that are running in the network and the number of
nodes that are going out over time.

6.2. Simulation

6.2.1. Simulation Design

In order to carry out a reliable and efficient task assignment, two distributed task assignment
strategies are proposed, namely TRETA-Cluster and TRETA-Multi-Sink. In this section, a simulation is
carried out using TOSSIM (TinyOS Simulator). In order to evaluate energy consumption, this paper
expands TOSSIM and adds a power consumption model. The performance of the strategies is analyzed
and compared in three aspects: different network size, task arrival rate, and network update rate.

In order to compare with the distributed task allocation, simulation of the centralized task
allocation TRETA is also performed in the same network environment. The performance metrics
analyzed include the energy allocated, the delay of successful allocation during the deadline, and the
success rate of the task assignment. In addition, the simulation is carried out under the cluster topology
and the multi-sink-based topology for the distributed task assignment.

1) Cluster topology

The sensing area is 100 m × 100 m, and the number of sensor nodes is 50 to 300. There is only
one sink in the cluster topology, with the sink node located in the center of the sensing area and
remaining nodes randomly deployed.

2) Multi-sink-based topology

The deployment strategies of multiple sinks in a multi-sink-based topology include static and
dynamic, random, and scheduled deployment methods. In the proposed simulation experiment,
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the static uniform deployment method is selected, with the number of sinks set to five, and the
sensing area of the square is evenly divided into four sub-areas. One of the five sinks is located
in the center of the sensing area, while the remaining four sinks are located in the center of the
respective remaining four sub-areas. The five sinks remain fully connected, and the case where
the sinks fail is not considered.

The main simulation parameters are shown in Table 1. Three of the abbreviations (eelec, εamp,
and ej) represent the energy consumption of operating the radio model for each bit, the coefficient
of the transmit amplifier, and the average calculated the energy consumption of the nodes in the
network, respectively. Kenneth et al. mentioned that wireless communication is usually the most
energy-consuming process in traditional WSN applications [16]. Specifically, the energy required for a
single bit transmission is 1000 times the energy consumed by calculating a single bit in classic 32-bit
architecture, and thus the value of ej is set to 0.05 nJ/b.

Table 1. Main simulation parameters.

Parameter Value

Bandwidth 250 kbps
eelec 50 nJ/b
εamp 100 pJ/b/m2

Maximum transmission range of the node 50 m
The initial energy of the node 2 kJ
ej 0.05 nJ/b

The parameters of the task to be assigned are shown in Table 2, and three aspects are included:
task type, transmission parameters, and task environment. Each simulation is executed for 120 minutes
and repeated 500 times. For each performance index, we used the Monte Carlo method to obtain
simulation results. The specific process is as follows: first, in the TOSSIM simulation environment,
Python is used to generate a random number of each task parameter in the value interval based on a
Poisson distribution. Secondly, each random variable is directly sampled, and simulation experiments
and calculations are performed according to the task assignment strategy, and the optimal strategy of
task assignment is obtained. Finally, statistical analysis is performed on the test results to obtain the
average value of each evaluation index of the task assignment strategy.

Table 2. Task parameters to be assigned.

Parameter Value

Transmission direction Upstream
Task interval 10 s
Task duration [100 s, 300 s]
Target reliability 90%
Packet size 500 bytes
Number of packets per task [100, 1000]
Packet loss rate 0–10%
Topology change rate 0–10%

6.2.2. Simulation Results and Analysis

The performance evaluation indicators in this research include the energy consumption of task
assignment, the delay of successful allocation within the deadline, and the success rate of the task
assignment. The success rate of task assignment represents the ratio of the number of tasks successfully
assigned to the total number of tasks to be assigned in a simulation cycle, while the other two indicators
are calculated according to Equations (5), (19), and (20). For comparison purposes, the simulation of
centralized task allocation in the same network environment is conducted and represented by TRETA.
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(A) Energy Consumption for Task Assignment

It is shown in Figure 6, the comparison of energy consumption among the three allocation
strategies is proposed: the centralized task allocation TRETA and the distributed task assignment
strategies TRETA-Cluster and TRETA-Multi-Sink. As seen in this figure, the energy consumption
increases with the increase of node size. Among them, the energy consumption of TRETA is highest,
since the global state of the network is converged to a single sink through long-distance multi-hop in
large-scale WSNs. On the other hand, the energy consumption of TRETA-Multi-Sink is relatively small,
as it is based on the multi-sink being able to collect the local state and merge it into the global view
by multicasting. TRETA-Cluster is performed in two stages. When the task cannot meet the target
reliability, if the reselected node in the cluster can reach the stage target reliability, the sink does not
need to re-allocate the task, so the energy consumption of TRETA-Cluster is less than both TRETA
and TRETA-Multi-Sink.

Figure 6. Distributed task assignment energy consumption.

(B) Delay of Successful Assignment within the Deadline

The delay of task assignment in the size of the network from 50 to 300 nodes is analyzed. As can be
seen in Figure 7, TRETA has a substantial delay. Due to long-distance multi-hop aggregation to a single
sink, achieving the global state of the cluster topology causes considerable delays in large-scale WSNs.

Figure 7. Task allocation delay.

(C) The Success Rate of Task Assignment

The success rate of task assignments under different task arrival rates is analyzed. Such a rate
represents the number of tasks waiting to be allocated per second, and the success rate of the task
allocation represents the ratio between the number of successfully assigned tasks in one simulation
cycle and the total number of tasks to be assigned. As seen in Figure 8, the success rate of the task
allocation decreases as the task arrival rate increases, and the rise in the task arrival rate leads to the
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increase in link conflict in the network. Since the TRETA-Multi-Sink can be distributed to multiple
sinks for local processing according to the task area, its success rate in the task assignment is better
than TRETA and TRETA-Cluster. The higher the task arrival rate, the more prominent the advantage.

Figure 8. The success rate of task assignment under different task arrival rates.

(D) Energy Consumption and Delay of Task Assignments in the Dynamic Update of the Network

Figure 9 shows the energy consumption of the three proposed strategies for different network
update ratios. It is noted that as the network update ratio increases, the energy consumption is
significantly increased. Since the network update in TRETA is brought to the only sink through the
long-distance multi-hop, the communication load of the network is increased. Moreover, the energy
consumption of TRETA is higher than the other two strategies in most cases. With the network update
ratio greater than 25%, the energy consumption of TRETA-Multi-Sink increases rapidly, surpassing
TRETA and TRETA-Cluster, becoming the highest among the three strategies due to the exchange of
global views between multiple sinks and the operation of ensuring global view consistency under a
high network update rate.

Figure 9. Energy consumption of task assignment under different network update rates.

Figure 10 shows the delays of the three proposed strategies for different network update
ratios. As the network update ratio increases, the delays in the three strategies increase. Under
the current network simulation environment, analysis shows that the delays of TRETA-Cluster and
TRETA-Multi-Sink are smaller than TRETA when the network update ratio is lower than 25%, which
is due to the fact that TRETA-Cluster and TRETA-Multi-Sink have a small number of updates in the
network, they are processed locally without affecting the reliability of the task target, and a complete
network update is not required. Nevertheless, when the network update ratio exceeds 25%, the delay
of TRETA-Multi-Sink increases rapidly and becomes higher than TRETA, which is caused by the
operation of ensuring global view consistency at such a high update rate.
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Figure 10. Delay in task assignment under different network update rates.

(E) Energy Resilience of the Transmission for Task Assignments

In order to evaluate the energy resilience of the transmission in WSNs, we quoted an index η in [34].
Since TRETA-Cluster is a distributed modification of TRETA for clustering topologies, we compared
TRETA-Cluster and LEACH (Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy) with index η. Simulation
experiments were carried out under clustering topology. Let the number of initial active nodes be
500. For the same transmission task, we sample and count the number of packets received by sink
nodes and the number of dead nodes at different time points. Then, we use Equation (22) to calculate
the index η. Figure 11 shows the variation of the index η of the two algorithms over time. It can be
seen from Figure 11 that the index η of both methods increases with time. Compared with LEACH,
the growth rate of index η of TRETA-Cluster is more prominent, since TRETA-Cluster adds more
redundancy packets than LEACH to meet the target reliability.

Figure 11. Energy resilience index of TRETA-Cluster and LEACH.

7. Concluding Remarks and Future Work

To solve the problems of poor scalability and reliability, significant communication overheads
and delays in centralized task assignment for WSNs, we propose two distributed reliable and
efficient transmission task allocations for WSNs, namely TRETA-Cluster and TRETA-Multi-Sink.
The performance of these strategies is analyzed and evaluated, then compared with the centralized
task assignment TRETA.

In TRETA-Cluster, the cluster head can perform local task assignment according to the stage
target reliability constraint that reduces the communication cost and delay compared with TRETA.
To summarize, the advantages include: (1) the cluster head can accurately select the number of nodes
and the specific node ID in the cluster to complete the task, thereby saving energy; (2) as the topology
changes occur in the cluster, the cluster head can select the replacement node according to the stage
target reliability which has adaptive features. The advantages of TRETA -Multi-Sink are two-fold:
(1) the global view is generated by merging the local views of multiple sinks that reduce the delay
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in obtaining the global view compared to the centralized acquisition method, and (2) multiple sinks
respond to the local task assignment requirements in a globally optimized manner and do not need to
communicate with remote nodes. It shows better scalability as well as overcoming the shortcomings of
centralized task assignment in large-scale WSNs with significant communication overheads and delays.

From the analysis of both theoretical and simulation results, we show that the proposed distributed
task allocation strategies are promising and superior to the centralized task allocation under the same
network environment in terms of energy consumption, delay, and success rate.

From the observations of the limitations in distributed strategies when the network update ratio
is higher than 25%, as TRETA-Multi-Sink no longer has the lead (which is caused by ensuring the
consistency of the global view), we target the re-design and improvements of TRETA-Multi-Sink as a
future direction to improve its efficiency. Another direction of investigation is to apply and adapt the
proposed strategies in Cluster of Things (CoT) and Edge environments, where the communication
conditions and environments highly yet dynamically vary all the time. Finally, this paper only
researches the situation where the global view does not have concurrent updates. The efficiency of the
distributed task allocation strategy when the network is concurrently updated will also be included as
a future work direction.
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Nomenclature

Symbol Description

si i-th source node
mi The task to be assigned, which is the element in the set M(t)
eij Energy consumed by the task mi on the node Nj
ecomp

ij Calculated energy consumption of Nj

ej Average processing energy consumption of the nodes in the network
tcomp
ij Calculation time of the task mi

ecomm
ij Communication energy consumption of the node Nj

et
i j Energy consumption of transmitting data of length li j bit at the distance d

eelec Energy consumption of operating the radio model for each bit
εamp Coefficient of the transmit amplifier
er

i j Energy consumption of receiving data of length li j bit at the distance d
Pi Task period of mi
Si Start time of task mi
Ci Deadline for task mi
RWSN Mission reliability of the network
Rs Target reliability
ClusterRsi,sink(t, i) i-th transmission Reliability of clustered WSNs from si to the sink at time t
Rc

A(t, i) Reliability of the i-th transmission performed by cluster c.

Rc
T(t, i)

Reliability of the head of cluster c which successfully sends the collected data of i-th
transmission to sink at time t.

MeshRsi,sink(t, i) i-th transmission reliability in mesh WSNs from si to the sink at time t

Ri
si,sink(t, i) Probability that there exists at least one path whose packet delivery rate is greater than the

threshold of i-th transmission in the disjoint minimal path sets (from si to sink)
Rj

path(si,sink)
(t, i) i-th transmission reliability in mesh WSNs of j-th path from si to the sink at time t

TG(V, E) Physical topology of the network
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RT(S, Ps) Routing topology of the network
M(t) Task set to be assigned at time t
ϕ(mi) Mapped function of mi
Eng(ϕ(mi)) Energy consumption of the task mi
RTb(S, Ps) Physical topology of the backbone network
TGb(S, Ps) Routing topology of the backbone network
TGc(S, Ps) The physical topology of the intra-cluster
RTc(S, Ps) Routing topology of the intra-cluster
TGb′ (V, E) Physical topology after backbone network update
RTb′ (S, Ps) Routing topology after backbone network update
TGc′ (V, E) Physical topology of the intra-cluster after update
RTc′ (S, Ps) Routing topology of the intra-cluster after update
TGj(V, E) Local physical topology of the j-th sink in a multi-sink topology
RTj(S, Ps) Local routing topology of the j-th sink in a multi-sink topology
sinkj The closest sink to the task mi
sinkjn Sink adjacent to sinkj
sinkk Sink involving topology changes
viewID The version ID of the global view
PathSetmi Path set of the source node to the sink in the coverage area of the task mi
PathSetmi

′ Path set after deleting the paths with link conflict in PathSetmi

Pathsi Transmission path of each source node si to sink in PathSetmi
′

Rsi Reliability of Pathsi
Esi Energy consumption of Pathsi
pathRs Path to meet the target reliability Rs

RCH Target reliability of cluster head to sink after reliability allocation
RCH′ Updated RCH
RCM Target reliability of cluster head after reliability allocation
sinkres

k Sink respond to update request of sinkk
sinkres

k .RTj(S, Ps) Routing topology of the j-th sink in sinkres
k

sinkres
k .TGj(V, E) Physical topology of the j-th sink in sinkres

k
sinkk.record Update operation record of sinkk
sinkres

k .log Log of sink which respond to update
SW , SR Quorum set of writing and reading
Poverlap Overlapping probability of SW and SR

CM Communication load
Numcp Number of packets in the allocation policy by multicast,
Numgv Communication load for transmitting one global view
WM, RW Writing load, reading load
VUM Write load of version and update operation of the global view when it is updated
RTd_c Delay of task assignment for the clustered topology
RT′c Delay of the sink allocates a task to the subgraph composed of the cluster heads
MC Delay of the multicast performed by the sink
CHD Delay in the allocation of the task by the selected cluster head
RTd_d Delay of TRETA-Multi-Sink
RT′′c Average of the delays of the tasks assigned by multiple sinks locally
Crt Time to ensure the final consistency of the view
Wrt Time of writing the global view whenever it is updated
Rrt Time of reading the global view when the distributed task is assigned
η Index for energy resilience of the transmission
Np Number of packet received by the sink after fixed time
S Number of initial active nodes
D Number of nodes death after a fixed time
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Abstract: When blind and deaf people are passengers in fully autonomous vehicles, an intuitive
and accurate visualization screen should be provided for the deaf, and an audification system with
speech-to-text (STT) and text-to-speech (TTS) functions should be provided for the blind. However,
these systems cannot know the fault self-diagnosis information and the instrument cluster information
that indicates the current state of the vehicle when driving. This paper proposes an audification and
visualization system (AVS) of an autonomous vehicle for blind and deaf people based on deep learning
to solve this problem. The AVS consists of three modules. The data collection and management
module (DCMM) stores and manages the data collected from the vehicle. The audification conversion
module (ACM) has a speech-to-text submodule (STS) that recognizes a user’s speech and converts it to
text data, and a text-to-wave submodule (TWS) that converts text data to voice. The data visualization
module (DVM) visualizes the collected sensor data, fault self-diagnosis data, etc., and places the
visualized data according to the size of the vehicle’s display. The experiment shows that the time
taken to adjust visualization graphic components in on-board diagnostics (OBD) was approximately
2.5 times faster than the time taken in a cloud server. In addition, the overall computational time
of the AVS system was approximately 2 ms faster than the existing instrument cluster. Therefore,
because the AVS proposed in this paper can enable blind and deaf people to select only what they
want to hear and see, it reduces the overload of transmission and greatly increases the safety of the
vehicle. If the AVS is introduced in a real vehicle, it can prevent accidents for disabled and other
passengers in advance.

Keywords: autonomous vehicle; audification; sensor; visualization; speech to text; text to speech

1. Introduction

Autonomous cars represent a key area of the fourth industrial revolution. Various carmakers
around the world are actively conducting research with the aim of producing fully autonomous
vehicles, and advances in information and communications technology (ICT) are greatly speeding up
the development of autonomous vehicle technology. A fully autonomous vehicle means that people
are not involved in driving at all, the car drives on its own and immediately deals with a variety of
risk factors. Autonomous vehicles can be classified into five stages. Level 0 is the stage where the
driver performs all actions to drive the vehicle, and there is no autonomous driving at all. Level 1
is the passive stage, where the vehicle automatically handles acceleration, steering, etc. In addition,
vehicles in this stage have a lane-keeping assist (LKA), which automatically returns the vehicle to the
original lane when it gets out of the lane without turning on a turn signal, and cruise control (CC),
which maintains a specified speed. Level 2 is the stage where the vehicle automatically decelerates and
even operates the brakes, which is slightly more advanced than Level 1.
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Level 3 is a semi-autonomous driving stage, which includes all the functions of Level 2 and
analyzes the road situation using advanced sensors or radar so that the car can drive a certain distance
on its own without driver intervention. Level 4 is the stage where a self-driving vehicle can safely
reach the designated destination without the driver’s intervention. However, this is not a perfect stage
because it cannot completely guarantee safety. At Level 5, the driver does not exist, there are only
passengers, and the vehicle performs all movements on its own. The vehicle uses artificial intelligence
and various sensors to cope with all possible road situations [1].

Many companies, including Google®, Tesla, and Mercedes-Benz, are testing fully autonomous
driving vehicles on the road. Google’s self-driving car, however, collided with a large bus, while Tesla’s
autonomous driving vehicle crashed into a bicycle and caused a fire [2,3]. Fully autonomous driving
vehicles are not yet available in the test phase. In particular, since occupants of fully autonomous
vehicles do not drive directly on their own, it is not easy to recognize the situation before and after
a vehicle accident, and also, they are likely to be negligent in checking the vehicle. Therefore, fully
autonomous vehicles should frequently inform the occupants of their analysis results through artificial
intelligence-based self-diagnosis. If all passengers of a fully autonomous vehicle are deaf or blind,
there is no way to inform them of the results of the self-diagnosis analysis, which increases the risk of
an accident. In 2016, Google succeeded in piloting a self-driving vehicle with a blind person, but even
then, he was in the vehicle with a sighted person [4].

To address these problems, this paper proposes an audification and visualization system (AVS)
for blind and deaf people. The AVS consists of a data collection and management module (DCMM), an
audification conversion module (ACM), and a data visualization module (DVM). The DCMM stores
and manages the data collected from the vehicle. The ACM has a speech-to-text submodule (STS)
that recognizes a user’s speech and converts it to text data, and a text-to-wave submodule (TWS) that
converts text data to voice. The DVM visualizes the collected sensor data, fault self-diagnosis data, etc.,
and places visualized data according to the size of the vehicle’s display.

The composition of this paper is as follows: Section 2 describes the existing studies related to the
AVS in this paper. Section 3 details the structure and operation of the AVS. Section 4 compares it with
the existing methods to analyze performance. Section 5 discusses the conclusion of the proposed AVS
and future research directions.

2. Related Works

2.1. Hidden Markov Model

Li et al. proposed a new algorithm combining the hidden Markov model (HMM) and Bayesian
filtering (BF) techniques to recognize a driver’s intention to change lanes. The grammar recognizer in
the algorithm was inspired by speech recognition, and the output value of the algorithm is preliminary
classified behavior. The behavior classification value, the final output of BF, is generated using the
current and previous output of the HMM. This algorithm was validated using a naturalistic dataset.
The proposed HMM–BF framework can meet 93.5% and 90.3% recognition accuracy for right and left
lane changes, respectively, which is a significant improvement over the HMM-only algorithm [5].

Liang et al. proposed a new filter model-based hidden Markov model (FM-HMM) for intrusion
detection system (IDS) to decrease the overhead and time for detection without impairing accuracy.
This work was the first to model the state pattern of each vehicle in vehicle ad hoc networks as an
HMM and quickly filter the messages in the vehicle instead of detecting these messages. The FM-HMM
consists of three modules: The schedule module generates the parameters of the HMM for adjacent
vehicles by using the Baum–Welch algorithm [6]; the filter module predicts the future state of an
adjacent vehicle by using several HMMs; and the update module updates the parameters of the HMM
using the timeliness method [7].

Saini et al. introduced two additional kernels based on convex hull and the Ramer–Douglas–
Peucker (RDP) algorithm and proposed a trajectory classification approach, which supervises a
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combination of global and segmental HMM-based classifiers. To begin with, the HMM is used
for global classification of categories to provide state-by-state distribution of trajectory segments.
The trajectory and global recognition that completed classification improved the classification results.
Finally, global and segmental HMM are combined using a generic algorithm. They experimented with
two public datasets, commonly known as T15 and MIT, and achieved accuracy of 94.80% and 96.75%,
respectively, on these datasets [8].

Siddique et al. presented a self-adaptive sampling (SAS) method for mobile sensing data collection.
SAS regulates the sampling rate using the flow state of vehicles estimated in individual lanes, classifying
the estimated flow state into four categories (free flow, stopped, acceleration, and deceleration) using
the HMM and identifies stopping and movement in the lane using support vector machine (SVM).
The identification of vehicle flow conditions is used to change the sampling rate. The SAS method can
reduce the total amount of data by 67–77% while retaining the most important data points [9].

Liu et al. proposed a controller integration approach that adopts behavior classification to improve
the ability of leading vehicles to cope with outside obstacles. This approach, based on the HMM, detects
if there is any hazard behavior in the neighboring vehicles. The detected behaviors are transmitted to
the model predictive controller in a driving vehicle. A behavior-guarded cost function of the controller
is designed to increase the stability against danger while driving. The effect of the state deviation of the
lead vehicle in the convoy is studied based on leader-to-formation stability characteristics. Furthermore,
a nonlinear bound is also given to specify the performance of the proposed controller [10].

Mingote et al. proposed a novel differentiated neural network with an alignment mechanism
for text-dependent speaker verification. They did not extract the embedding of speech from the
global average pooling of the temporal dimension. Because the proposed neural network uses
phonetic information for verification, it maintains the temporal structure of each phrase by replacing a
redirection mechanism with the alignment model of a phonetic phrase. They applied convolutional
neural networks (CNNs) to the front end and learn the neural network that produces super-vectors
of each word, whose pronunciation and syntax are distinguished at the same time. This choice
has the advantage that super-vectors encode phrases and speaker information, which showed good
performance in text-dependent speaker verification tasks [11].

Wang et al. proposed a method for determining vehicle driving status from time-ordered trajectory
data using the HMM. This method is preprocessed to discard track sequences with insufficient length
to ensure the usefulness of linear smoothing and least squares fitting. A directional area segmentation
algorithm was proposed to extract the directional angle of the vehicle from the preprocessed orbital
sequences, and it obtains and patterns the various driving states of the vehicle in real time. Finally,
multiple observations based on the Baum–Welch algorithm can obtain the optimal HMM model
parameters for each track pattern at a particular traffic site and then determine the real-time vehicle
driving state by matching with the trained HMM model above [12].

Kato et al. proposed a car tracker based on a hidden HMM/Markov random field (MRF)-based
segmentation method that is capable of classifying each small region of an image into three categories
(vehicles, shadows of vehicles, and background) from a traffic-monitoring video. The temporal
continuity of the different categories for one small location is modeled as a single HMM along the time
axis, independent of the neighboring regions. In order to incorporate spatially dependent information
among neighboring regions into the tracking process, at the state-estimation stage, the output from the
HMMs is regarded as an MRF and the maximum a posteriori criterion is employed in conjunction with
the MRF for optimization. At each time step, the state estimation for the image is equivalent to the
optimal configuration of the MRF generated through a stochastic relaxation process [13].

Wang et al. proposed a novel framework called chain of road traffic incident (CRTI) for predicting
accidents. CRTI observes the moving features of a driving vehicle, which are the external performance
of a road transport system that reflects the “health states” (safety states) of a given time. A two-stage
modeling procedure for CRTI is then proposed using a scenario-based strategy. A support vector
machine is used to classify leaving versus remaining in lane scenes, and Gaussian mixture-based
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hidden Markov models are developed to recognize accident versus non-accident pattern CRTIs given
the classified scene [14].

Jazayeri et al. presented a comprehensive approach to localize target vehicles with video under
various environmental conditions. Extracted geometric features from the video are continuously
projected onto a 1-D profile and constantly tracked. This method compensates for the complexity of the
vehicle shape, color, and type recognition using time information and models the driver’s field of vision
probabilistically according to the features of the background and the movement of the vehicle. In the
proposed method, the HMM is used to probabilistically track vehicles apart from the background [15].

2.2. Vehicle for Disabilities

Choromański et al. presented an original concept of an urban transport system based on a hybrid
vehicle that can move by a human-driven electric vehicle or a special pod car vehicle (right of way a, b,
or c). The system was developed at the Warsaw University of Technology and is referred to as the
hybrid vehicle and transit system for urban application (HVTASUA). The system was designed not
only for ordinary drivers, but also for elderly people and those who lack driving skills, such as people
with physical disabilities. Based on this system, an original design for vehicles and standardization
of human-machine interface (HMI) are proposed. This HVTSUA is integrated with Ford’s already
developed Eco-Car system. Integrating these two elements and equipping them with new technology
became the basis for a system with new quality [16].

The aim of Bennett et al. was to investigate possible barriers to the use of autonomous vehicles
(AVs) that are perceived by people with intellectual disabilities. A structural topic modelling (STM)
approach was employed to analyze 177 responses of mentally disabled people to an open-ended
question about AV travel intentions. Results from the STM, together with data on the sample
participants’ level of internal locus of control, generalized anxiety, age, gender, prior knowledge of AVs,
and level of individual disability were then incorporated into a structural equation model constructed
to relate attitudinal topics identified by the STM to the participants’ willingness to travel in AVs.
Three categories of attitudes toward AVs arose from the STM, relating to freedom, fear, and curiosity.
Two of the three themes, freedom and fear significantly predicted the participants’ willingness to use
driverless vehicles. The freedom theme was significantly explained by generalized anxiety, intensity of
disability, and prior knowledge of AVs. The concept of fear depended significantly on generalized
anxiety and prior knowledge, and also on the locus of control and (female) gender. The theme of
curiosity was influenced by locus of control and prior knowledge [17]. They employed a mixed research
methodology to assess attitudes toward AVs in a UK sample of individuals with physical disabilities
affecting their mobility. Participants were asked in an open-ended way to express their ideas about
AVs, and their responses were analyzed using STM. Outputs for the STM analysis were then adopted
in a structural equation model (SEM) constructed to predict the willingness of the participants to travel
in driverless vehicles. The results were compared with those obtained from a control group of people
without physical disabilities. The attitudes of people with disabilities toward AVs were significantly
different from those of respondents without disabilities. Attitudes toward AVs among people with
disabilities were significantly influenced by their level of interest in new technologies, generalized
anxiety, intensity of disability, prior knowledge of AVs, locus of control, and action orientation. A latent
class analysis confirmed the relevance of these variables as determinants of the views of people with
disabilities on AVs [18].

Xu et al. proposed an intelligent guided vehicle prototype for blind people. The system integrates
ultrasound and photoelectric detection using ARM as a controller and processor, and automatically
navigates to the destination. This system consists of four modules: ultrasonic detection, photoelectric
detection, voice prompt, and automatic control. The ultrasonic detection module detects reflected
signals on the road using the distance between the road block and the vehicle. The photoelectric
detection module recognizes the road and tracks the vehicle. The voice prompt module and automatic
control module allow blind people to enter voice commands and control the vehicle [19].
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3. Proposed Method

3.1. Overview

An autonomous driving vehicle performs a number of driving functions using various sensors.
Although the sensor data measured in the vehicle varies, there is a limit to the type of data displayed
on the instrument cluster and the way it is indicated. For example, the vehicle’s instrument cluster
displays some information about the vehicle, such as speed, RPM, etc., but much other information,
such as air pressure, door opening and closing, etc., is still not accurately displayed. If all of this
information were to be displayed on the instrument cluster, it would be difficult for occupants to look
at so much information at a glance. It goes without saying that if only blind or deaf people are riding
in self-driving cars, it would be more difficult to identify the information. The status information of
the vehicle should be visualized more accurately for the deaf and be audified for the blind.

To solve these problems, this paper proposes an audification and visualization system (AVS) of
an autonomous vehicle for blind and deaf people based on deep learning, which uses self-diagnosis
results published previously [20,21] and the sensor data collected from vehicles, a graphical library to
visualize the data desired by deaf people and audify the data desired by blind people. Figure 1 shows
the structure of the AVS, which consists of three modules.

Figure 1. Structure of the system. HMM: hidden Markov model.

The data collection and management module (DCMM) stores and manages all the sensor data
collected from the vehicle, self-diagnosis data, and graphics libraries in in-vehicle storage. The auditory
conversion module (ACM) receives speech and provides voice output about the vehicle’s condition.
The ACM consists of a speech-to-text submodule (STS) that recognizes speech and converts it to
text data and a text-to-wave submodule (TWS) that converts data to voice. The STS learns HMM
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point-to-point using the in-vehicle NVIDIA px2 driver and receives a sensor name from the user by
using the learned HMM. The TWS converts text data to voice using Tacotron2 and outputs it. The data
visualization module (DVM) visualizes the data received from the DCMM and places the visualized
data, the graphic components, on an in-vehicle display.

The AVS operates as follows. First, the AVS receives information visualized through the touch
interface or audified through a speech recognizer. If someone uses speech recognition, the ACM
converts the speech to text using the HMM of the STS and sends the converted text to the CMM.
The CMM transmits the vehicle’s sensor data and self-diagnosis data [20,21] to the ACM, and the ACM
audifies the information received from the DCMM.

If someone uses the touch interface, the DCMM selects the sensor data in the sensor data storage
and the graphics functions in the graphic library storage and transmits them to the DVM. The DVM
visualizes the data entered by the DCMM and the vehicle’s self-diagnostic data and positions the
visualized data on the vehicle’s display adaptively to inform the person of the vehicle’s condition.

3.2. Design of a Data Collection and Management Module

The DCMM stores the sensor data and Python seaborn packages collected from the vehicle.
It consists of a transceiver that receives in-vehicle sensor messages, sensor data storage where the
received messages are stored, and graphic library storage where the graphic libraries are stored.
The transceiver consists of a CAN transceiver that receives CAN messages, a MOST transceiver that
receives MOST messages, a FlexRay transceiver that receives FlexRay messages, and a LIN transceiver
that receives LIN messages. Each received message is stored in the sensor data storage, as shown in
Figure 2.

Figure 2. Structure of a data collection and management module.

When the ACM or DVM requests the audified or visualized data to the DCMM, the DCMM
retrieves them from sensor data storage and transmits them to the ACM or DVM again and also
provides the functions necessary for the DVM to visualize the data in graphic library storage.

The DCMM then stores the condition of the vehicle using the previously published self-diagnosis
system and transmits it to the ACM and DVM, so that the self-diagnosis results of the autonomous
vehicle are visualized or audified.

3.3. Design of an Auditory Conversion Module

The auditory conversion module (ACM) receives the user’s speech and provides voice output of
the vehicle’s condition. Figure 3 shows the flow of the ACM. The ACM consists of a speech-to-text
submodule (STS) that recognizes speech and converts it into text data and a text-to-wave submodule
(TWS) that converts text data to voice. The ACM receives the data that has to be audified by using
the STS. The ACM transmits the received data to the DCMM, and the DCMM again transmits the
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data that has to be audified to the ACM. The ACM then generates sentences with the data, which
have to be audified using the TWS and delivers them after changing to voice. For example, if a
person says, “Tell me the brake status when the sound is strange,” the STS recognizes it and requests
the information about the brake sensors and the vehicle’s self-diagnosis information to the DCMM.
The DCMM transmits the brake information and the vehicle’s self-diagnosis information to the TWS,
and the TWS informs the user after turning them into voice.

Figure 3. Structure and data flow of ACM.

3.3.1. Speech-to-Text Submodule (STS)

The STS uses the HMM to recognize speech. Unlike a recurrent neural networks (RNN), which
reflects all previous states, the HMM recognizes the user’s voice based on the Markov chain, which
relies on the immediately previous state. Because the STS recognizes in a short word the data that
have to be visualized in a short word, the HMM is more efficient than the RNN. The STS learns the
HMM independent of the cloud and receives speech from the vehicle’s microphone and outputs the
text data by using a point-to-point learning method and NVIDIA PX2 driver. An in-vehicle solid-state
drive (SSD) transmits training data to the NVIDIA PX2. The NVIDIA PX2 learns the HMM using it.
The learned HMM converts speech to text data. The ACM transmits the converted text data to the
DCMM. Figure 4 shows the learning order of the HMM.

P(qi
∣∣∣q1, . . . , qi−1) = P(qi

∣∣∣qi−1) . (1)

Equation (1) represents a Markov chain. The Markov chain can compute the results of perfect
input and output. However, the HMM, which has to compute the results with only a person’s input,
uses the Markov chain assuming that the results are hidden. In general, the HMM is represented in the
form of a directed graph, as shown in Figure 5. In the graph, qi represents a hidden state and yj refers
to the observed value from qi. The HMM consists of <Q, Y, π, T, E>, and Table 1 shows the components
of the HMM.

Figure 4. Point-to-point learning order of the hidden Markov model (HMM).
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Table 1. Components of HMM.

Set Name Set Contents Meaning

Q {q1, q2, . . . , qN} Set of hidden states
Y {y1, y2, . . . , yM} Set of observed values in a hidden state

π { π1, π2, . . . , πN|RN}
Set of initial probabilities p(qi) with the probability of

initial state qi

T {T12, T21, . . . ., TNM, TMN|RNxN}
Set of transition probabilities p (qj|qi) indicating the

probability of moving from qi to qj

E {E11, E12, . . . , ENM|RNxM}
Set of assignment probabilities p(yj|qi) indicating the

probability that yj will occur in qi
θ {π, T, E} HMM parameter

Figure 5. Flowchart of HMM.

When θ is given in the HMM, the STS computes a probability about a given observed value
by using a dynamic programming-based forward algorithm and a list of the states with the highest
probability by using the Viterbi algorithm. Viterbi Algorithm is a dynamic programming technique for
finding the most likely sequence of hidden states. Here, the hidden states refer to observed value of
the HMM.

When the list of states is computed, the STS learns the HMM’s θ by using the Baum–Welch
algorithm and the training data. In other words, the STS computes the probability of observed values
and the list of states by specifying the initial θ and learns the HMM based on them. Because the STS
outputs part names by receiving the user’s speech and the observed STS value, Y becomes the part
name of a vehicle that can be audified, and these are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Observed values that can be output from the speech-to-text submodule (STS).

Observed Value Data Name Observed Value Data Name

y1 Speed y7 Driving distance
y2 RPM y8 Timing belt
y3 Tire y9 Spark plug
y4 Steering wheel y10 Air conditioner
y5 Engine oil y11 Brake pad
y6 Coolant

To begin with, the STS sets a random initial θ and computes the observed value P(Y|θ). Equation
(2) computes the first observed value, y1, and Equation (3) computes y1–ym:

P(y1
∣∣∣θ) =∑

i 1

p(qi 1)p(y1
∣∣∣qi 1), (2)
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P(Y|θ) =
∑
i 1

∑
i 2

. . .
∑
i m

p(qi 1)p(y1|qi 1)p(qi 2|qi 1)p(y2|qi 2) . . . p(qi m|qi m−1)p(ym|qim). (3)

However, because this method has the time complexity of O(nm), it is impossible to compute the
observed values inside the vehicle. Therefore, this paper uses the forward algorithm in the HMM to
reduce the computation time of the STS. The key idea of the forward algorithm is to store duplicate
computation results in a cache and fetch them when necessary. The forward algorithm defines the new
variable αt

(
pj
)

in Equation (4). Using the defined αt
(
pj
)
, Equation (3) is simplified to Equation (5):

αt
(
qj
)
= p

(
y1, y2, . . . , yt, st = qj

∣∣∣θ), (4)

αt
(
qj
)
=

N∑
i=1

at−1(qi)p
(
qj
∣∣∣qi
)
p
(
yt
∣∣∣qj
)
. (5)

When the observed values are computed, the STS traces back the hidden states with the observed
values and makes the back-traced states into one array by using the Viterbi algorithm. Algorithm 1
represents the pseudo-code in which the STS computes observed values using the forward algorithm
and an array of hidden states by using the Viterbi algorithm.

Algorithm 1. Computation of observed values and array of states.

Input: initial probabilities π, transition probabilities T,
emission probabilities E, number of states N,
observation Y = y1, y2, . . . , ym;

Forward(π, T, E, Y){
for(j=1; jN; j++){
α1
(
qj
)
= p

(
qj
)
p(y1|qj)

}
for(t=2; t<=T, t++){

for(j=1; j<=N; j++){
αt
(
qj
)
=
∑N

i=1 at−1p(qi)p(qj|qi)p(yt|qj)

}
}
p(Y|π, T, E) =

∑N
i=1 aT

(
qj
)

return p(Y|π, T, E)
}
Viterbi(π, T, E, Y){

for(j=1; j<=N; j++){
v1
(
qj
)
= p

(
qj
)
p(y1|qj)

}
for(t = 2; t<=T, t++){

for(j=1; j<=N; j++){
vt
(
qj
)
= max

q∈Q
vt−1p(q)p(qj|q)p(yt|qj)

S[t] = arg max
q∈Q

vt−1p(q)p(qj|q)p(yt|qj)

}
}
return S[]

}
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The STS learns the HMM by using the computed observed values, an array of states, and the
Baum–Welch algorithm. The HMM’s learning is to make the best parameter, θ*. The Baum–Welch
algorithm computes a parameter θ using correct Y and Q in Equation (6):

P(Y, Q|θ) =
N∏

k=1

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝p(qk
1

)
p
(
yk

1|qk
1

) M∏
t=2

(p
(
qk

t |qk
t−1

)
p
(
yk

t |qk
t

)⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠. (6)

However, because the STS does not know the exact Q for Y, the STS converts Equation (6) to
Equation (7) by taking the log on both sides of Equation (6) and computes Q(θ, θ′) by substituting
Equation (7) with Equation (8):

log p(Q, Y|θ) =
N∑

k=1

{p
(
qk

1

)
p
(
yk

1|qk
1

)
+

M∑
t=2

log(p
(
qk

t |qk
t−1

)
) +

M∑
t=2

log
(
p
(
yk

t |qk
t

))
}p(Q, Y|θ′), (7)

Q(θ, θ′) =
∑

q1, q2, ..., qN

log
{
p(Q, Y|θ)}p(Q, Y|θ′). (8)

In Equation (7), θ means a current parameter and θ′ is the immediately previous one. The STS
substitutes Equation (7) with Equation (8) and generates L(θ, θ′) that can compute Q(θ, θ′) using the
Lagrange multiplier method [22]. Equation (9) indicates L(θ, θ′):

L(θ, θ′) = Q(θ, θ′) −ωπ
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ N∑

i=1

p(qi) − 1

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠− N∑
i=1

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ N∑
j=1

p
(
qj|qi

)
− 1

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠− N∑
i=1

ωEiωTi

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ M∑
j=1

p
(
yj|qi

)
− 1

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠. (9)

In Equation (9), p
(
qi

)
means πi of θ, p

(
qj|qi

)
, Tij of θ, p

(
yj
∣∣∣qi
)
, Eij of θ, and ω, Lagrange multiplier.

Because the STS has to find θ that maximizes L(θ, θ′), it computes the optimal parameter θ∗ by
differentiating L(θ, θ′) with πi, Tij, and Eij. Equation (10) computes the optimal πi value, Equation (11)
the optimal Tij value, and Equation (12) the optimal Eij value:

πi =

∑K
k=1 p

(
Y, qk

1 = qi|θ′)∑N
j=1

∑K
k=1 p

(
Y, qk

1 = qi
∣∣∣θ′) , (10)

Tij =

∑K
k=1

∑T
t=2 p

(
sk

t−1 = qj, sk
t = qj |Y k, θ′)∑K

k=1
∑T

t=2 p
(
sk

t = qj |Y k, θ′)
, (11)

Eij =

∑K
k=1

∑T
t=1 p

(
sk

t = qi |Y k, θ′)I
(
yk

t = qj
)

∑K
k=1

∑T
t=1 p

(
sk

t = qi |Y k, θ′)
. (12)

If Equations (10)–(12) are used, it is possible to compute the optimal parameter θ∗ from the
previous parameter θ. When the STS computes the optimal parameter θ∗ using the initial parameter,
the STS receives speech and transmits a list of text data for audification to the DCMM.

3.3.2. Text-to-Wave Submodule

The text-to-wave submodule (TWS) audifies the sensor data transmitted from the DCMM.
It executes text-to-speech (TTS) using Google’s Tacotron2 [23]. Because the Tacotron2 operates on
the basis of an RNN encoder–decoder model, in this paper Tacotron2 is learned by using the LJ
Speech Dataset [24] and estimates whether the sensor data of the vehicle are accurately output to voice.
Figure 6 shows the flow of the TTS.
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Figure 6. Structure of TWS.

To begin with, the TWS receives sentences and breaks the words in the encoder. When a vector of
the words is entered in the encoder, the pre-net of the Tacotron2 one-hot encodes the vector. Here,
one-hot encoding means the process of converting a text vector into an array of 0 and 1 that the encoder
can recognize easily.

When the pre-net one-hot encodes the text vector, the TWS transmits it to the Tacotron2’s
convolution bank + highway net + bidirectional gated recurrent unit (CBHG) network, a neural
network model. The convolution bank extracts the features of text from one-hot-encoded text vectors,
the highway net deepens the neural network model, and the bidirectional gated recurrent unit (GRU)
generates text embedding by considering the previous and subsequent information of vectors processed
in pre-net. The input sequence of the Convolution Bank is K sets of 1-D convolutional filters. Where 1
set of 1-D convolutional filters consists of C1, C2, C3 . . . and CK filter. The input sequence is max-pooled.
The output of the Convolution Bank is delivered to the Highway Net which extracts high-level features
from it. Finally, the Bidirectional GRU extracts sequential features using the order of the input sequence.
Figure 7 shows the structure of the CBHG.

Figure 7. The structure of the convolution bank + highway net + bidirectional gated recurrent
unit CBHG.

The generated text embedding is sent to an attention model. The attention model determines
which is more complex and which is more important in the transmitted text embedding by using the
attention RNN. This attention model enables the Tacotron2 to do point-to-point learning and converts
to voice the text vectors that are not learned. Figure 8 shows the composition of the attention and
decoder RNNs. Equation (13) indicates the attention value used in the attention RNN:

Attention (Q, K, V) = Attention value, (13)

where Q means the query of the hidden states that decoder cells have at the time of t, K means the keys
of the hidden states that encoder cells have at all times, and V means the values of the hidden states
that encoder cells have at all times.
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Figure 8. Importance of words computed in attention RNN.

The attention RNN sends the attention values, the weight of each word, to the decoder RNN.
Attention value a is obtained from Equation (14):

aij =
exp

(
eij
)

∑m
k=1 exp(eik)

. (14)

Here, aij means the weight of the input states. An input state with high weight has a greater
influence on the output state. The aij is normalized to 1. The m in Equation (14) means the number of
words entered in the decoder, and aij indicates how similar the ith vector of text embedding and the jth
vector of the encoder are in the previous step. The e is computed in Equation (15). In Equation (15), α
represents a constant to optimize the similarity between s(i–1) and qj like the learning rate of a neural
network model, s(i–1) represents the text embedding vector of the previous step when the decoder
predicts the ith word, and qj represents the jth column vector of the encoder.

e = α
(
si−1, qj

)
. (15)

The text embedding that the weight computed in the attention RNN is added to is sent to three
decoder RNNs. The decoder RNNs convert the text embedding to a spectrum form by using a
sequence-to-sequence method. The converted text embedding is output to voice via the CBHG module.

3.4. Design of a Data Visualization Module

The data visualization module (DVM) receives all the sensor data collected from the vehicle and
visualizes only the data that deaf people desire by using an adaptive component placement algorithm
that adjusts and places the graphical user interface (GUI) components properly on the vehicle’s display.
Figure 9 shows the structure of the DVM.

Figure 9. Structure of data visualization module.
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The visualization process of the DVM is as follows. First, people can select the sensor data to
visualize. The types of sensor data are represented by buttons. Second, they decide how they want
to visualize the sensor data of their own choosing. The sensor data that will be visualized has to be
selected before selecting the visualization method. For example, if someone wants to display RPM
as a bar graph, they choose RPM from the sensor data and click the bar graph from the visualization
method. The DVM generates a GUI component combining the entered sensor data and visualization
method. Algorithm 2 indicates the process by which the DVM receives the necessary information
for visualization.

Algorithm 2. Data visualization algorithm.

input: int number_kind, list data_value[], String data_name[], String
graph_name;

init: Button check_sensors[number_kind];
List graph[];
List param_data[];
int k=0;

for(int i = 0; i<kind; i++){
check_sensors[i]=data_value[data_name[i]];
check_sensors.enable;

}

if(ClickEvent(data_name) && ClickEvent(graph_name)){
check_sensors[data_name].disable;
param[k].input(key : data_value[data_name],value :
graph[graph_name],);

}

if(ClickEvent(send)){
send(param[]);

}
if(ClickEvent(cancel)){

check_sensors[data_name].enable;
param[k].delete(key : data_value[data_name],value :
graph[graph_name],);

}

Here, number_kind means the number of data types output to the display, data_value[] means sensor
values, data_name[] means sensor names, and Graph_name is a visualization method. The selected
data types are stored in data_value[data_name] and the selected visualization method in value:
graph[graph_name]. ClickEvent(send) means that the selection and visualization of sensor data is
over, and ClickEvent(cancel) means that all selected contents are deleted. When someone finishes all
selections, the DVS generates a GUI component by combining the selected sensor name, sensor data,
and visualization method.

The DVS then receives and visualizes the vehicle’s failure self-diagnosis from the DCMM.
The visualization method of failure self-diagnosis is not selected manually, it is visualized using a
gauge graph. The DVS sets the gauge graph to a range from 0 to 1 to visualize the failure self-diagnosis.
Because the type of display and the resolution size used by each vehicle vary, it is difficult to adapt to
various environments unless the sizes of visualization components vary. Thus, the DVM generates
adaptive components that adjust the size of the GUI components and displays them on the vehicle’s
display so that visualization components can be used without problems in various display environments.
Algorithm 2 shows the process of dividing the display and placing GUI components.
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Algorithm 3. Adaptive component placement.

SetComponent(Object[] component[], int compNumber, int compX[], int compY[]){

int i = 0;

Rect grid[] = GridPartition(compNumber, vertical, 1.5);

for(i = 0; i<= compNumber; i++){
if(compNumber == 1)

displayComponent(component[i], grid[i]);
else{

if((compX[i]<compY[i]) && (grid[i].x<grid[i].y)){
displayComponent(component[i], grid[i]);

}
elseif((compX[i]>compY[i]] && (grid[i].y<grid[i].x)){

displayComponent(component[i], grid[i]);
}
elsief((compX[i]<compY[i]] && (grid[i].y<grid[i].x)
&& (component[i].type == digit)){
component[i] = ReplaceXandY(component[i]);
displayComponent(component[i], grid[i]);

}
else if((compX[i]<compY[i]) && (grid[i].y<grid[i].x)
&& (component[i].type != digit)){

grid[i] = ReplaceGrid(horizontal, 1.5);
displayComponent(component[i], grid[i]);

}}}}

Here, compNumber means the number of components, compX means the size of the component’s
x-axis, and compY the size of the y-axis. GridPartition (compNumber, Vertical, 1.5) means that when a grid
is divided, it is divided vertically in proportion to the number of components. In i = 0; i < compNumber;
i++, i is the number of components in the grid, and grid segmentation is done as large as the number
of components.

If the order of a component is ith, it is placed in the ith grid. For example, if the third component
is placed on the display, it means that the component is placed on the third grid. (compX[i] < compY[i])
&& (grid[i].x < grid[i].y) means that if the x-axis size of the component and grid is less than the y-axis
size, the component is represented on the display as is. (compX[i] > compY[i]] && (grid[i].y < grid[i].x)
means that if the x-axis size of the component and grid is greater than the y-axis size, the display is
still represented on the display as is. (compX[i] < compY[i]) && (grid[i].y < grid[i].x) means that if the
x-axis size of the component is less than the y-axis size and the x-axis size of the grid is greater than the
y-axis size, the component’s x-axis and y-axis are swapped together to be represented on the display.
(compX[i] < compY[i]) && (grid[i].y < grid[i].x) means that if the x-axis size of the component is greater
than the y-axis size and the x-axis size of the grid is less than the y-axis size, the component’s x-axis
and y-axis are swapped together to be represented on the display.

4. Performance Analysis

In this paper, four experiments were conducted to validate the AVS. The first experiment was
conducted in the vehicle and in the cloud with the HMM model to validate learning efficiency in the
NVIDIA px2 driver environment. The second experiment was conducted to compare the learning
time of HMM, RNN, and long short-term memory (LSTM). The third experiment was conducted to
compare the computational time of Tacotron2, Deep Voice, and Deep Mind. The fourth experiment
was conducted to compare the time taken for the vehicle’s instrument counter and DVM to visualize
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the vehicle’s information in real time. The experiment was conducted on a PC with Intel i5-7400 CPU,
GTX1050 GPU, 8GB RAM, and Windows 10 Education OS.

4.1. Performance Analysis of HMM Learning

Figure 10 shows the time it took for the STS to learn the HMM in the cloud and in a vehicle.
In this experiment, the time to learn the HMM was measured with 1 to 10 test datasets. In the vehicle,
the number of test datasets did not have a significant impact on the learning time, but the learning
time in the cloud was increased as the number of test sets increased. The trend line of learning time
from the vehicle is 0.78182 and that of from the cloud is 2.84242. In the vehicle, the more learning data
the HMM have, the more effective the HMM learning is. In addition, since the average learning time in
a vehicle is about 2.5 times faster than in the cloud, this paper proposes using the HMM in the vehicle
rather than in the cloud.

Figure 10. Performance analysis of HMM learning.

4.2. Performance Analysis of STS

Figure 11 shows the learning times of HMM, RNN, and LSTM. The learning time for each model
was measured, increasing the sentences in the test dataset from 500 to 13,000. The sentences used in
the experiment are included in the LJ training data sets. The experimental results show that the HMM
was able to recognize speech faster than RNN and LSTM by 25% and by 42.86%, respectively. When
the number of the test sentences was small, there was little difference in the learning time between
the RNN and the HMM, but as the number of the test sentences grew larger, the time of the HMM
learning become faster. Therefore, the HMM is the most appropriate to ensure the real-time of AVS
speech recognition and voice transmission.

Figure 11. Performance Analysis of HMM. LSTM, long short-term memory.
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Figure 12 shows the accuracy of HMM when the sentences with noise were entered into the HMM.
The sentences used in the experiment were included in the LJ training data sets and were not used in
the HMM’s training. The accuracy is computed by comparing the difference between when a sentence
is entered into the HMM and when it is output. The experiment was conducted using 1 to 10 sentences,
and the sentences with the noise of 0 dB, 40 dB, 60 dB, 80 dB, and 120 dB were entered into the HMM.

Figure 12. The accuracy of the HMM according to noise.

In the left experiment of Figure 12, because the accuracy was significantly reduced in case of
120 dB, the 120 dB was excluded in the right experiment. The average accuracy of the HMM was
95% when sentences without noise were input into the HMM. That of the HMM was 95% when
sentences with 40 dB noise were input into the HMM. The average accuracy of the HMM was 93%
when sentences with 60 dB noise were input into the HMM. The average accuracy of the HMM was
92% when sentences with 80 dB noise were input into the HMM. The average accuracy of the HMM
was 54% when sentences with 120 dB noise were input into the HMM. The average noise is between 60
and 70 dB when the vehicle is travelling at a speed of 60 to 80 km/h. The accuracy of the HMM can be
above 90% even when 80 dB noise is mixed in a sentence, so the HMM can recognize the speech well
even if noise occurs in the vehicle.

4.3. Performance Analysis of TWS

Figure 13 shows the computational time it took for the TTS engines Tacotron2, Deep Voice, and
Deep Mind to convert text into voice when sentences were increased from 1 to 10. The sentences
used in this experiment are those not used for learning among LJ Training data sets. Tacotron2
converted text into voice about 20 ms faster than Deep Voice and about 50 ms faster than Deep Mind.
The TWS converted the vehicle’s data into voice using Tacotron2, so real time could be guaranteed.
The computational time of the Deep Mind is about 1.5 times slower than the Deep Voice and Tacotron2.
As test data sets get more, the difference of computational time between the Tacotron2 and Deep
Voice gets bigger. The trend line of the Tacotron2 is 0.69091 and that of the Deep Voice line is 1.95758.
Therefore, the AVS should use Tacotron2 to ensure real-time voice transmission.

Figure 13. Performance analysis of HMM.
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4.4. Performance Analysis of DVM

Figure 14 compares the time it took for the sensor data to be displayed on the vehicle’s instrument
counter to analyze the performance of the DVM. Performance analysis used 1 to 10 datasets for
visualization. The average time for the DVM to visualize sensor data was about 665 ms and for the
instrument counter was about 667 ms. The DVM was about 2 ms faster than an existing instrument
counter; it can visualize information without compromising the real time of an existing instrument
counter. However, the instrument counter cannot display information more accurately than the DVM
because it should display only the information that is visible in driving, and as test data sets gets more,
it takes more time for the counter to visualize sensor data than DVM. When the number of sensor
data sets to be visualized was 10, the DVM was about 20 ms faster than the instrument counter in
visualizing sensor data.

Figure 14. Performance analysis of DVM.

As a result, the AVS not only visualizes data intuitively without compromising the real time of an
existing instrument, but also enables the vehicle data to be heard in real time for the blind. Therefore,
the AVS will better prevent accidents than existing systems and help blind people check the condition
of the vehicle.

5. Conclusions

When blind and deaf people use fully autonomous vehicles as passengers, an intuitive and accurate
visualization screen for the deaf should be provided, and an audifying system with speech-to-text
(STT) and text-to-speech (TTS) functions should be provided for the blind. This paper proposes an
audification and visualization system (AVS) for blind and deaf people that can store the graphic data
collected from vehicle cameras, etc., and the in-vehicle sensor data and fault self-diagnosis data in the
vehicle and select the desired data by using a touch interface and a speech recognizer. The AVS consists
of three modules. The DCMM stores and manages the data collected from the vehicle. The ACM has
a speech-to-text submodule (STS) that recognizes a user’s speech and converts it to text data, and a
text-to-wave submodule (TWS) that converts the text data to speech. The DVM receives sensor data,
self-diagnosis information, and a graphics library from the DCMM for visualization through the touch
interface. The DVM provides an adaptive position of visualized data to fit the display on the vehicle.

We conducted four experiments to validate the AVS. The first experiment was conducted in the
vehicle and in the cloud with the HMM model to validate learning efficiency. The second experiment
was conducted to compare the learning times of HMM, RNN, and LSTM. The third experiment was
conducted to compare the computational time of Tacotron, Deep Voice, and Deep Mind. The fourth
experiment was conducted to compare the time it took for the vehicle’s instrument counter and DVM
to visualize the vehicle’s information in real time. According to the experimental results, the HMM
was about 2.5 times faster than the cloud when it was learned in the NVIDIA px2 driver, the HMM
used in STS was learned about 25% faster than the RNN and about 42% faster than the LSTM, and
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Tacotron2 used in TWS converted text to voice 20 ms faster than Deep Voice and 50 ms faster than Deep
Mind. Finally, the DVM visualized the data 2 ms faster than existing instrument clusters. Therefore,
the AVS can express more information without compromising the real time of existing systems.

However, the AVS was not tested on actual vehicles and mean opinion score (MOS) measurements,
which are voice quality criteria, were not done when data was converted to voice. If the AVS is applied
to real vehicles, it will not only make autonomous vehicles more readily available to blind and deaf
people, but will also increase the stability of existing autonomous vehicles. In addition, vehicles
without displays were not considered because the AVS would generate a GUI based on the displays
inside the vehicle. The future AVS should objectively evaluate the quality of data converted into
voice by MOS measurements and be applied to actual vehicles, and how the system will be applied to
devices other than smartphones or in-vehicle displays should be studied.
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Abstract: Maritime situational awareness at over-the-horizon (OTH) distances in exclusive economic
zones can be achieved by deploying networks of high-frequency OTH radars (HF-OTHR) in coastal
countries along with exploiting automatic identification system (AIS) data. In some regions the
reception of AIS messages can be unreliable and with high latency. This leads to difficulties in properly
associating AIS data to OTHR tracks. Long history records about the previous whereabouts of vessels
based on both OTHR tracks and AIS data can be maintained in order to increase the chances of
fusion. If the quantity of data increases significantly, data cleaning can be done in order to minimize
system requirements. This process is performed prior to fusing AIS data and observed OTHR tracks.
In this paper, we use fuzzy functional dependencies (FFDs) in the context of data fusion from AIS
and OTHR sources. The fuzzy logic approach has been shown to be a promising tool for handling
data uncertainty from different sensors. The proposed method is experimentally evaluated for fusing
AIS data and the target tracks provided by the OTHR installed in the Gulf of Guinea.

Keywords: HF-OTH radar; AIS; radar tracking; data fusion; fuzzy functional dependencies;
maritime surveillance

1. Introduction

An exclusive economic zone (EEZ) is a 200 nmi (approximately 370 km)-wide area which spreads
from territorial waters towards the open sea in which a coastal state has exclusive rights to exploit
biological and mineral sea resources. The control of this zone posers technological, financial and
organizational challenges. As parts of an integrated maritime surveillance (IMS) system, different types
of electronic sensors and telecommunication systems can be used for monitoring the zone. However,
the range of microwave and optical sensors depends on their working wavelengths and is limited due
to atmospheric signal weakening and the Earth’s curvature—distance to horizon. High-frequency
(HF) radars operating at decameter wavelengths (3–30 MHz) use vertically polarized surface waves to
detect and track targets beyond the horizon, enabling over-the-horizon (OTH) surveillance. Therefore,
HF-OTH radars are well suited for EEZ surveillance [1,2].

For effective EEZ tracking, a fusion of data from multiple sensors is needed. In this case, term
fusion means integration of data from at least two sensors. Most often, image of maritime situation
beyond the horizon is provided by using fusion of data received from HF-OTHR and an automated
identification system (AIS) that can be a land-based AIS (LAIS) or a satellite-based AIS (SAIS) [3].
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Data fusion received from HF-OTHR and AIS provides extraction of paths which are not confirmed
by AIS. This allows for detecting targets that are non-cooperative and which either pose a military
threat or conduct illegal activities (such as smuggling) inside the EEZ [4,5].

In this paper we use real data from the HF-OTHR system installed in the Gulf of Guinea obtained
with the pertaining detection and tracking software [6–9], and the current AIS data in order to perform
data fusion. It is important to note that the Gulf of Guinea is among the most challenging environments
for the targeted application. There are two major reasons for this:

1. HF noise levels in that area are among the highest in world [10], and
2. Absence of a strong regulatory institution (such as European Maritime Safety Agency—EMSA in

Europe) sometimes leads to unpredictable behavior of participants in the maritime traffic. This
causes a very high latency and questionable quality of AIS data.

Since our goal is fusion of the tracking data provided by different sensors for the same targets, we
have employed the fuzzy functional dependency (FFD) concept in order to associate AIS data and
OTHR tracks. Methods based on numerical statistics were used in the previous research on AIS and
OTHR data fusion [8,11]. However, intensive traffic flows call for more reliable integration methods.
Nowadays, artificial intelligence tools such as fuzzy approaches and neural networks have been applied
to data fusion problems and resulted in higher fusion accuracy. A simple idea of the AIS and OTHR
data fusion based on the fuzzy sets was brought forward in [12] and used in handling inaccuracy when
computing association grades for different vectors. The fuzzy C-means clustering method was used
in [13] for correlating tracks without merging them. Neural networks were proposed for improvement
of AIS and OTHR data fusion [14,15], but the methods employed were rather complicated. In general,
these approaches neglected ships which were either not equipped with AIS or unwilling to emit AIS
information. Furthermore, the validity of the presented approaches was checked against research data
without considering the latency of AIS messages.

In this work, we present a fuzzy-based method for addressing imprecision characterized by these
types of sensors. The proposed approach offers better insight in numerical processing than neural
networks. AIS and OTHR tracks are loaded into a relational database in order to perform advanced
database operations such as data cleaning, filtering and record matching. Actually, FFDs have been
used to define data integration constraints among two databases because they take similarity into
account. Therefore, to address the development of fusion method, it is necessary to prepare data
for processing and analyze different challenges appearing in real scenarios. This approach provides
complete picture of maritime situation enabling the detection of possible threats to maritime nation’s
interests in EEZ, as well as better insight in events within it. The performance of the introduced method
is experimentally tested and discussed. It is worth noting that this paper relies on concepts described
in [11], but utilizes a different decision-making algorithm based on fuzzy concept.

This article is structured as follows. In Section 2 the research background is described. Section 3
presents methods of measuring the similarity between AIS and OTHR records. Section 4 gives the
algorithm overview and implementation steps. Experimental results are discussed in Section 5. Finally,
the paper ends with the conclusions presented in Section 6.

2. Background

In this section we considered functional dependencies (FDs), which are a basic concept for data
fusion and data cleaning, between AIS records and OTHR tracks. Functional dependencies are one
of the fundamentals of Codd’s relational model used as a tool for the database design based on the
normalization theory and redundancy elimination. An interpretation of FD, denoted by X→ Y, in
the relation R defined over the set of attributes attr(R) is the following: if two tuples t1 and t2 have
the same value on the attribute X, then they also have the same value on attribute Y. It reads as X
determines Y or Y is functionally dependent on X. But, in many practical problems data are not strictly
equal. For example, OTHR by its nature involves some level of inaccuracy. In our case, it measures
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the range, azimuth and radial speed of targets with accuracy expressed in terms of the corresponding
resolution cells. In this work, the range resolution cell of OTHR is 1.5 km, angular resolution is 10◦ and
the radial velocity resolution is 0.32 m/s. The accuracy of measurement quantities is in the range of 0.5
to 1.5 respective resolution cells. Matching the AIS and OTHR data means that we have to find similar
records. One of the challenging problems in our work is measuring similarities among AIS records and
OTHR tracks considering their respective attributes. The main idea is to find the intensity of similarity
in order to detect the same targets and possible threats. This assumption leads us to extending FDs
to fuzzy functional dependencies. The equality relation used in the above canonical FDs is replaced
by a similarity or proximity relation in FFDs as a measure of closeness [16]. The extension enables
the specification of new application areas such as data fusion of AIS and OTHR. Today, FDs defined
in various ways [17] are not used only for database design purposes, but also in other challenging
applications such as data cleaning [18], record matching [19], query relaxation [20], and knowledge
discovery [21].

In order to impose fuzzy data dependency, we introduce the definition of FFD X θ→ Y [22]:

min I (≈(t1(X), t2(X), ≈ (t1(Y), t2(Y)) ≥ θ (1)

where t1, t2 ∈ R (values of tuples t1 and t2 for attributes X and Y respectively in relation R), “≈” is the
closeness measure, I is a fuzzy implications operator, min denotes the “and” operator and θ ∈ [0, 1]
is the strength of the dependency. The definition of FFD states that if t1(X) is similar to t2(X) then
t1(Y) is also similar to t2(Y) with the strength of dependency θ, where X, Y are two sets of attributes
in R, X, Y ⊆ attr(R). Different similarity functions are employed to compare values of considered
attributes. In the last two decades several definitions of FFDs have been introduced [23]. Recently, a
new method has been developed for computing FFDs by [24].

In case of AIS and OTHR data fusion, t1 and t2 are records representing AIS object and OTHR
track respectively. Record matching is performed by means of FFD, i.e., a fuzzy measure on [0, 1] is
used to compute how similar the AIS object and an OTHR track are, considering common attributes
from the corresponding databases and their aggregation. The first step is calculating closeness of the
considered attributes using the defined similarity measures. The strength of dependency θ is a real
number within the range [0, 1], describing the degree of similarity between an AIS object and an OTHR
track. In order to detect the parameter θ, an aggregation of similarities per observed attributes is
applied. The average aggregation function is suggested for calculating the strength of the dependency
among AIS and OTHR records. Additionally, this function can provide flexibility in terms of weighting
attributes when some of them are more important than others. Thus, in the next section, we will
describe a step-by-step procedure for fusion of AIS and OTHR records.

An important aspect related to FD and FFDs is the presence of inference rules enabling the
possibility of deriving the new dependencies from the existing ones [25]. This straightforwardly
provides an efficient way to derive relations between other attributes in data analysis. These
inference rules are based on Armstrong’s axioms. Inference rules must be sound (rules generate valid
dependencies) and complete (valid dependencies can be generated by only these rules). For example,
we list the inference rules for FFDs (analogously to FDs):

1. Inclusive rule: If X
θ1→ Y holds, and θ1 ≥ θ2, then X

θ2→ Y holds.
2. Reflexive rule: If Y ⊆ X, then X→ Y holds.

3. Augmentation rule: {X θ→ Y} | = XZ θ→ YZ.

4. Transitivity rule: {X
θ1→ Y, Y

θ2→ Z} | = X
→min(θ1,θ2)→ Z.

5. Union rule: {X
θ1→ Y, X

θ2→ Z} | = X
→min(θ1,θ2)→ YZ.

6. Pseudotransitivity rule: {X
θ1→ Y, WY

θ2→ Z} | =WX
→min(θ1,θ2)→ Z.

7. Decomposition rule: If X θ→ Y holds, and Z ⊆ Y, then X θ→ Z holds.
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3. Research Methodology

Our methodology described here answers the question as to how OTHR and AIS data are fused.
Our main goal is to detect records referring to the same targets in a database. For that purpose, we
explore the connection between FFDs and the problem of OTHR tracks and AIS data fusion. By
matching records from two databases, we perform data analysis per common attributes in order to
fuse related records. As an example, if tuple t1 representing AIS record and tuple t2 referring to OTHR
track have similar values per common attributes, then they are candidates to represent the same vessel
in the observed area. FFDs are used to quantify the closeness or remoteness of OTHR and AIS records.
They specify a subset of tuples on which the dependency holds.

Initially, the source databases which need to be integrated have unique identifiers. The primary
keys for OTHR tracks and AIS data are ID_Number and Maritime Mobile Service Identity (MMSI),
respectively [26]. The use of primary keys eases matching as compared to a situation when alternative
attributes need to be found in databases without unique identifiers. Obviously, there is FD between
unique identifiers and other attributes in the source databases: ID_Number → A, and MMSI → B,
where A, B are sets of attributes in source relations r1 and r2. However, in the case of OTHR and AIS
data integration there is a FFD (ID_Number, MMSI) θ→ C. where (ID_Number, MMSI) is a composite
key (integration pair), θ parameter reflecting degree of similarity and C is set of common attributes in
source relations: Timestamp, Latitude, Longitude, Velocity and Ship Course. This FFD is examined through
the matching process between AIS and OTHR records in order to evaluate the closeness of observed
tuples. Due to the inaccuracy and the inconsistency of data provided by OTHR and AIS platforms, we
evaluate the closeness of records in order to detect FFDs which are possible candidates for associating
related targets.

The parameter θ (the strength of fuzzy functional dependency) is calculated as follows:

θ =
1
5

(
ctime + clong + clat + cvel + ccourse

)
(2)

In fact, for each common attribute we calculate how close two attribute values are. Then, we
aggregate and normalize the closeness values of common attributes. The records from OTHR and AIS
source databases with the highest θ value are candidates for target association. In order to calculate
the closeness values c for the attributes Time (ctime), Longitude (clong), Latitude (clat), Velocity (cvel) and
Course (ccourse) the following equations are used:

cvel = 1− |vAIS − vOTHR|
vmax

(3)

where vAIS and vOTHR represent the target’s speed reported by AIS and OTHR networks respectively,
while vAIS − vOTHR is their difference. The variable vmax denotes the maximum speed of target
communicated by OTHR and AIS systems, i.e., vmax = max (vmax

AIS , vmax
OTHR). cvel represents the speed

matching value for the corresponding records from AIS and OTHR databases.

ccourse = 1− |CAIS −COTHR|
Cmax

(4)

where CAIS and COTHR represent the target’s course reported by AIS and OTHR networks respectively,
CAIS − COTHR is their difference and Cmax is maximum course provided for all the targets by OTHR
and AIS databases, Cmax =max(Cmax

AIS , Cmax
OTHR). ccourse is the matching coefficient for the course attribute

between two attribute values representing records from AIS and OTHR.

clong = 1−
∣∣∣LongAIS − LongOTHR

∣∣∣
Longmax

(5)
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clat = 1− |LatAIS − LatOTHR|
Latmax

(6)

where LongAIS (LatAIS) and LongOTHR (LatOTHR) represent the target’s longitude (latitude) reported by
AIS and OTHR networks respectively, LongAIS − LongOTHR (LatAIS − LatOTHR) is their difference and
Longmax (Latmax) is maximum value of longitude (latitude) in OTHR and AIS databases. Longitude
and latitude are expressed as decimal values (degrees). Closeness between AIS and OTHR records for
longitude (latitude) position is shown as clong (clat).

ctime = 1− |tAIS − tOTHR|
tinterval(sec)

(7)

where tAIS and tOTHR represent timestamps of data creation by AIS and OTHR sensors respectively and
tAIS − tOTHR is their difference. Timestamps tAIS and tOTHR are converted to seconds due to efficient
computation. The interval of time (tinterval) represents the length of the observed time frame and it is
also expressed in seconds. The interval is measured as time duration between two AIS messages.

Presented processing logic is triggered by newly received AIS message. We suppose that we
operate with fairly precise AIS data. Furthermore, for every AIS record OTHR candidates are ranked by
strength of dependency θ in the record matching process. This procedure is shown in the next Section.

4. Algorithm

In terms of data fusion from AIS and OTHR sensors, we present an algorithm based on
aforementioned methodology. This algorithm with steps describing record matching is shown
in Figure 1.

Algorithm initialization is triggered by the reception of AIS message. OTHR dataflow is periodic
with repetition cycle of 33 s, while AIS system in this geographical area does not provide consistent
message delivery. This is particularly the case with Satellite AIS transmissions where latency is even
measured in hours. OTHR tracks representing the paths of targets must be stored in the database
in order to perform record matching with AIS data. Sometimes, it can be a repository with a long
history due to high latency of AIS message delivery. History of OTHR tracks helps in overcoming this
issue. The raw messages of AIS and OTHR networks (XML and text file respectively) are converted
and imported into MySQL databases. This approach allows efficient data manipulation, storing and
flexible searching of data by time, position or target ID. Data is organized into tables according to
OTHR and AIS sensors. Both tables have attributes related to target ID (ID_Number for OTHR and
MMSI for AIS), position (Longitude and Latitude), Course, Velocity and Timestamp of data creation.

After the data is loaded and stored into databases, the first step is pre-processing of OTHR tracks
and AIS measurements. This stage involves data filtering and validation for the purpose of completing
the state of information. First, it includes data filtering by time. When a new AIS message is received,
algorithm deletes old and unneeded OTHR tracks (older than the oldest AIS record and beyond
the message time frame). Second, OTHR covers a static (fixed) area, while the AIS continuously
changes its covering area. This pre-processing activity is focused on filtering AIS records that are
outside the coverage area of OTHR. It is based on geographical coordinates of the data (latitude and
longitude). Third, in order to avoid matching of possibly false targets with real AIS data, the Tracker
Confidence attribute in OTHR database is used as a criterion for elimination of unconfirmed targets.
Tracker Confidence attribute describes reliability of OTHR data [11]. Then data validation is also
done over filtered records due to possibility of several detections for the same target in OTHR and
AIS databases. Because of data validation, additional logic is applied for analyzed tracks (i.e., OTHR
targets with velocity exceeding maximal possible speed of movement (>30 m/s) are excluded). Finally,
algorithm performs the data uniformity task. This means that reported radial velocity and azimuth
(angle radar—target relative to true north (TN)) registered with OTHR sensor cannot be used for
fusion. For that purpose, we use approximations of target course and velocity of OTHR tracks in order
to use the same units of measurement for record matching with AIS data. In addition, timestamps
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are converted to seconds due to closeness calculation. All aforementioned steps are performed over
MySQL databases using data extraction queries. The advantage of storing data in relational form is
simplicity of data manipulation, keeping of long history of OTHR tracks and further processing.

 

Figure 1. Algorithm for the fusion of automatic identification system (AIS) data and over-the-horizon
radar (OTHR) tracks.

In the second step, processing logic based on FFDs is applied in the pre-processed tables. Actually,
the algorithm searches for a set of possible associating candidates for each AIS point (record). The
parameter θ is calculated using Equation (2). In this way, for every AIS point we compute a list of
candidates for integration. Finally, for every AIS record OTHR integration candidates are ranked by
the strength of the dependency θ. We determined experimentally the threshold value of the parameter
θ for finding AIS-OTHR pairs. The criteria of θ > 0.80 is applied.

Next step analyses results obtained in the previous activity: the association is done for a given
pair of tracks based on the highest value of the parameter θ. The previous step is repeated for every
new AIS message. If a pair of AIS and OTHR tracks within N cycles is found, then the algorithm
confirms the association and passes the pair for fusion to it. Note that, despite the AIS point being
treated as fused point, on every new appearance of AIS data, record matching and analyses of OTHR
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track candidates are repeated. This allows corrections in integration process and better resolution of
difficulties and confusing situations (i.e., when multiple targets are close to each other).

In the last step, fused targets are marked as integrated pairs (ID_Number, MMSI). Association
with an OTHR track is declared and AIS point is treated as the fused point.

5. Experiment and Discussion

In this section, the experimental results of the above proposed algorithm for data fusion between
AIS and OTHR sensors are shown. As described in previous sections, the algorithm is triggered by
reception of AIS message. Then the time frame of the AIS message is analyzed and data pre-processing
is done in accordance with the steps for data filtering, validation and uniformity. It means that
unnecessary (filtering by time) OTHR tracks are eliminated, AIS points outside the radar coverage area
are not considered. Due to the absence of a strong regulatory institution, data provided by AIS can be
of questionable quality (i.e., there are duplicate entries for the same targets). Before all aforementioned
actions, we illustrate a picture of OTHR tracks and AIS targets as shown in Figure 2.

 

Figure 2. Maritime situation of the OTHR coverage area with reported AIS data in the Gulf of Guinea
site (yellow—OTHR targets, red—AIS points, white—radar clutter).

In Figure 2, the following situations can be recognized:

1. Target leaving the radar coverage area;
2. Target entering the radar coverage area;
3. AIS data outside of the radar coverage area;
4. Multiple targets reported by AIS inside of one radar resolution cell. This situation is quite regular

since resolution cell can be very large in comparison to the vessel size. In the presented scenario’
two oil platforms with all corresponding vessels near them are shown. In practice, we mark these
zones for a better understanding of maritime situation;

5. Vessels detected by OTHR, but not transmitting AIS data. Although this situation is rare in
developed countries, in the Gulf of Guinee it is quite common and can present a security threat;

6. Vessels transmitting AIS data, but not detected by OTHR. This situation usually occurs when a
smaller vessel delivers AIS data, although it may also present OTHR’s missed target (there is no
sensor with 100% detection probability);
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7. Vessels labeled as 7a, 7b, 7c, 7d and 7e in the radar coverage area represent successful data
fusion between AIS and OTHR sensors. Fusion parameters are calculated for them and shown in
Figure 3.

Figure 3. Results obtained for targets association over repeated iterations. Time interval from 16:33 h
to 17:33 (3600 s).

The white points in Figure 2 are potential detections generated by OTHR. A large number of
detections is a consequence of a complex environment in which OTHR operates, which contains high
amounts of radar clutter. A high amount of clutter causes a large number of false detections and
possibly missed detections of real radar targets. In our case, the sea swell is the main cause of radar
clutter seen between 5 and 40 km away, at azimuth angles of ±10◦. External radio sources such as
Radio Frequency Interference (RFI) are also seen in two directions: −20◦ and −45◦. A group of false
detections comes from ionospheric interference, 10 km to 20 km wide, at the latitude of about 5.5◦,
covering azimuth angles from 10◦ to 60◦. The clutter elimination (filtering) is performed during the
pre-processing step.

As an example, a vessel labeled as 7a in the Figure 2. will be used to demonstrate the fusion process.
In order to calculate the dependency strength θ, it is necessary to predict velocity and course of OTHR
tracks using approximation and average measurements. OTHR target speed is approximated based on
the difference in the distance registered by the radar and the period of time detection (Δt = 33 s) for
the two neighboring positions. Projected OTHR target velocity is equal to the average value of the
approximate speed measures over an observed time frame. Approximation of the course for OTHR
ships is calculated by using WGS84 terrestrial reference system. To demonstrate the calculation of the
dependency strength θ, let us consider the following AIS and OTHR records given in Tables 1 and 2
representing targets in Figure 2.

Table 1. AIS point.

MMSI UTC Time Latitude (deg) Longitude (deg) Course (deg) Velocity (m/s)

636,091,031 16:48:10
(60,490 s) 6.142435 3.229788 247.1 9.36
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Table 2. OTHR track.

ID_Number UTC Time Latitude (deg) Longitude (deg) Course (deg) Velocity (m/s)

9471 16:48:05
(60,485 s) 6.128810 3.234660 248.68 9.77

Using Equations (3)–(7) we calculate closeness between attributes of AIS target and OTHR track
inside a defined time frame as shown in Table 3:

Table 3. Closeness between AIS and OTHR attribute values.

ctime clat clong ccourse cvel

0.9986 0.9979 0.999 0.9582 0.959

Finally, we compute the dependency strength of the FFD between records by using Equation (8):

θ =
ctime + clong + clat + cvel + ccourse

5
=

4.9127
5

= 0.9825 (8)

Iterating through all OTHR records and matching with pointed AIS target, we get a pair
(ID_Number, MMSI) for possible association (the highest value of parameter θ). In our case, AIS target
with MMSI = 636,091,031 and OTHR track with ID_Number = 9471 are candidates for fusion. In order
to increase the possibility of correct matching, we repeat the procedure described for newly received
AIS message and calculate the dependency strength in this iteration as well. The results of matching
for the fused pairs or targets within a time frame of 1 h (from 16:33 h to 17:33 h) are shown in Figure 3.

In the described experiment, there were 20+ vessels with AIS data and 13 OTHR targets. After
AIS data outside of OTHR coverage area were filtered out, only 13 vessels reported by AIS remained
for possible fusion. Results of data fusion for vessels labeled as 7a, 7b, 7c, 7d and 7e are depicted in
Figure 3. Time axis provides more informative maritime picture. By using the MMSI code it is possible
to obtain detailed information about the ship [27] as shown in Figure 4. It is important to note that
cases 7b and 7c from Figure 2 are also represented as recognized targets and all the data are fused
accordingly despite a significant AIS latency (7c) and later OTHR detection (7b). This is illustrated in
Figure 3 where AIS message latency of a detected vessel is indicative (cyan squares) and first OTHR
detections of vessel labeled as 7b were received long after the reception of AIS data (white squares). It
is interesting to consider the fusion in the case of vessel labeled as 7e. The AIS target is fused with two
different OTHR tracks due to the interruption of OTHR detection (blue squares in Figure 3). Since all
objects around oil platforms are detected by OTHR as one, the OTHR track can be fused with only one
AIS with the most likely attributes, while the other AIS will remain unfused. This should be marked
for the operators of the maritime monitoring system.

AIS data that cannot be associated with any of the OTHR tracks will also stay unfused as well
as OTHR tracks which cannot be associated with any AIS data (non-cooperative targets that pose
potential threats). After all processing is done, complete operational picture in the OTHR coverage
area is shown in Figure 5. It is worth mentioning that maritime situation presented in Figure 5 is
formed after 4 h of collecting and processing data delivered by available sensors.
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Figure 4. Fused AIS point with OTHR track—Dafne ex Emirates Asante [27].

There are critical and confusing situations such as when multiple targets are close to each other,
which present a real challenge for any fusion procedure. In our work, we suggest an algorithm designed
to autocorrect faulty AIS-OTHR fusion candidates through repeated iterations. This autocorrection
happens when targets are moving away from each other. On the other hand, when there are multiple
non-moving targets in small areas, usually in front of harbors and oil platforms, the finite resolution
of OTHR prevents proper detection of vessels. Operators usually consider such OTHR detections
as redundant or unnecessary. These areas are marked as illustrated in Figure 5 and often excluded
from OTHR tracking. Furthermore, the correctness of fusion can be tested by estimating the AIS
target’s radar cross-section parameter, based on its position and orientation with respect to OTHR,
as well as the ship size information, available from third-party sources. By comparing the measured
Signal-to-Noise (SNR) of OTHR detection with pre-set experimental tables, it is possible to estimate
the ship size class and perhaps to resolve to which AIS target the observed OTHR track is most likely
to be associated. Thus, intensive research will be needed in future.
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Figure 5. The results of experiment—complete operational picture for maritime surveillance
(yellow—OTHR targets, red—AIS points, blue—fused data).

Figure 5 illustrates a complete maritime picture at OTH distances in the OTHR coverage area.

6. Conclusions

In this article, a method of fusing information obtained from AIS and OTHR sensors based on the
fuzzy functional dependency approach has been presented. We describe a computational algorithm
that focuses on the fuzzy decision making technique. It associates OTHR target tracks with available
AIS ID records within the observed message time frame. Actually, the algorithm computes the record
matching based on fuzzy dependency between AIS data and OTHR tracks. As shown, a number of
iterations which take into account the similarity between database tuples, increases the odds for correct
data fusion. This novel fuzzy-based method reveals the complementarity of two different sensors
and enhances their integration. The integrated information provides a more informative maritime
situational awareness. The reception of the AIS message is unsteady, especially in case of satellite
transmission, causing difficulty in data fusion and analysis, as well as missing information. OTHR
tracks not being fused with any AIS data can be identified as non-cooperative targets. Identification of
these targets is a matter of future consideration. The performance of the proposed algorithm has been
evaluated using real data. The experiment has shown promising results.

Future work is intended for applying this method to a larger-scale application problem (multiple
OTHRs and multiple AIS sources covering a much larger geographical area). In addition, the application
of decision-making theory is recognized as a possible direction for the method improvement.
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Abstract: The ability to sense external force is an important technique for force feedback, haptics
and safe interaction control in minimally-invasive surgical robots (MISRs). Moreover, this ability
plays a significant role in the restricting refined surgical operations. The wrist joints of surgical robot
end-effectors are usually actuated by several long-distance wire cables. Its two forceps are each
actuated by two cables. The scope of force sensing includes multidimensional external force and
one-dimensional clamping force. This paper focuses on one-dimensional clamping force sensing
method that do not require any internal force sensor integrated in the end-effector’s forceps. A new
clamping force estimation method is proposed based on a joint torque disturbance observer (JTDO)
for a cable-driven surgical robot end-effector. The JTDO essentially considers the variations in cable
tension between the actual cable tension and the estimated cable tension using a Particle Swarm
Optimization Back Propagation Neural Network (PSO-BPNN) under free motion. Furthermore, a
clamping force estimator is proposed based on the forceps’ JTDO and their mechanical relations.
According to comparative analyses in experimental studies, the detection resolutions of collision
force and clamping force were 0.11 N. The experimental results verify the feasibility and effectiveness
of the proposed clamping force sensing method.

Keywords: surgical robot end-effector; clamping force estimation; joint torque disturbance observer;
PSO-BPNN; cable tension measurement

1. Introduction

In recent years, more and more researchers, companies and hospitals have paid attention to
the development, commercial aspects, and application of minimally-invasive surgical robot (MISR)
techniques. The advantages of robot-assisted minimally-invasive surgery (MIS) include positioning
accuracy, easier realization of MIS, an improved success rate, a reduction in pain, and a reduction in
recovery time [1,2]. Many MISR systems including the da Vinci surgical system [3], the DLR MIRO [4],
the Raven system [5] have been shown to be valid and feasible and to provide advancements in
MIS operations. The capacity to sense force is an important technique for force feedback, haptics,
and safe interaction control in MISRs. This ability can also help to restrict refined operations and
improve operational safety [6]. Moreover, this ability can help surgeons to determine tissue hardness
and evaluate the anatomical and histological properties of object organs in order to perform better
manipulation in MIS [7,8]. Thus, the study of force sensing is an important research direction of MISR.
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The wrist joints of a surgical robot end-effector usually have multiple degrees of freedom to ensure
good flexibility and dexterity [9]. Cable-driven actuators have been widely used in rehabilitation
and medical robots [10–12]. Furthermore, flexible continuum instruments present good application
prospects. Hwang and Kwon proposed a novel constrained strong continuum manipulator by using
auxiliary links attached to the main continuum links [13]. Li et al. developed a flexible endoscope
based on the tendon-driven continuum mechanism [14]. The wrist joints of an end-effector are
usually actuated by several long-distance cables with a small diameter. Each of its two forceps are
actuated by two cables. The scope of force sensing includes multidimensional external force (including
three-dimensional force and three-dimensional torque) and one-dimensional clamping force. Use of a
surgical robot end-effector with the ability to sense force is an important and a feasible way to realize
feedback from an external force or a clamping force.

Two methods for sensing external forces have been studied by MISR system researchers. One
is the direct sensing method, which integrates force sensors into the surgical instrument’s tip. Some
surgical tools have been designed for an MISR system with the ability to sense force [15–17]. Li et al.
designed and developed a three-axis force sensor using a resistance-based sensing method [18]. Yu et al.
developed a six-dimensional force/torque sensor with a double-crossbeam structure for a surgical
robot end-effector [19]. Lim et al. proposed a kind of forceps with an optical fiber Bragg grating
sensor integrated into it [20]. Kim et al. developed a surgical robot with a multi-axis force sensing
instrument [21,22]. Radó et al. developed a surgery robot with a three-axis force sensor integrated into
it to provide force feedback [21]. However, because wrist joints need to be designed to be narrow and
small in size in order to meet the requirements of surgical robot end-effectors, and considering the
limiting factors of the disinfection method, the material hemolysis effect, and the economic cost, many
challenges and difficulties remain with the application of these force sensing methods by integrating
internal force sensors into the tip of surgical forceps [23,24].

The other method for sensing external forces is the indirect sensing method, which uses system
information including current, torque, tension, displacement, pressure, and a visual image of the
laparoscope. The design of an external force disturbance observer or a similar estimation method has
attracted a great deal of attention. Zhao and Nelson developed a cable-driven decoupled surgical robot
end-effector and proposed a method for estimating the three-axis force using a motor current [25].
Because the friction and elasticity of cables are omitted in the overall model, as well as the filtering
processing of the motor current, so the estimated accuracy was limited with relatively big errors.
Li et al. [26] and Haraguchi et al. [27] both proposed external force disturbance observers for the force
estimating the force acting at the forceps of pneumatically driven MISR. These studies were purely
based on the system dynamic model and the cylinder pressure disturbance observers. The results
showed good dynamic performance with acceptable estimated accuracy. Xue et al. proposed a tension
sensor using fiber gratings for estimating the grasping force in a laparoscope surgical robot [28]. The
property index of the sensor showed good performance. The hysteresis characteristics of the sensor
and the friction between the cable and beams affect the resolution of the proposed sensor. They
also proposed a method for estimating the grasping force based on a model of cable-pulley systems
considering its tension transmission characteristics [29]. These two clamping force estimation methods
were deeply affected by the model precision of cable-pulley transmission system. Li and Hannaford [30]
proposed a Gaussian process regression for predicting the clamping force of a cable-driven surgical
robot end-effector for the Raven system. The estimated accuracy was still the main problem for these
clamping force estimation methods using the motor currents. In addition, artificial neural networks
and deep learning algorithms provide us with another way to realize sensorless force sensing in
MISRs [31–33]. Yu et al. proposed a bidimensional external force and clamping force sensing method
based on changes in cable tension for a surgical micromanipulator [34]. The results showed acceptable
accuracy. However, the comprehensive resistance of the cable tension was estimated and limited by
the BP Neural network under free motion. This work was the preliminary study of the clamping
force sensing compared with the new estimation method in this paper. Hwang and Lim proposed a
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force estimation method based on a deep learning method that utilize sequential images of an object’s
shape changed by an external force [35]. It was difficult to learn and predict the interaction force
using such many sequential and variational images in real time, due to the camera movement during
the surgery operation. Huang et al. proposed a method for clamping force estimation based on a
neural network for a cable-driven surgical robot [36]. The results showed the training process and
training errors, but not considered the generalization ability verification. Marban et al. proposed a
force estimation model for robotic surgery based on convolutional neural networks and long-short
term memory networks [37]. The camera and organs were static while the surgical instrument was in
motion. The real-time estimation is still a big challenge during the dynamic process of the real surgery.

To summarize, the property that these above proposed indirect sensing methods have in common
is the combination or segregation of the disturbance observers and neural networks or learning
methods. The accuracy, rapidity and robustness of the clamping force estimation are still the main
challenges for the cable-driven surgical robot end-effector without the forceps’ internal force sensors.
The motivation and contribution of this study are trying to find a new way of the clamping force
estimation, which is considering the cable-driven system dynamics, the cable tension measurements
and estimation, and the joint torque disturbance observer of the forceps in real time, such that aims to
achieve a good comprehensive performance with low-cost and easy realization.

This paper focuses on one-dimensional clamping force sensing method that do not require any
internal force sensors to be integrated into the wrist joints of a surgical robot end-effector. The main
contribution of this study is the development of a novel method for estimating the clamping force
of a forceps based on a joint torque disturbance observer, which essentially considers the variations
in cable tension between the actual cable tension and the real-time estimated cable tension using a
Particle Swarm Optimization Back Propagation Neural Network (PSO-BPNN) under free motion of the
end-effector. A clamping force estimator is proposed based on the JTDO and the mechanical relations
in the forceps. The main advantages of this method are the combination of cable-driven system
dynamics and joint torque disturbance observer using PSO-BPNN, for improving the comprehensive
performance. We verify the estimation method through a series of experiments with an equivalent
experimental system.

2. Methods

2.1. Description of the 3-Degrees of Freedom (3-DoF) Cable-Driven Surgical Robot End-Effector

A surgical robot end-effector is a key device in a surgical robotic system. Figure 1a shows the
experimental prototype of a 3-DoF surgical robot end-effector, which is actuated by three cable-driven
actuators with six cables. The external diameter of the wrist joints and the slender shaft is limited to
8 mm.

Figure 1b shows the principle diagram of the configurational characteristics and the cable-driven
systems. This 3-DoF forceps of a surgical robot end-effector has one yaw joint and two pitch joints,
which are all actuated by cables. Meanwhile, the 3-DoF consist of yaw, pitch, and opening & closing.
The opening & closing and pitch movement are compound motions between forceps A and B with
different combinations of rotation directions. A multi-axis motion is the result of a 3-DoF compound
action. The wrist joints of the end-effector are actuated by three long-distance cable-driven modules
with a cable of approximately 500 mm in length inside of the slender shaft. The cable-pulley systems
form the transition bridge between the wrist joints and three servo motors. Obviously, clamping force
estimation focuses on the force conditions of forceps A and B for the 3-DoF cable-driven surgical robot
end-effector. Furthermore, the driving torques of forceps A and B are directly related to the driving
cable tensions. This means that the relationship between the driving torques and the cable tensions can
be used to estimate the clamping force.
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 1. 3-DoF cable-driven surgical robot end-effector. (a) Experimental prototype;
(b) Principle diagram.

2.2. Equivalent Experimental System for the Surgical Robot End-Effector

In order to study external force and clamping force sensing methods, we designed and built
an equivalent experimental prototype for the 3-DoF cable-driven surgical robot end-effector.

As shown in Figure 2a, a clamping force sensing study can be performed by using this equivalent
experimental system. The wrist joints are the same as shown in Figure 1. Their cable-pulley systems are
expanded into a horizontal plate form, in order to achieve convenient installation and an easy layout.
The equivalent experimental prototype consists of 3-DoF wrist joints, one slender shaft, cable-pulley
systems, a cable tension detection module, motor driving system, a data acquisition system, a computer,
and control software.

Overall, the difference between Figures 1 and 2 are in the motor driving system. Figure 1 shows
three servo motors for driving six cables. Figure 2 shows six linear stepping motors for driving six
cables. Figure 2b shows a block diagram of the system’s composition. The nominal diameter of
the driving wire cable is 0.45 mm. The measuring range of the tension sensor is 0–50 N. The max
subdivs value of the linear stepping motor driver is 512. The motion control card can drive six motors.
Six tension sensors are integrated between the motor driving system and the cable-pulley systems.
This means that the cable tension of the input side can be measured. For detecting the actual clamping
force, two pressure sensors (FlexiForce A201, Tekscan®, South Boston, MA, USA) are installed on the
two sides of the triangular block, which is the grasping object for forceps A and B. In terms of overall
function and robotic mechanisms, the equivalent experimental system (shown in Figure 2) is equal to
the 3-DoF cable-driven surgical robot end-effector (shown in Figure 1).
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 2. Experimental set-up. (a) Equivalent experimental prototype; (b) System composition
block diagram.

As mentioned in the descriptions above, the equivalent experimental prototype is designed
equivalent with the 3-DoF cable driven surgical robot end-effector. Their mechanical structures are
the same on the aspect of mechanism principle. Moreover, they have the same 3-DoF wrist joints and
forceps. The other main reason of equivalence principle is that, their kinematic mapping methods
between the motor position and joint angle are the same principles only with different parameters.
This means that the equivalent experimental prototype has the function and capability to represent the
kinematics, dynamics, external forces, clamping force and kinematic mapping of the 3-DoF cable driven
surgical robot end-effector. In the experiments on clamping force, the pitch joint lacked convenience.
The deeply reason is that the manufacturing and assembly errors of the pitch joint greatly influence
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the decoupling of the wrist joints. Therefore, in order to verify the feasibility and effectiveness of the
clamping force sensing method that we proposed in this paper, we discarded the pitch joint as shown
in Figure 2. This means that the experiments of clamping force estimation were carried out with a
pitch joint angle of 0 degrees and a specific opening angle of 65 degrees, which is a limitation of the
experimental mechanical structure.

2.3. Strategy for Estimating the Clamping Force of the Surgical Robot End-Effector

2.3.1. Modeling the System Dynamics of the Forceps

As mentioned in previous sections, the mechanical model between the joint torques and the
cable tensions is the key to establishing the overall dynamics model, which provides a model for
calculating the clamping force. Figure 3 shows a simplified dynamic model of the cable-driven surgical
robot end-effector. Because the initial cable tensions were preadjusted to suitable values during the
adjustment process, the elasticity of cables can be neglected in the modeling process. Moreover, the
friction of the cable-pulley system is temporarily hided in the cable tension losses Ff of the overall
dynamics, as well as the nonlinear characteristics of cables. These two factors are the uncertain models.
But they can be estimated by the PSO-BPNN. In order to study the problem of estimating the clamping
force of the cable-driven surgical robot end-effector, the modelling, analysis and experiment were all
carried out at the system’s zero position without considering the coupling problem and manufacturing
errors of the wrist joints’ motion. The main reason is that the experiment condition is limited at the
system’s zero position according to the measurement of the clamping force using two flexible pressure
sensors. Under these circumstances, the feasibility and effectiveness of the estimation method can
be verified.

Figure 3. A simplified dynamic model of the cable-driven surgical robot end-effector. linear.

The subscripts A/a, B/b, S/s in the following formulas denote the relations to yaw joint A, yaw
joint B, and pitch joint S, respectively. F1

A, F1
B, and F1

S denote the respective actual measured values of
the motor driving cables. F2

A, F2
B, and F2

S denote the respective actual measured values of the motor
returning cables. F1

AT, F1
BT, and F1

ST denote the respective driving cable tensions. F2
AT, F2

BT, and F2
ST

denote the respective returning cable tensions. f 1
A, f 1

B , and f 1
S denote the respective driving cable tension

losses. f 2
A, f 2

B, and f 2
S denote the respective returning cable tension losses. The cable tension losses

include the frictions of the cable-pulley systems, the nonlinear characteristics of cables, and other
uncertain items. τa, τb, and τs denote the respective joint driving torques. τfa, τfb, and τfs denote the
respective joint friction torques. xa, xb, and xs denote the respective motor displacements of driving
cables. −xa, −xb, and −xs denote the respective motor displacements of returning cables. θ2A, θ2B, and
θ1 denote the respective joint angles of yaw joint A, yaw joint B and pitch joint S. Meanwhile, the
opening angle of forceps A and B can be calculated as (θ2A + θ2B), according to the initial position
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in Figure 2. r1 and r2 denote the effective drive radius of yaw joint A, yaw joint B and pitch joint
S, respectively.

Suppose that FM is the set of actual measured values of the motor driving cable tensions for forceps:

FM =
[

F1
A F2

A F1
B F2

B

]T
(1)

Suppose that FT is the set of cable tensions for actuating forceps A and B:

FT =
[

F1
AT F2

AT F1
BT F2

BT

]T
(2)

Suppose that Ff is the set of cable tension losses for actuating forceps A and B:

Ff =
[

f 1
A f 2

A f 1
B f 2

B

]T
(3)

Obviously, from Equations (1) to (3), the following relationship can be obtained:

FM = FT + Ff (4)

The driving torques τab of forceps A and B can be calculated as:

τab =

[
τa

τb

]
= r2

[
F1

AT − F2
AT

F1
BT − F2

BT

]
= r2

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
(
F1

A − f 1
A

)
−
(
F2

A + f 2
A

)(
F1

B − f 1
B

)
−
(
F2

B + f 2
B

) ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (5)

where, τa and τb denote the driving torques of forceps A and B.

Suppose that
^
FE is the set of estimated values from the cable tension sensors under free motion

of the forceps, which means that no clamping force or external force is applied to the wrist joints of
the surgical robot end-effector. An artificial neural network model can be employed for the estimated

values of the cable tension sensors’ tensions
^
FE under free motion. Suppose that

^
FfE is the set of cable

tension losses for actuating forceps A and B under free motion:

^
FE =

[
F̂1

A F̂2
A F̂1

B F̂2
B

]T
(6)

^
FfE =

[
f̂ 1
AE f̂ 2

AE f̂ 1
BE f̂ 2

BE

]T
(7)

Therefore, the set of cable tension disturbances from the tension sensor measurement modules

can be defined as
^
FD:

^
FD =

[
F̂1

AD F̂2
AD F̂1

BD F̂2
BD

]T
= FM −

^
FE (8)

The simplified dynamic model of forceps A and B can be given as:

τab =

[
τa

τb

]
=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ JA
..
θ2A + g(θ2A) + τfa + FA

extleA

JB
..
θ2B + g(θ2B) + τfb + FB

extleB

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
= r2

[
F1

AT − F2
AT

F1
BT − F2

BT

]
= r2

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
(
F1

A − F2
A

)
−
(

f 1
A + f 2

A

)(
F1

B − F2
B

)
−
(

f 1
B + f 2

B

) ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(9)

where, JA and JB, τfa and τfb, θ2A = xa/r2 and θ2B = xb/r2, leA and leB, and FA
ext and FB

ext are the
equivalent rotating inertias, the joint frictions, the joint angles, the arms of external force, and the
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external force of the joints of forceps A and B, respectively. We neglected the forceps’ gravities since
they are installed in the horizontal plane.

Equation (9) can be revised as Equation (10) when there is no external force or clamping force
under free motion:

^
τab =

[
τ̂a

τ̂b

]
=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ JA
..
θ2A + g(θ2A) + τ̂fa

JB
..
θ2B + g(θ2B) + τ̂fb

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
= r2

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
(
F̂1

A − F̂2
A

)
−
(

f̂ 1
AE + f̂ 2

AE

)(
F̂1

B − F̂2
B

)
−
(

f̂ 1
BE + f̂ 2

BE

) ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (10)

Considering that linear stepping motors were chosen to be the drive units for the wrist joints,
the acceleration and deceleration modes were set to the ‘S’ type in the motion control card, their
acceleration and deceleration time were set to be 0.02 s, and the constant velocity was set to be variable.
Because the inertias of the wrist joints are very small, their inertial forces only have marginal effects on
the wrist joints’ system dynamics, so the inertia forces of the wrist joints were ignored in this paper.
If the joints’ driving torques can be estimated under free motion, then Equations (9) and (10) can be
simplified as Equations (11) and (12), respectively:

τab =

[
τa

τb

]
=

[
τfa + FA

extleA

τfb + FB
extleB

]
= r2

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
(
F1

A − F2
A

)
−
(

f 1
A + f 2

A

)(
F1

B − F2
B

)
−
(

f 1
B + f 2

B

) ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (11)

^
τab =

[
τ̂a

τ̂b

]
=

[
τ̂fa

τ̂fb

]
= r2

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
(
F̂1

A − F̂2
A

)
−
(

f̂ 1
AE + f̂ 2

AE

)(
F̂1

B − F̂2
B

)
−
(

f̂ 1
BE + f̂ 2

BE

) ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (12)

Combining Equations (11) and (12), the joint torque disturbance
^
τD =

[
τ̂aD τ̂bD

]T
of forceps A

and B can be given as:

^
τD = τab − ^

τab =

[
τfa − τ̂fa + FA

extleA

τfb − τ̂fb + FB
extleB

]
= r2

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
(
F̂1

AD − F̂2
AD

)
−
(

f 1
A + f 2

A

)
+
(

f̂ 1
AE + f̂ 2

AE

)(
F̂1

BD − F̂2
BD

)
−
(

f 1
B + f 2

B

)
+
(

f̂ 1
BE + f̂ 2

BE

) ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (13)

Under the circumstances of free motion and no clamping force, the joint frictions and cable tension
losses of forceps A and B satisfy the condition approximated below:[ (

f 1
A + f 2

A

) (
f 1
B + f 2

B

)
τfa τfb

]T ≈ [ ( f̂ 1
A + f̂ 2

A

) (
f̂ 1
B + f̂ 2

B

)
τ̂fa τ̂fb

]T
(14)

Therefore, the joint torque disturbance
^
τD of Equation (13) can be further simplified as:

^
τD =

[
τ̂aD

τ̂bD

]
≈ r2

[
F̂1

AD − F̂2
AD

F̂1
BD − F̂2

BD

]
=

[
FA

extleA

FB
extleB

]
(15)

Furthermore, the estimated external force
^
Fext of forceps A and B can be given by Equation (16):

^
Fext =

[
F̂A

ext F̂B
ext

]T ≈ [ τ̂aD
leA

τ̂bD
leB

]T
(16)
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Finally, the estimated clamping force of forceps A and B can be calculated by Equation (17):

F̂CF ≈ 1
2

(∣∣∣F̂A
ext

∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣F̂B
ext

∣∣∣) (17)

2.3.2. Strategy for Estimating the Clamping Force

According to the process for modeling the forceps’ clamping force, a strategy for estimating the
clamping force of the forceps is given as shown in Figure 4. Essentially, the block diagram of this
estimation strategy is a kind of open-loop form, which is constructed according to the open-loop
control strategy of the joints’ motion using the feedback of the kinematic mapping relation.

Firstly, the desired opening angle or grasping angle θC is input into the control software; then, it
is converted to yaw joint angle θY according to the kinematic relation.

Secondly, angle θY is input into the driving system according to the mapping relation of the joint
angle to the cable and motor displacement; then, the calculated motor displacement xm and setting
motor velocity vm are input into the driving system of the linear stepping motors.

Thirdly, the motors pull or push the cable loops with the desired displacement while the force
sensors measure the driving and returning cable tensions FM. Meanwhile, the wrist joints are actuated
by the difference in the cable tensions in the cable-pulley systems. Forceps A and B are actuated
by the difference in tension with the result of an opening or a closing action on the two flexible
pressure sensors, which provide comparisons of the measured joint external forces FA

ext and FB
ext, and

the measured clamping force FCF.
Fourthly, the motor displacement xm and the motor velocity vm of forceps A and B are input into

the cable tension estimation model based on PSO-BPNN under free motion in order to estimate the

tensions
^
FE. Therefore, the cable tension disturbance

^
FD can be calculated by inputting the actual cable

tensions FM and the estimated cable tensions
^
FE. The yaw joint torque disturbance

^
τD can be obtained

using the cable tension disturbance
^
FD.

Finally, the external force
^
Fext of the yaw joints can be estimated by Equation (16), and the clamping

force F̂CF can be calculated using the clamping force estimator. To sum up, the strategy for estimating
the clamping force is based on the measured motor driving cable tensions, the cable tension model
based on PSO-BPNN under free motion, the joint torque disturbance observer, and the clamping
force estimator that does not require internal force sensors to be integrated into the end tips of the
wrist joints.

Figure 4. Strategy for estimating the clamping force of the forceps.
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2.3.3. Joint Torque Disturbance Observer Using PSO-BPNN

The purpose of designing the yaw joint torque disturbance observer shown in Equation (15)
is to estimate or predict the variation in the motor’s driving cable tension as compared with the
same motor’s displacement and velocity under free motion. This means that the forceps’ external
force or clamping force affects the motor’s driving cable tension with respect to the condition of free
motion or no clamping force. The core requirement for this joint torque disturbance observer is to
build a high-accuracy model for predicting the cable tension under free motion with the same motor
displacement and velocity. The parameters estimations with evolutionary algorithms using tweezers
show its superiority in a coupled nonlinear dynamics [38]. In this paper, the PSO-BPNN was employed
to fit an artificial neural network model for estimating or predicting the motor’s driving cable tension
under free motion.

The artificial neural networks can approximate any function to an arbitrary degree of accuracy due
to its high learning capability and parallel computing nature [39]. The BPNN is a supervised artificial
neural network, and it is widely used for nonlinear and non-convex function approximation [40].
However, its main disadvantages include slow learning speed, a propensity to easily fall into a local
minimum, a limited number of network layers, and overfitting [41]. The traditional BPNN can be
improved by global optimization of PSO to solve the problems of oscillation, slow convergence and
local extremum in the training process [42].

In this paper, the PSO-BPNN is employed to fit an artificial neural network model for estimating
or predicting the motor driving cable tension under free motion. PSO-BPNN [43] is a combination
of Particle Swarm Optimization and a BP neural network. Because the PSO algorithm is based on a
heuristic learning algorithm, it can search different regions of the solution space at the same time, avoid
falling into local minima and realize global optimization. In each iteration of the optimal solution, the
particle updates itself by tracking two extreme values. The first one is called individual extreme value,
which is the optimal solution found by the particle itself. The other one is called global extreme value,
which is the optimal solution found by the whole population. When the two optimal extreme values
are found, the particle updates its velocity and position according to the following formula [44]:⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩ vid = wvid + c1u1(pid − xid) + c2u2

(
pgd − xid

)
xid = xid + vid

(18)

where, xid and vid are the position and velocity of the i-th particle, respectively; pid is the optimal
position that the i-th particle searches for; pgd is the optimal position searched by the whole particle
swarm; c1 and c2 are learning factors; u1 and u2 are uniform random numbers within [−1,1]; w is the
inertia weight.

The PSO algorithm was used to train the BP neural network, and the weight and threshold of
each neuron were taken to be a particle’s iterative optimization of the solution space. The specific steps
for PSO of the BP neural network algorithm are introduced in [45,46]. The specific steps for PSO of the
BP neural network algorithm are as follows:

(a) Determine the topological structure of the BP neural network and set the number of neurons in
each layer of the BP neural network. The particle population is initialized, and the velocity and
position of each particle are randomly set. The main operating parameters of particle swarm
optimization are shown in Table 1.

(b) Calculate the fitness value Fit (i) of each particle;
(c) Compare the fitness value Fit (i) of each particle with the individual extreme value. If Fit (i) >

pbest (i), replace pbest (i) with Fit (i).
(d) Compare the fitness value Fit (i) of each particle with the global extreme value gbest (i). If Fit (i) >

gbest (i), replace gbest (i) with Fit (i).
(e) Update the position and velocity of each particle according to Equation (18);
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(f) If the condition is satisfied (the error is sufficiently small or the number of cycles has reached its
maximum), exit; otherwise, return to the second step (b);

(g) The global extreme value gbest (i) from the PSO algorithm is used as the weight and threshold for
the BP neural network and to train the neural network with training samples;

(h) The generalization ability of the PSO-BPNN can be tested by simulation with the test samples.

Table 1. The main parameters of PSO-BPNN.

Parameters Values

Swarm size 10
c1, c2 1.49445
Max iteration 30
w 1
Number of the input layer nodes 4
Number of the hidden layer nodes 10
Number of the output layer nodes 4
Number of neural network training 100
Learning rate of neural network 0.005
Percentage of training data 90%
Percentage of testing data 10%

To sum up, the PSO-BPNN plays an important role in the online estimation of motor cable tensions
under free motion. The estimated values are input into the joint torque disturbance observer as
contrasting values. The clamping force estimator can be established on this basis.

2.3.4. The Clamping Force Estimator

As shown in Figure 4 and described in Equations (15) and (16), the external forces
^
Fext of forceps

A and B can be estimated using the joint torque disturbance observer and the contact force arm.
Equation (17) shows the definition and an estimation of the comprehensive clamping force F̂CF of the
two forceps A and B. The clamping force estimator proposed in this paper essentially considers and
combines the system’s dynamic characteristics and an artificial neural network. Moreover, the general
accuracy of the trained PSO-BPNN model determines the accuracy of the method for estimating the
clamping force.

3. Results and Discussion

In order to validate and evaluate the comprehensive performance of the proposed method for
estimating clamping force based on a joint torque disturbance observer using PSO-BPNN, a series of
experiments were carried out. In this section, we provide the results from the cable tension estimation
model based on the PSO-BPNN under free motion, and the experimental results of clamping force
estimation considering collision detection and a clamping action.

3.1. Training and Testing Results from the Cable Tension Estimation Model Based on the PSO-BPNN under
Free Motion

A series of experiments were carried out to explore the potential relations between the motor’s
displacement and velocity and the measured cable tension value under free motion. The displacement
corresponding to one pulse of the linear stepping motor is 0.00127 mm. The acceleration and deceleration
modes are selected as “S” type in the motion control card. The acceleration and deceleration time are
set to 0.02s, and the constant motion velocity is set to be variable. Five kinds of motors’ velocities (0.5,
0.6, 0.7, 0.8 and 1.0 mm/s) with increasing ladder are planned for the joint motion with the forceps’
opening angle ranging from zero to maximum angle. The maximum opening angle of the forceps
A and B is 130 degrees. This means that forceps A and B are actuated with joint angle range [0,65]
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degrees on the opposite direction, respectively. The input data were the displacement and velocity of
the two linear stepping motors for pulling the driving cables of forceps A and B. The output data were
the cable tension values that were measured through four tension sensors. Table 1 shows the main
parameters of the PSO-BPNN.

The training data comprised 90% of the randomized input data and their related output data. The
remaining 10% of the randomized input and output data were used as the testing data for examining
the generalization ability and prediction accuracy of the PSO-BPNN. The number of training data was
4892, and the number of testing data was 544.

The training and testing outcome indicators of the PSO-BPNN model are shown as Figure 5. We
can see that the trained PSO-BPNN model has good comprehensive performance. Figure 6 shows the
estimation results when the testing data were input into the PSO-BPNN model. The mean square
errors of the testing data were 0.2171, 0.2918, 0.2459, and 0.2379 N with respect to the estimation ability

of
^
FE, which are the motor cable tensions for actuating forceps A and B under free motion.

   
(a)                                   (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 5. The training and testing outcome indicators of the PSO-BPNN model. (a) Mean squared
error; (b) Gradient, mu and validation checks; (c) Regression results.
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Figure 6. The estimation results of the testing data using the PSO-BPNN model.

3.2. Experimental Results of Clamping Force Estimation

As shown in Figures 2a and 4, the two forceps A and B were actuated from an opening angle
of 120 degrees to the clamping position limited by the contact object. To test the comprehensive
performance of the proposed method for clamping force estimation, the continuous and stair- loading
types of clamping motion experiments were carried out, as shown in Figures 7–9. “No loading region”
means that the forceps perform the clamping motion without contacting the object. “Start loading”
means that the forceps come into contact with the object for the first time. “Stop loading” means
that the forceps come into contact with the object for the final time. “Loading region” means that the
clamping force increases the area between the start and stop loading moments. “Collision detection”
means that the clamping force can be estimated with a set threshold value, which is called the collision
detection resolution. “Constant loading region” means that the clamping motion had stopped due to
constant external forces and the clamping force of forceps A and B.

Figure 7 shows the experimental results of the continuous clamping force estimation with a
collision analysis. The collision detection threshold was 0.11 N for the estimated external forces of
forceps A and B. Over the whole region, the overall root mean square errors (RMSEs) of the estimated
external forces were 0.1010 N and 0.4035 N for forceps A and B, respectively; and the overall RMSE
of the clamping force was 0.2321 N. The overall average errors in the estimated external forces were
–0.0088 N and –0.3042 N for forceps A and B, respectively; the overall average error in the estimated
clamping force was –0.1751 N; and the errors in the estimated clamping force can be summarized
in the interval of [–0.3482, 0.1718] N. In the constant loading region, the estimation accuracies of the
external forces F̂A

ext and F̂B
ext and the clamping force F̂CF were 93.83%, 80.13%, and 86.91%, respectively.
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Figure 7. Experimental results of the continuous clamping force estimation with a collision analysis.
(a) Measured and estimated values of the external forces and clamping force of forceps A and B. The
superscripts m and e denote the measured and estimated values, respectively; (b) Errors in the estimated
external forces and clamping force; (c) Joint torque disturbances of forceps A and B; (d) Measured
and estimated values of the cable tensions of forceps A and B. The superscripts m and e denote the
measured and estimated values, respectively; (e) Displacements and velocities of the linear stepping
motors for pulling the driving cables of forceps A and B.

Figures 8 and 9 show the two groups of experimental results of the incremental clamping force
estimation. At the end of the no loading region, five stepwise incremental loading motions were
performed in the clamping force experiments. The first contact position was set at the opening angle
(65 degrees). The estimated cable tensions F̂1

A, F̂2
A, F̂1

B, and F̂2
B from the trained PSO-BPNN model were

14.8259 N, 6.7541 N, 17.1017 N, and 5.7025 N, respectively. The estimated external forces F̂A
ext and F̂B

ext
are compensated for with their overall average errors of –0.1395 N and –0.1404 N, respectively, from
the first group.
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Figure 8. Experimental results of the incremental clamping force estimation (first group). (a) Measured
and estimated values of the external forces and clamping force of forceps A and B. The superscripts
m and e denote the measured and estimated values; (b) Errors in the estimated external forces and
clamping force; (c) Joint torque disturbances of forceps A and B; (d) Measured values of the cable
tensions of forceps A and B. The superscript m denotes the measured values.

Over the whole region of the first group of experiments as shown in Figure 8, the overall RMSE of
the estimated external forces F̂A

ext and F̂B
ext were 0.0825 N and 0.0956 N, respectively; and the overall

RMSE of the clamping force F̂CF was 0.070 N. The overall average errors in the estimated external forces
were 0.00002 N and –0.00004 N, respectively. The overall average error in the estimated clamping force
was –0.013 N, and the errors in the estimated clamping force can be summarized in the interval of
[–0.1343, 0.2256] N.

Over the whole region of the second group of experiments as shown in Figure 9, the overall RMSE
of the estimated external forces F̂A

ext and F̂B
ext was 0.1316 N and 0.1087 N, respectively. The overall

RMSE of the clamping force F̂CF was 0.080 N. The overall average errors in the estimated external forces
were –0.1223 N and 0.0628 N, respectively; and the overall average error in the estimated clamping
force was 0.0736 N. The errors in the estimated clamping force can be summarized in the interval of
[–0.0100, 0.2794] N.
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Figure 9. Experimental results of the incremental clamping force estimation (second group).
(a) Measured and estimated values of the external forces and clamping force of forceps A and B.
The superscripts m and e denote the measured and estimated values, respectively; (b) Errors in
the estimated external forces and clamping force; (c) Joint torque disturbances of forceps A and
B; (d) Measured values of the cable tensions of forceps A and B. The superscript m denotes the
measured values.

3.3. Analysis and Discussion

When training a PSO-BPNN model, the estimation accuracy of the trained neural network can be
limited by multiple effects, including the model parameter settings and the training data size. Because
the five different velocities of the yaw joint motion were quantitative, the estimation accuracy of the
trained PSO-BPNN model was only affected by the training data size. So, the estimation accuracy of the
trained PSO-BPNN model could be increased by collecting more training data with a higher number
of velocity bands. However, our trained PSO-BPNN model showed sufficiently good comprehensive
performance to be employed in the estimation of the cable tension of forceps A and B.

Figures 7–9 show the results of the clamping force estimation in the continuous and stair-loading
types of clamping motion experiments. In the curves of the estimation errors and the joint torque
disturbance, some relatively large errors arise at the beginning of the start loading region and the end
of the stop loading region. The reasons for these errors include, on the one hand, the effects of ignoring
the nonlinear elasticity of and the creep and hysteresis in the wire cables. These nonlinear parameters
and factors cannot be totally included in the system dynamic model and PSO-BPNN model. On the
other hand, the measured errors in the two flexible pressure sensors cannot be ignored when they are
pressed at the beginning and at the end of the clamping action.

To sum up, the collision detection threshold was found to reach 0.11 N, and the clamping force
estimation resolution was found to be the same as the collision detection threshold. The estimation
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accuracy for the static clamping force was greater than 86%. In this study, the proposed method for
clamping force estimation was shown to perform well. The two groups of incremental clamping force
estimation experiments demonstrated the more complete comprehensive performance of the proposed
method, with average errors in the interval of [–0.0722, 0.2525] N. Meanwhile, the experiments showed
that this method can provide effectively detection range in the interval of [0,2] N. Moreover, the length
of forceps direct influences the arms of external force, this means that the effectively detection range
can be extended by reducing the overall length of the forceps within reasonable limits. Overall, the
experimental results mean that the proposed method for clamping force estimation has the potential to
be used in the cable-driven end-effector of a surgical robotic system for MIS.

4. Conclusions

In this study, we proposed a method for clamping force estimation based on a joint torque
disturbance observer using PSO-BPNN for a cable-driven surgical robot end-effector. This estimation
method considers both the cable-driven end-effector’s system dynamics and the estimated cable
tension using the PSO-BPNN under free motion. Moreover, the clamping force can be estimated
by only using known information about the motor’s displacement and velocity, and the measured
cable tension value, without the need for internal force sensors to be integrated into the wrist joints of
the surgical robot end-effector. The PSO-BPNN-based joint torque disturbance observer performed
well in the disturbance estimation. The experimental results showed that the proposed method for
clamping force estimation has good comprehensive performance. Our future work will focus on solving
the decoupling precision problem in multi-DoF wrist joints, and the engineering and application of
this method.
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Abstract: Real-time queue length information is an important input for many traffic applications.
This paper presents a novel method for real-time queue length detection with roadside LiDAR data.
Vehicles on the road were continuously tracked with the LiDAR data processing procedures (including
background filtering, point clustering, object classification, lane identification and object association).
A detailed method to identify the vehicle at the end of the queue considering the occlusion issue and
package loss issue was documented in this study. The proposed method can provide real-time queue
length information. The performance of the proposed queue length detection method was evaluated
with the ground-truth data collected from three sites in Reno, Nevada. Results show the proposed
method can achieve an average of 98% accuracy at the six investigated sites. The errors in the queue
length detection were also diagnosed.

Keywords: queue length; roadside sensor; vehicle detection

1. Introduction

Queue length has been used in many transportation areas, including but not limited to performance
evaluation at signalized intersections, adaptive signal control, adaptive ramp metering and travel
route selection [1]. Some applications such as the optimal signal control and travel route selection
require real-time queue length information [2]. Queue length can either be estimated or directly
detected. The typical queue estimation methods include the input-output method and the shockwave
method. The input-output method uses advanced detector actuation, parametric data (headway,
storage capacity, etc.) and phase change information (for signalized intersections) to estimate the
queue length. The input-output method has the assumptions that the vehicles stay in the same lane
after passing the advanced detector and the vehicles follow the first-in-first-out (FIFO) principle [3].
However, the accuracy of the input-output approach is limited by the detector’s counting error [4].
Lee et al. proposed a singular-point correction method to eliminate the accumulated counting error
over time [5], but the singular-point correction method required the proper calibration based on
the different features of field data, which limited the transferability of the method. Liu et al. [6]
applied Lighthill–Whitham–Richards (LWR) shockwave theory to estimate queue length with the
high-resolution traffic signal data. A detailed method of identifying break points was documented
in their paper. The testing results showed that their method was able to estimate long queues
with relatively high accuracy. However, their proposed model could not estimate the queue length
under oversaturation. Using probe trajectory data for queue length estimation has been another hot
topic for transportation researchers [7]. Cheng et al. [8] developed a cycle-by-cycle queue length
estimation method with sampled vehicle trajectory data. Queue length was estimated based on the
LWR shockwave theory. Later Hao et al. [9] developed a Bayesian Network (BN)-based method for
cycle-by-cycle queue length estimation at signalized intersections. The travel times collected from
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mobile traffic sensors were the input data. The results showed that the BN-based method has a better
performance than the method proposed in Cheng et al. [8]. Cai et al. [10] used fusing data from point
and mobile sensors to estimate queue length at signalized intersections with the shockwave theory.
This method assumed that at least one queue vehicle can be obtained in one cycle. Their model could
not properly estimate the queue length when the arrival flow was unstable. The probe trajectory-based
approaches suffer a major limitation: the sample rate can influence the accuracy of the queue length
estimation [11].

Recent studies showed an increasing interest for queue length estimation using connected vehicle
(CV) technology. Li et al. [12] used the probe trajectory and signal timing data extracted from the
CV network to estimate real-time queue length with an event-based method. That paper used a lot
of default values in the calculation (e.g., headway is 2.5 s, constant deceleration rate is 1.55 m/s2).
Those default values may not reflect the different drivers’ driving behavior. Christofa et al. [13]
developed two methods: gap-based method and shockwave-based method for queue spillback
detection. The results showed that this approach can detect the occurrence of spillbacks for a
range of penetration rates. Tiaprasert et al. [14] applied a discrete wavelet transform (DWT) for
queue estimation using CV technology. One of the assumptions for the DWT is that the penetration
ratio is known. For real situation, the detailed penetration ratio information may not be available.
Yang and Menendez [15] proposed a convex optimization-based method for queue length estimation in
a CV network. The validation showed that the estimation error went larger for oversaturated scenarios.
The challenge in those methods using CV technology was the low penetration rate of CV on the roads,
and the penetration rate of CV is expected to be low in the near future [16].

Though the queue length can be estimated—and the accuracy can be relatively high—those
methods usually have their own assumptions, indicating that the methods may only work for some
specific locations. Other than queue length estimation, researchers are also looking for approaches
to directly detect the queue length. The image-based method can be an option for queue length
detection [17]. Siyal and Fathy [18] applied the neural network to extract queue length from the image
extracted from cameras. However, the computational load of this method was high since the neural
network was applied. Cai et al. [19] used the texture difference and edge information to detect the
vehicles and queue length from the videos. The practice showed that the inferences attached to vehicles
and marks on the road can impact the accuracy of the queue length detection. Satzoda et al. [20] used
the edges and dark features in the image for queue length detection. The evaluation showed that nearly
100% accuracy can be achieved in their testing database. The limitation of this method was that a lot of
calibrations were required for driving detection zones in the images. The performance of the camera
can also be greatly influenced by the light conditions. Xu et al. [21] developed a method for queue
length detection by vehicle-to-RSU (V2R) communication. However, this approach was based on the
assumption that all vehicles were installed with a communication system and a global positioning
system (GPS). As a result, this method was also limited by the low penetration rate of CV on the roads.

The roadside LiDAR provides a solution for queue length detection regardless of whether vehicles
can communicate with each other on the roads. The 360-degree LiDAR can scan all the objects in its
detection range [22]. This means the penetration ratio of CV has no influence on the queue length
detection using the roadside LiDAR. Furthermore, queue length can be detected using the LiDAR
with or without the traffic signal information. Those advantages of LiDAR make the real-time queue
length detection possible. This paper developed a systematic procedure for queue length detection
with roadside LiDAR. The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the vehicle
detection algorithm with roadside LiDAR data. The algorithm of queue length detection is documented
in Section 3. Section 4 evaluates the proposed method using real-world collected LiDAR data. The last
section summarizes the major contribution of this paper.
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2. Materials and Preprocessing

The roadside LiDAR refers to the LiDAR deployed in a stationary location along the roadside.
The roadside LiDAR (usually rotating LiDAR) has lower resolution and a lower price compared to the
airborne LiDAR and on-board LiDAR (mobile LiDAR) considering the massive deployment in the
near future. This paper used two types of LiDAR: VLP-16 and VLP-32c for data collection. For the
detailed parameters of VLP-16 and VLP-32c, we refer the readers to [23].

But in theory, our proposed queue length detection method can work for any brand of rotating
LiDAR after necessary calibration based on the different setting parameters of the LiDAR.

The roadside LiDAR can be installed permanently (on the top of a pedestrian signal) or temporarily
(on a tripod) for data collection [24]. The recommended height for LiDAR installation is 2–3 m above
the ground to avoid possible man-made destruction and to reduce occlusion issues considering the
limited vertical field of view [25]. The scanning rate of the LiDAR is set as 10 Hz. The proposed
vehicle detection procedure includes five major steps: background filtering [26], point clustering [27],
object classification [28,29], lane identification [30,31] and object association [32]. Vehicle trajectories
can be generated with the proposed method.

2.1. Background Filtering

For queue length detection, the objects of interest are the vehicles on the road. Background filtering
is used to exclude the other irrelevant information (buildings, trees and ground points) and to keep the
moving objects (vehicles, pedestrians and other road users) in the space at the same time. This paper
applied a point density-based unsupervised algorithm named 3D-DSF developed by Wu et al. [25] for
background filtering. The 3D-DSF first integrated the data collected in a time period (such as 5 min of
data) into one space based on the XYZ coordinates of the LiDAR points. The whole space was then
rasterized into small cubes with the same side length (0.1 m was used as the side length considering the
accuracy and the computation load) [26]. The point density of the cubes representing the background
should be higher than that of the cubes representing the moving objects after frame aggregation.
By giving a pre-defined threshold of point density, the location of the cubes representing background
can be then identified and stored in a 3D array. An automatic threshold identification method was well
documented in the reference [26]. Any point located in the 3D array was then excluded from the space.
Figure 1 shows an example of before-and-after background filtering. The previous studies [33–35]
showed that 3D-DSF can exclude more than 95% of background points from the raw LiDAR data.

(a)

Figure 1. Cont.
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(b) 

Figure 1. Before-and-after background filtering: (a) before background filtering; (b) after
background filtering.

2.2. Point Clustering

The points in the LiDAR data are stored disorderly, indicating that the points representing the
same object are not grouped together. Point clustering is used to find the points belonging to the same
object and to provide the same ID to those points. Another function of object clustering is to exclude
the noises left after background filtering since not all background points can be filtered with 3D-DSF.
This paper applied a revised density-based spatial clustering of applications with noises (DBSCAN)
for object clustering [36]. DBSCAN defined one cluster as a set of points with high density. Compared
to the widely used K-means clustering, DBSCAN does not need to know the number of clusters in
advance and can find any shape of the clusters in the data [27]. There are two initial parameters for
DBSCAN: searching radius (eps) and minimum containing points (minPts). DBSCAN starts with a
random unvisited point A and marks the points with a distance ≤ eps from point A as the neighbors of
point A. The following criteria are applied.

a. If the number of the neighbors of point A ≥minPts, then point A and its neighbors are marked
as a cluster and point A is marked as a visited point. DBSCAN then uses the same method to
process the points of other unvisited points in the same cluster to extend the range of the cluster.

b. If the number of the neighbors of point A <minPts, then point A will be marked as a noising
point and a visited point.

Using the above-mentioned criteria, DBSCAN can process all those unvisited points. However,
one major disadvantage of DBSCAN is that it could not cluster the points with uneven density
effectively. For LiDAR data, the number of points representing the same object decreased with the
increasing distance to the LiDAR, indicating the point density changes as the distance to the LiDAR
increasing. To fix this issue, a revised DBSCAN with adaptive parameters are applied for point
clustering. Different eps and minPts were applied for the points based on the distance from the LiDAR
and the mechanical structure (field of view, angular resolution and the distance between two adjacent
beams) of the LiDAR. The detailed calculation of eps and minPts was documented in our previous
research [27]. The accuracy of the revised DBSCAN is 96.5% in average. Figure 2 shows an example of
before-and-after point clustering. It is shown that the revised DBSCAN algorithm can successfully
identify six objects and exclude the noise from the LiDAR data in Figure 2.
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 2. Before-and-after point clustering: (a) before point clustering; (b) after point clustering.

2.3. Object Classification

There may be different types of road users (vehicles, pedestrians and bicycles) on the road. It is
then necessary to distinguish the vehicles from other types of road users for queue length detection.
This paper aims to classify the objects into one of the four classes (passenger car/pickup, trucks/bus,
pedestrians and bicycles). Six features (object length, object height, the difference between object
height and object length, distance to LiDAR, number of points and object height profile) extracted
from the point cloud were used to represent the difference between different classes. A random forest
(RF) classifier was trained for object classification. The RF is a supervised algorithm that aggregates
multiple decision trees. Our previous study [28] compared the performance of different methods
(k-nearest neighbor, Naïve Bayes, RF and support vector machine) for roadside LiDAR classification.
It was shown that RF can provide the best accuracy among those investigated methods. This paper
used the public database [28] collected by the Center for Advanced Transportation Education and
Research (CATER) in University of Nevada, Reno to train the RF classifier. The testing results showed
that the RF can achieve an overall 95.3% accuracy for object classification. Figure 3 shows an example
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of the results of object classification. The RF classifier can correctly identify three passenger cars and
five pedestrians in the point cloud.

Figure 3. Vehicle classification.

2.4. Lane Identification

The lane information is important for lane-based queue length detection. It is assumed that the
probability of the vehicles changing lanes near the intersection is low. This means the density of vehicle
points on each lane is higher than that of vehicle points near the boundary area of the lane. We applied
a revised grid-based clustering (RGBC) developed by the authors’ team for lane identification [31].
The RGBC first integrates the vehicle points from multiple frames into one space. The whole space is
segmented using a hierarchical segmentation to identify road areas and non-road areas. The whole
space is divided into squares with a relatively larger side length, such as 10 m. This level is named
as the first level. Each square will be identified as a road area and a non-road area based on the
number of points in it. If there is no point in the square, this area will be identified as a non-road area.
If there is at least one vehicle point in the square, this area will be considered as a road area. For the
square considered as a road area, it will be further divided into a children level with a smaller side
length. The same procedure will be used to judge whether each square represents the road area or
not. Step by step, a children level will be provided for each parent level until a bottom layer with a
pre-defined side length (such as 0.1 m) is generated. For the squares in the bottom layer, a pre-defined
threshold of point density will be provided to distinguish the squares representing road area and
the squares representing the non-road area. For the road area, DBSCAN was applied to cluster the
points in the same lane. It should be mentioned that the lane boundary identified here may not be the
exact boundary of the lane, but the boundary of vehicle points in the same lane. The previous study
showed that more than 96% of vehicles can be assigned to the correct lanes. The errors were mostly
caused by lane-change vehicles. Another task in the lane identification is to detect the location of the
stop line. In this paper, the location of the stop line was manually identified by checking the point
intensity in the LiDAR visualization software Veloview. The point intensity of the stop line is higher
compared to other objects [37]. A linear regression line can then be generated by linking two points at
the boundaries of the stop line [38].

2.5. Object Association

The speed of the vehicle is crucial for determining the end of the queue [39]. The speed can be
calculated based on the distance traveled by the vehicle in a time period. Therefore, it is necessary to
track the same vehicle continuously at different frames. This research applied a global nearest neighbor
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(GNN) algorithm to link the point cloud representing the same vehicle at different frames. The GNN
considers the vehicle in the current frame that has the minimum distance to the vehicle A in the last
frame as vehicle A [40]. To calculate the speed, the algorithm used the point with the shortest distance
to the LiDAR as a reference point for vehicle tracking. The speed (V) can then be calculated by:

V = F∗
√
(Xi −Xi−1)

2 + (Yi −Yi−1)
2 + (Zi −Zi−1)

2 (1)

where XYZ are the XYZ coordinates of the nearest point to the LiDAR, i is the frame ID and F is the
rotating frequency of the LiDAR (unit: Hz). To evaluate the speed, we did a field test using a vehicle
installed with a logger to extract the speed from the onboard diagnostics interface (OBD). The vehicle
was also scanned by the roadside LiDAR and the speed was calculated. The OBD speed and the
calculated speed were then compared. The testing results showed that about 98.8% of speed records
calculated from GNN has a speed with a difference less than 2.4 km/h compared to the OBD speed [32].

3. Queue Length Detection

Inspired by the previous work [19,40], we assumed the following threshold to identify the end of
a queue: if the speed of one vehicle is under 5 km/h, then this vehicle will be considered as in a queue;
if the speed of one vehicle is equal to or higher than 5 km/h, this vehicle would not be considered as
in a queue. The vehicle at the end of the queue (VEQ) is the key vehicle to determine the length of a
queue. Since the VEQ may be relatively far away from the LiDAR if the road is congested, the length of
the vehicle at the end of the queue (LVEQ) may not be fully detected (point density decreases with the
increasing distance from the LiDAR) [41], as shown in Figure 4a. Therefore, it is necessary to estimate
the LVEQ. We used a simple rule-based method for LVEQ estimation. We assumed that the average
length of a passenger car is 6 m [42]. Therefore, if the detected vehicle length (DVL) is longer than
6 m, we use the detected length as the vehicle length. If the detected vehicle length is shorter than
6 m, we used 6 m as the length of the vehicle. The strategy of the simple rule-based method can be
expressed as:

LVEQ =

{
DVL, i f DVL ≥ 6 m
6 m, i f DVL < 6 m

(2)

Using Equation (2) can still have some errors in estimating the queue. But the influence of this
error on the whole length of the queue should be very limited (We will present the result in the
“Evaluation” part later).

If a truck or a larger vehicle is traveling in the lane close to the LiDAR, the vehicles on the other
lanes may be blocked, which is called occlusion issue. The occlusion issue is a challenge to detect
the end of the queue since the last one or several vehicles at the end of the queue may be blocked
(invisible in the LiDAR). Figure 4b shows an example of occlusion issue. Vehicle E and part of vehicle
D are invisible due to occlusion from vehicle F. Another challenge for detecting the end of the queue
is the package loss issue. Package loss refers to the situation that some packages are lost due to the
unstable connection between the LiDAR and the data storing device (usually a computer). As a result,
there are a lot of sector-like areas which are invisible in the space. The package loss issue may also
make the vehicle at the end of the queue invisible. An example of package loss issue is shown in
Figure 4c. Vehicle E′ and most part of vehicle F′ are invisible since they are in the package loss area
(sector-like area).

To fix those issues, the vehicle information in the past time (historical information) was used.
The first task is to detect whether there is an occlusion issue or package loss issue. We assumed that
drivers would slow down when they are approaching the queue, meaning the speed of the vehicle in
the current frame should be less than or at least equal to the speed in the last frame. This assumption
makes it possible to use the speed to estimate the location of the vehicle if the vehicle is invisible in the
current frame. The following method was applied for VEQ estimation.
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Assuming there are j vehicles traveling on the lane in frame i, the jth vehicle is the vehicle that
farthest from the stop line. The speed of the jth vehicle is recorded as V. The jth vehicle in frame i +
1 can be total occluded, partial occluded or non-occluded. The following parts illustrated the VEQ
identification method for three situations (total occluded, partial occluded and non-occluded).

In frame i + 1, if the jth vehicle is invisible (the ID of the jth vehicle in frame i could not be assigned
to any vehicle in frame i + 1), then the location of the jth vehicle can first be assumed to be the end
of the queue. The distance d between the jth vehicle and the j − 1th vehicle is directly copied from
the distance between the j − 1th vehicle and the j − 2th vehicle. The speed of the jth vehicle can be
then calculated as V′. If V′ ≤ V and V′ ≤ 5 km/h, the jth vehicle is considered as the VEQ, as shown in
Figure 4d. If V′ > V or V′ > 5 km/h, the j − 1th vehicle is considered as the VEQ, as shown in Figure 4e.
The algorithm can be illustrated as

L =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
j∑
1

li, i f V′
( j+1)th

≤ Vjth ∩ V′
( j+1)th

≤ 5 km/h

j−1∑
1

li, i f V′
( j+1)th

> Vjth ∪ V′
( j+1)th

> 5 km/h
(3)

where
∑ j

1 li means the total length of the vehicles in frame i, Vjth is the vehicle of jth vehicle.
If the jth vehicle is visible in frame i + 1, the algorithm does not know whether the vehicle is

partially occluded or non-occluded. The point of the jth vehicle that has the shortest distance to the
LiDAR is selected as a key point. The key point is considered as the front corner of the jth vehicle.
The length of the jth vehicle in frame i is used as the length of the jth vehicle in frame i + 1. If the front
part of the jth vehicle is visible, then the key point can reflect the location of the jth vehicle correctly, as
shown in Figure 4f. If the end part of the jth vehicle is visible, then the key point may be located at
the middle of the length of the vehicle. As a result, there may be a distance error (Ed) between the
estimated location and the actual location of the jth vehicle, as shown in Figure 4g. But Ed should be
less than the length of the jth vehicle. The speed of the jth vehicle in frame i + 1 can then be calculated.
The VEQ can be identified by checking the speeds of the vehicles in frame i + 1. The algorithm can be
illustrated as

L =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
∑ j

1 li, i f V′
( j+1)th

≤ Vjth ∩ V′
( j+1)th

≤ 5 km/h∑ j−1
1 li, i f V′

( j+1)th
> Vjth ∪ V′

( j+1)th
> 5 km/h

(4)

where
∑ j

1 li means the total length of the vehicles in frame i, Vjth is the vehicle of jth vehicle.

(a) 

Figure 4. Cont.
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(b)                                                (c) 

(d)                                              (e) 

 
(f)                                             (g) 

Figure 4. Queue length detection with occlusion and package loss issues: (a) occlusion issue,
(b) occlusion issue, (c) package loss issue, (d) VEQ estimation: scenario 1, (e) VEQ estimation:
scenario 2, (f) VEQ estimation: scenario 3, (g) VEQ estimation: scenario 4.

It should be mentioned that due to the different locations of the vehicles in the LiDAR data,
the vehicles in the queue (not VEQ) may also be occluded or partially occluded due to the package loss
or occlusion issue. Those occluded vehicles do not influence the queue length detection as long as the
VEQ can be detected/predicted.

4. Evaluation

The performance of the LiDAR was evaluated with the ground-truth data extracted from the camera
and the raw LiDAR visualized in the open-source visualization software—Veloview. Two trained
graduate students were hired to manually extract the queue length from the camera installed at the
selected sites. The number of vehicles in the queue was recorded by checking the camera and the
LiDAR data in Veloview. The length of the queue was calculated by checking the location of the
reference in camera and in Google Earth. The results extracted by the two graduate students were
considered as the ground-truth data. It should be mentioned that the ground-truth data are not the
data with 100% accuracy due to the distance calculation error in Google Earth and the inevitable
human error.

Four sites with different road features in Reno, Nevada were selected for evaluation. The features
of the three sites are documented in Table 1.
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Table 1. Features of selected sites for evaluation.

Site Speed Limit Traffic Control Areas for Queue Length Evaluation

I80 work zone 64.4 km/h (40 mph) Left lane closed control One westbound unclosed lane

Virginia St @ Artemesia Way 40.2 km/h (25 mph) Signalized
T-intersection Two northbound through lanes

Baring Blvd at the front of
the Reed High School 56.3 km/h (35 mph) Yield sign for pedestrian

crossing Two westbound through lanes

Figure 5a shows the data collection location at the I80 work zone. Figure 5b shows the detected
queue length and the measured queue length at the work zone in I80-W freeway. There are two lanes
at the westbound and the left lane at the westbound was closed due to the pavement construction.
It should be mentioned that there was not stop line near the work zone and the location of the LiDAR
was not exactly located at the work zone since we did not get the permit to put LiDAR at the work zone.
In other words, a zero value of queue length in Figure 5b does not really mean that there is no queue at
the work zone, but no queue in the detection range of the LiDAR. The max queue length (among two
lanes) in every minute was recorded by the proposed method and by checking the camera installed on
top of the LiDAR. It is shown that from 13:05, the queue started to be formed. The camera can detect
about a total of 169 m distance of the queue and the LiDAR can detect about a total of 300 m distance.
The offsets between the queue lengths were manually extracted from the camera and the detected
queue length from the LiDAR was small from 13:05 to 13:12. After 13:12, the queue length was difficult
to be determined through the camera. Therefore, the green line in Figure 5b disappeared around 13:12.
After 13:17, since the queue length was longer than the detection range of the LiDAR, the queue length
could not be successfully detected. Therefore, the orange line disappeared around 13:17.

Figure 5c shows the data collection location at Virginia St @ Artemesia Way. The results of queue
length detection are illustrated in Figure 5d. A total of six-minutes data were randomly selected for
evaluation. The queue length for each lane was analyzed. It is shown that the detected queue length
and the ground-truth queue length are close to each other for lane 2. However, there are some offsets
between the detected queue length and the ground-truth queue length for lane 1 (as shown in the
red rectangle in Figure 5d. Around 13:26, the detected queue length (28 m) was significantly higher
than the ground-truth queue length (22 m). The longer detected queue length was caused by the
definition of the end of the queue that the vehicle with the speed less than 5 km/h as the VEQ. But for
ground-truth data, the queue length was identified by the graduate students based on their own
judgment. Therefore, there were some offsets between the detected queue length and the ground-truth
data. Figure 5e shows the data collection location at Baring Blvd. There is a pedestrian middle crossing
at this site. Since there are not stop lines at this location, it is difficult to determine the start point of
the queue. Therefore, we used the number of vehicles in the queue to represent the queue length.
The results of the number of vehicles detection for each lane are illustrated in Figure 5f. It is shown
that the detected number of vehicles and the ground-truth data matched very well though some errors
existed in the detected results. There are two types of errors for detecting the number of vehicles.
The first type of error can be seen at around 11:07 in Figure 5f. The detected number of vehicles in the
queue was higher than the ground-truth number of vehicles in the queue in lane 2. By checking the
camera data, it was found that the vehicle at the end of the queue was a commercial truck and it was
chopped into two parts due to occlusion or package loss issue. As a result, the clustering algorithm
clustered the truck as two vehicles. The second type of error can be seen at around 11:08 in Figure 5f.
The detected number of vehicles in the queue was lower than the ground-truth number of vehicles in
the queue in lane 1. The offsets were also caused by the different definitions of the end of the queue by
the proposed algorithm and the graduate students.

Table 2 summarizes the distribution of the cumulative errors of the detected queue length and
number of vehicles in the queue at the three sites. It is shown that 88.3% of calculated records had
an error of less than 0.5 m in the queue length when compared to the ground-truth data and 96.2%
of calculated records had an error of less than 3.0 m in the queue length when compared to the
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ground-truth data. As for the number of vehicles in the queue, 96.2% of the number of calculated
vehicles in the queue was exactly matched to the human-counted records and 98.5% of calculated
records had an offset within 1-vehicle count from the ground truth data. The maximum offset between
the calculated records and the ground truth data were no more than 4 vehicles. The results indicated
that the proposed method could achieve the relatively high accuracy for queue length detection.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

I80 Freeway (WestBound)

Lane 1

Lane 2

Virginia St (North Bound)

Figure 5. Cont.
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(d) 

 
(e) 

(f) 

Lane 1

Lane 2

Baring (WestBound)

Figure 5. Evaluation of Queue Length Detection: (a) Site of I80 Westbound, (b) Results of Queue
Length Detection at I80 Westbound, (c) Site of Virginia St @ Artemesia Way, (d) Results of Queue Length
Detection at Virginia St @ Artemesia Way, (e) Site of Baring Blvd, (f) Results of Number of Vehicles in
the Queue Detection at Baring Blvd.
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Table 2. Cumulative errors of queue length detection.

Queue Length Number of Vehicles in the Queue

Error Percentage (%) Error Percentage (%)

0–0.5 m 88.3 0 vehicle 96.2
0.5–1.0 m 89.8 1 vehicle 98.5
1.0–1.5 m 91.3 2 vehicles 99.1
1.5–2.0 m 94.5 3 vehicles 99.8
2.0–3.0 m 96.2 4 vehicles 100

5. Conclusions and Discussion

This paper presented a novel method for queue length detection using the roadside LiDAR data.
Unlike the estimation methods used in most existing studies, the queue length can directly be detected
with the proposed method. This proposed method can work for different road scenarios. The testing
results showed that the proposed method can detect the queue length with high accuracy under
different scenarios. The strategy of the proposed method is simple but effective in practice. With this
proposed method, the accurate queue length can be provided in real-time for different applications.
Therefore, the method is of great value in signal coordination especially in solving the initial queue
estimation. Since the initial queue is unpredictable between cycle by cycle, this real-time measurement
is proper to handle it. By capture the queue length, the proper offset can be calculated for each
intersection along a corridor under each cycle to timely release the initial queue before the platoon
arrives. This can be very helpful in adaptive signal control since the system is ready for real-time
adjustment. Even for the traditional actuated-coordinated signals, the accurate trend of the initial
queue change would help to decide the offset settings. On the other hand, it also directly supports
the connected vehicle (which will avoid the queue blockage to the maximum extent) in the future.
Vehicle to Vehicle or Vehicle to Infrastructure facilities can get the accurate queue information and in
turn make adjustments from both vehicle approach and infrastructure approach with the least time
loss in the process. The prospect of the method is bright. Queue length is also an important measure of
effectiveness in the operational analysis. However, it is usually hard to estimate or measure; the problem
has puzzled traffic engineers for a long time. The proposed method revolutionary decreases the
measured time with the enhancement of the accuracy, which benefits a lot to operational analysis.

This paper did not compare the proposed queue length detection method with the existing
queue length estimation methods since the data from the other sensors (such as loop detectors and
signal timing) were not available. The future studies should also consider selecting one signalized
intersection or a metered ramp to compare the proposed queue length detection method with other
methods. For one LiDAR sensor, the longest detectable length of the queue is subject to the detection
range of the LiDAR. If the queue length is out of the detection range, then another LiDAR to extend
the detection range is needed. The ground-truth data were measured by two graduate students by
checking the camera, Veloview and Google Earth. It is inevitable that errors exist in the ground-truth
data in this paper. How to find a more accurate evaluation method for queue length detection is
another research topic for future studies. Another limitation is that this paper used many assumptions
(e.g., vehicle length is shorter than 6 m, vehicles with speed <5 km/h is considered in the queue),
those assumptions can impact the accuracy of queue length detection. Future studies should consider
to further improve the accuracy of queue length detection by reducing the assumptions of the proposed
method. The performance of LiDAR can be reduced under adverse weather conditions, such as foggy,
rainy, snowy weather. The proposed queue length detection highly relied on the accuracy of LiDAR
detection. Therefore, future studies should also test the performance of the proposed queue length
detection method under severe weather conditions.
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Abstract: Roadside light detection and ranging (LiDAR) is an emerging traffic data collection device
and has recently been deployed in different transportation areas. The current data processing
algorithms for roadside LiDAR are usually developed assuming normal weather conditions. Adverse
weather conditions, such as windy and snowy conditions, could be challenges for data processing.
This paper examines the performance of the state-of-the-art data processing algorithms developed
for roadside LiDAR under adverse weather and then composed an improved background filtering
and object clustering method in order to process the roadside LiDAR data, which was proven to
perform better under windy and snowy weather. The testing results showed that the accuracy of
the background filtering and point clustering was greatly improved compared to the state-of-the-art
methods. With this new approach, vehicles can be identified with relatively high accuracy under
windy and snowy weather.

Keywords: vehicle detection; adverse weather; roadside LiDAR; data processing

1. Introduction

Adverse weather can negatively influence transportation performance in two aspects: decreasing
the operational efficiency and increasing the crash risk. Fortunately, as connected vehicle (CV)
technology becomes more realistic, the overall operational efficiency and traffic safety can greatly
benefit from CV technology, especially under adverse weather conditions. However, effectively
employing CV technology on the road requires accurate traffic data. The quality of these data could
also be influenced by adverse weather, which confuses the judgment of the CV network and causes
the loss of operational efficiency and crashes. Therefore, investigating how to improve the accuracy
of traffic data under adverse weather is significantly important for current CV technology. Light
detection and ranging (LiDAR), an emerging sensor for intelligent transportation systems, has the
potential of providing traffic data under good weather conditions [1]. The new 360-degree LiDAR can
detect all road users and surrounding environments in a 360-degree horizontal field of view (FOV).
Compared to traditional sensors, such as cameras, loop detectors, and radar, LiDAR can work day and
night and has higher accuracy for object detection [2]. Airborne and on-board LiDAR (mobile LiDAR)
are the traditional installation methods for object detection and remote sensing [3]. Recently, the
roadside LiDAR has been a new deployment method for transportation applications. The LiDAR can
be installed on a tripod for short-term data collection or on roadside infrastructures (such as a wire pole)
for long-term data collection [4,5]. The roadside LiDAR sensor is able to scan the surfaces of all road
vehicles (including both connected vehicles and unconnected vehicles) within the detection range by
generating 3D point clouds, which provides a perfect solution for filling the data gap of the transition
period from unconnected vehicles to connected vehicles [6]. Here, connected vehicles refer to those
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vehicles that can be engaged in the connected vehicle environment. The high-resolution trajectories of
all road users can then be extracted from the roadside LiDAR and can provide valuable information
such as driver behavior analysis, fuel consumption, near-crash identification, and prediction [7–10].

A significant number of studies have been conducted to extract useful traffic information from
roadside LiDAR data. The roadside LiDAR data processing procedure typically includes four steps:
background filtering, object clustering, object classification, and object tracking [11]. This paper focuses
on the first two parts: background filtering and object clustering. The background in roadside LiDAR
data usually includes stationary objects such as buildings and the ground surface, and dynamic objects
such as waving trees, grasses, and bushes. When referring to stationary objects, the location of the
same LiDAR point at different frames is not strictly fixed due to the slight shaking of the LiDAR laser
beams [5], which results in difficulties for background filtering. The original method for filtering the
background was to search the frames without road users within the detection range [12,13]. However,
it may be difficult to select the correct number of frames without any road users at high-volume
traffic road segments or intersections. Zhang et al. [14] developed a point association (PA)-based
method for background filtering. A frame without any road users was manually selected as a reference
frame. Then, a predefined distance threshold was assigned to the background points in the reference
frame. Any point with a distance to the roadside LiDAR shorter than the threshold was identified as a
background point. However, the threshold needed to be selected based on the users’ experience, which
limited the actual application of the PA-based method. Wu et al. [15] developed a point density-based
method named 3D density statistic filtering (3D-DSF) for background filtering. The 3D-DSF method
does not need to manually select the suitable frames. In their method, the whole detection range is
divided into amounts of small cubes, and the point density of each cube in each frame is calculated.
Then, by frame aggregation, the sum of the point density over all frames of each cube can be found.
A predefined threshold is used to distinguish background cubes from non-background cubes. More
details about the 3D-DSF are referred to in [16]. The assumption of this study was that the sum
of the point density of the background cube will be much larger than that of the cube with road
users. However, a limitation of the 3D-DSF is that it is unable to exclude the background points
effectively under congested intersections. Lv et al. [17] developed a raster-based (RA) method using
the change in point density as a feature for background filtering. Any cube with a change in point
density larger than two in two adjacent frames was considered as background. The testing results
showed that the raster-based method could exclude more than 98% of the background points in the
three investigated sites. However, all the above-mentioned methods were performed under normal
weather. The performance of those background filtering methods under harsh environments, such as
strong wind and snow, was not evaluated.

Point clustering means to cluster the points belonging to one object into one group. Zhang et
al. [18] used the Euclidean clustering extraction (ECE) algorithm for point clustering. ECE uses two
parameters, the cluster size (S) and the tolerance (d), to search the points belonging to one object. Since
there are no standard methods for parameter selection, heuristic testing is required to determine the
optimal value for different datasets. Wu [5] applied the density-based spatial clustering of applications
with noise (DBSCAN) for clustering. The advantage of DBSCAN is that it does not need to know the
number of objects in advance. DBSCAN uses epsilon and the minimum number of points to determine
whether a point belongs to a group or not. Wu [5] (Wu, 2018) suggested using 1.2 m as epsilon and 10
as the minimum number of points for the input of DBSCAN. Later, Zhao et al. [19] found that the fixed
parameters of DBSCAN could not group the points correctly when the object was far away from the
LiDAR. The principal reason was that the density of the same object changed with a different distance
to the roadside LiDAR. Zhao et al. [19] developed a revised DBSCAN for object clustering based on the
distribution feature of the LiDAR point within the space. However, the DBSCAN related algorithms
are computationally expensive since they require an extensive search of all points in the point cloud.
A previous study [20] also found that the method proposed by Zhao et al. [19] could not cluster the
points correctly under snowy weather.
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In fact, a large amount of research has been done to process LiDAR data under severe weather
conditions [21–29]. Wojtanowski et al. [22] found that LiDAR is susceptible to adverse weather
conditions. Charron et al. [23] developed a dynamic 3D outlier detection method to remove snow noise
from the onboard LiDAR data. The testing results showed that the proposed method could achieve
more than 90% precision. Jokela et al. [24] found that LiDAR sensors’ performance decreased with the
increasing density of fog and the distance between the target and the LiDAR. The visible range for
object detection in the LiDAR relied on the different types of LiDAR. Kutila et al. [25] evaluated the
performance of automotive LiDAR in fog and rain. It was found that fog can be a challenge for object
detection using the LiDAR at a 905 nm wavelength due to light being scattered by fog particles and
a 1550 nm wavelength was recommended to be used in the LiDAR in order to reduce the impact of
fog particles. Bijelic et al. [26,27] compared the performance of four different state-of-the-art LiDAR
systems. The results showed that all the LiDAR systems decreased in fog and that changing the internal
parameters in the LiDAR could improve their functions under adverse weather.

The above-mentioned studies have shown that adverse weather can reduce the resolution of
the roadside LiDAR data qualitatively. It is still necessary to quantitatively analyze the influence of
different adverse conditions on the roadside LiDAR and to develop new methods that can accommodate
background filtering and point clustering for adverse weather conditions.

2. Background Filtering

One advantage of roadside LiDAR is that past information (historical frames) can be used to
process the current data [30,31]. With this feature, the accuracy of data processing can be greatly
improved. In fact, the previously mentioned methods, such as 3D-DSF, RA, and PA, all used historical
information to enhance the accuracy of the background filtering. However, for temporary data
collection, the wind may influence the resolution of the LiDAR data, especially at windy spots. As a
result, non-background points can be misrecognized as background points and background points can
be misrecognized as non-background points. For background filtering, 3D-DSF is still the most widely
used method for roadside LiDAR data processing [32–35]. Here, we examined the performance of
3D-DSF under snowy and windy weather conditions. One road segment along the I-80 freeway in
Reno was selected as the testing site. The site’s location is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Testing site.

Figure 2 shows an example of 3D-DSF under windy and non-windy weather conditions. Figure 2a,b
shows that under normal (non-windy) weather, 3D-DSF can exclude most background points and
leave the non-background points in the space. In Figure 2b, we can clearly see where the cluster points
are, as they are highlighted in green. Previous research has shown that vehicles can easily be identified
after data are applied with 3D-DSF. However, under windy weather, 3D-DSF could not effectively
exclude the ground surface, as shown in Figure 2c,d. In Figure 2d, although the background points are
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partially eliminated, the non-background points and background points are still unseparated after
applying 3D-DSF. The extraction results are significantly different from Figure 2b. The wind may cause
a relatively large offset between the ground points at different frames, indicating that past information
may not provide a good reference for background filtering. Under windy weather, the point density
of the cubes containing some ground points may not meet the predefined threshold. As a result, the
ground points may be identified as non-background points.

Figure 2. Cont.
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Figure 2. Performance of 3D density statistic filtering (3D-DSF) under windy and non-windy weather:
(a) No wind before applying 3D-DSF, (b) No wind after applying 3D-DSF, (c) Strong wind before
applying 3D-DSF, (d) Strong wind after applying 3D-DSF.

The errors of background filtering under windy weather usually occur on the ground surface,
because the ground surface on the road is usually smooth, and the distance between two ground circles
is larger than other objects [36]. As a result, a small disturbance in the position of the LiDAR may lead
to a larger offset in the location of ground surfaces. The offset in the ground surface may then cause
a reduced point density in the cubes representing the ground surface, and it may increase the point
density in the nearby non-background cubes. Therefore, the emphasis is on improving the accuracy of
background filtering under windy weather in order to find a method to exclude the ground points
effectively. This paper develops a ground surface-enhanced density statistic filtering method (GS-DSF)
for background filtering. The details of the GS-DSF are documented as follows.

The idea of ground surface exclusion is inspired by the ground surface exclusion used for on-board
LiDAR serving autonomous vehicles [36]. The rotating LiDAR generates different circles for ground
points with different distances from the LiDAR. When there is an object in the space, the slope created
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by the object points between two adjacent frames significantly differs from the slope created by the
ground points, as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Slope difference created by moving object and ground surface.

It is shown that when a moving object appears, the slope created by the points in the moving
object in two adjacent frames is much steeper than the slope created by the points in the ground surface.
Equation (1) further illustrates the example in Figure 3.

(sin(α) = Sqrt((XA−XB)
2+(YA−YB)

2+(ZA−ZB)
2)

ZA−ZB
)>> (sin(β) = Sqrt((XC−XD)

2+(YC−YD)
2+(ZC−ZD)

2)
ZC−ZD

) (1)

where sin (α) and sin (β) represent the slopes of the moving object and the ground surface, A and B
represent two points in the moving object, and C and D represent two points on the ground surface.
X, Y, and Z are the XYZ coordinates (location in space) of the point. The previous study [37] found
that α was usually less than 30 degrees and β was usually close to 90 degrees. In this research, we
used 45 degrees as a threshold to distinguish background points and non-background points, which is
named the slope-based method [37]. Since the computational load of directly applying the slope-based
method on the raw LiDAR data was heavy, this paper firstly applies density statistic filtering (DSF) on
the raw LiDAR data and then uses the slope-based method to exclude the ground points after DSF. The
GS-DSF used here is an updated version of the traditional 3D-DSF. As mentioned before, a limitation
of 3D-DSF is that the background points could not be effectively excluded under windy weather. The
GS-DSF used here fixes this issue with the following updates.

The first improvement made by the GS-DSF used here is to randomly pick up the frames instead
of using continuous frames. For each selected frame, the frame identity (ID) is stored (a larger ID
means the frame is picked up later). The random selection can reduce the probability of picking up the
frames with moving objects captured in the space. The second update of the GS-DSF which is used
here is that the neighbor information is applied for background filtering. The updated GS-DSF picks
up point A with the frame with the smallest ID (initial frame). Then, the neighbor of point A in other
frames (except the initial frame) within a predefined distance (D) can be obtained. D is determined by
the horizontal and vertical resolution. Assuming there are N randomly selected frames and n number
of neighbors of point A, then the following criteria can be applied:{

A is a background point, i f n = N
A requires f urther investigation, i f n < N

(2)

If n =N, this means that point A appears in each frame in the investigated frames, indicating A is a
background point. If n <N, there are two possible reasons. The first possible reason is that point A is a
background point if it is blocked by the moving object in some frames. The second possible reason is
that point A is a non-background point. When a moving object shows up, a vector-like blocked area is
created, as shown in Figure 4.

Both Figure 4a,b have an occlusion area named the “system occlusion area”. This area was
produced by the background points (such as wire pole) blocking the LiDAR. This area is invisible.
As for Figure 4b, there is an occlusion area created by the moving vehicle. This occlusion area does
not exist in Figure 4a. It can be clearly shown that for the occluded area, the slope between the two
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adjacent frames should be less than the slope created by the moving object (the same trend between α

and β in Figure 3).

Figure 4. Occlusion issue: (a) Non-occlusion area created by moving objects, (b) Occlusion area created
by moving objects.

If n < N, it means that point A did not show up in some frames. Assuming point A did not show
up in frame i, then all the points that did not show up in frame i were extracted. The slope between the
two adjacent frames can then be calculated. If the average slope was shorter than 45 degrees, those
points were identified as background. Otherwise, they were identified as non-background points.
Figure 5 shows the results of background filtering using GS-DSF and 3D-DSF under windy weather.

It is shown that the performance of GS-DSF is better than 3D-DSF under windy weather in both
free-flow and congested situations. The 3D-DSF left a lot of ground points after background filtering.
When the traffic was congested, the 3D-DSF misidentified the truck which had stopped on the road as
a background point. As for GS-DSF, it could exclude the background points and correctly identify
the vehicle which had temporarily stopped on the road as a non-background point. To quantitatively
evaluate the performance of GS-DSF, 20 frames were randomly selected under windy weather in
free-flow situations and another 20 frames were randomly selected under windy weather in congested
situations. Table 1 shows an example of the performance of GS-DSF and 3D-DSF (one frame in a
free-flow situation and one frame in a congested situation).
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Figure 5. Performance of 3D-DSF and ground surface-enhanced density statistic filtering method
(GS-DSF) under windy weather: (a) Free-flow: Raw light detection and ranging (LiDAR) data before
background filtering, (b) Free-flow: 3D-DSF, (c) Free-flow: GS-DSF, (d) Congested traffic: Raw LiDAR
data before background filtering, (e) Congested traffic: 3D-DSF, (f) Congested traffic: GS-DSF.
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Table 1. Quantitative Evaluation of ground surface-enhanced density statistic filtering (GS-DSF) and
3D density statistic filtering (3D-DSF).

Background
Points (BP)

Vehicle
Points (VP)

Background Points
after Filtering (BPF)

Vehicles Points after
Filtering (VPF)

Type 1
Error

Type 2
Error

Free-Flow 598,512 9873
GS-DSF 59 GS-DSF 9789 0.0098% 0.8508%
3D-DSF 3615 3D-DSF 9802 0.6040% 0.7191%

Congested
Situation

599,982 20,172 GS-DSF 71 GS-DSF 20,150 0.0118% 0.1091%
3D-DSF 3429 3D-DSF 2578 0.5715% 87.2199%

The Type 1 error in Table 1 indicates the acceptance of background points as non-background
points and the Type 2 error indicates the acceptance of non-background points as background points.
These two types of errors can be represented as:{

Type 1 error = BPF
BP × 100%

Type 2 error = VP−VPF
VP × 100%

(3)

It is clearly shown that both Type 1 and Type 2 errors remain low for GS-DSF under free-flow
and congested situations. The two types of errors for 3D-DSF are much higher compared to GS-DSF.
The Type 2 error even reached 87.2% under congested situations for 3D-DSF, indicating that a large
proportion of vehicle points were misidentified as background points and were excluded from the
database. The average Type 1 error and Type 2 error of GS-DSF are 0.013% and 0.642% for free-flow
situations and congested situations, respectively. The average Type 1 error and Type 2 error of 3D-DSF
are 0.633% and 50.614% for free-flow situations and congested situations, respectively.

Figure 6 shows an example of GS-DSF background filtering under rainy and snowy weather.
It is shown that water drops (not under heavy rain) are invisible in the LiDAR sensors. The LiDAR

points behind the water drops were blocked, leading to discontinuous ground circles and an incomplete
vehicle shape, as the vehicle shape overlapped with the ground circles, as shown in Figure 6a. Under
rainy weather, GS-DSF can successfully distinguish background points and non-background points,
and the extracted vehicle shape is shown in Figure 6b in green. When the weather is snowy, a lot
of snowflakes showed up in the LiDAR data (small dots in Figure 6c). Due to the free fall of the
snowflakes, the positions of the snowflakes change in different frames. As a result, GS-DSF could not
exclude the snowflakes effectively during the background filtering step (sparse dots in the center), as
shown in Figure 6d. Therefore, snowflake exclusion needs to be performed in the following steps.

Figure 6. Cont.
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Figure 6. GS-DSF under rainy and snowy weather: (a) Rainy weather: Before GS-DSF, (b) Rainy
weather: After GS-DSF, (c) Snowy weather: Before GS-DSF, (d) Snowy weather: After GS-DSF.

3. Point Clustering

The purpose of point clustering is to cluster the points belonging to one object into the same group.
As for the roadside LiDAR data, several researchers have applied the DBSCAN-related algorithms for
point clustering [32,33]. Since DBSCAN purely uses the distribution of point density as the threshold
for clustering, when there are snowflakes in the space and if the snowflakes are around the object,
it is possible that the snowflakes can be degree-clustered as the points object. If the mis-clustered
snowflake is the point close to the roadside LiDAR (corner point), then the calculation of the speed
and location of the object is inaccurate [38]. The other widely used k-means method requires an
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initial estimate of the number of clusters in the dataset [39]. Other researchers have used height
information to cluster the LiDAR points in a space [40], but the random locations of the snowflakes
can lead to false clustering results using the height-based method. Another limitation of the existing
method is the heavy computational load, caused by the traversal search. Therefore, these existing
methods could not meet the point clustering task under windy weather. This paper develops a fast
and efficient method for point clustering. Instead of searching the point directly, this paper uses a
voxelization-based method to process the data. The core of the voxelization-based method is to convert
the LiDAR point into a volumetric space. The whole space is firstly divided into small cubes. Each
cube can be identified as “an occupied cube” or “a non-occupied cube”. The key challenge here is how
to find a reasonable side length for the cube and how to find a threshold to distinguish the occupied
cube and the non-occupied cube.

The point distribution feature of the snowflakes was firstly analyzed. About 10 h of LiDAR
data under heavy snow weather were collected. A total of 200 frames were randomly selected for
investigation. The maximum distance of the snowflakes among the 200 frames is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Maximum distance distribution of the snowflakes to the LiDAR.

It is shown that the maximum distance of the snowflake is less than 22 m in all frames. When the
distance is longer than 22 m, the reflection of the snowflake is too weak to be detected by the LiDAR.
This feature indicates that the influence range of the snowflakes on the data is limited to 22 m from the
LiDAR. The reason for this phenomenon is that the snowflakes can scatter the laser and reduce the
intensity of the reflection.

The LiDAR measures the reflectivity of an object with 256-bit resolution, independent of laser
power and distance over a range from 1 m to 100 m. Commercially available reflectivity standards and
retro-reflectors are used for the absolute calibration of the reflectivity.

• Diffuse reflectors report values from 0–100 for the range of reflectivity from 0% to 100%.
• Retro-reflectors report values from 101 to 255 with 255 being the reported reflectivity for an

ideal retro-reflector and 101–254 being the reported reflectivity for partially obstructed or
imperfect retro-reflectors.

The distribution of intensity of the snowflakes and the vehicles is shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Intensity features of vehicles and snowflakes: (a) Intensity of vehicles, (b) Intensity of
snowflakes, (c) Comparison of maximum intensity of snowflakes and minimum intensity of vehicles.

It can be seen that the maximum intensity of the vehicles varied in a larger range compared to
that of the snowflakes. The absolute value of the maximum intensity of the vehicles is also larger
than that of the snowflakes. Therefore, to better distinguish vehicles and snowflakes, we used the
minimum intensity of vehicles. Then, the comparison of the maximum intensity of the snowflakes
and the minimum intensity of the vehicles showed that the maximum intensity of most snowflakes
was less than the minimum intensity of the vehicles, which suggested that the two indexes could
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help distinguish vehicles and snowflakes. By analyzing 100 randomly selected frames, it was also
found that 98.5% of snowflakes had a maximum intensity of less than two and 96% of vehicles had a
minimum intensity larger than two. The minimum intensity of the snowflakes was zero, indicating
that the LiDAR did not receive the signal that it sent out. As for the snowflakes, the minimum intensity
was zero and the maximum intensity was two (for 98.5%), but for the vehicles, the minimum intensity
was usually more than two. Therefore, the value of two was selected as a threshold to distinguish the
snowflakes and vehicles. The points with a minimum intensity higher than two were considered as
non-snowflakes and the points with a maximum intensity less than two were considered as snowflakes
and were removed from the space. For the points with an intensity equal to two, they were left in the
space and clustered based on the revised DBSCAN algorithm proposed by Zhao et al. [19]. Figure 9
shows the point clustering with the proposed method and the revised DBSCAN algorithm developed
in [19]. A cluster refers to points that can be categorized into one group. It can be seen that there
were no obvious differences in Clusters 1–3 using the two methods. The influence of the snowflakes
only occurred within 20 m of the LiDAR [20]. Therefore, only Cluster 4 was different under the two
methods. For Cluster 4, the revised DBSCAN algorithm mis-clustered a lot of snowflakes around the
vehicle as vehicle points while the proposed algorithm successfully excludes snowflakes and keeps the
vehicle points in the space.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 9. Cont.
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(c) 

Figure 9. Point clustering: (a) Before point clustering, (b) Revised density-based spatial clustering of
applications with noise (DBSCAN), (c) Proposed method.

To further evaluate the performance of the proposed method, the proposed method and the
methods developed in [5] and [19] were used to process the same LiDAR databases collected in windy
weather and snowy weather (125 and 651 data for each scenario, respectively). Table 2 summarizes
the results of the three methods. Though there were still some errors in counting the vehicle volume
under both snowy and windy weather using the proposed method, the accuracy was greatly improved
compared to the methods in [5] and [19]. An overall accuracy of more than 90% can be achieved with
the proposed method. The evaluation shows that the performance of the proposed method is superior
compared to the state-of-the-art methods.

Table 2. Performance evaluation.

Snowy Weather Windy Weather

Actual Number
of Vehicles 125 651

Methods Proposed
Method Method in [5] Method in [19] Proposed

Method Method in [5] Method in [19]

Detected
number of

vehicles
135 190 145 689 781 725

Error (%) 8.0 52.0 16.0 5.8 19.9 11.4

4. Conclusions and Discussion

This paper evaluates the performance of the state-of-the-art methods of background filtering and
point clustering for roadside LiDAR data under windy and snowy weather. The results showed that
the existing background filtering and point clustering methods could not process the roadside LiDAR
data effectively. This paper develops a ground surface-enhanced point density statistics filtering
method to exclude the background points under windy weather. The intensity information was used
to improve the accuracy of the revised DBSCAN algorithm developed by Zhao et al. [19]. The testing
results showed that the proposed methods can exclude the background points and cluster the vehicle
points into one group effectively under windy and snowy weather.

There are already some algorithms developed for autonomous vehicles, such as those in [23].
However, those algorithms serving for autonomous vehicles could not be directly applied to the
connected vehicles since the working environment and region of interest are different. There are still
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some limitations that can be improved in the future. Foggy weather can also significantly decrease
the quality of the LiDAR data. However, LiDAR data under foggy weather was not available for
this research. Future studies should evaluate the performance of the proposed methods using the
LiDAR data under foggy and smoggy weather. This paper manually selects two as the intensity
value to identify the snowflakes, but a more advanced method to automatically select the threshold is
still needed.
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Abstract: Traffic flow forecasting is one of the most important use cases related to smart cities.
In addition to assisting traffic management authorities, traffic forecasting can help drivers to choose
the best path to their destinations. Accurate traffic forecasting is a basic requirement for traffic
management. We propose a traffic forecasting approach that utilizes air pollution and atmospheric
parameters. Air pollution levels are often associated with traffic intensity, and much work is already
available in which air pollution has been predicted using road traffic. However, to the best of our
knowledge, an attempt to improve forecasting road traffic using air pollution and atmospheric
parameters is not yet available in the literature. In our preliminary experiments, we found out the
relation between traffic intensity, air pollution, and atmospheric parameters. Therefore, we believe
that addition of air pollutants and atmospheric parameters can improve the traffic forecasting.
Our method uses air pollution gases, including CO, NO, NO2, NOx, and O3. We chose these gases
because they are associated with road traffic. Some atmospheric parameters, including pressure,
temperature, wind direction, and wind speed have also been considered, as these parameters can
play an important role in the dispersion of the above-mentioned gases. Data related to traffic flow, air
pollution, and the atmosphere were collected from the open data portal of Madrid, Spain. The long
short-term memory (LSTM) recurrent neural network (RNN) was used in this paper to perform traffic
forecasting.

Keywords: air pollution; atmospheric data; deep learning; IoT; LSTM; machine learning; RNN;
Sensors; smart cities; traffic flow; traffic forecasting

1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation

Vehicular traffic management is a major issue in cities and metropolitanareas [1]. Traffic has
a relevant impact on different aspects of daily life, from time spent in traffic jams to higher level
of pollution produced, from gas and resources consumption to infrastructural investments and
maintenance of road and transportation systems [2]. Traffic management and optimization are
essential parts in every smart city platform. Smart mobility is one of the most important services of
smart city platform. It has a direct impact on the quality of life of citizens and on the ability of the city
to support the exchange of people and goods within the urban environment. Traffic regulation and
orchestration are key components. With a city’s large number of vehicles, problems related to traffic
are critical for the effective functioning of the city and the health of its citizens. Traffic congestion is a
major problem, especially when it is associated with an increasing number of vehicles in use (e.g., in
cities with inadequate public transportation). It leads to environmental, social, and economic issues [3].
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The timely prediction of traffic flow can be helpful to avoid congestion, as drivers can choose the
most comfortable and less congested path to reach their destination, or modify their time schedule
for their journey in order to compensate for the expected time of arrival caused by the traffic. Road
traffic forecasting is defined as the estimation or prediction of the traffic flow in the (near) future.
Another aspect of traffic levels in cities is car and truck generated air pollution. Many cities suffer from
air pollution. Increasing traffic emissions is one of the major contributors to urban air pollution [4].
According to the World Health Organization (WHO) [5], a large portion of air pollution is contributed
by the transport sector. These two phenomena are linked, and many cities are tackling this problem by
deploying sensors for measuring traffic intensity and air quality. Air pollution generated by traffic
depends on several factors, ranging from the types of vehicles (gasoline, diesel, electric), to the level of
congestion and the time spent in traffic jams, the atmospheric or geographical characteristics of the
environment, and many more.

A large networks of sensors have already been deployed in several cities (e.g., Madrid, Santander,
and Barcelona in Spain, Singapore, Seoul, Copenhagen). Data generated by these sensors are very
useful for forecasting. For example, around 4000 traffic intensity sensors are deployed in Madrid,
Spain (Figure 1) [6]. These sensors provide information about the number of vehicles passing per
hour (actually every 15 minutes). Similarly, there are 24 stations measuring air pollution (Figure 2)
and 26 stations collecting atmospheric data such as local temperature, pressure, wind speed, and
wind direction (Figure 3). Madrid’s data, then, offer the possibility to further analyze the correlations
between traffic intensity, levels of pollution, and meteorological condition. Figures 1–3 show that traffic
intensity sensors are greater in number as compared to air pollution sensors. Air pollution sensor data
are not so granular as the traffic intensity ones. Therefore, in our experiments, we chose traffic sensors
in close proximity (upto 500 m) (Figure 4c) to air pollution sensors and, vice versa, we selected air
pollution sensor stations close to big roads or crossroads. Air pollutants such a CO, NO, NO2, NOx,
and O3 are associated with road traffic [7–9]. The combination of large quantities of curated data
with machine/deep learning models can provide useful insights for the correlation of traffic with air
pollution. Many studies demonstrate how data about traffic flow can be used to predict air pollution.
For example, Batterman et al. [10] used a dispersion model, called the Research Line Source (R-LINE)
model, and emission inventory to predict the air pollutants PM2.5 and NOx. Ly et al. [11] predicted
the concentration of NO2 and CO by using multisensor devices data and weather data, including
temperature, relative humidity, and absolute humidity. In this work, they used the data of an Italian
city (unnamed city) between March 2004 and February 2005. Similarly, Lana et al. [12] used a Random
Forest regression model to predict the air pollution level with respect to road traffic utilizing open
data from Madrid for the year 2015. Russo et al. [13] used atmospheric data, including temperature,
wind direction, wind intensity, along with other air pollutants, including NO2, NO, and CO as input
variables to neural network to forecast the concentration of PM10. However, in their experiments,
they did not take traffic intensity into account. Brunello et al. [14] investigated temporal information
management to assess the relationships between air pollutants, including NO2, NOx, and PM2.5, and
road traffic. In all of these studies, thanks to the direct link between road traffic and air pollutants,
road traffic was used to predict air pollution. Air pollution and traffic intensity data are collected as
time-series of values and are generally made available for analysis and study. However, to the best of
our knowledge, there has not yet been an attempt to use air pollution to improve the traffic forecasting.
Traffic intensity is a major contributor to air pollution. The presence of certain pollutants in the air is
most likely determined (or largely contributed) by vehicle traffic. Being able to correlate the actual
level of these pollutants, on a timely basis for an area close to an air pollution station, to the expected
level of traffic in the same area can be of help in better predicting the traffic intensity. Hypothetically, if
the only source of pollution was car traffic, a strong correlation between the air pollution level and the
intensity of traffic could be drawn. Cities and urban conglomerates are complex systems and there are
other major contributors to air pollutions (home heating, factories and transformation implants, and
others). Besides this, also meteorological condition can influence the air quality, e.g., strong winds can
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spread and disseminate pollutants in large areas making it more difficult to find strong correlations
between traffic, air pollution and other contributors. In spite of the complexity of these causal relations,
Madrid offers an impressive wealth of data for approaching and further study the correlation between
traffic intensity and air pollution. The analysis considers the current level of pollution in a specific area
at a specific time interval “t” as an evidence of presence of traffic. This evidence is also reinforced by
the ability to know the traffic intensity levels before the time “t”. Using these data could lead to a better
prediction of the traffic intensity. Generally speaking, the approach of considering air pollution data as
a means to predict traffic intensity can be undertaken in two ways: to use air pollution data together
with traffic intensity data to improve the prediction of traffic intensity, or to use the air pollution data
and numerical models to infer the expected traffic intensity. This paper evaluates the first option, while
the second one is left for further study.

Cities are systems that attract peoples, goods and activities and their impact is not limited to
the city limits, but extend to cities, towns, and villages in the surrounding area. According to a
World Economic Forum report [15], people prefer living, staying, studying, and growing up in cities.
In fact, big cities exert a strong attraction effect and have a considerable impact on very large areas.
The traffic and pollution issues involved may therefore be better analyzed if the extended areas are
considered. Sometimes, air quality measurements are also assessed in decentralized areas. Thanks
to the availability of several open datasets, it is possible to investigate the correlation between air
pollution and traffic intensity that may have contributed to the level of pollution in large monitored
areas. This information will in turn offer the possibility to focus on air quality analysis and to correlate
it to the expected traffic intensity. This paper investigates this possibility, starting from a highly-sensed
and populated area (Madrid and its surrounding area). In Madrid’s data portal, datasets related to air
pollution and atmospheric data are available timely each hour. On the other hand, data for traffic flow
is updated every 15 minutes. Historic data of traffic flow, air pollution, and atmospheric variables for
each month is made available at the end of the month. One expected outcome of this work is to validate
(or reject) the usage of current air pollution measurements and levels combined with atmospheric data
to improve the prediction of the traffic intensity levels.

Traffic intensity is the major cause of the pollution problem. So not surprising, measuring or
using the resultant levels of pollution generated can be a means to understand how many vehicles
may be present. Pant et al. [16] performed an analysis to characterize the traffic-related PM emissions
in a tunnel environment. For this purpose, they chose 545 meters long, one of the major tunnels in
Birmingham, called A38 Queensway Tunnel. Around 25,000 vehicles travel through this tunnel daily.
They deployed the PM sensors at the distance of 1.5 m on emergency layby. A similar experiment can
be done with different number of vehicles to observe the volume of the pollution produced. A set of
vehicles operating for a specific period of time in the same area will produce a very similar quantity of
pollutants (imagine 100 cars in a closed environment, they will produce the same amount of pollutants
when operating for the same period of time). Measuring the levels of pollutants over time may create a
dataset usable to predict level of pollution as well as from the pollution levels to determine how many
cars were contributing. Hypothetically, measuring the level of pollution at a certain instant may allow
to determine how many cars were operating. In the real-world, things are more dynamic, for instance:

• the concentration of pollutants is greater close to big roads [17] (this is also why we tried to
consider traffic intensity sensors close to the pollution sensors).

• the set of vehicles may be dynamic in composition (more diesel, more electric, and so on) during
the days.

• the pollution level generated can be impacted by the meteorological condition.

However, the traffic in a city shows patterns and in spite of the dynamic of the composition/aggregation
of vehicles producing pollutants, there are patterns also in how people use the cars (e.g., similar number
of commuters in peak hours of traffic). These patterns are also well-known by users, they, in fact, expect
to have different traffic condition during the day and the week (with large differences between working
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days and week-ends). Over a long period of time, these patterns repeat and the levels of pollution can
be considered as signatures of traffic intensity. The hypothesis to verify is if the levels of pollution may
correspond on the average to certain levels of traffic and if these measurements of pollution can be used to
improve the traffic predictions. Having time-series of the pollution signatures together with time-series of
traffic intensity will allow to better predict the traffic intensity.

The objective is also to determine if such an approach is practical and if it can give useful and
improved results over an analysis that considers only the traffic intensity time-series. Determining the
relations between levels of pollution and traffic intensity may lead to important consequences such
as: to better control the air quality in more parts of the city and still maintain the desired levels of
monitoring of vehicular traffic situation; the reduction of the number of traffic sensors, which can lead
to reduced maintenance costs that could go in favor of a more capillary environment management
infrastructure; moving from specific sensing and monitoring to general-purpose sensing for large
urban environments [18]; the integration and exploitation of other forms of environmental control
(e.g., satellite data).

Figure 1. Traffic intensity sensors in Madrid.

Figure 2. Air pollution sensors in Madrid.

Figure 3. Weather stations in Madrid.
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LSTM recurrent neural network is very popular for dealing with time-series data [19]. In the case
at hand, the relationship between traffic intensity and pollution levels are aligned (see Section 3.1 and
Figures 5 and 6), other time the relationship is blurred by other factors (e.g., meteorological factor).
Neural Network can be fruitfully used to capture the evident and the more hidden patterns. For
instance, in a week period different patterns (working days versus week-end may show different
courses). An adequate period of time for a repeated number of time (e.g., a weekly observation for a
duration of a year of data) may disclose relevant correlations. Therefore, we adopted a long short-term
memory (LSTM) recurrent neural network (RNN)-based approach which uses air pollutants, including
CO, NO, NO2, NOx, and O3, along with some atmospheric variables including pressure, temperature,
wind direction, and wind speed to improve road traffic forecasting in Madrid, Spain. The experiments
presented in this paper are based on one year of data collected from Madrid’s open data source.
Complete details about the dataset are provided in Section 4.

(a) Two air pollution sensor stations,
considered for experiments.

(b) Traffic intensity sensors used for one air
pollution sensor 28079016.

(c) Ariel view of Madrid’s map showing the
areas considered within 500m radius of both air
pollution sensor stations.

Figure 4. Considered air pollution sensor stations, traffic intensity sensors, and areas in Madrid.

1.2. Contribution

With this paper, we have made the following contributions:

• We provide a detailed statistical analysis based on the relationship between air pollutants,
atmospheric variables, and road traffic;

• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to use air pollutants in combination with
atmospheric variables to improve traffic forecasting in a smart city;

• Our approach uses a well-known LSTM RNN for time-series traffic data forecasting; and
• We provide some proof of the validity of our approach and avenues for future work.
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1.3. Organization

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 offers a summary of the related work, and Section 3
explains the methodology. The dataset information and performance evaluation are provided in
Section 4, and Section 5 concludes the paper and indicates promising directions for future work.

2. Related Work

In this section, we summarize the existing work on traffic forecasting available in the literature.
Ji et al. [20] used a deep learning, LSTM RNN-based model exploiting long-term evolution (LTE)
access data as an input to their model for the prediction of real-time speed of the traffic. Similarly,
Wei et al. [21] proposed an AutoEncoder and LSTM-based method to predict traffic flow. They collected
data from the Caltrans Performance Measurement System (PeMS) and considered only three features:
(1) traffic flow, (2) occupancy, and (3) speed. Li et al. [22], in their paper, provide an overview of the
machine learning approaches for short-term traffic forecasting. Ketabi et al. [23] provide a comparative
analysis of multiple variant recurrent neural network and conventional methods for traffic density
prediction. They used 40 day data, generated by 58 cameras in London, of the time slot between 9:30
AM and 6:30 PM. Their work considered two features: time and traffic density. Zhu et al. [24] used GPS
information data to develop a traffic flow prediction model. Based on data clustering using historic
GPS data, their artificial neural network-based prediction model utilized a weighted optimal path
algorithm to predict short-term traffic flow. This prediction, based only on the departure time, was
then used as input to an A-Dijkstra algorithm to find an optimal path.

Hou et al. [25] proposed a hybrid model that combines an autoregressive integrated moving
average (ARIMA) algorithm and a wavelet neural network algorithm for short-term traffic prediction.
Their experiment is based on a case study of the Wenhuadong/Tongyi intersection in Weihai City, and
only considers weekdays. They collected data over three workdays, using the data from first two days
for training and 3rd day’s data for testing. Time and traffic flow were the only two features considered.
Similarly, Tang et al. [26] proposed a hybrid model, comprising denoising schemes and support-vector
machines for traffic flow prediction. To conduct their experiments, they collected data from three
traffic flow loop detectors deployed on a highway in Minneapolis, MN (USA). They considered
five denoising methods (Empirical Mode Decomposition, Ensemble Empirical Mode Decomposition,
Moving Average, Butterworth filter, and Wavelet) for performance evaluation purposes. Their data
contained three features: volume, speed, and occupancy. Wang et al. [27] presented an integrated
method, combining Group method of data handling (GMDH) and seasonal autoregressive integrated
moving average (SARIMA), for traffic flow prediction in the Nanming district of Guiyang, Guizhou
province, China. They collected data for five working days; data from the 1st four days were used
for training while the last day’s data were used for testing. They used residue series as features
and labels, respectively to train the model. Rajabzadeh et al. [28] proposed an hybrid approach for
short-term road traffic prediction. Based on stochastic differential equations, their approach ultimately
improves the short-term prediction. They divided their approach into two steps: (1) a Hull-White
model implementation to obtain a prediction model from previous days and (2) the implementation of
an extended Vasicek model in order to model a difference between predictions and observations. Two
datasets were used: one from a highway in Tehran, and the other an open dataset of PeMS time and
traffic volume as inputs. Goudarzi et al. [29] proposed an approach based on self-organizing vehicular
network to predict traffic flow. They used a probabilistic generative neural network technique, called
deep belief neural networks, to predict traffic flow. Data generated by road side units (RSUs) were used
for experiments, with traffic volume and time as inputs. Abadi et al. [30] used traffic flow series that
indicate the trends in traffic flow; wavelet decomposition provided basis series and deviation series
from the traffic flow data. In addition, local weighted partial least squares and Kalman filtering were
used to predict the basis series. One day’s data (8:00 AM to 8:00 PM) from the website of the ministry
of communication of Taiwan were used for their experiments. Zhang et al. [31] used atmospheric data
(average wind speed, temperature, ice fog, freezing fog, smoke) as input to gated recurrent neural
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network to predict the traffic flow. Rey del Castillo [6] presented an analysis on Madrid’s traffic. In this
work, short-term indicators of traffic evolution have been produced. Similarly, Lagunas [32] used
different machine learning algorithms, including K-means, K-nearest neighbors, and Decision Tree,
combined with traffic data, weather data, and data related to events in Madrid to predict the traffic
congestion in an area.

The majority of the above-mentioned works used traffic intensity and time in order to forecast
traffic. However, we believe that some other parameters like atmospheric conditions can effect the
traffic flow which have not been considered in above-mentioned works. Tsirigotis et al. [33] considered
only rainfall, along with traffic volume and speed to forecast the traffic. Similarly, Xu et al. [34]
considered temperature and humidity, along with taxi trajectory data to forecast traffic flow. They took
travel time, pick-up & drop time, and distance into account to forecast traffic flow. Only one month’s
data (01 January 2015 to 31 January 2015) were considered. We believe, traffic pattern can vary in
different days and months. For example, we might observe different traffic pattern during weekends.
Similarly, according to a case study in Copenhagen, Denmark, 80% journeys are made on foot in city
center and 14% are made by bicycle in summer [35]. On the other hand, traffic forecasting based-on
taxi trajectory might have other flaws too. For example, road lines leading to airports might have
heavy traffic flow as compared to other lines in surrounding areas. Traffic forecasting for surrounding
areas, based on taxi traveling in the lines with heavy traffic flow might result an inaccurate forecasting.
In this paper, we are introducing the use of air pollutants and atmospheric parameters (pressure,
temperature, wind direction, and wind speed) to forecast traffic. These are the two motivations for
using atmospheric parameters: they influence the level of air pollutants in the air, and they also can
influence the human behavior. For example, Badii et al. [36] used weather conditions, including
temperature, humidity, and rainfall to predict the availability of parking spots inside parking garages,
given the fact that depending on the weather condition, people’s choice of parking may vary. For
example, in thunderstorm, people will prefer indoor parking. Similarly, on different occasions, people
may prefer to use public transport which may affect the occupancy of parking lots.

3. Methodology

In this section, we describe the methodology for forecasting traffic flow using traffic intensity
values. A first step was to use traffic intensity data combined with air pollution and atmospheric
data in order to forecast the traffic. We correlate traffic intensity data to air pollution and atmospheric
variables (as we also want to study the relationship between traffic and pollution). As described
earlier, air pollutants are often linked to the road traffic levels. Using that link, we propose to use
air pollutants and atmospheric variables to forecast the traffic flow. In the second step, we used only
time-stamped traffic intensity data, excluding air pollutants and atmospheric data, to forecast the
traffic flow. The results produced from step one and step two were then compared to observe how
air pollution and atmospheric data, combined with traffic intensity data, could be used to forecast
traffic flow. Our experiments were organized into two categories: (1) statistical analysis and (2) traffic
forecasting using LSTM RNN. For our experiments, we used open data, collected by the city of Madrid,
Spain [37]. The first category of experiments was instrumental for analyzing the quality of available
data and to identify macroscopic properties of the data sets.

3.1. Statistical Analysis

As the initial step, we chose one of the air pollution measuring stations and selected two traffic
flow sensors at different distances (Figure 7). We collected hourly data from 01 January 2019 to
31 December 2019. This data contained the number of vehicles per hour that passed the sensors, and
the air pollutants (CO, NO, NO2, NOx, and O3) levels. Subsequently, we used the accumulated data
in order to have an initial view on the possible correlations and to determine a set of parameters that
could have an impact on the correlation. We plotted the data on graphs in order to observe the traffic
flow patterns with respect to air pollution, as shown in Figure 5. Figure 5 represent the hourly graph
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of traffic flow measures of one of the selected traffic flow sensors with respect to air pollutants CO,
NO, NO2, and NOx. These graphs represent the values of each hour of each day of the year 2019.
The graphs in green represent the traffic intensity while the corresponding graphs in red represent
the air pollutant levels. In these graphs, blue dotted lines divide the graphs into four time intervals.
During the first 2 intervals, all the measured air pollutants follow the traffic flow trend, with few
exceptions. In the first interval, the pollutant levels decrease when the traffic is decreasing. Similarly,
during the second interval, the pollutant levels increase when the traffic is increasing. A similar pattern
can be seen during the fourth interval. However, during the 3rd interval, the pollutants do not seem
to be following the traffic flow pattern. To investigate this phenomenon, we studied air pollution
dispersion aspects and considered wind speed as one of the factors in air pollution dispersion [38].

(a) CO to traffic flow correlation
graph

(b) NO to traffic flow correlation
graph

(c) NO2 to traffic flow
correlation graph

(d) NOx to traffic flow
correlation graph

Figure 5. Correlation graphs of traffic flow and air pollutants with respect to each hour of the day.
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(a) CO to traffic flow correlation graph
(annual mean)

(b) NO to traffic flow correlation graph
(annual mean)

(c) NO2 to traffic flow correlation graph
(annual mean)

(d) NOx to traffic flow correlation
graph (annual mean)

Figure 6. Correlation graphs of traffic flow and air pollutants with respect to each hour of the day
(annual mean).

Figure 7. Considered air pollution station (highlighted by the green rectangle) and traffic flow sensors
(highlighted by the yellow rectangles).
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Hence, as a further verification, we plotted a graph representing the average annual wind speed
for each hour (Figure 8), which reveals that wind speed is constantly increasing during the time interval
when air pollution does not follow the traffic flow pattern. Given the air pollution dispersion values
and the available data, we consider that wind speed is one of the factors that influence air pollution
dispersion. As mentioned above, we noticed from statistical analysis that there are similarities in the
growth of traffic and the growth of pollution during the morning, and there is a shift in the growth
of traffic and the growth of pollution during the evening. In the mid of the day, the correlation is
more difficult to capture. This is why we used RNN in order to determine some correlations beyond
the statistical ones. The same algorithm using only traffic intensity data and using traffic intensity +
meteorological + pollution data show different levels of precision in favor of the analysis that considers
more contextual information (a comparative analysis is provided in the Section 4.2). Figure 5 presents
the correlation between air pollutants and traffic intensity with respect to each hour of each day of the
year. However, in order to provide more insights related to correlation, we have plotted an annual
mean graphs for all the considered air pollutants (Figure 6). Phase shift can be seen in Figure 6 too,
however, phase shift in Figure 6 is different than that of in Figure 5 because of average annual values.

Figure 8. Average annual wind speed.

3.2. Linear Interpolation

Missing values from the data is another major issue when dealing with time-series data. Even
though the available open data of the city of Madrid is well maintained, minor glitches in sensors
are almost inevitable. Sensors may go offline because of technical issues, or there is a possibility that
received data could not be stored on a server. While conducting our initial data analysis, we observed
that some of the traffic flow sensors had missing values for some timestamps. Though these missed
values were not numerous, it was necessary to fill the gap because we were dealing with time-series
data. In order to deal with this issue, we used a well-known method, linear interpolation. Linear
interpolation is a popular technique to fill the missing values in a dataset [39]. This technique seeks to
identify timestamps that are similar to those that are missing their values, and fills each missing value
with an average value [40]. Linear interpolation states that there is a constant gradient in the rate of
change between one sample point and the next point. Considering this assumption, if the amplitude
of the ith point is xi and the amplitude of the i + 1th point is xi+1, then keeping the constant gradient,
the jth point between xi and xi+1 can be calculated as follows [41]:

xi+1 − xi
(i + 1)− i

=
xj − xi

j − i
(1)

or
xj = (j − i)(xj − xi) + xi (2)
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3.3. Traffic Forecasting Using LSTM Recurrent Neural Network

When dealing with time-series data or spatial temporal reasoning, the LSTM RNN is
considered one of the best options. As shown in Figure 9, unlike traditional neural networks,
the LSTM RNN has memory units instead of neurons. With traditional fully connected
neural networks, there is a full connection between the neurons of two adjacent layers.
However, there is no connection between the neurons within the same layer. This lack of
connection in traditional neural networks could create problems, and may likely cause total
failure in terms of spatial temporal reasoning [42]. In RNNs, a hidden unit (memory unit)
receives the feedback. This feedback goes from previous state to the current state. We used
timestamp, day_o f _the_week, CO, NO, NO2, NOx, O3, pressure, temperature, wind_direction, wind_speed,
and tra f f ic_ f low as the features for our RNN. If we denote the input for the model as
x = (x1, x2, x3, ..., xT) and the output as y = (y1, y2, y3, ..., yT), with the T in x and y is the prediction
time, the traffic flow prediction at time t can be calculated iteratively using the following equations [43]:

it = σ(Wixxt + Wimmt−1 + Wicct−1 + bi) (3)

ft = σ(Wf xxt + Wf mmt−1 + Wf cct−1 + b f ) (4)

ct = ft � ct−1 + it � g(Wcxxt + Wcmmt−1 + bc) (5)

ot = σ(Woxxt + Wommt−1 + Wocct + bo) (6)

mt = ot � h(ct) (7)

yt = Wymmt + by (8)

In the above equations, σ() represents the sigmoid function, which is defined as:

σ(x) =
1

1 + e−x (9)

and the � in Equations (3)–(8) represents the dot product (also known as scalar product). A memory
block, shown in Figure 10, has an input gate, an output gate, and a forget gate. The output of the input
gate is represented as it, that of the output gate as ot, and the output of the forget gate as ft, where ct

and mt represent the cell and memory activation vectors, respectively. Similarly, W and b represent
the weight and the bias matrix which are used to establish connections between input layer, memory
block, and output layer. g(x) and h(x) are centered logistic sigmoid functions.

Figure 9. LSTM Recurrent Neural Network Architecture.
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Figure 10. Architecture of a LSTM Memory Unit in Hidden Layers.

3.4. Data Normalization

Data normalization is one of the most important steps in data pre-processing. It guarantees the
quality of the data before we use as the input to machine/deep learning models [44]. Data normalization
is required when features have different ranges of values. For example, in our dataset, the traffic intensity
values range approximately between 0 and 1500 while the value ranges for CO and NO2 are 0–3.4
and 0–616, respectively. This difference of scale may lead to the poor performance of a machine/deep
learning model. Data normalization helps to deal with data that contains values that have different scales.
Moreover, it also helps to reduce the training time. Different kind of data normalization techniques are
available, including min-max, median normalization, and Z-score decimal scaling. In this paper, we used
the most popular normalization technique, min-max normalization [45].

Min-Max Normalization

Min-max normalization maps data into pre-defined ranges i.e., [0,1] or [−1,1]. The values of each
attribute in the data are defined according to their minimum and maximum value. If we denote the
attribute in the data by “Atr”, its value by “a_val”, its normalized value as “a_norm”, and pre-defined
range as [lower_lim, higher_lim], then following equation [44] can be used to calculate normalized
values between the range [lower_lim, higher_lim]:

a_norm = lower_lim +
(higher_lim − lower_lim)× (a_valu − min(Atr))

max(Atr)− min(Atr)
(10)

3.5. Hyperparameter

We used the following configuration of a LSTM RNN to forecast traffic flow using Madrid’s open data:

• 3 LSTM layers;
• Dropout: To keep our model from going into overfitting, we applied dropout [46] at each LSTM

layer with a value of 0.7;
• Early Stopping: To stop the training before the model approaches overfitting, we used early

stopping [47] with the patience value of 5;
• Look Back Steps: In order to do prediction at time t, “look back” shows how many previous time

steps need to be considered. We set the “look back” steps value at 168, which represents the total
number of hours in a week. We chose 168 hours (one week) as “look back” period. The plan is to
capture the evolution of the air pollutants over a period in which different, but recursive patterns
may occur, e.g., working day traffic vs. Week-end traffic. We wanted to grasp the differences
between working days and week-end. In addition, in such a period, the pollutants have time to
consolidate (some pollutant can float for hours or more). Moreover, this time period could result a
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better forecasting. Traffic intensity shows different patterns between weekdays and weekends.
Pollution “signatures” refer to longer and more complex situations. A week within a particular
month (e.g., December before Christmas time) can be characterized by higher volume of traffic
and hence pollution. Different months can have very different levels of traffic and pollution.
The choice of considering one week is due to the possibility to grasp these variations, while still
maintaining a short period for observation and data capture. With respect to pollution, a longer
period of time (e.g., a month) would allow a more specific characterization of the traffic in that
specific month and the related pollution signature could be used in order to help the prediction.
A shorter period of time (one day, two days) is not able to capture these variations in traffic
intensity and pollution measurements. However, the choice of one week is a starting point and,
for further work, a better tuning of the time could be envisaged.

4. Dataset and Performance Evaluation

This section describes the dataset and its features, and evaluates the performance achieved by LSTM
RNN for traffic flow forecasting using air pollution and atmospheric data. Open data from Madrid,
Spain [37] collected and normalized for 1 year of observations. A large set of data related to traffic
intensity was collected in the first step. This dataset also contained weather and pollution-related features.
We conducted experiments using the data from two air pollution sensor stations (Figure 4a) to forecast
traffic flow. These stations measure CO, NO, NO2, NOx and O3 values in the air. In addition, we used
timestamp, traffic intensity, and atmospheric data, including temperature, pressure, wind speed, and
wind direction from nearby weather stations. For a comparison, in the second step, we only used traffic
intensity and timestamp values (with no air pollutant or atmospheric parameters) to forecast the traffic
flow, and compared the results to see the effect of considering air pollutant and atmospheric data.

We chose 25 traffic flow sensors in a 500 m radius of the two air pollution sensor stations
(Figure 4b). Traffic flow data is available after every 15 minutes, however, other data, including CO,
NO, NO2, NOx, O3, Pressure, Temperature, Wind Speed, and Wind Direction are updated hourly.

As the air pollutant data and atmospheric data are available hourly, therefore, we collected the
hourly traffic data to keep it coherent with air pollution and atmospheric data. Table 1 represents the
details of the features used to train the model. As our data were organized hourly (from 01 January
2019 to 31 December 2019), we had 8760 records in total; 67% of our data were used for training and
33% were used for testing. In order to extract the traffic flow insights for the roads where sensors are
deployed, Table 2 represents the statistics of 25 traffic flow sensors within the chosen distance from the
associated air pollution sensor station, and the minimum, maximum, and average traffic flow in the
year 2019. Out of 25 sensors, 9 were faulty and gave either null value or garbage values. For those
sensors, the minimum, maximum, and average flow values are represented as “NA” in Table 2.

Table 1. Features used for training the model.

Feature Value/Unit

Month 1–12
Day 1–28/29/30/31

Weekday 1–7
Hour 0–23
CO mg/m3

NO μg/m3

NO2 μg/m3

NOx μg/m3

O3 μg/m3

Pressure mb
Temperature ◦C

Wind Direction Angle
Wind Speed m/s
Traffic Flow Vehicles/h
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Table 2. Traffic flow sensors’ statistics.

Air Pollution
Sensor Station

Traffic Flow
Sensor

Distance from
Air Pollution

Sensor Station

Minimum Flow
(Annual)

Maximum Flow
(Annual)

Average Flow
(Annual)

28079016

6037 240 m 0 384 112.344
3791 79 m 4 1601 493.693
3775 294 m 17 1166 468.615
5938 205 m 0 220 32.011
5939 125 m 5 1980 522.943

10124 242 m NA NA NA
6058 214 m NA NA NA
3594 296 m NA NA NA
5922 366 m NA NA NA

10128 500 m 4 1413 437.701
10125 455 m NA NA NA
5941 303 m 0 1324 135.017
5923 426 m 5 1334 437.864
5994 483 m 0 480 135.389
5940 369 m NA NA NA
5942 336 m 0 1523 534.091
5944 349 m 0 182 72.176
5921 374 m 23 1214 481.669
3776 425 m 17 1208 476.911
5937 484 m 0 313 86.216

28079035

3731 26 m NA NA NA
4303 39 m 0 181 52.188
3730 133 m NA NA NA
4301 137 m NA NA NA

10387 196 m 40 1260 608.482

4.1. Evaluation Metrics

In order to evaluate the results of the experiments, we defined some metrics to be used for the
evaluation of our model. We used two of the most-used evaluation metrics Mean Absolute Error (MAE)
and Means Squared Error (MSE). Their mathematical representations are [48,49]:

MAE =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

|ypredicted
i − yobserved

i | (11)

MSE =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

(ypredicted − yobserved)2 (12)

MAE is not sensitive to outliers. It does not deal well with big errors. It is very useful for
continuous variable data. MSE is very useful when the dataset contains outliers. At the beginning of the
analysis, we wanted to be sure to grasp insights from very different data and patterns (traffic intensity
and air pollutants). For this reason, we decided to check our results using both MSE and MAE.
However, in our case, we found out that MAE alone could be used to evaluate the whole performance.
Therefore, in future work, for additional experiments, we will use MAE for the evaluation. We used
the training loss and the validation loss in the learning curve in order to be sure that our model was
not overfitting.

4.2. Results

This section provides the MAE and MSE scores of the LSTM RNN model for each of the operational
traffic flow sensors (excluding faulty sensors). As explained in the previous section, 25 traffic intensity
sensors were considered, and out of those 25, 9 sensors were faulty and so were eliminated from the
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dataset during the experiments. Hence, Table 3 presents the MAE and MSE scores of 16 traffic flow
sensors. We performed an hourly forecast. In order to do that, we determined the traffic intensity at
time t by considering traffic intensity data, air pollution data, and atmospheric data from [0, t − 1] and,
air pollution data and atmospheric data from time t.

The maximum MAE produced by the LSTM RNN for the traffic sensors within the radius of
500 m of air pollution sensor “28079016” was 0.214 while the minimum MAE was 0.061. Similarly,
the maximum MSE was 0.60 and the minimum MSE was 0.009. In order to evaluate our LSTM RNN
model further, we conducted the same experiments for air pollution sensor station “28079035” and
5 traffic flow sensors within its 500 m radius. Out of those 5 traffic flow sensors, 3 were faulty. Hence,
Table 3 presents the values of 2 of the operational traffic flow sensors (4303 and 10387) around the
station “28079035”. The LSTM RNN produced values 0.105 MAE and 0.017 MSE for traffic flow sensor
“4303”, and 0.136 MAE and 0.029 MSE for traffic flow sensor “10387”.

Table 3. Mean absolute error (MAE) and mean squared error (MSE) for two considered traffic flow
forecasting for considered traffic flow sensors.

Air Pollution
Sensor Station

Traffic Flow
Sensor

MAE MSE

28079016

6037 0.183 0.045
3791 0.206 0.056
3775 0.206 0.054
5938 0.073 0.009
5939 0.166 0.035
10128 0.203 0.053
5941 0.061 0.005
5923 0.188 0.046
5994 0.173 0.047
5942 0.214 0.060
5944 0.208 0.056
5921 0.200 0.051
3776 0.193 0.051
5937 0.160 0.030

28079035 4303 0.105 0.017
10387 0.136 0.029

In order to observe the effect of introducing air pollutants and atmospheric parameters,
we randomly selected five traffic intensity sensors and performed forecasting, considering only
timestamped traffic intensity values. Figures 11 and 12 represent the comparative analysis of the mean
absolute error and the mean squared error, respectively, with and without using air pollutants and
atmospheric parameters as input features. It is clear that air pollutants and atmospheric parameters
improve the MAE and the MSE. Our LSTM recurrent neural network-based approach performed better
for all of the five considered traffic intensity sensors when air pollutants and atmospheric parameters
were used along with the timestamped traffic intensity values.
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Figure 11. MAE with and without using air pollutants and atmospheric parameters.

Figure 12. MSE with and without using air pollutants and atmospheric parameters.

4.3. Further Evaluation

To further evaluate the LSTM RNN model, we determined if our model was overfitting or not.
One of the most-widely used methods for verifying overfitting [50,51] is to plot learning curves.
A learning curve plots a model’s training loss and validation loss. These curves give information about
overfitting and underfitting:

• Overfitting represents the ability of the model to learn too much during the training process, so
that when unseen data are provided for prediction, it shows poor performance. Overfitting can be
diagnosed by plotting learning curves. If the training loss is decreasing but validation loss starts
increasing after a specific point, this shows that a model is overfitting [51].

• Underfitting represents the inability of the model to learn from training data. If a learning curve
shows either of the following two behaviors, the model is underfitting:

– Validation loss is very high and training loss is flat regardless of training time.
– Training loss is continuously decreasing without being stable until the training is complete.

Given above definitions, we plotted learning curves to observe the behavior of our model.
Figure 13 shows that the learning curve of our model is not following any of the above-mentioned
definitions of overfitting and underfitting. Training loss is decreasing and after a specific point it
becomes stable. Similarly, validation loss becomes stable and remains close to the training loss. Both of
these observations show that our model is a good fit.
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Figure 13. Learning curve representing training and validation losses of the LSTM RNN model for
traffic flow forecasting.

4.4. Threat to Validity

The model utilized with the currently available data in Madrid. The penetration of electric
vehicles may be a factor impacting the generation of pollution in major cities. This could have also a
long term impact on our forecasts. However, the substitution of older vehicles with hybrid or electric
ones will be relatively quick but not immediate. This delay will give the model some time to adapt
and learn the new patterns. Given the ongoing concerns about air pollution, the use of electric vehicles
is increasing around the world. For example, the national electric mobility mission plan is anticipating
the sale of around 7 million electric vehicles yearly from 2020 onwards [52]. While it will take a long
time to completely eliminate conventional vehicles, the elimination of conventional fuel vehicles could
be a threat to our approach’s validity, as it is partially dependent upon vehicular pollution emission.

5. Conclusions

Traffic forecasting is one of the most important tasks for big cities. Accurate traffic flow forecasting
can help drivers to better plan their trips. To provide accurate traffic flow forecasting, this work,
first combined air pollutants and atmospheric data with traffic intensity data to forecast traffic flow
in Madrid, Spain. In the second step, only timestamped traffic intensity data were used to forecast
traffic flow, and then those results were compared with the results from the experiments at step one.
The comparison was carried out to observe the effect of adding air pollutants and atmospheric data to
forecast the traffic flow. We used a long short-term memory recurrent neural network (LSTM RNN)
to perform traffic flow forecasting, with time-series traffic flow, air pollution, and atmospheric data
collected from the open datasets of Madrid, Spain. Air pollutants (CO, NO, NO2, NOX , and O3),
which are associated with road traffic, were considered as the input features, along with atmospheric
variables (wind speed, wind direction, temperature and pressure), because in air pollution dispersion
models, these features influence the dispersion of air pollution. Together these features helped the
model to better forecast the traffic flow. Experimental results show that addition of air pollutant and
atmospheric information with timestamp improved the performance.

Future Work

In future work, we plan to extend our experiments to assess the effects of seasons, e.g., summer
and winter. Traffic patterns are likely to be different in August in Europe, as many people leave cities
and go on vacations. Moreover, we want to identify the percentage of air pollution contributed by
road traffic and heating/cooling systems in homes, offices, and factories. In addition, we are planning
to take air pollution dispersion models like Ausplume and Calpuss into account to better understand
the behavior of air pollution. The correlation between air pollution and traffic intensity may differ in
different areas of the city. Density of the infrastructure can have an impact on the correlation. In this
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paper, we only considered two areas in Madrid. However in the future, we plan to take multiple areas
and their infrastructure into account to observe the correlation between traffic flow and air pollutants.
As a goal, we want to understand if it is possible to analyze the ’signatures’/traces of pollution in
order to derive and predict information for correlated phenomena. At the same time, satellite pollution
measurements will be taken into consideration in order to understand if they can be used together
with ground values to better identify the correlations. In this paper, we considered one of the popular
neural network models, i.e., LSTM recurrent neural network. However, some studies [53] show that
traditional machine learning models can sometimes perform better than deep learning techniques.
In addition to traditional machine learning models, statistical models have also been found to perform
better than machine learning models [54]. Hence, it is an open research question to choose the better
machine/deep learning model combined with air pollution and atmospheric data.

In addition, we want to investigate how to optimize the fusion of different sources of information
to improve the prediction for relevant phenomena in the cities. The deployment and maintenance
of a large sensor network for traffic and air quality monitoring is a large investment that requires
careful planning in order to be effective and practical. There are a few cities (Madrid is one), that have
similar deployment and provide open access to data [37,55,56]. Many other cities cannot afford such
an investment. This means that monitoring may be very active in certain areas while areas nearby are
not similarly controlled. We will work on pollution data analysis to verify if it is possible to adequately
monitor pollution and to derive and predict phenomena related/associated to it. Another aspect that
will be further studied is the possibility offered by the fusion of data in reducing the number of sensors
in a city without lowering the information quality, which will ultimately lead to a reduction in cost.
For instance, in Madrid, some traffic sensors could be eliminated in favor of more air control sensors if
a strong relationship can be verified between traffic and pollution levels.
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Abstract: Real-time monitoring of fruit ripeness in storage and during logistics allows traders to
minimize the chances of financial losses and maximize the quality of the fruit during storage through
accurate prediction of the present condition of fruits. In Pakistan, banana production faces different
difficulties from production, post-harvest management, and trade marketing due to atmosphere and
mismanagement in storage containers. In recent research development, Wireless Sensor Networks
(WSNs) are progressively under investigation in the field of fruit ripening due to their remote
monitoring capability. Focused on fruit ripening monitoring, this paper demonstrates an Xbee-based
wireless sensor nodes network. The role of the network architecture of the Xbee sensor node and sink
end-node is discussed in detail regarding their ability to monitor the condition of all the required
diagnosis parameters and stages of banana ripening. Furthermore, different features are extracted
using the gas sensor, which is based on diverse values. These features are utilized for training in
the Artificial Neural Network (ANN) through the Back Propagation (BP) algorithm for further data
validation. The experimental results demonstrate that the projected WSN architecture can identify the
banana condition in the storage area. The proposed Neural Network (NN) architectural design works
well with selecting the feature data sets. It seems that the experimental and simulation outcomes
and accuracy in banana ripening condition monitoring in the given feature vectors is attained and
acceptable, through the classification performance, to make a better decision for effective monitoring
of current fruit condition.

Keywords: wireless sensor network; fruit condition monitoring; artificial neural network; ethylene
gas; banana ripening

1. Introduction

Fresh produce, especially fruits and vegetables, is considered an important part of our day to day
diet because it is a major source of vitamins, minerals, organic acids, dietary fibers, and also antioxidants.
According to the food guide pyramid, a balanced diet should include at least 2–4 servings of fruit
every day [1]. The consumption of fruits and vegetables has increased recently with greater consumer
awareness about the health benefits of fresh produce over processed foods. Fruits and vegetables are
highly perishable commodities, so proper post-harvest handling is required to avoid unwanted losses
and to retain the freshness and quality. During long-distance transportation and distribution, the risk
of post-harvest losses may increase, and therefore, proper care and handling have been emphasized
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in recent years for post-harvest commodities [2]. There are several causes of post-harvest losses,
including increased respiration rate, hormone production (i.e., ethylene), physiological disorders,
general senescence, and compositional and morphological changes. However, the excess of ethylene
(plant growth hormone) production is mainly liable for higher post-harvest losses, particularly for
climacteric fruits. For this research, bananas have been chosen as the model for several reasons.

Banana is a major harvesting fruit yield in Pakistan and is grown in the large area of the province
Sindh with an approximate production of 155 K tons in the farming season because of the favorable
climatic and soil conditions for its successful farming. Major farming areas are Badin, Tando Allahyar,
Naushero Feroz, Hyderabad, Nawabshah, Sangar, Thatta, and Tando Muhammad Khan, and farming
has been extended to some other northern areas of the province of Sindh. These areas of production
amount to 87–90% of total production in Pakistan [1].

Normally, fruit cold storage units are built near the cultivation field for easy transfer of fruits for
storing and transportation. Therefore, it is necessary to improve the management capability through
remote and automatic monitoring procedures. Fruit cold storage is usually constructed in large square
meter areas and different fruit types are stored according to the season [3]. After finishing one season,
storage reusability sometimes requires the sensor’s locations to be changed, and traditional wired
connectivity will cost a great deal of time [4]. To acquire and process the monitoring data, a Wireless
Sensor Network (WSN) has various advantages such as low cost, wide coverage, self-organization,
flexible deployment, and low power consumption and can effectively be used in home automation, the
military and several civil fields [5]. However, little research has been reported in applications that are
related to fruit condition monitoring and cold storage [3,4].

Methylecycloprpene (MCP), an ethylene antagonist compound, has been of keen interest to
post-harvest biologists for the past few years. However, the commercialization of MCP is still limited
to apples, pears, tomatoes, melons, and flowers [5]. Thus, researchers are attempting to provide more
data on the potential application of MCP for other plant commodities. MCP application for delaying
the ripening of bananas has also been studied widely by researches, but inconsistent responses received
by researchers for its effects are limiting the commercialization of MCP application for bananas [6].
Hence, further research to study the effects of MCP on bananas using different exposure techniques
would be useful for establishing its commercial application.

Bananas are the model for this study due to a combination of scientific and agricultural reasons.
They have a distinctive climacteric form for ethylene production and exhalation rate and exhibit
ripening by a change in color, flavor, aroma, texture, and other physiological characteristics [7]. Thus,
it is very easy to observe the ripening and quality-associated changes during the study. Nutritionally,
fresh bananas are a good source of carbohydrates, protein, and fibers with ultimately a good amount
of calories and low fat content. They contain approximately 35% carbohydrates, 6–7% fiber, 1–2%
protein, and also contain essential features such as phosphorus, vitamin A, potassium, magnesium,
iron, calcium, B6, and C [8,9].

Ethylene can greatly affect the value of harvested fruit produce. It can be advantageous or
deleterious depending on the product, its ripening stage, and its desired use [10]. Ethylene production
is greatly affected by the storage temperature of produce, and ethylene production is generally
reduced at low temperatures. However, a lower temperature can cause chilling injury in chilling
sensitive produce like banana and can enhance ethylene production. Excess ethylene gas produced
during stress-like situations including a senescent breakdown of fruit, chilling-related disorder, and
ethylene-induced disorders can cause superficial scald (e.g., in apples), browning (e.g., internal flesh
browning of avocados, pineapple), undesirable chemical changes, softening of tissue, and many other
negative effects in produce [11]. Fruits are highly perishable commodities; from the moment they
are picked. They need proper management of ethylene in post-harvest treatment to maintain their
quality, maximum freshness, and shelf life from the field to cold storage and the consumer. To slow
down the ripening process of fresh produce, we need to inhibit or slow down the action of ethylene
gas. Thus, there will be slow ripening due to less available ethylene [12]. A ZigBee-based monitoring
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system was demonstrated in [8], to capture feature data (pressure, humidity, sunlight, and temperature)
from a remote location for present fruit conditions in containers. Different sensor nodes and Xbee
motes are used for transmitting, storing, and analyzing data at the base station. Recently, ethylene
antagonist agents have been used for blocking all effects of ethylene gas at the receptor level to provide
significant effects for monitoring the ripening process and related other chances [9]. 1-MCP is a
well-known ethylene antagonist that suppresses ethylene action by blocking ethylene receptor sites [13].
The alternate of 1-MCP for the ethylene receptor is about ten times better than that of ethylene [10].
There are many papers on the proficiency of 1-MCP ethylene antagonist on constraining the effects of
ethylene on the green life of bananas, and 1-MCP concentration mixtures, temperature, and duration
of treatment have been under investigation [14,15]. There is no reported, commercially available
technique that can be used for handling banana production with 1-MCP. A common technique used to
treat fresh produce (generally for all types of produce) with 1-MCP is by exposing fresh produce for
several hours to a fixed 1-MCP concentration in a controlled room [16]. For bananas, generally, the
same procedure is being used by researchers to treat them at the green stage, before any exogenous
ethylene application, which is found to be effective to extend the green life (mature, but unripe stage)
of banana. However, there are limited research studies showing its effects on yellow life (at and after
partially ripened stage) of banana. An efficient technique to decrease the ethylene-induced ripening
of bananas by cooling to 14 ◦C and using Modified Atmosphere Packaging (MAP) processes has
shown auspicious results [15] using WSN-based architecture for remote quality monitoring. However,
bananas have to be repacked after the ethylene action into a polymeric film in which the appropriate
modified atmosphere will be established. Due to the wide variation in respiration rates of fruits and
the different permeability of packaging, MAP is not a feasible independent technique for commercial
application [14]. Treatment with 1-MCP seems to be a more convenient method since repacking would
not be required. Hence, there is a need for an alternative technique that can provide continuous
exposure of 1-MCP to bananas to further delay ripening even after the partially ripened stage. A
novel technology known as Controlled Release Packaging (CRP) is being utilized for the delivery
of antioxidants and antimicrobials, which can be further extended for the delivery of an ethylene
antagonist from the active packaging layer to delay the ripening of bananas. Before establishing
the CRP system, study of the physiological responses of partially ripe bananas to planned release
(controlled exposure) of 1-MCP and testing its effects on bananas in the packaging system is required.

The contribution of this paper is to achieve improvements in management capability through
remote and automatic monitoring. A practical architecture of a WSN-based banana ripening monitoring
system is proposed and tested with multiple ANN classification architectures for efficient decision
making, and sensor data validation.

The next section discusses the banana ripening process and shows the conceptual illustration
of the CRP system. The following section shows the tiered architecture and analyzes the technical
requirements (hardware and software) including the role of sensor nodes in monitoring. The following
parts of the paper present the ANN tested architecture for data validation and demonstrate the
experimental results of the network performance from the sink nodes and a satisfactory diagnosis
percentage through classification performance to make a better decision for better monitoring of the
present banana condition.

2. Banana Ripening Process

The ripening process brings a sequence of biochemical modifications that are responsible for the
pigment formation, change of color, unpredictable smell, starch breakdown, abscission, and finally
textural changes of banana [11]. During the stages of ripening, the peel color of banana changes from
green to yellow and then a brownish color, as shown in Figure 1. The peel color of banana is the
most used indicator to observe the quality by the consumer to decide the actual and consumption
quality. During ripening, the firmness of banana decreases, which can also be used as a quality
indicator. The tempering of banana mainly instigated by the enzyme activities in the cell wall involves
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polygalacturonase (PG), Pectate Lyase (PL), Pectin Methyl Esterase (PME), and cellulose, and activities
of these enzymes are mainly ethylene dependent [17].

 

Figure 1. Different stages of the banana ripening process.

Ethylene receptors are embedded in the cells of fruits and the ethylene molecules in the air bind to
the receptor sites and help them to ripen [18]. Ethylene performs a series of chemical reactions. These
chemical reactions result in fruit ripening by changing the color, aroma, flavor, and composition of
fruit (starch, water, and sugar content, etc.) [19]. Table 1, shows the ripening process to measure the
condition of banana as follows:

Table 1. Condition measurements for the ripening process of banana [4].

Temperature 16 to 30◦C
Comparative Humidity Level 90–95%

Ethylene Concentration 60–100 (pm/kg/h)
Carbon Dioxide (CO2) Level Adequate air exchange to prevent CO2 above 1%

3. Wireless Sensor Network Architecture

In this section, the sensor network architecture is discussed to demonstrate the functionality
of the individual sensor nodes and how they work together in the network. The proposed tiered
architecture of fruit storage based on a WSN consists of the coordinator sensor node, sink nodes, control
unit, and wireless communication system. A node-level intelligent solution is introduced here for
significant feature selection and prompt decision at the coordinator level. Many sensors are positioned
in the storage container area and a self-organized sensor network architecture is created to monitor
behavioral changes in different feature values (including temperature, humidity, ethylene and CO2,
etc.) at different stages of fruit ripening. Figure 2 presents the proposed architecture to of the overall
WSN system as follows:

The proposed architecture consists of Xbee sensor nodes that are linked with the router node. To
perform a complete and accurate monitoring process, one node in each cluster behaves as a cluster head
(router) that is responsible for waking up each neighboring node within the cluster to acquire data and
send it to the coordinator for analysis. Rather than the visual inspection of the fruit container condition,
every attached node must have aware of their nearest neighboring nodes within the respective cluster
and send the values to a router within a specific time frame. Because sometimes sensors are unable to
send the right values to the router, the cluster head sets up a mesh network to construct the network
backbone and uses relatively more transmit power compared with the other neighboring nodes for
better performance.

The role of the coordinator is as a decision-making node that is responsible for deciding the
identification of uncertain behavioral areas within the network and passing this decision along with
data to the control center. The control center is the brain of the system, which is liable for data logging,
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data visualization, ANN decision making, and then generating an alarm condition about the fruit
ripening process and location to the control administrator.

Figure 2. Overall proposed WSN system architecture.

The micro-controller unit controls the operation of the end nodes and stores and deals with
the collected feature data along with computational analysis. Figure 3 presents every process of the
attached microcontroller that presents a vital task for data fusion in the Arduino board with the sensor
and sending the sensor data to the coordinator.

 

Figure 3. Micro-controller steps for data fusion, Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC) transformation,
packet configuration, and role of Xbee.

At the microcontroller level, the software architecture of sending and receiving the Xbee node
is divided into two layers, embedded operating system kernel level and Application Programming
Interface (API) level layer, respectively. The first layer provides a low-level transmitting node driver
to all attached Xbee devices, and the second layer presents a sensor acquisition component and RF
transmitter. The RF transmitter is used to cover the wide area of signal transmission that is attached
to the Xbee nodes. Embedded Operating System (OS) provides an efficient software platform of the
attached nodes consisting of different libraries and API.

The software architecture flowchart of sensor nodes is presented in Figure 4 including the different
steps. In Figure 4, a flowchart of the sensor node is shows the transmission of data and initialization of
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the Xbee node to register. The software program initializes a request to the Xbee node and a transfer
request to the microcontroller, then powers on the sensor node and starts initialization of the protocol
stack phase and sends the signal to the network coordinator to assign the network address.

 

Figure 4. Flowchart of the sensor node.

On the other side, the sink node initializes the protocol stack and the interrupt is released. After
that, the software program in the microcontroller instigates configuring the network, and if it is
successfully configured, the sink node connects the Xbee node with the coordinator and assigns the
physical address, channel number, and network ID and places the nodes into monitoring state. If the
receiving node gets some data, it will judge and analyze the sensing node for validation and send
feedback to the sending node and a request to the coordinator node for decision making, as shown in
Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Flowchart of the sink node.

4. WSN-Based Banana Ripening Process Monitoring Experimental Setup

Ethylene is a colorless, odorless, and invisible gas within fruit, in especially high concentrations
in banana, with no known harmful consequence on human life [20]. The relatively simple and small
ethylene gas molecule contains two carbon atoms along with four hydrogen atoms of the value of 28.05
g/mol−1. As discussed earlier, in the whole progression of banana ripening, ethylene gas is gradually
produced and depends on the banana storage time and its weight. Deciding the ethylene concentration
level released from banana can be a suitable procedure for evaluating its ripening process. Figure 6
shows the experimental measurement system containing a gas and temperature sensor to detect the
current maturity condition of the banana in the container. Measurement of the ethylene gas released
from the banana can react with the senor electrolyte that exists inside the sensor voltage. Ethylene
concentration is estimated from the electrolyte sensor voltage. It also allows monitoring of the constant
flow of ethylene gas emission in the detection system down to 0.01 ppm.
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Figure 6. Testbed experimental setup.

5. Neural Network Architecture and Feature Extraction

Significant features are chosen as input values that calculate the fruit temperature, ethylene, and
carbon dioxide. The main reason for choosing these features is the relationship with the present
condition of the banana ripening process [1]. In this research, Matlab/Simulink script is used to detect
the feature values. Feature values are stored in a log file and associated with the microcontroller module
for computational analysis. Sometimes, the transform signal method may be difficult to apply with
traditional mathematical techniques in the ripening monitoring process [1], while the Feed Forward
Neural Network (FFNN) method allows the I/O mapping process with non-linear relationships between
all nodes [21]. The NN can recognize the uncharacteristic illustration of transform signals because
of the default ability of classification and generalization process, specifically, when the sensitivity of
the actual process and response time occur in the repetition of fault sets and create uncertainty in
the ripening monitoring process [1]. In the next stage, a multi-layer FFNN is used to identify the
uncertainty in sensor values at diverse time slots from the initial point to the ripening process. The
proposed architecture of the ANN for banana ripening process monitoring is presented below in
Figure 7.

Figure 7. ANN architecture for classification.
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The output layer in Figure 8 presents the current state of the banana. It contains a total of four
NN nodes, and the hidden layer activation function logsig is employed for every proposed output [1].
Three dissimilar forms of architectures ([4 × 8 × 3], [4 × 12 × 3], [4 × 15 × 3]) are practiced to attain the
necessary output in an appropriate time frame.

Figure 8. Internal design of NN.

In support of the required target output, classified vector classes are prepared and given by:

• [1;0;0]: Banana Normal Condition,
• [0;1;0]: Banana Rotten Condition,
• [0;0;1]: Banana Unknown Condition.

All feature values (temperature, ethylene, CO2, and humidity) were stored in text files and
allocated values with banana health. Matlab scripts were simulated to combine all the feature sets and
produce the range of training data for the testing process and its validation in both healthy and ripening
cases. Figure 8 shows the classified internal arrangement of an individual NN for the Xbee node.

Once the NN model is initialized for the non-linear modeling of the overall system, certain NN
data have to be measured and targeted node precedents have to be decided for further processes.
Hidden layer neurons and the transfer function are initialized to calculate the error criteria and
training goal achievement. Then, the initial values of the layers’ weight for output is set [1]. The short
description and configuration details of the NN layers are defined in Table 2.

Table 2. Details of the implemented ANN.

NN Phases ANN Configuration for Implementation

Network Type Feed Forward Neural Network (FFNN)
Learning Scheme Back Propagation (BP)
Training Target 0.001
Input data of each Xbee node for
each experiment.

Four inputs of 1D ANN matrix where all data in each sensing
point near node are in a ripening process index.

No. of neurons in the hidden layer.
Diverse N architectures are used with different values of neurons
inside the hidden layer. For example, [4 × 8 × 4], [4 × 12 × 4] and
[4 × 15 × 4] (see Figure 9).

Vector of classes for the target outputs. Mathematical matrices refer to the classified vector classes with
value 0 or 1.
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(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 9. Different ANN architectures chosen for fruit health monitoring: (a) [4 × 8 × 3]; (b) [4 × 12 × 3];
(c) [4 × 15 × 3].

6. Measurements and Results

For the measurement of the sensor values, the ethylene dissolves the electrolyte that counts the
electrodes by oxidization at a sampling rate of 50 Hz. A small amount of current is produced by the
oxidization reaction. Ethylene gas is measured in ppm under the parched condition of the experimental
room and container. Four samples are taken at different time frames according to the banana ripening
process. The ethylene sensor measures the gas concentration from 0 to 10 ppm. The practical flow
ratio of ethylene gas was measured at 0.4 L/min−1 with concentration values of 2.49 ppm (sample 1),
4.89 ppm (sample 2), 8.05 ppm (sample 3), and 10 ppm (sample 4) at high accuracy rate 0.01 ppm. All
the data were captured through Xbee nodes and analyzed at the coordinator level. The experimental
results demonstrated a dramatic increment of temperature values of fruit when ethylene volume values
were high, as shown in Figure 10, as follows:
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Figure 10. Ethylene production rate during ripening at 30 ◦C using gas sensor and Xbee mote.

Table 3 shows the different sample values for classification and training purposes that were
acquired from sensors and transmitted through Xbee motes.

Table 3. Measured different feature samples.

Sample No. Temperature Ethylene CO2 Humidity

S1 16 2.49 0.3 60
S2 19 4.89 0.5 69
S3 22 8.05 0.9 75
S4 25 10.0 1.1 84
S5 22 5.5 1.2 81
S6 23 6.2 0.4 79
S7 24 9.4 0.3 89
S8 19 9.9 0.3 79

Figure 11 presents photographs that were taken to show the influence of 1-MCP exposure on the
color of ripening bananas. Figure 12 shows the effects of 1-MCP on delaying the ripening color stage of
banana using a graphical illustration. All the data shown in Figure 13 were captured from the sensor
nodes. Preliminary experiments showed the clear effect of 1-MCP on partially ripened bananas as
indicated by a change in color. The 1-MCP treated sample has a better appearance with much less
browning and sugar spots. The treated bananas had developed less yellow color even after 7 days of
the treatment, whereas the control bananas without any treatment had developed brown spots with a
fully developed yellow color.

Figure 11. Influence of 1-MCP behavior on the visual quality of bananas.
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Figure 12. Influence of 1-MCP treatment on color changes of ripening bananas in days.

The following stage is to classify the uncertainty management in Xbee sensor values in diverse
frames using multi-layer FFNN from the ripening process. It can be observed in Table 4 that selected
NN architecture [4 × 12 × 3] has shown better Mean Squared Error (MSE) performance among other
architectures in the classification process. Processing time and reasonable epochs were applied during
the training period, which show better efficiency among all the tested NN architectures with less
error percentage.

Table 4. Different NN architectures for classification performance.

Arch Sample MSE No. of Epoch Accuracy Classification Error

[4 × 8 × 3]

S1 7.79 × 10−2 72 92.2 7.8
S2 7.42 × 10−2 65 93.7 6.3
S3 7.45 × 10−2 75 92.4 7.6
S4 7.99 × 10−2 101 91.9 8.1
S5 7.01 × 10−2 66 90.2 9.8
S6 6.89 × 10−2 62 89.1 10.9
S7 6.91 × 10−2 84 92.5 7.5
S8 7.02 × 10−2 92 94.5 5.5

[4 × 12 × 3]

S1 8.27 × 10−2 117 96.2 3.8
S2 9.01 × 10−2 125 96.3 3.7
S3 8.98 × 10−2 132 97.4 2.6
S4 9.29 × 10−2 131 97.1 2.9
S5 7.49 × 10−2 110 95.9 4.1
S6 7.33 × 10−2 98 97.8 2.2
S7 7.38 × 10−2 101 96.7 3.3
S8 7.54 × 10−2 104 96.6 3.4

[4 × 15 × 3]

S1 7.98 × 10−2 401 91.9 8.1
S2 6.45 × 10−2 310 90.2 9.8
S3 6.05 × 10−2 400 83.4 17.6
S4 7.13 × 10−2 372 87.2 13.8
S5 7.13 × 10−2 400 85.3 14.7
S6 7.13 × 10−2 386 88.3 11.7
S7 7.13 × 10−2 398 89.1 10.9
S8 7.13 × 10−2 402 86.6 13.4

The next step is to measure the data validation coming from the Xbee motes. Figure 13 shows
the NN architecture training performance chart of the NN architecture [4 × 12 × 3], which achieved a
reasonable and excellent performance result during the neural network testing. After computing the
NN testing, the next phase is to measure the combination of the confusion matrix to achieve the training
target error. To build the confusion matrix network, test highlight information is provided into the NN
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system, which is shown in Figure 14. In the graphs, the confusion grid holds the training data regarding
the analysis between the target and output classes. Three procedural stages, preparing, testing and
approval of the banana maturing process, were tested individually to measure the performance of the
system. Four vertical and horizontal classes were used to illustrate the accurate testing of the data
validation process to reflect all the sample targeted values of input sets. The green cells show those data
groups of trail classes that are classified as accurate and successful testing during the training process.
In Figure 14, each corner demonstrates the number of cases that are tested through the NN architecture
and again the number of cases to decide the targeted condition of banana ripening measurement data.
The red cells represent those data sets that are wrongly classified or might be not validated during
testing. The blue cell shows the overall percentage depends on test cases that are classified correctly in
green cells and another way around on red cells.

  
(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

 

(e) (f) 

Figure 13. Cont.
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(g) (h) 

Figure 13. Performance graphs samples using [4 × 12 × 3] neural network architecture.

It can be easily being observed from Figure 14, each class has a maximum under 1200 testing trails
in the green cells to show the accurate validation of datasets to observe the targeted output percentage.
If we look at sample 1, a very low number of datasets are incorrectly classified as compared with the
green cell. Target class 1 obtained 13 types of incorrectly classified sample trials in output class 2, 35 in
class 3, and only 5 in target output class 4. Overall, 94.7 percent accuracy was achieved in the gray cell
and a 5.3 percent error rate was identified, which shows the efficiency of the proposed architecture.
All the targeted class aggregated output was calculated in the blue cell, which is 96.2% with only a
3.8% error rate, which is the satisfactory ratio. We can observe in sample 3, the cumulative accuracy
percentage of all the test classes is 97.4% with only 2.6% error rate that are incorrectly classified as
dataset trails within a reasonable processing time frame. This shows the proficiency in the proposed
ANN method to decrease the amount of imprecision in analysis and validate the sample trained data.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 14. Cont.
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(c) (d) 

 
(e) (f) 

 

(g) (h) 

Figure 14. Confusion matrices of eight data samples using targeted and output classes.
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7. Conclusions and Future Directions

The feasibility of Xbee-based motes was experimentally demonstrated for monitoring the banana
ripening process while in storage. The role of the network architecture of the Xbee sensor node and sink
end-node was discussed in detail regarding their ability to monitor the condition of all the required
diagnosis parameters and stages of banana ripening. Different significant features (temperature,
humidity, ethylene, and CO2) are selected from sample data sets and extracted at different time frames
for analysis and training. For classification and training purposes, a supervised ANN architecture is
presented to show the efficiency of the network in the diagnosis of the current condition of banana
(healthy/rotten). The simulated results showed the precise and general behavior of the ripening process
of different parameters, especially ethylene gas, on fruit condition. To improve the mean squared error
rate, three types of ANN architecture were tested and [4 × 12 × 3] demonstrated a reasonable quantity
of hidden layers with a high accuracy rate in the classification of features vector.

Future development of this research would be extended toward the utilization of multiple fruit and
vegetables for the diagnosis of their type and existing condition in a normal atmosphere environment
and cold storage refrigeration. A multilayered structure in which the outer layer is an effective barrier to
1-MCP can be used to prevent loss of 1-MCP gas molecules to the general environment. A comparison
of different Xbee motes would be an interesting area with another artificial intelligence technique for
better communication between nodes and to precisely predict when different parameter measurements
can be taken in parallel with fruits and vegetables to create the complexity.
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Abstract: It is difficult to obtain many labeled Link Establishment (LE) behavior signals sent by
non-cooperative short-wave radio stations. We propose a novel unidimensional Auxiliary Classifier
Generative Adversarial Network (ACGAN) to get more signals and then use unidimensional
DenseNet to recognize LE behaviors. Firstly, a few real samples were randomly selected from
many real signals as the training set of unidimensional ACGAN. Then, the new training set was
formed by combining real samples with fake samples generated by the trained ACGAN. In addition,
the unidimensional convolutional auto-coder was proposed to describe the reliability of these
generated samples. Finally, different LE behaviors could be recognized without the communication
protocol standard by using the new training set to train unidimensional DenseNet. Experimental
results revealed that unidimensional ACGAN effectively augmented the training set, thus improving
the performance of recognition algorithm. When the number of original training samples was 400,
700, 1000, or 1300, the recognition accuracy of unidimensional ACGAN+DenseNet was 1.92, 6.16,
4.63, and 3.06% higher, respectively, than that of unidimensional DenseNet.

Keywords: unidimensional ACGAN; signal recognition; data augmentation; link establishment
behaviors; DenseNet; short-wave radio station

1. Introduction

In the field of electronic reconnaissance, only a few Link Establishment (LE) behaviors signals of
short-wave radio stations can be detected by non-collaborative sensors. Therefore, unidimensional
ACGAN is utilized to get more LE behavior signals, avoiding the problem of lacking a large number of
samples to train neural network. Actually, researchers in the military field are very concerned about
how to recognize LE behaviors of non-collaborative radio stations, which help the researchers infer
network topology of these radio stations. For example, if we find that the behavior of a radio station
is Call behavior, some other radio stations that communicate with the radio station appear after a
period of time. Hence, all the above radio stations belong to the same communication network. We can
also infer how many radio stations are in the current communication network by analyzing the newly
emerged electromagnetic signals.

The short-wave radio station refers to wireless communication equipment, of which the working
frequency is 3–30 MHz. The most classic way of communication in the military field is to use a
short-wave radio station due to its simple equipment, low power, and mature technologies. At present,
most of the commands among the brigade, the battalion, and the company are transmitted via a
short-wave radio station. Therefore, research on the LE behaviors of short-wave radio stations is of
great significance to intelligence reconnaissance. The LE behaviors of a short-wave radio station are
a kind of communication behavior of a radio station, which means a radio station starts a specific
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communication for different purposes. In fact, the seven kinds of LE signals correspond to seven
kinds of LE behaviors consisting of Call behavior, Handshake behavior, Notification behavior, Time
Offset behavior, Group Time Broadcast behavior, Broadcast behavior, and Scanning Call behavior [1].
Meaningfully, all research in military area desires to acquire the topology of the network where the
radio station is located, and the status of the radio station as a node in the communication network,
which could be facilitated by LE behavior recognition. For example, if a radio station frequently
conducts Call behavior, the tactical status of the radio station is very important, and the owner is likely
to be the commander in their organization. On the other hand, if a radio station seldom conducts Call
behavior, the radio station may have a low tactical status. However, only radio LE behavior signals
can be collected by non-collaborative sensors, which means there is no help for protocol standard of
the radio station. Moreover, only a small number of LE behavior signals can be acquired from enemy
radio stations, which increases the difficulty of LE behavior recognition. Limited to the unknown
communication protocol standard and only a few collected labeled signals, LE behaviors can still be
recognized by using the proposed algorithm in this work to directly process physical layer signals.

At present, the research on LE behavior recognition of radio stations at home and abroad is in the
initial stage. Research has been done [2–5] on the communication behaviors of radio signals, but they
all differ from a short-wave radio station’s LE behavior recognition. The research done in [6] uses
a novel improved unidimensional DenseNet to recognize the LE behaviors of a short-wave radio
station, and the whole recognition process does not need the help of communication protocol standard,
avoiding complex signal feature transformation. However, when there are only a few samples with
labels, the improved unidimensional DenseNet recognition accuracy needs to be further improved.
In the actual electronic countermeasure environment, only a small amount of LE behavior signals can
be obtained. In view of this special case, further research is needed. In terms of the implementation
issue, it is possible to generalize current research results to the short wave radio station with constraints
by combining the technologies in intelligent control and ideas in this work [7,8].

The Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) [9] can generate fake samples that are very similar to
the real samples and then achieve the purpose of data augmentation, which indicates that GAN has
great potential to solve the problem of a few LE behavior signals. The role of GAN can be roughly
divided into style transfer [10–13] and data augmentation [14–16] according to application scenarios.
In the field of style transfer, the pix2pix [17] is of epoch-making significance. Isola et al. realized the
style transfer of paired images through pix2pix rather than simple pixel-to-pixel mapping. BicycleGAN
further improved the performance of pix2pix [18]. CycleGAN [19] and DiscoGAN [20] are able to
realize style transfer without using pairs of images. In the field of data augmentation, the research
of GAN mainly focuses on the improvement of network structure. On the basis of the GAN model,
Conditional Generative Adversarial Network (CGAN) [21,22] adds additional conditional information
to the generator and discriminator to guide the training of the network model, and finally CGAN
can generate samples corresponding to the specified labels. Energy-based Generative Adversarial
Network (EBGAN) [23] introduced the concept and method of energy into GAN and regarded the
discriminator as an energy function. ACGAN [24,25] added an auxiliary classifier to the output of
the discriminator to improve the performance of GAN, and ACGAN also proposed using the class of
each sample to update and improve the loss function, which significantly improved the performance
of the network model. In the field of LE behavior recognition of short-wave radio stations, ACGAN
can generate some labeled signals according to a small number of labeled signals, which achieves the
purpose of data augmentation. However, the original ACGAN model is only applicable to the field
of computer vision. Therefore, in this paper, unidimensional ACGAN is proposed to achieve data
augmentation of unidimensional LE behavior signals.

Aiming at solving the problem that there are only a few LE behavior signals with labels of
short-wave radio stations, a new unidimensional ACGAN is proposed to acquire more LE behavior
signals. The following is the overall idea of this work: According to the short-wave communication
protocol standard (MIL-STD-188-141B), seven kinds of LE behavior signals are simulated, and then
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these signals are used to verify the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed algorithm model.
Firstly, a small number of real LE behavior signals were randomly selected to train unidimensional
ACGAN. In order to explore the effectiveness of unidimensional ACGAN, a new unidimensional
Convolutional Auto-Encoder (CAE) which was used to demonstrate the deep features distribution
of these generated samples was proposed. Then, the generated samples were mixed with the initial
training samples to form a new training set, and the new training set was used to train the recognition
network model. Finally, the LE behaviors of a short-wave radio station were recognized based on a
small number of labeled samples. The whole training and recognition process of algorithm model did
not need the help of communication protocol, which met the demand of real electronic countermeasures.
Meanwhile, it also showed that the proposed algorithm model had the value of practical application.

Our main contributions are as follows:

• A method based on ACGAN+DenseNet was proposed to recognize radio stations’ LE behaviors
without the communication protocol standard, which means a lot in the filed in the military field;

• A new ACGAN called unidimensional ACGAN was presented to generate more LE behavior
signals. The presented ACGAN was able to directly process and generate unidimensional
electromagnetic signals, while the original ACGAN is mostly used in the field of computer vision
rather than unidimensional signals;

• We used a unidimensional Convolutional Auto-Encoder to represent deep features of the generated
samples, which provided a novel way to verify the reliability of ACGAN when applied in the
generation of electromagnetic signals.

The idea adopted in this work provides a reference for research on communication behaviors
of non-collaborative radio stations. Once we have mastered the communication behaviors of radio
stations belonging to a communication network, we can effectively infer the topological relationships
between the radio stations. We hope that more people will be interested in research on LE behavior
recognition of non-collaborative radio stations.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the recognition algorithm
model in detail and Section 3 introduces the experimental results and analysis. Finally, Section 4 shows
our conclusion.

2. Methods

2.1. ACGAN

ACGAN, as a variant of Conditional GAN (CGAN), is widely used to generate fake “real”
data. There are two modules in all different GAN models, which include a generator module and
discriminator module. In the game against each other between the generator and discriminator during
the training, the generator and discriminator can reach the ideal state. Then the generator can generate
fake samples which are very similar to the real samples. The differences between ACGAN and CGAN
are that ACGAN not only uses information of data’s labels for training, but also provides the category
judgment of different samples. The structures of GAN and ACGAN are shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Structures of GAN and ACGAN. (a) Structure of original GAN; (b) structure of
original ACGAN.

Compared with GAN, ACGAN generates more similar samples and it can also generate many
samples with labels at a time. Therefore, ACGAN is very suitable for data augmentation and thus we
are able to easily acquire more LE behavior signals with different labels.
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During the training of ACGAN, the loss function of discriminator is expressed as:

LD = LS + LC (1)

LS = E[log P(S = real|xreal )]+E[log P(S = f ake|x f ake )] (2)

LC = E[log P(C = c|xreal )]+E[log P(C = c|x f ake )] (3)

The loss function of the generator is expressed as:

LD
′ = LC

′ − LS
′ (4)

LC
′ = E[log P(C = c|x f ake )]LC = E[log P(C = c|x f ake )] (5)

LS
′ = E[log P(S = f ake|x f ake )] (6)

During the training, the discriminator and generator alternately update parameters in the network
model. The goals of network optimization are to maximize the LD of discriminator and LD

′ of generator.
In other words, the discriminator tries to distinguish the real samples from the fake samples, and the
generator tries to make the generated samples be judged by the discriminator as the real samples.
Finally, the loss function of the network model tends to be stable and the process of training is over.

2.2. Unidimensional ACGAN

Because it is often necessary to transform the electromagnetic signals into their deep features,
the features are then treated as images. The LE behavior signals of a short-wave radio station cannot
be directly put into a traditional ACGAN. The traditional method of signal recognition is to transform
signals into their characteristic domain, and then these signals are processed as two-dimensional images.

However, the LE behavior signals of a short-wave communication station have few differences and
their modulation is almost the same, except for the difference of the valid 26 bits. Thus, the characteristic
transformations of LE behavior signals are incapable of getting better performance in recognizing
LE behavior signals. Therefore, a new unidimensional ACGAN is proposed in this work.
The unidimensional ACGAN was trained directly by the unidimensional LE behavior signals to
achieve the purpose of getting more LE behavior signals with labels.

The structure of generator in unidimensional ACGAN is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. The structure of generator in unidimensional ACGAN.

Layer Input Size Output Size

Input 500(Noise)+1(Label) 500
Fully Connected 500 1472 * 30

Reshape 1472 * 30 (1472, 30)
BN(0.8) (1472, 30) (1472, 30)

UpSampling1D (1472, 30) (2944, 30)
Conv1D(KS = 3,1(s)) (2944, 30) (2944, 30)

Activation(“ReLU”)+BN(0.8) (2944, 30) (2944, 30)
UpSampling1D (2944, 30) (5888, 30)

Conv1D(KS = 3,1(s)) (5888, 30) (5888, 20)
Activation(“ReLU”)+BN(0.8) (5888, 20) (5888, 20)

Conv1D(KS = 3,1(s)) (5888, 20) (5888, 1)
Output(Activation(“tanh”)) (5888, 1) (5888, 1)

As shown in Table 1, BN (0.8) represents the Batch Normalization (BN) layer, and the momentum
is equal to 0.8. UpSampling1D means the data is upsampled by 2 times. Conv1D (Kernel Size (KS) = 3,1
(s)) denotes unidimensional convolution operation, the Kernel Size (KS) of which is 3 and convolutional
stride is 1. Activation (‘*‘) denotes that the activation function is *.
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The structure of the discriminator in unidimensional ACGAN is shown in Table 2.

Table 2. The structure of discriminator in unidimensional ACGAN.

Layer Input Size Output Size

Input (5888, 1) (5888, 1)
Conv1D(KS = 3,2(s)) (5888, 1) (2944, 20)

Actication(“LeakyReLU(0.2)”) (2944, 20) (2944, 20)
Dropout(0.25) (2944, 20) (2944, 20)

Conv1D(KS = 3,2(s)) (2944, 20) (1472, 20)
Actication(“LeakyReLU(0.2)”) (1472, 20) (1472, 20)

Dropout(0.25) (1472, 20) (1472, 20)
Conv1D(KS = 3,2(s)) (1472, 20) (736, 30)

Actication(“LeakyReLU(0.2)”) (736, 30) (736, 30)
Dropout(0.25) (736, 30) (736, 30)

Conv1D(KS = 3,2(s)) (736, 30) (368, 30)
Actication(“LeakyReLU(0.2)”) (368, 30) (368, 30)

Dropout(0.25) (368, 30) (368, 30)
Flatten (368, 30) 368 * 30

Output 368 * 30
1(real/fake)

7(class)

As shown in Table 2, Conv1D (KS = 3,2 (s)) denotes unidimensional convolution operation,
the Kernel Size (KS) of which is 3 and convolutional stride is 2. Activation (“LeakyReLU(0.2)”) means
that the activation function is LeakyReLU(γ = 0.2). 7(class) represents the class of sample output by
the discriminator.

Up to this point, the proposed unidimensional ACGAN has been shown in detail in Tables 1 and 2.
For LE behavior signals of a short-wave radio station, unidimensional ACGAN could be used to
generate some data samples with different labels, and the original samples and generated samples
could be combined to obtain a new training set. Then unidimensional DenseNet could be trained
to effectively recognize different LE behaviors of a radio station. The method in this work is able to
improve the accuracy of signals recognition.

2.3. LE Behavior Recognition Algorithm Based on Unidimensional ACGAN+DenseNet

When the number of LE behavior signals with labels of a short-wave radio station is relatively small,
ta combination of unidimensional ACGAN and unidimensional DenseNet can improve the accuracy
of LE behavior recognition. Firstly, the powerful generative adversarial ability of unidimensional
ACGAN was used to generate fake “real” samples according to original training samples. Then real
samples and generated fake “real” samples were mixed to form a new training set. The unidimensional
DenseNet we proposed in [6] was able to effectively automatically extract the deep features of LE
behavior signals, and finally Softmax classifier was used to realize the recognition of a radio station’s
different LE behaviors. The whole process of the algorithm’s recognition did not need the help of the
communication protocol, which provided a new idea for electronic reconnaissance. The framework of
the recognition algorithm is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. The framework of a short-wave radio station’s LE behavior recognition algorithm.

The steps of the recognition algorithm are as follows:
Step 1: Firstly, a small number of samples with labels expressed as X are randomly selected from

the real samples. Another sample expressed as Y, the dimensions of which are (500, 1), are generated
by random noise, and these samples are randomly labeled as 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6, corresponding to
seven kinds of LE behaviors.

Step 2: The X and the Y are put into unidimensional ACGAN as training data set.
Unidimensional AGCAN begins to be trained. These parameters in generators and discriminators are
updated alternately.

Step 3: According to the epoch and batch size, which we have set, repeat Steps 1 and 2.
Step 4: Randomly generate some noise sequences with specific labels, and then input these

sequences into unidimensional ACGAN that have been already trained. Some fake samples with
specific labels, expressed as Z, are also generated. Then a new training set is formed by mixing the real
samples X with the generated samples Z.

Step 5: The batch size and epoch are set properly, and the new training set is used to train
unidimensional DenseNet.

Step 6: A short-wave radio station’s LE behaviors are recognized by the trained
unidimensional DenseNet.

3. Experimental Results and Analysis

Experimental environment: Intel (R) Core (TM) i9-9900K CPU, NVIDIA RTX TITAN×1, TensorFlow
1.12.0, and Keras 2.2.5.

3.1. LE Behavior Signals Dataset

According to the third-generation short-wave communication protocol standard
(MIL-STD-188-141B), seven kinds of LE behavior signals only differ in the valid bits (26 bits)
in their data frame. The LE behavior signals used in experiments are generated as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. How the LE behavior signals used in experiments are generated.

As shown in Figure 3, TLC/AGC represent the Transmit Level Control process and Automatic Gain
Control process. The short-wave communication protocol standard (MIL-STD-188-141B) stipulates
that the carrier frequency is 1800 Hz, and the raised cosine filter is used to form waveform. The seven
kinds of LE behavior signals, the dimensions of which were (5888, 1), were obtained, and the size of
each behavior signal’s dimension was (5888, 1). In fact, 14,000 LE behavior signals were simulated and
the number of every kind of LE behavior signal was 2000. Finally, the LE behavior signal dataset was
ready for experiments.

3.2. Unidimensional ACGAN Generates LE Behavior Signals

There were a total of 14,000 signals that we simulated, which belonged to seven kinds of different
LE behavior signals. Seven hundred signals were randomly selected from 14,000 signals, and they were
treated as training sets of unidimensional ACGAN. We also selected 700 real samples as a validation
set, and another 6300 samples formed the test set. An Adam optimizer was used in the experiments,
the initial learning rate was 0.0002, momentum was 0.5, and batch size was 32. These LE behavior
signals with SNR = 0 dB were put into unidimensional ACGAN.
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The epoch was set as 20,000 when the unidimensional ACGAN was already trained adequately.
The value of the discriminator’s loss and the value of the generator’s loss changed with training time
going, as shown in Figure 4.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 4. The curve of the loss function’ change. (a) Discriminator; (b) generator.

As shown in Figure 4, in the initial stage of network training, the loss of the discriminator is in the
descending state, while the loss function of the generator is in the rising state. This indicates that the
fake samples generated by the generator could not deceive the discriminator, while the discriminator
could learn the deep features of the real samples and correctly distinguish the real samples from the
fake samples. As a network model going to be trained adequately, the loss of the discriminator started
to rise and the loss of the generator started to decline, which indicates that the fake samples generated
by the generator were approaching the distribution of the real samples, and it was difficult for the
discriminator to distinguish the real samples from the generated samples correctly. Then, the loss of
the discriminator was in the descending state again and the loss of the generator was in the rising
state again, indicating that the generator and the discriminator of the network model were fighting
with each other in the training process. The generator gradually generated more real fake samples.
Finally, the loss of the discriminator and the generator gradually became stable. The loss of the
discriminator decreased slightly and the loss of the generator increased slightly, indicating that the
samples generated by the generator could better approach the distribution of the real samples.
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The Call behavior signal was one of the seven kinds of LE behavior signals of a short-wave radio
station. As the number of epochs increases, the changes of the Call behavior signal generated by the
unidimensional ACGAN’s generator are roughly shown in Figure 5.

 
(a) (c) 

 

(b) (d) 

 

 

(e)  

Figure 5. With different training epoch, the changes of the Call behavior signal generated by generator.
(a) When epoch is 200; (b) when epoch is 1000; (c) when epoch is 2000; (d) when epoch is 20,000; (e) a real
Call behavior signal.

According to Figure 5, with the process of training going on, after the value of epoch is greater
than 2000, the Call behavior signal generated by unidimensional ACGAN is close to the real Call
behavior signal. When the value of epoch was equal to 20,000, unidimensional ACGAN could generate
fake “real” LE behavior signals. When the value of epoch is equal to 20,000, seven kinds of LE behavior
signals generated by the network are shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Seven kinds of LE behavior signals generated by unidimensional ACGAN.

As shown in Figures 5 and 6, these samples generated by unidimensional ACGAN are similar
to those real signals. However, whether there were differences between each kind of behavior signal
requires more study on characteristic distribution of each kind of sample signal generated by our
network. The unidimensional Convolutional Auto-Encoder (CAE) can effectively show the deep
characteristic differences between different samples [26–28]. Therefore, the output of the auto-encoder
was set as a two-dimensional vector. Differences between each kind of behavior signals are shown
through the visualization of the two-dimensional vectors. The structures of unidimensional encoder
and unidimensional decoder we proposed are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. The structures of encoder and decoder.

Encoder

Layers Input Size Output Size

Input Layer (5888, 1) (5888, 1)
Conv1D, S = 1, KS = 3 (5888, 1) (5888, 20)

MaxPooling1D(2) (5888, 20) (2944, 20)
Conv1D, S = 1, KS = 3 (2944, 20) (2944, 20)

MaxPooling1D(2) (2944, 20) (1472, 20)
Flatten (1472, 20) 29, 440

Fully Connected 29440 256
(Out Layer)Fully Connected 256 2

Decoder

Layers Input Size Output Size

Input Layer 2 2
Fully Connected 2 256
Fully Connected 256 29440

Reshape 29440 (1472, 20)
UpSampling1D (1472, 20) (2944, 20)

Conv1D, S = 1, KS = 3 (2944,20) (2944,20)
UpSampling1D (2944,20) (5888,20)

Conv1D, S = 1, KS = 3 (5888,20) (5888,20)
(Out Layer)Conv1D, S = 1, KS = 3 (5888, 20) (5888, 1)

In Table 3, Conv1D represents one-dimensional convolution operation, S = 1 represents the
stride of convolutional operation is 1, and KS represents that the size of the convolution kernel is 3.
MaxPooling1D(2) represents that the stride of max-pooling is 2. And UpSampling1D represents that
data is upsampled by two times.
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The LE behavior signals whose SNR = 0 dB make up our dataset in our experiment. Firstly, 700 real
signals selected at random were used to train the encoder, and then the fake signals generated by
unidimensional ACGAN were put into the trained encoder. When the epoch of training unidimensional
ACGAN was different, we received fake signals corresponding to different epoch with different labels (0, 1,
2, 3, 4, 5, 6) by unidimensional ACGAN. Then we put those fake samples into the CAE. The output of CAE
is shown in Figure 7.

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 7. Cont.
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(d)  

Figure 7. The outputs of unidimensional Convolutional Auto-Encoder (CAE) corresponding to
generated signals with different training epochs. (a) When epoch = 500; (b) when epoch = 2000;
(c) when epoch = 5000; (d) when epoch = 20,000.

As shown in Figure 7, with the increase of the value of training epoch, the differences in
characteristic distribution of the seven kinds of LE behavior signals become more and more obvious.
According to Figure 7d, the distribution of yellow slightly overlaps the distribution of other colors
because in the process of simulating signals labeled by 6 (6 means yellow), the 11 valid bits representing
the called radio station’s address are generated randomly. This results in the similarities between
Scan Call behavior signals and other LE behavior signals, and different LE behavior signals with
SNR = 0 dB were only a little different. When the epoch was greater than 5000, the loss g_loss of
the generator was still going up and down within a certain range, which made the characteristic
distribution of the generated signals have a certain contingency. Comparing Figure 7c,d, with the
training going on, the characteristic distribution of samples belonging to same class becomes more
clustered. The experimental results show that unidimensional ACGAN could effectively generate
different kinds of LE behavior signals, and unidimensional ACGAN could also learn the deep features
of different kinds of behavior signals.

3.3. The LE Behavior Recognition Performance Based on Unidimensional ACGAN + DenseNet

In order to explore the performance of the unidimensional ACGAN+DenseNet algorithm for LE
behavior recognition, we still randomly selected 700 samples from the simulated 14,000 LE behavior
signals whose SNR was 0 dB. These 700 samples as the training set were put into unidimensional
ACGAN. Then we selected 700 samples as the validation set and the 6300 samples were regarded as
the test set. The original 700 samples were combined with fake samples generated by unidimensional
ACGAN and then a new training set was acquired. The unidimensional DenseNet was be trained
by the new training set. The value of the epoch for training the unidimensional DenseNet was set
as 10, and the batch was set as 8. According to all the 50 Monte Carlo experiments, as the number of
generated samples, which are used to train unidimensional ACGAN, changed, the average accuracy of
unidimensional DenseNet changed, as shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. As the number of generated samples used to train unidimensional ACGAN changes, the
average accuracy of unidimensional DenseNet changes.

As shown in Figure 8, when the number of the generated sample is 0, which means we used all
real samples to train unidimensional DenseNet, the accuracy of recognition algorithm is 74.32%. As the
unidimensional ACGAN generated more samples, the performance of the recognition algorithm was
better. When the number of generated samples was 150, 200, 250, 500 or 1000, the accuracy of the
algorithm model was improved by 1.24, 2.57, 4.32, 4.66, and 5.93%, respectively, compared to when the
number of generated samples was 0. The experimental results show that the recognition performance
of the network model could be improved if the samples generated by unidimensional ACGAN were
combined with the real training data set.

In order to adequately verify the performance of our algorithm based on unidimensional
ACGAN+DenseNet, especially under the condition that there were only few samples with labels,
we set SNR = 0 dB and we used a different number of real samples to train unidimensional ACGAN.
Seven hundred fake samples were generated by unidimensional ACGAN and then a new training
set was acquired by combining 700 fake samples and the original training samples. There were
6300 samples still used as test set. According to all the 50 Monte Carlo experiments, as the number
of original real samples which were used to train unidimensional ACGAN changed, the average
recognition accuracy of unidimensional ACGAN+DenseNet algorithm changed, as shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. As the number of original real samples used to train unidimensional ACGAN changes, the
average accuracy of unidimensional DenseNet changes, and the number of generated samples is fixed.
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As shown in Figure 9, if the number of generated samples is fixed at 700, and the recognition
accuracy is 79.63% when the number of original training samples is 700. When the number of original
training samples increased to 1000, 1300, 1600, or 1900, the recognition accuracy of the network
increased to 83.32, 84.73, 86.12, and 90.06%. The experimental results show that the more original
training samples we used, the better performance of unidimensional DenseNet would be, which is
consistent with the real scene.

In order to further verify that more original training samples, which are used to train
unidimensional ACGAN, were able to improve the performance of the recognition algorithm,
the number of generated samples was no longer fixed at 700, and the number of generated samples
was the same as the number of original training samples. Finally, according to all the 50 Monte Carlo
experiments, as the number of original real samples, which are used to train unidimensional ACGAN,
changed, the average recognition accuracy of the algorithm changed, as shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. As the number of original real samples used to train unidimensional ACGAN changes,
the average accuracy of unidimensional DenseNet changes, and the number of generated samples is
the same as the number of original training samples.

As shown in Figure 10, when the number of original training samples is 1000, 1300, 1600, or
1900, unidimensional ACGAN generates 1000, 1300, 1600, and 1900 LE behavior signals, respectively.
Then, the new training set was used to train the network model and the final recognition accuracy
increased as the number of training samples increased. When the number of original training samples
was 1900, compared to when the number of original training samples was 700, the recognition accuracy
of network model was improved by 10.49%.

Comparing Figures 9 and 10, we can see that when the number of original training samples are the
same, the number of generated samples will affect the final recognition accuracy of the network model.
When the number of original samples was small, the difference in the number of generated samples
will have a great influence on the recognition accuracy of the network model. For example, when the
number of original training samples is 1000, the recognition accuracy in Figure 9 is 83.32%, while the
recognition accuracy in Figure 10 is 84.34%. However, when the number of original training samples
was large, the number of generated samples had a small impact on the final recognition accuracy
of the network model, such as the number of original training samples being 1900. In summary,
when training samples were sufficient, these samples could fully represent the essential features of
these samples so that there was no need to utilize too many generated samples to train the network.
However, it was necessary to generate more samples to train the network when the number of training
samples was small.
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3.4. Comparison Experiment

In order to illustrate the advantages of the unidimensional ACGAN+DenseNet algorithm, the
proposed method was compared with Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), Lenet-5 [29,30], and unidimensional
DenseNet [6]. They were all used to recognize different LE behaviors.

The internal structure of MLP is as follows: Input layer–512–256–7–Output layer; “512”, “256”, and
“7” represent the number of neurons in each hidden layer. The internal structure of Lenet-5 is as follows:
Input layer–Conv1D(6,5,1(s))–MaxPooling(2)–Conv1D(16,5,1(s))–Maxpooling(2)–flatten–256–7–Output
layer; “6” and “16” represent the number of convolution kernel; “5” represents the size of convolution
kernel; “1(s)” represents that the stride of convolutional operation is 1; “MaxPooling(2)” represents that the
stride of max-pooling is 2; “flatten” represents the flatten layer. The structure of unidimensional DenseNet
is the same as the DenseNet used in this work.

From 14,000 LE behavior signals with SNR = 0 dB, 400, 700, 1000, and 1300 samples were randomly
selected as the training sets, respectively, and 6300 LE behavior signals were selected as the test set.
The number of original real training samples used to train unidimensional ACGAN and the recognition
accuracy of each algorithm are shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. The number of original real training samples used to train unidimensional ACGAN changes
and the recognition accuracy of the four algorithms.

As shown in Figure 11, when the number of original training samples is 400, 700, 1000, or 1300,
the recognition accuracy of the algorithm in this work is higher than that of unidimensional DenseNet,
LeNet-5, and MLP. In particular, when there were insufficient samples with labels, the recognition
accuracy of LeNet-5 and MLP was less than 50%. When the number of training samples was 400, 700,
1000, or 1300, the recognition accuracy of unidimensional DenseNet was 1.92, 6.16, 4.63, and 3.06%
lower than that of unidimensional ACGAN+DenseNet, respectively. It can also be known from
Figure 11 that when the number of original training samples is large, such as 1300, the recognition
accuracy of unidimensional ACGAN+DenseNet begins to be close to that of unidimensional DenseNet.

4. Conclusions

In the field of electronic countermeasures, not only is there no help of short-wave communication
protocol standard, but it also is difficult to obtain a large number of LE behavior signals with labels.
Therefore, it is a difficult problem to recognize the LE behaviors of a short-wave radio station.
Firstly, according to the third-generation short-wave communication protocol standard, we simulated
a radio station’s LE behavior signals with labels on behalf of labeled 3G ALE signals. Then a novel
unidimensional ACGAN was proposed. A small number of samples with labels were used to train
unidimensional ACGAN and some fake samples were generated. Then a new training set was formed
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by combining original real samples with generated samples, and the new training set was used to train
the unidimensional DenseNet. Finally, the unidimensional DenseNet that had been trained was used
to recognize different LE behaviors of a short-wave radio station. The experimental results show that
the more training samples and the more fake samples generated were used to train unidimensional
ACGAN, the better performance the network model had. Meanwhile, the experimental results showed
that the performance of unidimensional ACGAN+DenseNet was much better than that of LeNet-5
and MLP. Moreover, when the number of original training samples was 400, 700, 1000, or 1300, the
recognition accuracy of the algorithm in this work was 1.92, 6.16, 4.63, and 3.06% higher than that of
unidimensional DenseNet.

In summary, the proposed algorithm can recognize a non-collaborative radio station’s LE behaviors
without the help of the communication protocol standard. In particular, when the number of labeled
training samples was very small, such as 700, 1000, 1300, 1600, and 1900, the recognition accuracy
of the algorithm could reach 79.63, 84.34, 85.23, 86.44, and 90.12%, respectively. In addition, a new
unidimensional CAE was presented to explain the reliability of samples generated by ACGAN.
Further, in terms of the application of the proposed algorithm in real time, we used a few LE behavior
signals collected by sensors to train networks and the trained networks were used to recognize the
new detected LE signals. When applying the algorithm, we did not need to consider the training time
of networks, but the testing time of networks which was very short in reality.

In future work, the algorithm model of unidimensional ACGAN+DenseNet can continue to be
optimized. In particular, the unidimensional ACGAN needs to be improved so that it can generate more
real unidimensional electromagnetic signals, and other better data-augmentation techniques should be
utilized to generate LE behavior signals; hence, there would be more contribution in terms of signals’
data augmentation. In addition, the unidimensional ACGAN was adopted in this work to directly
generate time-domain signals. ACGAN was used to process features after signals’ characteristic
transformation and then directly generate “real” features of signals to train the recognition network,
which may have made the algorithm more productive under the condition that there were only a
few labeled samples. Moreover, some study on real samples should be presented, as experiments
are currently all based on simulated samples. As soon as conditions permit, the LE behavior signals
of a short-wave radio station should be collected in a real environment by non-collaborative sensors
and then the real samples should bde utilized to verify the performance of the proposed algorithm.
Although the structure of the proposed algorithm should be further improved, it already has the
capability to recognize radio signals, which demonstrates that we can recognize LE behaviors of
radio station even without the communication protocol. Finally, research should be done on whether
our idea could be applied to analyze communication behaviors and LE behaviors of other types of
radio stations.
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Abstract: Vertical take-off and landing unmanned aerial vehicles (VTOL UAV) are widely used
in various fields because of their stable flight, easy operation, and low requirements for take-off
and landing environments. To further expand the UAV’s take-off and landing environment to
include a non-structural complex environment, this study developed a landing gear robot for VTOL
vehicles. This article mainly introduces the adaptive landing control of the landing gear robot in an
unstructured environment. Based on the depth camera (TOF camera), IMU, and optical flow sensor,
the control system achieves multi-sensor data fusion and uses a robotic kinematical model to achieve
adaptive landing. Finally, this study verifies the feasibility and effectiveness of adaptive landing
through experiments.

Keywords: landing gear; adaptive landing; data fusion

1. Introduction

Compared with fixed-wing aircraft, vertical take-off and landing (VTOL) vehicles benefit from its
multirotor power mode and have much fewer requirements for take-off and landing sites. VTOL vehicles
are widely used in reconnaissance, search and rescue, logistics and other fields. The reduced
requirements for the landing site lower the design requirements of the landing gear, but also limit the
aircraft’s ability to take off and land on non-structural terrain.

To further expand the aircraft’s landing and landing environment, that is, to take off and land
on complex unstructured terrain, more and more scholars have begun paying attention to the design
of the adaptive landing gear of VTOL vehicles. The Mission Adaptive Rotor (MAR) project of the
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) organization was the first one to propose
adaptive landing [1]. They adopted a legged mechanism to enable aircraft to adapt to different terrains.
Subsequently, based on the difference in power output, two different types (active and passive) of
adaptive landing gear were developed.

The active adaptive landing gear has developed into rigid-body landing gear and flexible-body
landing gear. Rigid landing gear [2] mainly uses rigid connectors as the joints of the landing gear.
The main representatives are the plane hinged robot landing gear of Edinburgh Napier University,
Edinburgh, UK [3], the leg landing gear from Russia [4], the articulated leg landing gear of Kanazawa
Institute of Technology in Japan [5], etc. All these landing gears apply legged mechanism to adjust
touching points on the ground. The legged structure makes the robot’s modelling and controlling
easier, but also make a challenge to driving motors on their hip joints. The driving motor keeps
working all the time to keep the joints’ position, which may waste power energy. Flexible landing gear
replaces joint motion by the deformation of flexible rods. The main representatives are the cable-driven
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landing gear of Georgia Institute of Technology [6], the avian landing gear [7] of UTHA University.
The cable-driven landing gear uses spring dampers and cables to adjust its posture, and absorbs
landing shock by the cable and spring damper. It is complicated but can be applied in heavy unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAVs) and crewed aircrafts. The avian landing gear uses a soft gripper instead of a
gild-body link, which can grip a rod and help vehicle standing on the rod. The passive landing gear is
mainly powered by the weight of the robot and uses an under-actuated mechanism to achieve passive
balance adjustment of the robot during the landing process, such as soft shock absorbers [8] of Imperial
College London, a Four-bar linkage-based landing mechanism [9], and flexible landing gear [10] of
China University of Petroleum.

Both positive and active landing gear can adjust posture by their mechanism. These mechanisms
are the base hardware for adaptive landing. To complete the automatic landing, it also needs a control
system to drive the mechanism. To realize the adaptive landing function, the aircraft needs to be based
on mechanism configuration and the design of the control algorithm [11]. According to the different
sensors used by robots, adaptive landing controllers can be divided into three categories. The first
is the contact sensor, such as the tact switch [12,13], the pressure sensor [3,14], etc. These sensors
are usually placed at the contact point of the landing gear on the ground and use a passive control
method, which requires the relatively high real-time performance of the system. The second is visual
sensors, which use three-dimensional visual scanning [15] to determine the terrain of the landing point,
calculate the driving joint of the landing gear, and achieve adaptive landing. The third is the inertial
measurement unit (IMU) [2,16]. IMU achieves adaptive landing by the different attitude control laws
of the landing gear during landing. This control method requires higher design requirements for
aircraft control algorithms.

On the other hand, computer vision is widely used in robotics. In UAV field, computer vision is
applied in vision position [17,18] and visual recognition [19,20]. Vision position can calculate linear
velocity with video data streams, and scan the 3D target with dual-camera. Vision recognition is applied
in target and obstacle recognition. A depth camera is a novel vision sensor which can output both RGB
image and depth image. The depth camera is a kind of low-cost 3D scanning approach comparing
to 3D laser scanners, which is widely used in robot motion feedback [21], motion measurement [22],
UAV obstacle avoidance [23], and other fields.

This article tries to apply the depth camera in VTOL UAV’s adaptive landing. Based on the
hardware development foundation of the early landing gear robot of the laboratory team, this article
combined with multi-sensor information, such as depth vision sensor, optical flow sensor, IMU, etc.,
data fusion, motion control of the landing gear robot to realize the aircraft adaptive control on complex
unstructured terrain.

This article first introduces the main structure of the landing gear robot developed by authors.
The next section introduces the mathematical basis of the control algorithm. Then the article proposes
an adaptive landing control algorithm based on multi-sensor data fusion, and finally verifies the
feasibility and effectiveness of the algorithm through experiments.

2. Adaptive Landing Gear Robot

The landing gear robot analyzed in this paper is based on the tripod robot designed by authors.
The amphibious robot (as shown in Figure 1a) can fly in the sky, dive underwater, and run on the
ground. It is mainly composed of flying robots and landing gear robot. This article focuses on the
control system in which landing gear robots land adaptively on unstructured terrain during the
landing. This section introduces the components of the landing gear robot, including the mechanical
structure, the power module, and the sensor module. This section lays the foundations for the following
mathematical analysis and introduction of the control algorithm design.
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Figure 1. (a) The amphibious robot and (b) landing gear robot.

2.1. Mechanical Structure

Figure 1b shows the landing gear robot studied in this article, which is mainly composed of a base
and three limbs. The base is the main bearing part of the landing gear robot. The top of the base is
connected and fixed with the flying robot through bolts. The base is mainly composed of three parts:
Diving component, sensing component, and structural components. The structural components mainly
use carbon fiberboard, and photosensitive resin, which are produced by cutting and 3D printing, and
the parts are fastened and connected by screw nuts. The main function of the sensor component is to
install the sensors required for the robot system, including the depth camera and optical flow sensor.
The diving component is to achieve the robot’s diving function in the water, which is not the focus of
this article.

The top view of the base is as shown in Figure 2a. The geometric center of the base is defined
as point O. The forward direction is the X axis direction of the base. The left direction is the Y
axis. According to the right-hand rule, the direction of the vertical top surface is the Z axis direction.
The center points of the six rotation axes connected with limbs are points Ai and points Ei (i = 1, 2, 3).
Points Ai and points Ei are centrosymmetric around the Z axis. In the horizontal direction, the distance
from Point Ai and Point Ei to the center point is rA and rE, respectively.

Figure 2. (a) Geometry structural and (b) dimensions of the base.

The three limbs use the design of the slider link mechanism, shown in Figure 3. By driving the
translation of slider Bi, the swing rod AiCi is rotated, thereby controlling the height of the landing
point Ci of the landing gear robot. The schematic diagram of the mechanism is shown in Figure 3b.
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Point Ai is the connecting point of the connecting rod DiEi, and the base and Point Ei is the connecting
point of the swing rod AiCi and the base. Point Di is the connecting point of the connecting rod and
the slider. The length of the connecting rod is lDE. The length and eccentricity of the swing rod are lAC

and dC, respectively. The displacement and eccentricity of the slider are lSi and dS, respectively.

Figure 3. (a) Geometry structural and (b) dimensions of the limb.

The structure size parameters of the mechanism are shown in Table 1. The optimization of the
structure size parameters of the structure is not the focus of this article and will not be discussed.

Table 1. Dimension parameters of the landing gear robot.

Parameter Value Parameter Value

rA 170 mm lAC 415 mm
rE 220 mm dC 40 mm

hAE 65 mm lDE 195 mm
dS 22 mm

2.2. Power System

The design and layout of the power system are related to the functional requirements of the
landing gear robot. In this study, the landing gear robot mainly has two functions: Adaptive landing
and omnidirectional motion. Therefore, this study designed two sets of power systems, as shown in
Figure 4.

Figure 4. (a) Screw slider and (b) reduction motor with omnidirectional (OMNI) wheel.

Figure 4a shows the screw slider assembly. The motor uses a DC reduction motor with an encoder.
The structure of the leading screw allows the motor to keep the position of the slider (self-locking) when
it stops rotating. Limit switches are installed at both ends of the leading screw to prevent the slider from
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locking beyond the stroke (locked-rotor). Figure 4b demonstrates an omnidirectional wheel assembly,
which is mainly composed of a reduction motor and an omnidirectional wheel. The omnidirectional
wheel uses an omnidirectional (OMNI) wheel with a diameter of 56 mm, and the reduction motor uses
a DJI M2006 motor (made by SZ DJI Technology CO., Ltd., Shenzhen, China), which can realize the
feedback of position, speed, and torque of the motor.

2.3. Sensor and Control System

The sensors of the robot mainly include depth cameras and optical flow sensors, show in Figure 5c.
Depth cameras use Intel Realsense435i (made by Intel Corporation, Santa Clara, CA, USA), which can
output image signals, depth signals, gyro signals, and acceleration signals. Depth cameras are mainly
used for the detection of terrain during the descent of the robot. Optical flow sensor uses the lc302
optical flow (made by Youxiang Corporation, Changsha, China), which can detect the moving speed of
the aircraft in the horizontal direction.

Figure 5. (a) Control computer, (b) driving board, (c) and sensor system.

The control system of the robot is mainly composed of a control computer (show in Figure 5a)
and a driving board (show in Figure 5b). The control computer uses the Raspberry Pi 4B (made by
RS Components Ltd., Northants, UK) as the main carrier and is operating with the Ubuntu system.
The control computer is mainly used for the analysis of image signals, the resolution of attitude
signals, and the solution of robot kinematics (kinematical analysis). Once the driving joint variables are
calculated, the control computer inputs it to the driving board to control the movement of the landing
gear robot.

The driving board is mainly composed of a microprocessor, three DC motor drivers, and
communication circuits. The microprocessor uses the STM32F405 chip (made by STMicroelectronics,
Agrate, Catania, Italy) as the main processor for signal conversion and motor control. The DC motor
drivers use the MOS chip for converting the processor’s electrical signal into the current required by
the motor. The communication circuits, mainly integrated serial signal and controller area network
(CAN) signal converter, are used to convert different signal modules.

3. Mathematical Analysis

This study is based on the mathematical modeling of the robot and the multi-sensor data fusion
algorithm to achieve the adaptive landing function of the landing gear robot. The mathematical model
of the robot is the mathematical foundation for realizing the robot motion control. The multi-sensor
data fusion algorithm is the basis for realizing robot adaptive adjustment.

The basis for landing gear robot to achieve adaptive landing is terrain detection and analysis.
Traditional mobile robots that perform three-dimensional reconstruction of environmental information
can scan the terrain in a relatively stable state (variable movement oscillations are small). However, it is
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difficult for landing gear robots to keep stable because they are fixed to flying-submarine robots when
they land. In order to maintain the attitude balance and fixed-point flight, it is difficult for the flying
robot to ensure that the aircraft’s posture is in an ideal static state, which affects the detection of
the terrain and the analysis of the landing point by the landing gear robot. Therefore, the landing
gear robot’s judgment of the landing point needs to comprehensively consider the robot’s attitude
angle, flight speed and other state information. This state information is collected by multiple sensors,
and different sensor data have different characteristic information. In order to obtain complete, accurate,
and real-time target state information, this study uses a complementary filter and Kalman filter to
perform data fusion on multi-sensor signals.

3.1. Robot Mathematical Model

The mathematical model of the robot is the basis for realizing robot motion control. In the previous
section, the article introduces the robot mechanism and the simplified structure of the robot, as shown
in Figure 6.

Figure 6. (a) The structural and (b) kinematic diagram of the landing gear robot.

The main motion pair of the mechanism is the rotating pair and the moving pair. Our focus is
on the correlation between the joint variable of the slider driving motor and the three landing points.
The sketch map of the branch chain can clearly show the constraint relationship between the geometric
structures of the mechanism:

−−−⇀
EiDi =

−−−⇀
EiAi +

−−−⇀
AiBi +

−−−⇀
BiDi

−−−⇀
OiCi =

−−−⇀
OiAi +

−−−⇀
AiCi

(i = 1, 2, 3) (1)

The geometric constraints of the robot are converted into mathematical relations as follows:∣∣∣∣∣∣−−−⇀EiDi

∣∣∣∣∣∣ = norm(
−−−⇀
EiAi + lSi · −⇀esi + dS · −⇀esi ×

−⇀
eAi) = lDE

−−−⇀
OiCi =

−−−⇀
OiAi + lAC · −⇀esi + dC ·

−⇀
eAi ×−⇀esi

(2)

where −⇀esi is the unit vector of the axis
−−−⇀
AiBi ;

−⇀
eAi is the unit vector of the rotation axis Ai.

The forward kinematics and inverse kinematics of the robot can be solved by Equations (1) and (2).
In this study, we are mainly concerned with how to estimate the robot’s driving joint variables lSi

through the height hCi of the three contact points of the robot. Here we will introduce the solution
process of inverse kinematics.
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First, through the height of the contact point, the position and unit vector of the contact point Ci
can be obtained:

−−−⇀
OCi = RAC,i

(
dOCi dOCi −hCi

)T
−⇀esi =

1√
2

RAC,i ·
(

cos(αi) cos(αi) sin(αi)
)T

RAC,1 =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
1/2 0 0

0
√

3/2 0
0 0 1

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠, RAC,2 =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
−1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 1

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠, RAC,3 =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
1/2 0 0

0 −√3/2 0
0 0 1

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
(3)

where dOCi =
√

l2AC − h2
Ci + rA is the projected length of the vector

−−−⇀
OCi on the horizontal plane; αi is

the angle between the axis
−−−⇀
AiCi and the horizontal plane; RAC,i is the coordinate conversion matrix.

Then, the obtained substitution −⇀esi is substituted into Equations ((1) and (2)), and the driving rod
length lSi can be obtained by solving the unary quadratic equation.

3.2. Complementary Filter

In this study, the robot’s attitude angle was calculated mainly by acquiring data from accelerometers
and gyroscopes. The attitude angle can be obtained by integrating the angular velocity of the gyroscope.
However, the gyro sensor has an integral drift, and the angle obtained by direct integration may contain
errors. In order to eliminate the error of the sensor as much as possible, this study uses accelerometer
data to correct the gyroscope data, and uses a complementary filter to solve the attitude angle.

The solution process of the complementary filter is mainly divided into five processes:
Normalize the acceleration data:

a =
(

ax ay az
)T

=
az

norm(az)
(4)

where a is the normalized acceleration value, and az is the value directly output by the accelerometer.
Convert the gravity vector gZ in the global coordinate system to body coordinates:

gZ =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
gZ,x

gZ,y

gZ,z

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

2(q1 · q3 − q0 · q2)

2(q0 · q1 + q2 · q3)

q2
0 − q2

1 − q2
2 + q2

3

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ (5)

Compensate the error e by doing a vector cross product in the body coordinate system:

e =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
eX

eY
eZ

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ = a× gZ =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
aY · gZ,z − aZ · gZ,y

aZ · gZ,x − aX · gZ,z

aX · gZ,y − aY · gZ,x

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
eI =

∑
KI · e

(6)

Calculate the proportional-integral (PI) of the error and compensate the angular velocity for
compensate for the angular velocity:

gyok =
[

gyox,k gyoy,k gyoz,k
]T

= gyok−1 + KP · e + eI (7)
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Update quaternions qk:

qk =
Δt
2

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

2
Δt

−gyox,k −gyoy,k −gyoz,k

gyox,k
2

Δt
gyoz,k −gyoy,k

gyoy,k −gyoz,k
2

Δt
gyox,k

gyoz,k gyoy,k −gyox,k
2

Δt

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
· qk−1 =

Δt
2

Mq · qk−1 (8)

Convert quaternions to angles θX and θY:

θX = arctan

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝2q2q2 + 2q0q1

1− 2q2
1 − 2q2

2

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
θY = arcsin(−2q1q3 + 2q0q2)

(9)

3.3. Kalman Filter

The Kalman filter is a commonly used multi-information fusion method. It is an optimal estimation
algorithm, which calculates the state variable of the system in a stepwise recursive manner to solve the
minimum amount of estimated variance. In this study, the posture and speed of the robot are used as
state variables, and the data of the gyroscope and optical flow sensor are used as the measured values.

To accurately determine the location of the robot’s landing point, this study will fuse the gyroscope
and optical flow sensor data to calculate the robot’s position in the horizontal direction to further
determine the robot’s landing point. When using a depth camera to scan the landing terrain, the
camera is fixed at the center position of the robot. Therefore, the center point of the acquired depth
image is used as the depth position corresponding to the center of the robot. Hence this study takes
the relative displacement in the horizontal direction as one of the state variables of the filter. The state
variables related to the relative displacement of the robot in the horizontal direction also include the
angular velocity and linear velocity of the robot. The state variables of the filter can be expressed as:

xk = [ ΔPX,k ΔPY,k ωX,k ωY,k vX,k vX,k ]T (10)

where ΔPi,k(i = X, Y) represents the relative displacement of the robot at the k moment, ωi,k represents
the angular velocity of the robot at the k moment, and vi,k represents the linear velocity of the robot at
the k moment.

When the robot is in the landing state, under ideal conditions, the robot’s horizontal speed and
displacement approach zero, and the robot is in a relatively stable state. Therefore, in this study,
the horizontal movement of the robot is approximated to a uniform speed for calculation, in other words,
the state variable at the k moment can be predicted from the state variable at the previous moment:

x̂k = A ∗ xk−1 =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

0 0 0 0 Δt 0
0 0 0 0 0 Δt
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
∗ xk−1 (11)

where x̂k are the predicted state variables and A is the state transition matrix.
According to the covariance at the k− 1 moment, the predicted covariance P̂k at the k moment can

be calculated:
P̂k = A ∗ Pk ∗AT + Qk (12)
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where Qk is the white noise that the system is interfered with by the outside world, and it is assumed
to follow the standard normal distribution N(0, Q).

On the other hand, this study uses the data collected by the gyroscope and optical flow sensor to
correct the current estimated state. The collected data and sensor errors are expressed as follows:

μz = hk =
[

hωX hωY hvX hvY
]T

σ2
z = Rk =

[
RωX RωY RvX RvY

]T (13)

The relationship between sensor observations and state variables can be expressed by the
following formula:

μH = Hk ∗ x̂k =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 hC,k 1 0
0 0 hC,k 0 0 1

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ ∗ x̂k

σ2
H = Hk ∗ P̂k ∗HT

k

(14)

where Hk represents the conversion matrix between the state variable and the observed variable;
hC,k represents the height of the robot at the current moment.

Both the measured value μz obtained and the predicted value μH obey the Gaussian distribution.
Based on these two values, the optimal estimated value at the current moment can be calculated,
which also satisfies the Gaussian distribution. According to the nature of the mean and variance of
the Gaussian distribution, the mean and covariance of the best quality values can be respectively
obtained as:

μk = μH +
σ2

H
σ2

H+σ2
z
(μz − μH) = μH + K(μz − μH)

σ2
k = σ2

H −
σ2

H
σ2

H+σ2
z
σ2

H = σ2
H −Kσ2

H

(15)

where K is the Kalman gain.
Sorting Equations (10)–(15), the update function of the Kalman filter can be obtained:

x̂k = A ∗ xk−1

P̂k = A ∗ Pk−1 ∗AT + Qk

K = Hk ∗ P̂k ∗HT
k

(
Hk ∗ P̂k ∗HT

k + R
)−1

xk = x̂k + H−1
k ∗K(hk −Hk ∗ x̂k)

Pk = P̂k −H−1
k ∗K ∗Hk ∗ P̂k

(16)

4. Control Algorithm Design

4.1. Adaptive Landing Process

In the traditional automatic landing process of a drone, the different stages of the drone landing
are mainly determined based on the altitude information of the drone. The adaptive landing also
needs to collect the environmental information of the landing site for comprehensive decision. In this
study, adaptive landing is divided into two stages: The preparation stage and the descending stage.

During the preparation for the landing phase, the system predicts the landing posture of the landing
gear robot by collecting terrain information. The control computer collects the sensor information,
analyzes and calculates it, and then transmits the robot’s driving joint variables to the driving board
through the serial port. Then the driving board drives the motors to change the robot’s attitude.
During the descending phase, the flying robot controls the entire system to descend, and the control
computer continues to analyze the terrain and make small adjustments to the robot’s landing attitude.
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4.2. Algorithm Design

The key to realizing adaptive landing function is to convert the sensor information into the driving
joint variables required by the robot. In this study, the sensor information mainly includes the depth
image of the depth camera, the triaxle acceleration of the accelerometer, the triaxle angular velocity of
the gyroscope, and the biaxial velocity of the optical flow module. The driving joint variables of the
robot refer to the displacement of the driving sliders of the robot’s three limbs.

In this study, the information conversion is implemented in three steps: Center position analysis,
contact position analysis, and drive variable analysis. The whole process is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Flow chart of the adaptive landing control algorithm.

4.2.1. Center Position Analysis

The center position refers to the position where the center of the robot landed on the ground,
which is, the intended landing point. The determination of the location of the landing point is key to
the robot’s adaptive terrain. In this study, we mainly discuss how to calculate the position of the center
position in depth images.

This study uses two steps to calculate the center position. First, calculate the vertical position of
the robot center on the ground, based on the attitude angle of the robot, as shown in Figure 8a:

CV = CC + Kimg ·Θ (17)
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where CC =
(

PixX/2 PixY/2
)T

is the pixel coordinates of the center position of the depth image;

Kimg =

(
kimg,X 0

0 kimg,Y

)
is the ratio parameter between the depth image pixels and the angle;

Θ =
(
θX θY

)T
is the attitude angle of the robot in the X-axis and Y-axis directions.
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Figure 8. (a) Illustrations of center position analysis and (b) touch point analysis.

Then, according to the speed of the robot in the horizontal direction Δs, correct the center position
CR of the robot at the next moment:

CR = CV + Δs = CV + Kimg ·Θs

Θs =
(

arctan
(

ΔPX,k
fdep(CV)

)
arctan

(
ΔPY,k

fdep(CV)

) )T (18)

where fdep is the depth surface function obtained by surface fitting according to the depth image at the
k moment.

4.2.2. Touch Point Analysis

Touch point refers to the contact point between the three limbs of the robot and the ground. Based
on the center position CR of the robot, this study uses the geometric relationship of the robot limbs (as
shown in Figure 8b) to calculate the robot’s touch point position.

First, calculate the depth curve ldep,Ci through the center of the robot:

ldep,Ci(ti) =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ flen
(
Pimg,i

)
fdep(Pimg,i)

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠, Pimg,i = RAC,i · ti + CR (19)

where Pimg,i is the coordinate position of the i-th limb in the depth image, ti is the parameter variable;

RAC,i

(
RAC,1 =

(
1/2
−√3/2

)
, RAC,2 =

( −1
0

)
, RAC,3 =

(
1/2√
3/2

))
is rotated matrix; flen is the distance

function of the pixel parameter Pimg,i and the center position in the horizontal direction:

flen
(
Pimg

)
= norm

(
fdep(CV) · tan

(Pimg,x

kimg,X

)
, fdep(CV) · tan

(Pimg,y

kimg,Y

))
(20)

Then according to the following geometric relationship, the position of the contact point Ci can
be obtained:

nrom
(
ldep,Ci −Aimg

)
=
√

l2AC + d2
C

Aimg =

(
rA

fdep(CR) − hO

)
hCi = fdep(Pimg,i) − fdep(CR) + hO

(21)
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where Aimg represents the coordinate position of point Ai in the depth image; hO is the height of the
robot center from the ground after landing.

4.2.3. Driving Variable Analysis

When substituting the centrifugal height hCi of the touch point (which is calculated by the touch
point position) into the robot inverse kinematics (analyzed above), the joint variables of each driving
joint can be solved:

lSi = Finverse(hCi) (22)

Finally, the calculated driving joint variables are input to the driving board. The driving board
uses the displacement of the slider as the target value to perform PID control on the slider motor to
realize the motion control of the robot.

5. Experimental Test

To verify the feasibility of the algorithm proposed in this article, this section will introduce
the construction of the experimental platform, the experimental process, and the analysis of the
experimental results in detail.

5.1. Experiment Platform and Process

In this study, the verification experiment was mainly carried out on an indoor experimental
platform. The experimental platform is shown in Figure 9: It is mainly composed of three parts—the
frame, the cable, and the terrain platform. One end of the cable is fixed on the robot, and the
other end is a free end that passes through the fixed pulley on the main bracket. By controlling the
expansion and contraction of the cable, the robot’s landing process is simulated. The terrain platform
is composed of modular terrain modules, which are combined with modules of different heights to
form different terrains.

Figure 9. Experiment platform.

In this study, the robot’s take-off and landing process was simulated by releasing and pulling back
cables. The entire adaptive landing process was monitored in real-time. The experimental process is
shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Flow chart of experiment data collection.

When the robot is at the standby altitude, the sensor collects terrain depth information and the
status information of the robot and transmits the information to the control computer for processing.
The control computer calculates the driving joint variables of the robot according to the algorithm
designed above, and outputs them to the driving board of the robot. The driving board executes the
motion of the motors according to the driving joint variables, and feeds back the position parameters
of the driving motors to the control computer in real-time.

The height of the robot is lowered by slowly releasing the cable, until the robot landed on the
ground. The control computer will collect and record the robot attitude information, expected driving
joint variable, actual driving joint variable, and center height of the entire experiment. It is used to
analyze the adaptive landing function of robots.

In order to test the influence of terrain structure, ambient light and terrain color on the designed
algorithm, three groups of contrast experiments were designed. The first group of experiments are
built in a normal environment, but with different terrain structures. The second group is designed
with different terrain colors. The last group is set with different ambient lights.

5.2. Results and Discussion

This section presents the results and analysis of this experiment. Figure 11 shows the four process
moments of the experiment: Initialization, adjustment, descend, and completeness.

Figure 11. Adaptive landing process: (a) Initialization, (b) adjustment, (c) descend, (d) completeness.
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Figure 12 shows the robot state variables collected during the entire experiment. The sub-figures
in Figure 12 record the relationship between the driving joint variables, the attitude angle, and the
height of the robot center position. In Figure 12c, according to the height curve of the robot, the landing
process of the robot can be divided into three stages. The first stage (0–20 s, yellow region) is the
landing preparation stage, in this stage, the drone will maintain a fixed altitude and fixed-point flight.
The second stage (20–33 s, blue region) is the descent stage, in this stage, the drone lands vertically at
a low speed. The third stage (33–40 s, green region) is the landing stabilization stage. At this time,
the robot system has completed the entire landing process while keeping the height and attitude of the
robot stable.
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Figure 12. (a) Diagram of driving joint variables, (b) attitude angles, and (c) center point height.

Figure 12b records the changes of the robot’s pitch θY and roll angle θX during the descending
phase. Corresponding to the three stages of the robot’s landing process, the angle of the robot changes
greatly during the descending phase, due to the disturbance caused by the manual release of the cable.
This is similar to the disturbance phenomenon when the drone is performing position control and
attitude control during the landing at a fixed point. The robot has a small angle fluctuation during the
preparation phase as the robot is influenced by a reaction force generated when the robot rotates its
robotic arms.

Figure 12a shows the relationship between the expected driving joint variables ld,i (i = 1, 2, 3) and
the actual joint variables ls,i throughout the landing process. The dotted line represents the driving
joint variable curve calculated by the control computer through the control algorithm, and the solid
line represents the driving joint variable fed back by the robot in real-time. In the preparation stage,
the robot’s driving joint gradually approaches the expected position from the initial position, and finally
reaches the curve of the expected position. In the descending phase, when the height is lower than
60 cm, the value of the drive variable calculated by the control computer begins to change significantly.
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This is because when the robot is landed to a certain height, the viewing angle of the depth camera is
limited, and the landing point of the robot exceeds the calculation range of the viewing angle, thereby
causing a disturbance. Therefore, in this study, the height of 100 cm is set as the threshold. When the
height of the robot is higher than the threshold, the calculated drive value of the control computer is
believed to be reliable, and the robot follows the calculated value. When the height is lower than the
threshold, the robot maintains the last trusted value. The resulting curve trend is shown in Figure 12a.
When the height is less than 100 cm, the actual joint variables no longer follow the expected joint
variable movement.

To further explore the effectiveness of the adaptive landing algorithm, this study calculated the
error curve of the driving joint variable and the curve of the robot’s tilt angle. It can be seen from
Figure 13a that the variation trend of the error curve of the driving joint variables is basically consistent
with the variation trend of the drive variable fed back by the robot. In the preparation stage, when the
system is stable, there is zero error associated with the three driving joint variables, which shows
the effectiveness of the robot motor driving algorithm. Figure 13b shows the deflection angle θerr

between the Z axis of the robot’s coordinate axis and the Z axis of the geodetic coordinate system. The
calculation formula is as follows:

θerr = arccos(cos(θX) · cos(θY)) (23)
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Figure 13. (a) Diagram of driving joint error, and (b) deflection angle.

It can be seen from Figure 13 that during the landing stabilization phase, the tilt angle of the robot
is less than five degrees, and the landing can be considered as stable and horizontal. In the preparation
phase and the landing phase, the tilt angle of the robot is larger, while in the final stabilized phase,
the tilt angle is smaller. This proves that the adaptive control algorithm is less affected by the flight
attitude change and speed change, which verifies the effectiveness of the control algorithm.

The changing curve of the robot’s posture angle in Figure 12 shows that the posture angle will
vibrate with the movement of the robot. However, when the robot nearly reaches the expected position,
it will still move in small amplitude with the change of the expected driving joint variable, and this
high-frequency, small-amplitude vibration motion will have a greater impact on the flight stability of
the flying robot.
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Figure 14 demonstrates the results of the experiments in different terrains. The sub-figures in the
first row shows the 3D reconstructions in 1-m height. The second and third row present the RGB images
and the depth images separately. The curves of the driving joint variables, attitude angles, and center
point height are shown in fourth, fifth, and sixth rows. Each column represents the corresponding
experiments. In the first experiment, the terrain is flat, and all three driving joint variables are almost
the same, which satisfies the flat terrain. In the second experiment, a bulge is set on the ground.
One driving joint variable is bigger than the others to satisfy the terrain with one bulge. In the last
experiment, one high bugle and one low bugle are set on the ground. All three driving joint variables
are different owing to the terrain. These results show that the designed control systems can work well.
On the other hand, when the robot landed, the attitude angle errors were small and between plus and
minus 10 degrees, also shows the effectiveness of the designed system. The testing results show that
the designed system work well in different rigid terrains.
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Figure 14. Experiments in different terrains.

Figure 15 shows the results of the experiments in different environmental conditions. Just like
Figure 14, the sub-figures in different rows also show the results of 3D reconstructions, RGB images,
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depth images, driving joint variables, attitude angles, and center point height separately, while each
column represents the corresponding experiments in different environmental conditions. In the first
column, the figures present the results of the experiment with bright sunlight. The bright sunlight
and shadow are clear in the RGB image, and the bright sunlight does influence the depth camera,
which causes noise in the 3D reconstruction and the depth image. However, the attitude angle curves
show that the angle error are still small, which means the effect of bright sunlight is restricted. In the
second experiment, the terrain is covered by black foams. However, the change of terrain color has no
impact on the depth camera nor the control system. In the last column, the experiment is tested in the
dark environment. The terrain cannot be distinguished from the RGB image, but are still clear in the
3D reconstruction and the depth image. Moreover, the attitude angle curves also show darkness has
no impact on the control system. All the results show that the ambient light and the terrain color have
a limited impact on the designed control system.
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Figure 15. Experiments in different environmental conditions.
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In order to determine the specific cause of the expected joint jitter, this study continues to analyze
the relationship between the expected driving joint variable and the depth information and attitude
angle. In this study, the expected driving joint variables, depth of the center point, and attitude angle
curves are regarded as three kinds of signals, and the jitter of the signals is caused by noise. Therefore,
in this article, the noise signals of the three signals are separated by wavelet filtering, and a comparative
analysis is performed to determine the source of the expected driving joint variable noise. Figure 16
shows the filtered signal and noise signal of the driving joint signal, center position height signal,
and inclination signal during the preparation stage. It can be seen from the figure that the filtered signal
retains the movement trend of the original signal, but the change is relatively smooth. To analyze the
correlation between various noise signals, this paper analyzes the Pearson correlation coefficient [24]
among the three signals.

ρM, N =
cov(M, N)

σMσN
=

E(MN) − E(M)E(N)√
E(M2) − E2(M)

√
E(N2) − E2(N)

(24)

where cov(M, N) represents the covariance of the signal M, N = hnO, ln,1, ln,2, ln,3,θn,X,θn,Y, and σ
represents the standard deviation of the signal.
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Figure 16. (a) The filtered curve of driving joint variables, (c) attitude angles, (e) center point height,
and (b) noise curve of driving joint variables, (d) attitude angles, (f) center point height.

As shown in Table 2, it can be seen from the results that the driving joint variable is highly
correlated with the noise signal at the center position height, which are, 0.7871, 0.7602, and 0.8064,
respectively, but the noise signal correlation with the corner signal is relatively small. The height data
of the center position comes from the depth sensor, so the main cause for the vibration of the driving
variable is the signal noise of the depth sensor. By optimizing the depth solution algorithm of the
depth sensor or filtering the depth image, the vibration of the driving joint can be alleviated.
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Table 2. Pearson correlation coefficient.

Coefficient ln,1 ln,2 ln,3

hnO 0.7871 0.7602 0.8064
θn,X −0.1398 −0.0615 0.0247
θn,Y 0.1228 0.0421 0.1124

From the experiments, the results verify that the designed control algorithm can achieve adaptive
landing in different rigid terrains, and the ambient light and the terrain color have a limited impact
on the designed control system. However, some problems are also explored in the experiments.
First, noise signals from the depth camera cause an error in robot’s kinematical analysis. Second, visual
angles of the depth camera limit the control algorithm when vehicles go down below the threshold
height. Third, ambient light causes the noise in the depth camera. We will keep working on solving
these three problems and testing the system on more terrains in the future.

6. Conclusions

In order to expand the take-off and landing functions of uncrewed aerial vehicles in a non-structural
responsible environment, this study designs an adaptive landing control system for our self-developed
robots. The control system uses multi-sensor fusion technology to realize three-dimensional terrain
scanning of the landing area. To accurately calculate the robot’s landing position, the control system
uses a Kalman filter and complementary filter algorithms to fuse the robot’s inclination and speed
information. Then, based on the robot kinematics model, the robot’s landing posture and driving joint
variables are determined. Finally, this article verifies the feasibility and effectiveness of the adaptive
landing control system through experiments. Based on the analysis of experimental data, the causes of
the robot’s lower abdominal concussion are discussed, which provides a basis for further optimization
of the robot control algorithm design.
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Abstract: This article is focused on the automatic classification of passing vehicles through an
experimental platform using optical sensor arrays. The amount of data generated from various sensor
systems is growing proportionally every year. Therefore, it is necessary to look for more progressive
solutions to these problems. Methods of implementing artificial intelligence are becoming a new
trend in this area. At first, an experimental platform with two separate groups of fiber Bragg grating
sensor arrays (horizontally and vertically oriented) installed into the top pavement layers was created.
Interrogators were connected to sensor arrays to measure pavement deformation caused by vehicles
passing over the pavement. Next, neural networks for visual classification with a closed-circuit
television camera to separate vehicles into different classes were used. This classification was used
for the verification of measured and analyzed data from sensor arrays. The newly proposed neural
network for vehicle classification from the sensor array dataset was created. From the obtained
experimental results, it is evident that our proposed neural network was capable of separating trucks
from other vehicles, with an accuracy of 94.9%, and classifying vehicles into three different classes,
with an accuracy of 70.8%. Based on the experimental results, extending sensor arrays as described in
the last part of the paper is recommended.

Keywords: vehicle classification; FBG; artificial intelligence; smart sensors

1. Introduction

The issue of traffic monitoring and management has arisen due to a growing number of personal
vehicles, trucks, and other types of vehicles. Due to existing road capacities being based on historic
designs, the condition of these road communications deteriorates with a lack of growing financial
investment to maintain and expand the road network. With these requirements, vehicle visual
identification is not sufficient for traffic management and the prediction of the future state of traffic
and road conditions. For this purpose, existing monitoring areas are being innovated with new sensor
platforms, not only for the statistical purpose of monitoring areas. Additional information such as
traffic density, vehicle weight distribution, overweight vehicles, and trucks could be included in
automatic warning systems for the prediction of possible critical traffic situations. There are several
technological approaches based on different principles. Each of them has various advantages and
disadvantages, such as operating duration, traffic density, meteorological condition limits, resistance
to chemical and mechanical damage from maintenance vehicles, etc.

All motor vehicles are classified into 11 base classes by current legislation in the states of the
central European Union. Meanwhile, according to the Federal Highway Administration under the
United States Department of Transportation, there are even 13 classes. These classes consist of personal
vehicles, trucks, technical vehicles, public transport vehicles, and their subclasses. For decades,
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the only sufficient method to classify vehicles was by visual recognition. This method was strongly
limited by meteorological conditions. In the last two decades, several different technical designs for
classifying vehicles without a visual part of classifications have been proposed. At first, based on
metallic vehicle chassis and axle parts, there were designs to measure magnetic field parameters of
crossing vehicles. This included inductive loops or anisotropic magneto-resistive sensors built into
the road pavement [1–4]. These technological designs achieved accurate results for specific vehicle
classes with magnetic signatures. A different approach was by vehicle weight signature. Technological
solutions based on piezoelectric sensors [5] and bending plate sensors are widely used in road traffic
monitoring and vehicle measurements [6]. There were also experimental solutions such as the usage of
hydro-electric sensors [7] with a bending metal plate at the top of the vessel filled with a specific liquid.
Weigh-in-motion technologies measuring specific parameters such as the weight signature could be
used, as well as other technologies including fiber optic sensors [8], wireless vibration sensors [9],
or using embedded strain gauge sensors [10]. As an additional capability, this could be measured by
smart pavements based on conductive cementitious materials [11]. Optic sensors based on Fiber Bragg
Grating (FBG) were also successfully tested on different types of transport, such as railways. It was
in Naples in Italy where this type of sensor was used for speed and weight measurements with the
detection of train wheel abrasions as additional information for transport safety [12].

Vehicle classification and the measurement of vehicle parameters, such as weigh-in-motion, were
the aim of several international research projects. The weighing-in-motion of road vehicles was
a research aim in the European research project COST323 over two decades ago [13]. In the last
decade, research ideas relating to infrastructure monitoring including road traffic have been studied,
e.g., by COST projects TU1402 for structural health monitoring and TU1406 for roadway bridges [14–16].

Optical fiber sensors are becoming a very important part of smart Internet of Things (IoT)
infrastructures, also on roads and highways. They can additionally perform different functions
in critical infrastructure protection and monitoring. There is a broad spectrum of technological
solutions of fiber optic sensors and optical sensors systems. For our investigation, we used the FBG
sensor network built into the entry road into the campus of our university. Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG)
sensors are classified as passive optical fiber components that are compatible with existing types
of telecommunication fiber systems and can operate directly with incident light (most commonly
in the 1550 nm range). Thus, they can be directly incorporated into the optical transmission chain.
The fundamental principle on which the FBG work is based is Fresnel diffraction and interference.
The propagating optical field may be refracted or reflected at the interface in the transmission medium
with different refractive indices. The FBG operates as a light reflector for a specific (desired) spectrum
of wavelengths, to ensure that the phase-matching condition is met. Other (undesirable) wavelengths
are only slightly influenced by the Bragg grating [17–19].

In recent years, the different Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) architectures [20–22] applied
to image processing constitute the current dominant computer vision theory, especially in tasks such
as image classification (vehicle classification). The main goal of these networks is to transform the
input image layer-by-layer from the input image to the final class scores. The input image is processed
by a series of convolution layers with filters (kernels), max pooling layers, and Fully Connected
(FC) layers. Finally, the activation function, such as softmax or sigmoid to classify the outputs
(small cars, sedans, crossovers, family vans, or trucks), is used. In our case, the AlexNet [20] and
GoogLeNet [23] convolutional neural networks were chosen. The basic architecture of the AlexNet
consists of some convolutional layers (five layers), followed by max pooling layers, FC layers (three
layers), and a softmax layer [20,24,25]. On the other hand, the architecture of GoogLeNet consists
of 22 layers (nine inception modules). The main motivation for the inception modules’ (layers’)
creation is to make a deeper CNN network so that highly accurate results could be achieved [23,26,27].
For vehicle classification, several works using deep learning and convolutional neural networks were
described in [20].
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The aim of this article is vehicle classification with FBG sensor arrays using artificial intelligence
from partial records. The proposed neural network was trained using a dataset with a lack of
information on the vehicle’s speed, which we created by visual recognition of the vehicle passing
through our testing platform. The majority of recorded vehicles were detected only through their left
wheels, which reduces records from a 3D vehicle surface to one line of deformation. These records
simulated situations where the vehicle’s driver tried to avoid detection with a changed trajectory
through the roadside or an emergency line without visual recognition.

2. Materials and Methods

The main goal of the research is the use of optical sensor networks for the classification of
passing vehicles through a test platform based on neural networks for car recognition using an
industrial camera. For this purpose, a test platform was built, which is described in Section 2.1.

2.1. Experimental Platform

The test platform for the measurement of additional vehicle characteristics is located at the
University of Zilina campus on the entry road to the main parking lot. This monitoring area consists of
several sensor arrays based on two technological applications of FBG sensors. All these sensors are
built in the 2nd asphalt pavement layer covered with a top asphalt layer with a height of 6 cm above
the sensors. Two electric loops were installed for the initialization of measurements, but the main goal
was to use only optic-based sensors as FBGs. Those were realized in two different placements and
numbers, as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Real test platform scheme with multiple Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG) sensors. Some are
connected as an FBG sensor array. The red cross indicates a dysfunctional FBG sensor (destroyed when
the test platform was created). This test platform was built on the road into the university campus.

2.1.1. Vertically Oriented FBG Sensors

The 1st type of FBG was attached vertically on a perforated aluminum chassis with approximately
a 10 cm distance between these Vertically Oriented (VO) sensors (orange sensors in Figure 1) positioned
orthogonally to the direction of the vehicle, as shown in Figure 2. Based on the configuration of these
sensors and their placement, there are several limitations. One of them is the distance between vertical
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FBG sensors. Each vehicle’s wheel is captured in a range from 3 to 4 vertical FBG sensors. Due to the
construction of the aluminum chassis with these sensors in a partially liquid material such as asphalt,
it is problematic to determine wheel width. This is a necessary parameter for calculating the weight
distribution area through measuring the wheel and accurately determining the vehicle class.

road
wheel

a)

λ

changes of reflected
spectrum from different FBG's

b)

Figure 2. (a) Wheel pressure is applied to vertically oriented FGB sensors; (b) reflected optical spectrum
shift is given by pressure change (every FBG reflects light on the other’scentral wavelength in idle
status—the FBG’s position is also known).

2.1.2. Horizontally Oriented FBG Sensors

The second type of FBG sensor was horizontally placed orthogonally (blue sensors in Figure 1) at
different distances from vertical FBG sensors in the direction of the vehicle. Horizontally Oriented (HO)
FBG sensors were installed with two different active lengths of sensors (measured on the whole fiber
length using one FBG sensor). The first sensor had a length of 3460 mm, and the second had a length
of 1760 mm. One of the optical fibers with shorter sensors contained another FBG for temperature
compensation. Both horizontal sensor lengths had a passive length of 300 mm and an operative
temperature range from −40 to +80 ◦C. All horizontal sensors were attached to the bottom asphalt
layer by asphalt glue. This allowed for the measurement of exact flexibility and strength changes of
the top asphalt layers during the measurements of overpassing vehicles. Due to the vehicle wheel
trajectory over those sensors and their type, we observed both compression and tension, as shown in
Figure 3.

a)

b)

road
wheels

wheels
road

reflected spectrum shift

λ

to red
λ

to blue

c)

Figure 3. Illustration of some scenarios of wheel pressure to horizontally oriented FGB sensors (a) when
the wheel’s pressure in the horizontal line is negative (compressive stress) or (b) positive (tensile stress),
(c) and the appropriate reflected light spectrum change in wavelength.

2.1.3. Measurement Units

Each set of measurement data was from the FBG sensor arrays consisting of 2 lines of 36 vertical
sensors orthogonal to the vehicle direction and 2 sensors for the temperature compensation of the
vertical sensors. From the horizontal FBG sensors, there were 3 horizontal sensors at a different level.
Two of those sensors had an active length of 1760 mm, and one had a length of 3460 mm. One fiber
with a shorter length contained an FBG sensor for temperature compensation created for different
wavelengths. The sampling rate of the two interrogators connected to the FBG sensor arrays was
500 samples/s.

Output matrix data of each measurement had 2000 time samples (4 s) of the 34 vertically oriented
FBG sensors used. This output matrix was extended by measurements from 4 horizontally oriented
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FBG sensors with a dimension of 2000 time samples (4 s). We used only 34 of 36 vertical FBG sensors
because the last 2 peaks of reflected intensity on specific wavelengths were too low for processing in
the interrogator, and this caused problems with measured data consistency, as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Time sample of the reflected optical spectrum from the FBG array received by the interrogator.

The 1st peak value of the FBG sensor, set at 1517 nm, was dedicated to temperature compensation.
The last 2 unused vertical FBG sensors were preset at wavelengths of 1583.74 and 1587.68 nm.
Both matrices for 2000 measurements were synchronized into the same time range. This format
and size of data were applicable only in one direction of the vehicles due to the position of each
sensor array.

2.2. Proposed Methodology

The block diagram of the proposed methodology is shown in Figure 5. Firstly, datasets based on FBG
sensor data and Closed-Circuit Television (CCTV) were created. Next, the modified neural networks for
visual classification using a CCTV camera system for FBG dataset annotation were used. This classification
was used for the verification of measured and analyzed data from the sensor arrays. Finally, the newly
proposed neural network for vehicle classification from the sensor array dataset was created.

Dataset based on
FBG sensor data

Dataset based on
CCTV

Synchronized records
datasets 1:1

Anotated dataset
based on FBG sensor

data (5 classes)

Proposed CNN for
vehicle classification

Proposed CNN for
binary vehicle

classification (3 classes)

Proposed image 
classification for 
automatic FBG 

dataset annotation

Retrained
GoogleLeNet

to 5 classes

Retrained
AlexNet

to 5 classes

Image records of
vehicles by CCTV

Combinated 
classification by

GoogLeNet + AlexNet

Manulally anotated
vehicle image dataset

into 5 classes

Figure 5. Block diagram of the proposed methodology.
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Two separate datasets were created. Firstly, an image dataset based on CCTV was created for
the acceleration of the automatized learning process for vehicle classification based on FBG sensor
data. Secondly, a dataset based on FBG sensor data was created for final vehicle classification by the
proposed CNN.

2.2.1. Dataset Based on FBG Sensor Data

Each vehicle’s record from the test platform was created with a matrix from vertical FBG sensors
with a size of 2000 measurements by 34 sensors. With a sampling rate of 500 samples/s, this represents
a period of 4 s per each vehicle. The record detail of the full pressure map of the vehicle with a
wheelbase of 2570 mm is presented in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Record detail of the pressure map for a vehicle with an optimal line. The colormap represents
the values of the wavelength change of the reflected optical spectrum by FBG in nm.

The shift in samples for each axle between the wheels in Figure 6 is caused by the installation shift
of aluminum strips for vertical FBG sensors, shown in Figure 2 with orange color. The partial pressure
map (only left wheels) of the vehicle with a wheelbase of 2511 mm is in Figure 7. Both vehicle’s details
show the detection of the 1st axle at time position 2 s. This was based on two way detection.

Figure 7. Record detail of the pressure map for the overpassing vehicle with left wheels. The colormap
represents the values of the wavelength change of the reflected optical spectrum by FBG in nm.

For speed determination without information on the specific wheelbase of the vehicle from
visual recognition, there were built-in horizontal FBG sensors of 2 lengths. Those sensors were
placed asymmetrically towards the left side of the road. Record details from the overpassing vehicle
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recognized by both lines are shown below in Figure 8 and the overpassing vehicle recognized by one
line in Figure 9.

Figure 8 is a record detail of the same vehicle’s record as shown in Figure 6. A vehicle with the
optimal line was captured with vertical and horizontal sensors; thus, we were able to determine vehicle
speed and wheelbase distances. In Figures 7 and 9 is shown the same overpassing vehicle recognized
by only one line of wheels by vertically oriented FBG sensors.
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Figure 8. Record detail of axle detection from horizontal FBG sensors from the overpassing vehicle with
an optimal traffic line as reflected in the optical spectrum wavelength change detected by the FBGs.

Records with only one line (footprint) of wheels of the vehicle recognized by vertically oriented
FBG sensors, and those vehicles that were not recognized by horizontally oriented FBG sensors and
measured data seem to be akin to a Nothing-on-Road state (NoR).
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Figure 9. Record detail of axle detection from horizontal FBG sensors from the overpassing vehicle
with a non-optimal traffic line as reflected in the optical spectrum wavelength change detected by
the FBGs.

For the simplification of vehicle detection, we summed all wavelength shifts of all vertical FBG
sensors per each timestamp. The summed wavelength shift for all k sensors in specific time tn was
compared with the summed wavelength shift for all k sensors in previous time tn−i. Reference value
ΔλR was added to this value, which corresponds to the minimum recorded pressure on the sensors
from one vehicle’s wheel detection. The reference value of ΔλR for the 1st axle detection was 0.015 nm
with an air temperature over the test platform in the range from 15 to 30 ◦C. The equation for the 1st
axle’s detection is:

∑
k

∣∣∣Δλk,tn−i

∣∣∣+ ΔλR ≤ ∑
k

∣∣Δλk,tn

∣∣. (1)
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The record details of the summed values per 2 strips with vertical FBG sensors shifted by NoR
values are shown below in Figure 10. The right wheels of vehicles shown by the blue curve for summed
sensors with Positions 1 to 18 were detected. The left vehicle wheels are shown by the orange curve for
summed sensors with Positions 19 to 34 by the left strip with vertical FBG sensors. The record detail
shown is for the same vehicle as in Figures 6 and 8.

On the graph of the overpassing vehicle recognized only by one line of vehicle wheels in Figure 11,
there was a partial record with no detection of the vehicle’s right wheels. Only left wheels were detected
by the sensors in Positions 1 to 18 with a blue curve.
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Figure 10. Record detail of the summary values of the wavelength changes (of the reflected optical
spectrum by FBG) shifted by Nothing-on-Road (NoR) values.

Figures 7, 9 and 11 depict the same partially recognized vehicle, where it was not possible to
determine the vehicle’s speed and wheelbase distances from the minimal two lines of the FBG sensors.
This information could only be used in combination with visual identification of the vehicle’s model
with technical parameters.
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Figure 11. Record details of the summed wavelength shifts (of the reflected optical spectrum) from the
vertical FBG sensors of the overpassing vehicle recognized only by the left wheels.

2.2.2. Dataset Based on CCTV

Our test platform is incapable of accurately determining wheel width and other additional
parameters based on it. For this reason, we decided to define each vehicle class by wheelbase and
weight ranges in combination with visual recognition. For this, we used security CCTV monitoring the
entry ramp used to access the road with the testing platform. This entry ramp serves as a measurement
separator in the direction of monitored vehicles, as shown in Figure 12.

The input images from CCTV were at a resolution of 1920 × 1080 px. The area of interest, with an
image size of 800 × 800 px (red rectangle), is shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 12. Entry ramp view from CCTV with the area of interest (red rectangle with a resolution of
800 × 800 px) with a timestamp.

2.2.3. Synchronized Records’ Datasets

All vehicles were monitored with CCTV and measured using FBG sensor arrays for 1 month.
Per each overpassing vehicle’s record, there was 1 synchronized vehicle image. These images were
classified by 2 CNNs for image classification, validated as shown in Figure 5, and integrated with
records from FBG sensor arrays. Those records were impossible to classify only from vertically oriented
FBG sensor arrays without image classification. For the next vehicle’s classification using FBG sensors,
there were only relevant data from the chassis of vertical FBG sensors from Positions 1 to 18.

2.2.4. Proposed Image Classification for Automatic FBG Dataset Annotation

For the visual verification of the 5 determined classes, we tested the dataset on 3 different CNNs
in the MATLAB R© workspace in Version 2019b. We decided to use AlexNet [12], GoogLeNet [13],
and ResNet-50 [28,29]. Each pre-trained network was modified in the final layers for specific class
number outputs.

The architecture modification of the pretrained CNN AlexNet from 1000 classes to 5 classes is
shown in Figure 13. The modification of pretrained Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) CNN GoogLeNet
with the same number of pretrained classes as AlexNet to 5 classes is shown in Figure 14.

2×

Input

Conv2D + ReLU + Norm.

FC*1 + Softmax

Classification output

FC*2 + Softmax

Classification output

Conv2D + ReLU

Max pooling 2D

Max pooling 2D

FC + ReLU + Dropout

3×

2×

*1Originally designed for 1000 output classes
*2Redesigned to 5 output classes

Figure 13. Architecture modification of the pretrained AlexNet.
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Figure 14. Architecture modification of the pretrained GoogLeNet.

The training phase consisted of 650 vehicle images for each class. The test phase consisted of a
minimum of 100 vehicle images for each class. Those images were next resized to the necessary input
size to each CNN [20,23].

For this reason, we decided to create 5 vehicle classes. The 1st class was small cars with hatchback
bodyworks with a weight up to 1.5 t and up to a 2650 mm axle spacing. The 2nd class was vehicles
such as sedans and their long versions or combo bodyworks. The 3rd class was vehicles with crossover
bodyworks and Sports Utility Vehicles (SUV). The 4th class was utility vehicles and family vans
weighing up to approximately 2.5 t. The last class was vans, trucks, and vehicles with more than
2 axles. Motorcycles were excluded from the classification. These 5 classes were also determined
based on the composition of the vehicles (see Table 1) and their count crossing the campus area with a
test platform.

Table 1. Image dataset.

Vehicle Type Class Train Test

Hatchback 1 650 428
Sedan/Combo 2 650 384
SUV 3 650 304
MPV/Minivan 4 650 227
Van/Truck 5 650 376

Each CNN was retrained 5 times for the 6 epochs achieved, in equal conditions, with an accuracy
of over 90% in the tested dataset. One epoch represents the processing of all training samples. After that,
training samples were shuffled for the next epoch. Those CNNs were supervised and retrained by using
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a Graphic Processor Unit (GPU) with only 2 GB GDDR5 memory in previous research. The accuracy
of the created dataset was enough for our purpose of classifying data from FBG sensor arrays [30].

Thus, the retrained CNNs for image classification were prepared to classify vehicle records from
FBG arrays using the visual part of the records. Each record from the arrays was synchronized with
1 image from the industrial camera taking into consideration the distance between the entry ramp and
the measured sensory area. The synchronized image dataset was divided into 2 identical datasets with
resolutions of 224 × 224 px for GoogLeNet and 227 × 227 px for AlexNet classification. In 77.26% of
the images, both CNNs were consistent. The accuracy of the CNNs used for visual classification is
shown in Table 2. Other images were manually verified and included in the correct classes.

Table 2. Outputs from CNNs for image classification.

AlexNet GoogLeNet ResNet-50

Achieved train validation 99.79% 90.67% 91.30%
Achieved test validation 90.2% 90.8% 89.2%

2.2.5. Annotated Dataset Based on FBG Sensor Data

The prepared dataset consisted of 5965 vehicle records recognized with only one line using
vertically oriented FBG sensors divided into 5 classes. This dataset did not contain vehicle speed,
wheelbase, or wheel size information. For simple classification, a neural network was created in the
Integrated Development Environment (IDE) MATLAB R© 2020a for image input in the Tagged Image
File Format (TIFF) with a resolution of 600 × 5 px (600 time samples × 5 vertically oriented FBG
sensors). These data were normalized into a range from 0 to 1 with eight decimal precision and were
saved in TIFF format per each partial record without data compression.

2.2.6. Proposed CNN for Vehicle Classification

The structure of the CNN created is in Table 3 below. The CNN was tested for various dataset
interclass combinations. Due to wheelbases and the speed of overpassing vehicles, up to 600 samples
per record (1.2 s, see Figure 6) were recorded for all vehicles, trucks included. Most of the small
vehicles’ last wheel was on average recorded up to a time sample of 200 records (0.4 s) for speeds
under 50 km/h and the last wheel up to a time sample of 500 records (1 s) per all vertical sensors with
speeds under 10 km/h.

Table 3. Design of CNN for vehicle classification.

Layers Parameters Number of CFs �

Input 600 × 5 × 1
Conv2D + ReLU 300 × 4 128
Conv2D + ReLU 100 × 4 64
Conv2D + ReLU 100 × 4 32
MaxPool2D 2 × 1
Conv2D + ReLU 50 × 2 24
FC + Softmax 2, 3 or 5
ClassOutput 2, 3 or 5

� Convolution Filter (CF).

For that reason, the 1st 2D convolution layer was set to filter sizes from 300 to 4, covering at least a
wheel per record in the 1st layer. Enlarging the filter size on the 1st layer during training did not show
any improvements. After a 2D max pooling layer, a last 2D convolution layer was added with a filter
size of 50 to 2. This design showed the best-achieved results for binary classification on our prepared
dataset. After the last convolution laser, there was a fully connected layer with the softmax function to
assign the result to only one of all output classes based on an overall number of trained classes.
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For training purposes, there were 800 vehicle samples separated from the first 4 classes and
400 samples from the last truck class. Those samples were divided by a ratio of 9:1 for the input
training set and validation set during training.

3. Experimental Results

For all CNNs, the training had the same option setup as training for 200 epochs with the batch
size set to twenty. On the main diagonal in the confusion matrix, correctly classified vehicles of
all tested vehicles are shown in Table 4. For the first class (hatchback class), forty-nine-point-six
percent of vehicles were correctly classified (valid column), as shown in Table 5. For the second class
(combo/sedan class), twelve-point-point-eight percent of vehicles were correctly classified. For the
third class (SUV class), fifty-six-point-three percent of vehicles were correctly classified. For the fourth
class (MPV/minivan class), twenty-six-point-eight percent of vehicles were correctly classified. For the
last class (van/truck class), sixty-two percent of vehicles were correctly classified. An overall accuracy
of 28.9% for all tested vehicles using the proposed CNN was achieved. Due to the classification into
five classes and their similarities, a validation accuracy of only 28.9% was achieved.

Table 4. Results from the test part of the dataset from the CNN for vehicle classification. Final results
for each class on the main diagonal in confusion matrix (highlighted as bold) are shown.

Class 1 2 3 4 5 Valid

1 9.8% 1.7% 4.7% 3.3% 0.3% 49.6%
2 17.8% 25.8% 19.5% 9.8% 1.8% 12.8%
3 2.5% 0.8% 8.5% 3.0% 0.4% 56.3%
4 1.4% 0.4% 2.3% 1.7% 0.5% 26.8%
5 0.1% 0.1% 0.3% 0.6% 1.8% 62%

Overall 28.9%

The proposed CNN was modified to three classes for better spatial separation of classes.
On the main diagonal in the confusion matrix, correctly classified vehicles of all tested vehicles
are shown in Table 5. For the first class (hatchback class), seventy-four-point-three percent of vehicles
were correctly classified (valid column), as shown in Table 5. For the second class (SUV class),
thirty-seven-point-eight percent of vehicles were correctly classified. For the third class (van/truck
class), seventy-eight-point-nine percent of vehicles were correctly classified. An overall accuracy of
60.0% of all tested vehicles using the proposed CNN was achieved.

The proposed CNN was modified for classification between two classes (hatchback class to
van/truck class). An overall accuracy of 92.7% for both tested vehicle classes, as shown in Table 6,
using the proposed CNN was achieved.

Table 5. Results from the test part of the dataset from the CNN for vehicle classification reduced to
3 classes. Final results for each class on the main diagonal in confusion matrix (highlighted as bold)
are shown.

Class 1 2 3 Valid

1 38.9% 10.9% 2.5% 74.3%
2 18.8% 15.2% 6.2% 37.8%
3 1.1% 0.5% 5.9% 78.9%

Overall 60%
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Table 6. Results from the test part of the dataset from the CNN for vehicle classification reduced to
2 classes. Final results for each class on the main diagonal in confusion matrix (highlighted as bold)
are shown.

Class 1 3 Valid

1 83.2% 4.2% 95.1%
3 3.0% 9.6% 76.1%

Overall 92.7%

Proposed CNN for Binary Vehicle Classification

For the improvement of the achieved validation for three classes in the combination of binary
classification, we used the designed CNN for classification of three variations of the prepared dataset.
Three classes were compared as binary, with one to the rest. Continuing, data from the first class were
classified in opposition to the combined data of the other two and the second class in opposition to the
first and third class. Finally, data from the third class were classified into the combined data from the
first and second classes, as shown in Figure 15.

Input classes 1 vs. 2, 3 2 vs. 1, 3 3 vs. 1, 2

CNN 2

CNN CNN CNN

Predict 1, 2, 3

Output classes 3

Input

FC+Softmax

Class output

3 × 1 × 1

3

3

Figure 15. Process of the vehicle classification of overpassing vehicles.

In the first part, the proposed CNN for binary vehicle classification (small vehicles to the rest of
the vehicles) using the training dataset was trained. This training dataset was modified to a ratio of 1:1
(800 records for each class). The results from the test dataset are shown in Table 7.

Table 7. Results from the test part of the dataset from the CNN for vehicle binary classification. Final
results for each class on the main diagonal in confusion matrix (highlighted as bold) are shown.

Class 1 2,3 Valid

1 42.7% 9.7% 81.6%
2,3 16.9% 30.8% 64.6%

Overall 73.5%

In the second part, the proposed CNN for binary vehicle classification (SUV vehicles to the rest of
the vehicles) using the training dataset was trained. This training dataset was modified to a ratio of 1:1
(800 records for each class). The results from the test dataset are shown in Table 8.

Table 8. Results from the test part of the dataset from the CNN for vehicle binary classification. Final
results for each class on the main diagonal in confusion matrix (highlighted as bold) are shown.

Class 2 1,3 Valid

2 21.7% 18.3% 54.2%
1,3 10.9% 49% 81.8%

Overall 70.7%
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In the third part, the proposed CNN for binary vehicle classification (truck vehicles to the rest of
the vehicles) using the training dataset was trained. This training dataset was modified to a ratio of 1:2
(400 records for the van/truck class, 800 images for the rest of the vehicles). The results from the test
dataset are shown in Table 9.

An improved process by binary predicting three classes as one to the rest achieved valid
classification on the test dataset of 70.8%, as shown in Table 10. Each row in the confusion matrix
represents a test group for the class, and the columns represent the category. Highlighted values in the
diagonal show properly classified vehicles.

Table 9. Results from the test part of the dataset from the CNN for vehicle binary classification. Final
results for each class on the main diagonal in confusion matrix (highlighted as bold) are shown.

Class 3 1,2 Valid

3 4.5% 3.1% 59.2%
1,2 2% 90.5% 97.8%

Overall 94.9%

Table 10. Confusion matrix of classified vehicles. Final results for each class on the main diagonal in
confusion matrix (highlighted as bold) are shown.

Class 1 2 3 Valid

1 40.9% 10.9% 0.5% 78.1%
2 13.8% 25.8% 0.5% 64.3%
3 1.3% 2.1% 4.1% 54.9%

Overall 70.8%

Due to there being no information about vehicle speed, the wheelbase with axle configurations,
and wheel sizes, the valid classification of 70.8% achieved is acceptable. These results are from one
line of vertical FBG sensors with partially overpassing vehicles by one line of wheels. The speed and
wheelbase similarities between the first and second classes created significant incorrect classifications,
which can be reduced with a larger part of the dataset for the training of the designed CNN.

4. Discussion

The obtained results from the experimental platform, which consists of vertically oriented FBG
sensor arrays, are presented. Due to the location of the testing platform on the two way access road
into the university campus, because the sensor arrays are installed in the middle of this road, there was
some limitation. More than 80% of recorded vehicles passed over the inbuilt sensors. Those vehicles
were recorded only with one line of wheels without measurement by the horizontally oriented FBG
sensors. A minimum of two lines of sensors is necessary for wheelbase distance determination and
vehicle speed measuring. We focused on the classification of passing vehicles only from one line
of vertical FBG sensors. The proposed neural network was capable of separating trucks from other
vehicles with an accuracy of 94.9%. To classify three different classes, an accuracy of 70.8% was
achieved. Based on experimental results, extending the sensor arrays is recommended.

The approach that solved the width of the vehicle’s wheels is based on horizontal fiber optic
sensors with a 45◦ orientation in the vehicle’s direction over the test platform for the left and right side
of the vehicle, separated as shown in Figure 16. This solution is limited by vehicle speed due to the
double bridge construction over the road. Another technological approach, which is already widely
used, is based on bending plates installed in a concrete block of the road. These sensors could be
separated for the left and right side of the vehicle or be combined for weighing the whole vehicle’s axle.
With these realizations, there is no need to know the wheel width, because there is a whole contact
area of the wheel with road sensors.
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Figure 16. Proposed experimental platform with Fiber Optic Sensors (FOS) with 45◦ orientations
(orange color).

In order to gain significant improvements of these results, it would be necessary to extend the
sensor arrays to the full width of the road. An alternative solution will be a change from two way road
management to one way.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

2D Two-Dimensional
3D Three-Dimensional
Avg Average
CCN Convolutional Neural Network
CCTV Closed-Circuit Television
CF Convolution Filter
Conv2D Two-Dimensional Convolution layer
Conv2D R Conv2D Reduce
COST European Cooperation in Science and Technology
DAG Directed Acyclic Graph
FBG Fiber Bragg Grating
FC Fully Connected
FOS Fiber Optic Sensor
GPU Graphic Processor Unit
HO Horizontally Oriented
IDE Integrated Development Environment
IoT Internet of Things
MPV Multi-Purpose Vehicle
NoR Nothing-on-Road
px pixel(s)
ReLU Rectified Linear Unit
SUV Sports Utility Vehicles
TIFF Tagged Image File Format
VO Vertically Oriented
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Abstract: Outlier detection in data streams is crucial to successful data mining. However, this task is
made increasingly difficult by the enormous growth in the quantity of data generated by the expansion
of Internet of Things (IoT). Recent advances in outlier detection based on the density-based local
outlier factor (LOF) algorithms do not consider variations in data that change over time. For example,
there may appear a new cluster of data points over time in the data stream. Therefore, we present
a novel algorithm for streaming data, referred to as time-aware density-based incremental local
outlier detection (TADILOF) to overcome this issue. In addition, we have developed a means for
estimating the LOF score, termed "approximate LOF," based on historical information following
the removal of outdated data. The results of experiments demonstrate that TADILOF outperforms
current state-of-the-art methods in terms of AUC while achieving similar performance in terms of
execution time. Moreover, we present an application of the proposed scheme to the development of
an air-quality monitoring system.

Keywords: outlier detection; local outlier factor; data streams; air quality monitoring

1. Introduction

The expansion of Internet of Things is increasing the importance of outlier detection in streaming
data. A wide range of tasks ranging from factory control charts to network traffic monitoring depend
on the identification of anomalous events associated with intrusion attacks, system faults, and sensor
errors [1,2]. Some outlier detection methods are designed to find global outliers, while some methods
try to find local outliers [1,2].

The local outlier factor, LOF, proposed in [3], is a well-known density-based algorithm for the
detection of local outliers in static data. LOF measures the local deviation of data points with respect
to their K nearest neighbors, where K is a user-defined parameter. This kind of method can be useful
in several applications, such as detecting fraudulent transactions, intrusion detection, direct marketing,
and medical diagnostics. Later, the concept of LOF was extended for incremental databases [4],
and for streaming environments [5,6]. However, recent advances in LOF-based outlier detection
algorithms for data streams, MILOF [5] and DILOF [6], do not consider variations in data that may
change over time. For example, there may appear a new cluster of data points over time in the data
streams. In addition, algorithms for data streams need to avoid using outdated data. To handle the
data streams, the algorithms utilize a fixed window size to limit the number of data points held in
memory by summarizing previous data points. These recent studies base their summaries only on the
distribution of previous data; i.e., they do not take the sequence of data into account. The fact that these
methods lack a mechanism for the removal of outdated data can greatly hinder their performances.
Imagine a situation where sensors installed near a factory are used to detect the emission of PM2.5
pollutants. If pollutants were emitted on more than one occasion (with an intermittent period of normal
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concentrations), then the fact that the initial pollution event is held in memory might prevent the
detection of subsequent violations. In other words, if the previous pollution event is held in memory
for longer time, the next pollution event will be treated as an inlier and the method could not detect
next pollution event.

Moreover, limited memory and computing power impose limitations on window size and thus
on model performance because limitations on memory capacity and computational power necessitate
the elimination of some previous data points. However, setting an excessively small window size can
degrade performance because we can only hold a few data points in memory and hence there may be
lack of neighboring data points with similar features, which affects the outlier scores.

A data stream potentially contains an infinite number of data points: S = {s1, s2, ..., st, ...}.
Each data point St ∈ RD is collected at time t. We need to consider the following constrains for
applications in data stream environments.

• Continuous data points (usually infinite).
• Limited memory and limited computing power.
• Real time responses for processed data.

Our goal is to detect outliers by calculating the LOF score for each data point. In addition, we are
focusing on detecting outliers in data stream. Therefore, the following constraints must be considered
in the detection of outliers in a data stream.

• Memory limitations constrain the amount of data that can be held in memory. We need to consider
this for handling unbounded data stream environment.

• The state of the current data point as an outlier/inlier must be established before dealing with
subsequent data points. Note that we do not have any information related to subsequent data
points appearing in the data stream.

• Adding new data may induce new clusters.
• Limited computing power needs to be utilized before new data arrives in the data stream.

Therefore, the algorithms need to be efficient in terms of execution time.

In this study, we sought to resolve these issues by developing a (1) time-aware and
density-summarizing incremental LOF (TADILOF) and (2) a method to approximate the value of LOF.
For time-aware summarization, we include a time component, also termed time indicator, with each
data point. The inclusion of a time component in the summary phase makes it possible to consider the
sequential order of the data, and thereby deal with concept drift and enable the removal of outdated
data points. Basically, every data point is assigned a time indicator referring to the point at which it was
added to the streaming data. When a new data point arrives, the time indicators of K-nearest neighbor
data points are updated if the newly added data point is not judged as an outlier. Using this strategy,
the data points near to new data points are updated with the current time indicator and therefore these
data points are less likely to be removed in the summarization phase. Thus, our proposed method is
more likely to follow the variations in data that may change over time.

Furthermore, we propose a method to calculate approximate LOF score based on the summary
information of previous data points. Note that this involves estimating the distances between
newly-added data points and potential deleted neighbors (i.e., data points deleted in a previous
summary phase). In the proposed method, LOF score is used to decide whether a newly added data
point is an outlier or not in accordance with a LOF threshold. LOF score represents the outlierness of
the data points based on the local densities defined using K-nearest neighbor data points. In addition,
LOF score is able to adjust for the variations in the different local densities [2]. If the newly added
data point is detected as an outlier as per LOF threshold, we use a second check based on proposed
approximate LOF score to finally decide whether it is an outlier or not.

To maintain the data in the window, we use the concept of a landmark window strategy as used
in the recent studies, MILOF [5] and DILOF [6], for local outlier detection in data streams. When the
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window is filled with the data points, we summarize the window to make space available for new
data points by removing the old and less important data identified by the proposed summarization
method. In our proposed summarization method, we summarize the data points of complete window
using three quarters of the window. Then, one quarter size of window becomes available for new data
points. We discuss the details of our summarization method in Section 3.2.

To limit the data to fit into available memory, the sliding window technique used in several
applications for data streams is also an option. In the sliding window technique, all the old data points
are deleted that cannot fit into memory. However, this may degrade the performance of local outlier
detection because new events cannot be differentiated from some past events, and the accuracy of the
estimated local outlier factor of data points will be affected if the histories of earlier data points are
deleted [5]. Therefore, we use the landmark window strategy. In addition, the proposed strategies of
using a time indicator and approximate LOF are suitable in combination with a landmark window for
local outlier detection accuracy.

In addition, to evaluate the performance of our proposed method, we executed extensive
experiments against the state-of-the-art algorithms on various real datasets. The results of experiments
illustrate that the proposed algorithm outperforms state-of-the-art competitors in terms of AUC while
achieving similar performance in terms of execution time. The results of experiments validate the
effectiveness of the proposed method to use the time component and approximate LOF, which help to
achieve better AUC.

Moreover, we applied the proposed method to a real-world data streaming environment for the
monitoring of the air quality. The Taiwanese monitoring system referred to as the location-aware
sensing system (LASS) employs 2000 sensors, each of which can be viewed as an individual data
stream. We used the proposed system to detect outliers in each of these data streams. We call this type
of outlier a temporal outlier because such outliers are compared with historical data points from the
same device. We then combine the position of every device to facilitate the detection of spatial outliers
and pollution events based on outliers from the neighboring devices.

The main contributions of this work are as follows.

• We developed a novel algorithm to detect outliers in data streams. The proposed approach is
capable of adapting the changes in variations of data over time.

• We developed an algorithm to calculate approximate LOF score in order to improve model
performance.

• Extensive experiments using real-world datasets were performed to compare the performance of
the proposed scheme with those of various state-of-the-art methods.

• The efficacy of the proposed scheme was demonstrated in a real-world pollution detection system
using PM2.5 sensors.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss related works. Then, we introduce
the proposed method in Section 3. In Section 4, we describe our experiments and a performance evaluation
of the proposed method. Section 5 demonstrates a case study based on our proposed method for monitoring
air quality and detection of pollution events. Finally, conclusions are presented in Section 6.

2. Background and Related Work

Outlier and anomaly detection on large datasets and data streams is a very important research
area that has been useful for several applications [1,2,7]. Some studies focus on detecting global
outliers, whereas other studies focus on detecting local outliers [1,2]. Different approaches have been
studied for outlier detection, such as distance-based methods, density-based methods, and neural
network-based methods [8].

In addition, clustering techniques can also be used for outlier detection. Therefore, we discuss
some works on clustering and outlier detection based on clustering. In [9], the authors discussed
a method for incremental K-means clustering. In the incremental database, this approach is better
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than traditional K-means. Similarly, the study in [10] proposes IKSC, incremental kernel spectral
clustering, for online clustering in dynamic data. Another study in [11] discusses various machine
learning approaches for real-world SHM (structural health monitoring) applications. The authors
discuss the temporal variations of operational and environmental factors and their influences on the
damage detection process. In [12], the authors propose enhancement of density-based clustering and
outlier detection based on clustering. In addition, the authors discuss the approach for parameter
reduction for density-based clustering. In [13], the authors propose a density-based outlier detection
method using DBSCAN. First, the authors compute the minimum radius of an accepted cluster; then a
revised version process of DBSCAN is used to further fit for data clustering and the decision of whether
each point is normal or abnormal can be made. In [14], the authors provide survey of unsupervised
machine learning algorithms that are proposed for outlier detection. In [15], the authors propose a
cervical cancer prediction model (CCPM) for early prediction of cervical cancer using risk factors as
inputs. The authors utilize several machine learning approaches and outlier detection for different
preprocessing tasks.

The local outlier factor (LOF) [3] is a well-known density-based algorithm for the detection of
local outliers in static data. This method can be useful in several applications, such as detecting
fraudulent transactions, intrusion detection, direct marketing, and medical diagnostics [16–18].
Based on LOF, the study in [19] proposed a method to mine top-n local outliers. Later, the concept
of LOF was extended for dynamic data—for instance, incremental LOF (iLOF) [4] was made for
incremental databases, and MiLOF [5] and DILOF [6] were made for streaming environments.
The application of LOF to incremental databases requires updating every previous data point and
the recalculation of the LOF score, both of which are computationally intensive. iLOF reduces the
time complexity to O(nlogn) by updating the LOF score of data points affected by newly-added
data points. Unfortunately, this approach is inapplicable to data streams with limited memory
resources. MiLOF leverages the concept of K-means [20] to facilitate outlier detection in data streams
by overcoming the space complexity of iLOF (i.e., O(n2)). MiLOF uses a fixed window size to limit the
number of data points held in memory by summarizing previous data points through the formation of
K-cluster centers. Note, however, that MiLOF is prone to the loss of density information and a large
number of points are required to represent sparse clusters. DILOF was developed to improve the
summarization process using the nonparametric Rényi divergence estimator [21] to select minimum
divergence subset from previous data points. However, neither MiLOF nor DILOF consider the
concept-drift [22,23] of data in data streams to avoid using outdated data [24]. Furthermore, MiLOF and
DILOF base their summaries only on the distribution of previous data; i.e., they do not take the
sequence of data into account.

Some other methods based on LOF have been proposed for top-n outlier detection. In [25],
the authors proposed the TLOF algorithm for scalable top-n local outlier detection. The authors proposed
a multi-granularity pruning strategy to quickly prune search space by eliminating candidates without
computing their exact LOF scores. In addition, the authors designed a density-aware indexing mechanism
that helps the proposed pruning strategy and the KNN search. In [26], the authors proposed local outlier
semantics to detect local outliers by leveraging kernel density estimation (KDE). The authors proposed a
KDE-based algorithm, KELOS, for top-n local outliers over data streams. In [27], the authors proposed
the UKOF algorithm for top-n local outlier detection based on KDE over large-scale high-volume data
streams. The authors defined a KDE-based outlier factor (KOF) to measure the local outlierness score,
and also proposed the upper bounds of the KOF and an upper-bound-based pruning strategy to reduce
the search space. In addition, the authors proposed LUKOF by applying the lazy update method for bulk
updates in high-speed large-scale data streams.

Since this study proposes a method to find local outliers in data streams, we discuss LOF, iLOF,
MiLOF, and DILOF in the following subsections.
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2.1. LOF and iLOF

LOF scores are computed for all data points according to parameter K (i.e., the number of nearest
neighbors). The LOF score is calculated as follows:

Definition 1. d(p, o) is the Euclidean distance between two data points p and o.

Definition 2. K-distance(p), dK(p), is defined as the distance between data point p and its Kth nearest neighbor.

Definition 3. Given two data points p and o, reachability distance reach-distK(p, o) is defined as:

reach-distK(p, o) = max{d(p, o), K-distance(o)} (1)

Definition 4. Local reachability density of data point p, LRD(p), is derived as follows:

LRD(p) =

⎛⎝ 1
K
∗ ∑

o∈NK(p)
reach-dist(p, o)

⎞⎠−1

(2)

where NK is the set of K nearest neighboring data points of point p, and K is a user-defined parameter.

Definition 5. Local outlier factor of data point p, LOF(p), is obtained as follows:

LOF(p) =
1
K
∗ ∑

o∈NK(p)

LRDK(o)
LRDK(p)

(3)

If the LOF score of a data point is greater than or equal to the threshold, then that data point is
considered an outlier.

LOF is used to calculate the LOF scores only once. iLOF was developed to deal with the problem
of data insertion, wherein we update only the previous data points that are affected by the new data
point. Note that iLOF is not applicable to the detection of outliers in streaming data, due to the fact
that there is no mechanism for the removal of outdated points. In addition, real-world applications
lack the memory resources required to deal with the enormous (potentially infinite) number of data
points generated by streaming applications.

Since LOF and iLOF are not suitable for data streams, MiLOF [5] was proposed for the detection
of outliers in streaming data. We discuss MiLOF in the next subsection.

2.2. MiLOF

MiLOF [5] was developed for the detection of outliers in streaming data using limited memory
resources. Essentially, MiLOF overcomes the memory issue by summarizing previous data points.
MiLOF is implemented in three phases: insertion, summarization, and merging. Note that the insertion
step of MiLOF is similar to that of iLOF. When the number of points held in memory reaches the
limit imposed by window size b, the summarization step is invoked, wherein the K-means algorithm
is used to find c cluster centers to represent the first b

2 data points, after which the insertion step is
repeated iteratively. In the merging phase, weights are assigned to each cluster center based on the
number of associated data points. The weighted K-means algorithm is then used to merge the new
cluster center with the old cluster center. When using MiLOF, the total amount of data held in memory
does not exceed m = b + c. MiLOF can be used to reduce memory and computation requirements;
however, it does not preserve the density of the original dataset within the summary, which is crucial
to detection accuracy.
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2.3. DILOF

Being similar to MILOF, DILOF is a density-based local outlier detection algorithm for data
streams that utilizes LOF score to detect outliers. DILOF is implemented in two phases: detection
and summarization. The detection phase, which is called last outlier-aware detection (LOD), uses the
iLOF technique to calculate LOF values when new data points are added to the dataset. DILOF then
classifies the data points within the normal class or as an outlier. The summarization phase, which is
called nonparametric density summarization (NDS), is activated when the number of data points
reaches the limit defined by window size W. DILOF uses the nonparametric Rényi divergence
estimator [21] to characterize the divergence between the original data and summary candidate.
The gradient descent method is then used to determine the best summary combination. Summarization
compiles half of the data X = {x1, x2, ..., xW/2} within a space one quarter the size of the window size
Z = {z1, z2, ..., zW/4} by minimizing the loss function. There are four terms in the loss function. In the
following, we introduce them one by one.

The first term is the Rényi diversity between the summary candidate and the original data.
Renyi diversity is calculated using Equation (4), as follows:

W/2

∑
n=1

yn
pK(xn))

vK(xn))
(4)

In Equation (4), yn is the binary decision variable of each data point xn. Data point xn is selected
when yn equals 1 and discarded when yn equals 0. However, assessing every subset combination to
determine the minimum loss values is impractical. NDS resolves this issue by relaxing the decision
variable to produce an unconstrained optimization problem, where yn becomes a continuous variable.
Using the gradient descent method, NDS selects the best combination of xn—i.e., the half of parameter
set yn with the highest values. pk(xn) is the Euclidean distance between data point xn and its
Kth-nearest neighbor in X. vk(zn) is the Euclidean distance between data point zn and its Kth-nearest
neighbor in Z. This term is given by the Rényi divergence estimator.

The second term is the shape term, which preserves the shape of the data distribution by selecting
data points at the boundary of clusters, such that the data point within the boundary always has a
higher LOF value. This term is shown as Equation (5).

−
W/2

∑
n=1

yneLOFK(xn)) (5)

The third and fourth terms are regularization terms. The third term is used to control yn close to 0–1.
It is important to avoid excessively high xn values, which would render other data points ineffective.
The fourth term is used to select half of all data points. These terms are shown in Equation (6).

W/2

∑
n=1

ψ0,1(yn) +
λ

2
(

W/2

∑
n=1

yn − W
4
)2 (6)

Combining all of the components, we obtain the loss function of DILOF as follows:

min
y

W/2

∑
n=1

yn
pk(xn)

vk(xn)
−

W/2

∑
n=1

yneLOFk(xn)

+
W/2

∑
n=1

ψ0,1(yn) +
λ

2

(
W/2

∑
n=1

yn − W
4

)2 (7)
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The gradient descent method is then used to obtain the optimal result as shown in Equation (8).

yn
(i+1) = yn

(i) − η

⎧⎨⎩ ∑
x∈CK,n

pK(x)
vK(x)

+
pK(xn)

vK(xn)
− eLOFK(xn)

+ ψ0,1
′
(yn

i) + λ

(
W/2

∑
n=1

yn
(i) − W

4

)} (8)

In Equation (8), ψ is the learning rate, i is the number of iteration, and C(K,n) is a set of data points
that have xn as their Kth-nearest neighbor in Z. Interested readers are referred to the DILOF paper [6]
for details on the calculation of C(k,n). After the decision variable has been updated, the larger half
is selected as the summary point. Following this summarization phase, half of all data points are
summarized into a quarter of all data points. This leaves a space equal to one quarter of the window
size into which new data points can be inserted.

The DILOF method lacks a mechanism by which to remove outdated data or compensate
for concept drift. NDS calculates only the difference in density in selection of a summary point.
We therefore added the concept of time to differentiate outdated data points.

3. Proposed Method: TADILOF

In this section, we outline the proposed TADILOF algorithm and approximate LOF score.
Algorithm 1 presents the pseudocode of the TADILOF algorithm. Our scheme also uses density
to select the summary; therefore, we have two phases: detection and summarization. In the detection
phase, we include a step in which previous information is used to obtain the approximate LOF, which is
then used to determine whether the newly-added point is an outlier. This detection phase is referred
to as ODA, outlier detection using approximate LOF. We add a time component to the summarization
phase, and therefore refer to it as time-aware density summarization (TADS). We provide the details of
procedures TADS and ODA in the following subsections. The approximate LOF score is calculated only
when there is information from previous data points. Therefore, we introduce the time component
before obtaining the approximate LOF score.

Algorithm 1 TADILOF algorithm

Input: DS: A data stream D = {d1, d2, ..., dt, ...},
Window size: W,
Number of neighbor: K,
Threshold: θ,
Step size: η,
Regularization constant: λ,
Maximum number of iteration: I

Output: The set of outliers in streams
1: dataInMemory = {};
2: outlierSet = {};
3: while a new data point dt is in stream do

4: dataInMemory.add(dt)
5: LOFk(dt) = ODA(dt,outlierSet,θ)
6: if LOFk(dt) > θ then

7: outlierSet.add(dt)
8: if dataInMemory.length > W then

9: dataInMemory=TADS(dataInMemory,η,λ,I)
10: end while
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3.1. Time Component

Addition of a time component to this type of task allows the model to distinguish old data from
new, thereby making it possible to recognize concept drift over time. For example, daytime readings
might not be explicitly differentiated from nighttime readings in the PM2.5 data, despite the fact that
time of day plays an important role in PM2.5 concentrations. Another example is the degree to which
purchasing behavior varies over time as a function of the strength of the economy. The addition of a
time component also provides a mechanism by which to remove outdated data, which might otherwise
compromise model performance.

In this study, we include a time component in the summarization phase. Basically, every data
point is assigned a time indicator ti referring to the point at which it was added to the streaming data.
In other words, the time indicators describe the age of every data point. The difference between ti and
the current time point corresponds to the length of time that data point di has existed in the dataset.
The objective is to discard outdated data and preserve newer data points, which are presumed to
more closely approximate the current situation. TADILOF refreshes data points close to the current
data point and updates the time indicator of points neighboring the new data point, as shown in the
following equation. Fortunately, this does not incur additional calculations due to the fact that we
have already identified the neighbors of the new data in the LOF process.

ti = tnew, i f di ∈ NK(dnew) (9)

Refreshing the time indicator of each data point enables our loss function to select data points
that fit the current concept. Thus, a new model can be used to select data points in accordance with the
density as well as the concept(s) represented by the current data streams. When TADS is triggered to
summarize previous data points, it calculates the time difference t_di f f between summarized time
stamp ts and the time stamp of data point di as follows:

t_di f fi = max {ts − ti − α ∗ W, 0} (10)

In Equation (10), α is a hyperparameter indicating the amount of time that must elapse before
TADILOF designates data as outdated and removes them. For example, α = W

4 means that any data
point with a time difference of less than one quarter of the window size is less likely to be selected for
removal by the objective function. We present TADS in the next subsection.

3.2. Time-Aware Density Summarization (TADS)

Figure 1 presents the proposed TADS (in the TADILOF algorithm), which differs from NDS (in the
DILOF algorithm). Note that NDS always retains the most recent half window of data points and
summarizes the older half within a quarter size window. By contrast, TADS summarizes data points
from three quarters of the window, and does not necessarily retain only the latest data. Rather, the TADS
mechanism considers the density and the age of the data points. The time term is added to the TADS
loss function as follows:

min
y

W

∑
n=1

yn ∗ t_di f fn +
W

∑
n=1

yn
pK(xn))

vK(xn))
−

W

∑
n=1

yneLOFK(xn))

+
W

∑
n=1

ψ0,1(yn) +
λ

2
(

W

∑
n=1

yn − 3W
4

)2

(11)
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Figure 1. The summarization phase of TADILOF.

The details of the TADS procedure are shown in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Procedure TADS

Input: set of data point in memory X = {x1, x2, ...xW},
Window size: W,
Step size: η,
Regularization constant: λ,
Maximum number of iteration: I

Output: summary set
1: for each datapoint x ∈ X do

2: if LOFk(x) < historicalLOF(x) then

3: update LOF,LRD and meanDistance
4: end for

5: Y = {y1, y2, ...yW}
6: for each decision variables y ∈ Y do

7: y = 0.75
8: end for

9: for i = 1:I do

10: η = η ∗ 0.95
11: for n = 1:W do

� Using objective function, calculate the score of each data point for selection in the summary

set.
12: yn

(i+1) = yn
(i) − η

{
t_di f fn + ∑x∈CK,n

pk(x)
vk(x) − eLOFk(xn)ψ0,1

′
(yn

i) + λ
(

∑W
n=1 yn

(i) − 3W
4

)}
13: end for

14: end for

15: Project Y into binary domain
16: for n=1: 3W

4 do

17: Z ← Z ∪ {xn}
18: end for

19: Return Z
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3.3. LOF Score and ODA (Outlier Detection Using Approximate LOF)

Limitations on memory capacity and computational power necessitate the elimination of some
previous data points; however, setting an excessively small window size can degrade performance.
Let us take an example shown in Figure 2 with two local clusters from the data stream. The symbols
in different shape do not represent different kind of data points in a data stream. We have just make
different symbols to represent two different local clusters of data points from data stream in Figure 2.
In the example in Figure 2, new point A sits very close to cluster 1, but some of the points in that cluster
were deleted in the previous summarization phase, with the result that the new point is unable to find
a sufficient number of neighbors in cluster 1. This means that LOF must be calculated using points
from cluster 2, which could present the new point as an outlier. We sought to overcome this issue
by calculating approximate LOF scores, which are then saved with the LRD and the mean distance
between each point to neighbors in every summarization phase. This saved information can then be
used to calculate the reachability of potential neighbors.

New
Point A

p

Reference 
Point RPotential 

Point P

Cluster 1 Cluster 2

Figure 2. The case of new point to calculate LOF score with point from other cluster.

Assume that new point A is added to the dataset. If the calculated LOF exceeds the threshold,
then the algorithm classifies it as an outlier. At the same time, historical information related to reference
point R (a KNN neighbor of A) is used to find potential neighbor point P as a function of historical
distance between R and its neighbors. Following the identification of the reference point R and its
potential neighbor point P, the approximate LOF value is calculated to reassess whether the data point
in question should be classified as an outlier or an inlier.

Calculation of the approximate LOF score requires preservation of some of the information in the
previous window. In the summarization phase, the LOF score of any data point selected for inclusion
in the first summary is retained as its historical LOF score. Note that its historical LRD and the mean
distance to its neighbors are also preserved. For any data point selected for the initial and subsequent
summarization, we compare the current LOF score with its historical LOF score. In cases where the
current LOF score is lower, the associated information is updated. Note that a lower LOF score is
indicative of the density typical of inliers.

Point A has K-nearest neighbors. Our aim is to identify the neighbor with the lowest product of
historical LOF score and Euclidean distance between A and itself. That neighbor is then used as a
reference point R by which to calculate the approximate LOF score of A.

We can use the historical LRD of R to obtain the mean reachability distance between R and P
using the following equation:

mean-reach-dist(R, P) =
1

historicalLRD(R)
(12)

Our objective is to identify potential neighbors of new point A. Even though the current state
indicates that A is an outlier, it may in fact be an inlier if some of its neighbors avoided deletion in the
previous few windows.
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There are three scenarios in which new point A, reference point R, and potential neighbor P,
which represents a deleted data point, could be distributed in ODA. In Definition 1 d(R, P) is used
to represent the mean Euclidean distance between R and P. Using Definition 3, reach-dist(R, P)
indicates the mean reachability distance between R and P. Before we discuss these three scenarios,
it is necessary to discuss the distribution of potential neighbors. Potential neighbor P can be in any
position, including the space between the reference point and the new point. It is infeasible to record all
potential neighbor positions; therefore, we use the case where the potential neighbor is located at the
greatest distance between the new data point and itself. We then use the mean distance between R and
its historical neighbors and the mean reachability distance to calculate the approximate reachability
distance between A and P.

In the first scenario (Figure 3 left), reachability distance reach-dist(R, P) is equal to Euclidean
distance d(R, P), which is larger than K-distance(P). In this scenario, ODA can use d(R, P) + d(R, A)

to cast the mean approximate reachability distance between A and P. In the second scenario (Figure 3
middle), reach-dist(R, P) is larger than d(R, P) but less than d(R, P) + d(R, A). In this case, ODA can
also use d(R, P) + d(R, A) to cast the mean approximate reachability distance between A and P. In the
third scenario (Figure 3 right), reach-dist(R, P) is larger than d(R, P) + d(R, A). In this case, ODA can
use reach-dist(R, P) to represent the mean approximate reachability distance reach-dist(A, P).

New Point A

Reference 
Point R

Potential 
Point P K-Distance

Reference 
Point R

New Point A

Potential 
Point P

K-Distance

Reference 
Point R

New Point A

Potential 
Point P K-Distance

= 

Figure 3. Three scenarios of a potential neighbor, a reference point, and a new point.

By assembling these, we can obtain the approximate mean reachability distance between point P
and A using the following equation:

mean-reach-dist(A, P) =

max
{

d(R, P) + d(R, A),
1

historicalLRD(R)

} (13)

After obtaining the approximate mean reachability distance of point A, we can calculate the
approximate LRD of A using Equation (2) (Definition 4), based on the fact that LRD is the reciprocal of
the mean reachability distance.

ApproximateLRD(A) = mean-reach-dist(A, P)−1 (14)

ODA then calculates the sum of LRD of P using Definition 5, as follows:

mean-LRD(P) = historicalLOF(R) ∗ historicalLRD(R) (15)

The approximate reachability distance and average LRD of the potential neighbor are then used
to compute the approximate LOF using Definition 5, as follows:

ApproximateLOF(A) =
mean-LRD(P)

ApproximateLRD(A)
(16)
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ODA can use this approximate LOF to determine whether A is an outlier or an inlier.
The pseudocode of the ODA procedure is shown in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 Procedure of ODA

Input: data point xt
set of data point in memory X = {x1, x2, ...xt},
threshold: θ,
set of detected outlier: outlierSet

Output: LOF score of xt
1: Using incremental LOF technique updates all reverse KNNs of xt
2: NK(x) = All KNNs of xt
3: for each neighbor n ∈ NK(x) do

4: updating time stamp of n
5: end for

6: Compute LOFk(xt)
7: if LOFk(xt) > θ then

8: Reference Point R= arg minr∈NK A historicalLOF(r) ∗ d(r, A)
9: Find the approximate reachability distance using Equation (12)

10: Find the approximate LRD of (xt) using Equation (13)
11: Use historical LRD of R and historical LOF of R to find mean of LRD of potential neighbors by

Equation (14)
12: Find the approximate LOF of (xt) using Equation (15)
13: if approximate LOF of (xt) > Threshold then

14: outlierSet.add(xt)

3.4. Time and Space Complexity

In DILOF [6], the authors analyzed time complexity from the perspectives of summarization and
detection separately. Note that time complexity of DILOF in the detection phase is O(W), whereas time

complexity of DILOF in the summarization phase is O(W
2

2
). The space complexity of DILOF algorithms

is O(W ∗ D), where D is the dimensionality of the data points.
In the following, we discuss the detection phase of the proposed algorithm, TADILOF, in which

we calculate the approximate value of the points classified as outliers by the LOF score. Let us assume
that z is the number of points that are classified as outliers. In our proposed detection phase, O(K) is
incurred in calculating the approximate LOF score for each point. Thus, O(W + z ∗ K) indicates the
time complexity in the detection phase. However, the number of neighbors K is far less than window
size W. Therefore, the cost incurred in the detection phase is O(W).

The time complexity of TADILOF in the summarization phase is O(W2). TADILOF tends to
require more time than DILOF. However, the execution times in the experiments were still very close.

The additional space complexity associated with the proposed method includes the time indicator,
historical LOF, historical LRD, and mean neighbor distance. Note that the size of the data in the
summary is 3W

4 . Therefore, the total cost is O(3W). From this, we can see that the space complexity of
TADILOF with approximate LOF is O(W ∗ (D + 3)).

4. Performance Evaluation

In this section, we compare the performance of TADILOF with the state-of-the-art, DILOF [6] and
MiLOF [5] algorithms. In addition, we have included results of experiments from iLOF [4] algorithm
on some datasets. We downloaded the implementation of DILOF and iLOF from URL provided
in [6]. In [6], two versions of DILOF were implemented. One without “skipping scheme” and another
with “skipping scheme”. We discuss the skipping scheme and the related experiments in Section 4.4.
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First, we describe the datasets and experiment settings, i.e., the parameters used in the experiments.
We then examine the performance of each algorithm.

4.1. Datasets

The performance of the proposed method was evaluated by applying it to various datasets,
which are shown in Table 1. We downloaded these preprocessed datasets from ODDS, Outlier Detection
Datasets, Library [28]. These datasets were originally from UCI Machine Learning Repository
(https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/index.php). ODDS Library provides preprocessed versions of these
datasets. For the details about these datasets and information on preprocessing, we refer the readers to
the ODDS Library website (http://odds.cs.stonybrook.edu/).

Table 1. Datasets.

Dataset # Data Points # Dimensions # Outlier Data Points Need to Shuffle

Annthyroid 7200 6 534 false
Cardio 1831 21 176 true
HTTP (KDD Cup 99) 567,498 3 2211 false
Letter Recognition 1600 32 100 true
Mnist 7603 100 700 true
Musk 3062 166 97 true
Pendigits 6870 16 156 false
Satellite 6435 36 2036 false
SMTP (KDD Cup 99) 95,156 3 30 false
Vowels 1456 12 50 true

4.2. Experiment Settings

The same set of hyperparameters were used for TADILOF and DILOF. The learning rate and
maximum number of gradient descent iterations were set at 0.3 and 0.001, respectively. The K-nearest
neighbors were 8 for all of the datasets. These parameters were suggested in DILOF [6] and we
have used the same parameters in our experiments for comparisons to other algorithms. In addition,
we ran another experiment for different K values. Some of the preprocessed datasets contained
all the outliers grouped together (as a class) at the beginning or end. Some datasets had outliers
scattered among inliers. We therefore shuffled datasets of the former kind before running the algorithms.
The last column in Table 1 shows whether we shuffled the dataset or not, where “true” means we
shuffled the dataset. We also assessed model performance using windows of various sizes, due to the
importance of this parameter in terms of memory usage and computation time. For small datasets,
we selected a small window size W = {100, 120, 140, 160, 180, 200}. Similarly, for larger datasets,
we selected larger window size W = {100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700}. For LOF score thresholds,
we use LOF_Thresholds = {0.1, 1.0, 1.1, 1.15, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.6, 2.0, 3.0} which were used in DILOF
implementation. The same thresholds were used in the experiments, and false positive rate (FPR)
and true positive rate (TPR) were calculated for each threshold. Then AUC in ROC space was calculated
for all the algorithms. All experiments were performed on a PC with Intel Core i7-3770 3.4 GHz,
32 GB RAM, and Windows 10 64-bit operating system. The algorithms were implemented in C++
programming language.

4.3. Experimental Results

4.3.1. AUC, Execution Time, and Memory Usage

We evaluated MiLOF, DILOF, and TADILOF in terms of AUC and execution time on
various datasets. As reported in [6], “DILOF without skipping scheme” had better performance
than “DILOF with skipping scheme” in the datasets except for “HTTP KDD Cup 99” dataset.
Therefore, we compare “DILOF without skipping scheme” with the proposed TADILOF in this
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section. We discuss the skipping scheme and related experiments on “HTTP KDD Cup 99” dataset in
Section 4.4.

First we ran experiments on Pendigits, SMTP, and Vowels datasets to assess the results for
different K values. The window size was set at 140 for Pendigits and Vowels dataset while the window
size was set at 400 for SMTP dataset. Figures 4 and 5 show the results of this experiments, i.e., AUCs
and execution times of MILOF, DILOF, and TADILOF algorithms. For the remaining experiments,
we set K at 8, which was also used in DILOF [6].
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Figure 4. AUC on various datasets for different K values.
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Figure 5. Execution time on various datasets for different K values.

Next, we ran the experiments on various datasets to assess the performances of the algorithms
for different window sizes. Figures 6 and 7 show the AUCs and execution timse of all the algorithms
respectively. We can see that TADILOF outperformed MiLOF and DILOF in terms of AUC in most of
the cases on various datasets. Next we discuss each experiment one by one.

Figure 6 illustrates that the AUC increases with the increase of window size on the Annthyroid,
Letter Recognition, Mnist, Satellite, SMTP, and Vowels datasets. Similarly, the AUC decreases with
the increase of window size on Cardio, Musk, and Pendigits datasets. In both the cases, TADILOF
outperforms the competitors in terms of AUC for most of the window sizes on all these datasets.
In terms of AUC, TADILOF is a clear winner on Cardio, Musk, Pendigits, Satellite, and Vowels datasets.

On the Annthyroid dataset, both MiLOF and TADILOF have similar AUCs for window sizes 100
and 120. However, in the case of window sizes larger than or equal to 140, TADILOF outperforms all
the competitors.

On the Letter Recognition dataset, TADILOF outperforms DILOF in terms of AUC. Similarly, MiLOF
outperforms DILOF. In addition, MiLOF outperforms TADILOF in the case of window sizes smaller than
140. However, in the case of window sizes larger than 140, TADILOF outperforms MiLOF.

On the Mnist dataset, TADILOF has higher AUCs for some window sizes, whereas for other
window sizes MiLOF has higher AUCs. Both MiLOF and TADILOF outperform DILOF in terms of
AUC on Mnist dataset.

On the SMTP dataset with a relatively small window size (100, 200, and 300), the performances of
TADILOF and DILOF were similar. However, for the window sizes larger than 300, TADILOF clearly
outperformed DILOF in terms of AUC. When the window size exceeds 400, the performance of DILOF
dropped dramatically due to its inability to remove outdated data. Increasing the window size beyond
500 led to a slight drop in AUC of TADILOF. However, TADILOF maintained AUC at above 0.9 for
larger windows that exceeded window size 300.
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The reasons behind the better performance of TADILOF are as follows. The method removes
outdated data which might otherwise have influence on new data points, thereby preventing the
identification of outliers. The ability to follow the concept drift of the data using time indicator was
also shown to enhance performance. In addition, approximate LOF score calculated with the historical
information provides the second chance to judge the data point as outlier or inlier. Using the time
component for time-aware summarization helps one to eliminate too-old data from the summary.
Thus, it prevents the influence of data which are too old. However, due to window size limitation,
some not-so-old data may also be deleted. Thus storing some statistics for K-neighbors from previous
window helps to judge the new data by applying second check based on approximate LOF if the new
data point is detected as outlier based on current LOF score.
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Figure 6. AUC on various datasets with different window sizes and K = 8.

Figure 7 shows the performances of the algorithms in terms of execution time. Note that the
y-axis is in log scale of base 2 in the figures for Annthyroid, Mnist, Musk, Pendigits, and Satellite
datasets. Both DILOF and TADILOF significantly outperform iLOF and MiLOF in terms of execution
time. Overall, the time complexity of TADILOF matched the values estimated in Section 3.4. The time
consumption of TADS was similar to that of the original NDS. The only difference was the fact that
TADS calculated the Rényi divergence between all data points in memory and three quarters of
the data points. In contrast, NDS computed half of all data points and a quarter of all data points.
The approximation of LOF values increased execution time only slightly. Nevertheless, TADILOF
had a similar performance to DILOF in terms of execution time. Overall, the proposed algorithm
outperformed state-of-the-art competitors in terms of AUC while achieving similar execution times.

Similarly, Figure 8 shows the performances of DILOF and TADILOF on various datasets in terms
of memory usage. We used Win32 API for reporting the memory usage of DILOF and TADILOF.
Figure 8 demonstrates that in most of the cases, TADILOF used only a little more memory than
DILOF. The results of experiments in terms of memory usage conformed with the theoretical analysis.
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Nevertheless, we can see from the results of experiments that both DILOF and TADILOF do not take
much memory and are suitable for data stream environment.
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Figure 7. Execution time on various datasets with different window sizes and K = 8.
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Figure 8. Memory usage on various datasets with different window sizes and K = 8.

4.3.2. Precision, Recall, and F1 Score

On the same datasets, we investigated the precision, recall and F1 score for different window sizes
and K = 8. The Tables 2–10 show the precision, recall, and F1 score on various datasets for DILOF,
TADILOF, and MILOF. In most cases, TADILOF had better precision and recall. Particularly, the recall
values are much better than those of the other algorithms. Thus the F1 scores of TADILOF are the best.
As for the precision, TADILOF performed better when the window size was larger.

Table 2. Precision, recall, and F1 score on Annthyroid dataset.

Window Size
Precision Recall F1 Score

DILOF TADILOF MILOF DILOF TADILOF MILOF DILOF TADILOF MILOF

100 0.259074 0.224178 0.2289622 0.350187 0.383895 0.3506741 0.188322 0.198476 0.1945009
120 0.264844 0.222732 0.2331385 0.355993 0.392697 0.3582022 0.191396 0.200518 0.1975793
140 0.259869 0.213771 0.2369482 0.367790 0.404307 0.3630711 0.195014 0.201042 0.2018931
160 0.257486 0.218562 0.2381993 0.378652 0.415730 0.3679961 0.197863 0.206054 0.2023676
180 0.258819 0.217542 0.2464307 0.375094 0.418352 0.3726779 0.196032 0.207163 0.2043856
200 0.264608 0.218433 0.2433799 0.380899 0.426779 0.3750937 0.199770 0.210723 0.2032031

Table 3. Precision, recall, and F1 score on Cardio dataset.

Window Size
Precision Recall F1 Score

DILOF TADILOF MILOF DILOF TADILOF MILOF DILOF TADILOF MILOF

100 0.3467338 0.3693657 0.3151908 0.3914205 0.4547727 0.3050568 0.2156009 0.2700938 0.1910918
120 0.3381342 0.3508179 0.3284806 0.3751136 0.4397159 0.3127273 0.2011454 0.2549688 0.1956810
140 0.3218308 0.3431242 0.3028065 0.3655682 0.4323864 0.2982955 0.1903846 0.2475356 0.1816338
160 0.3151459 0.3354626 0.3063062 0.3569886 0.4157387 0.3037500 0.1832554 0.2353132 0.1818394
180 0.3209461 0.3262367 0.3021858 0.3512500 0.4147726 0.3022158 0.1781800 0.2318135 0.1784863
200 0.3120879 0.3206106 0.2919695 0.3422159 0.4043182 0.2994319 0.1706907 0.2229609 0.1725868
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Table 4. Precision, recall, and F1 score on Letter Recognition dataset.

Window Size
Precision Recall F1 Score

DILOF TADILOF MILOF DILOF TADILOF MILOF DILOF TADILOF MILOF

100 0.12697568 0.11241224 0.2220374 0.2059 0.2308 0.2593 0.06782202 0.08080138 0.1311881
120 0.14821722 0.16318930 0.2436584 0.2139 0.2443 0.2616 0.07340590 0.09222663 0.1351141
140 0.15472405 0.15568830 0.2298457 0.2193 0.2517 0.2618 0.07528581 0.09592009 0.1339924
160 0.17106840 0.17378370 0.2574958 0.2271 0.2625 0.2663 0.08395074 0.10338267 0.1392814
180 0.19773730 0.20144530 0.2839139 0.2335 0.2706 0.2718 0.08891001 0.11030273 0.1452346
200 0.20078190 0.19852930 0.2843155 0.2375 0.2732 0.2696 0.09236163 0.11257103 0.1431587

Table 5. Precision, recall, and F1 score on Mnist dataset.

Window Size
Precision Recall F1 Score

DILOF TADILOF MILOF DILOF TADILOF MILOF DILOF TADILOF MILOF

100 0.221380000 0.191549667 0.240385667 0.209047667 0.243714000 0.241381000 0.074075133 0.107531667 0.135068000
120 0.200322333 0.272608333 0.254099000 0.212190333 0.248285667 0.242285667 0.076509233 0.112503333 0.138804667
140 0.198687667 0.260456000 0.292730000 0.216428333 0.257047667 0.249047667 0.080405100 0.121062667 0.140650667
160 0.228525333 0.293933667 0.301560333 0.217190333 0.262143000 0.252381000 0.080920167 0.125967000 0.144668000
180 0.177270000 0.281288667 0.307995000 0.219428667 0.265905000 0.257190333 0.083189067 0.127457667 0.145774667
200 0.186638333 0.297026333 0.298204333 0.221857000 0.270571333 0.257428333 0.084071200 0.133201333 0.147606667

Table 6. Precision, recall, and F1 score on Musk dataset.

Window Size
Precision Recall F1 Score

DILOF TADILOF MILOF DILOF TADILOF MILOF DILOF TADILOF MILOF

100 0.4421690 0.4141334 0.4397151 0.3313403 0.5407216 0.2925772 0.2013681 0.3326063 0.1927423
120 0.4083079 0.4027774 0.4104153 0.2854639 0.4829896 0.2662887 0.1614765 0.2968274 0.1652040
140 0.3923583 0.3881677 0.4092076 0.2637113 0.4541238 0.2397939 0.1438728 0.2802120 0.1452295
160 0.3857042 0.3906538 0.3659905 0.2461858 0.4086599 0.2360825 0.1276172 0.2505055 0.1363073
180 0.4097445 0.3819757 0.3576605 0.2322681 0.3759795 0.2064948 0.1189272 0.2324761 0.1081695
200 0.3928690 0.3710396 0.3543731 0.2198969 0.3363918 0.1968042 0.1107008 0.2034848 0.1058940

Table 7. Precision, recall, and F1 score on Pendigits dataset.

Window Size
Precision Recall F1 Score

DILOF TADILOF MILOF DILOF TADILOF MILOF DILOF TADILOF MILOF

100 0.0540172 0.0955094 0.10309758 0.312179 0.445513 0.3918589 0.0699342 0.103071 0.11157027
120 0.0517353 0.1142970 0.08978204 0.322436 0.483333 0.3849999 0.0718471 0.111540 0.10553305
140 0.0582843 0.0868875 0.08765809 0.331410 0.481410 0.3944872 0.0731726 0.108052 0.10599671
160 0.0553464 0.0676196 0.07356239 0.330128 0.485897 0.3857051 0.0716655 0.104400 0.09873375
180 0.0429529 0.0734877 0.07456543 0.314103 0.478205 0.3844233 0.0598091 0.105238 0.09594913
200 0.0500194 0.0743026 0.08276458 0.328205 0.484615 0.3871795 0.0667915 0.102561 0.09896692

Table 8. Precision, recall, and F1 score on Satellite dataset.

Window Size
Precision Recall F1 Score

DILOF TADILOF MILOF DILOF TADILOF MILOF DILOF TADILOF MILOF

100 0.486230 0.488270 0.4720359 0.256925 0.333792 0.2466356 0.229341 0.303750 0.2279936
120 0.498198 0.496403 0.4636664 0.257122 0.341945 0.2488359 0.228337 0.307481 0.2281764
140 0.481029 0.494004 0.4694753 0.260806 0.332760 0.2601866 0.230814 0.295530 0.2381250
160 0.498065 0.492069 0.4886004 0.266994 0.325688 0.2682712 0.233976 0.286045 0.2438489
180 0.498793 0.507865 0.4879055 0.278340 0.339096 0.2791945 0.242351 0.298429 0.2519019
200 0.491820 0.505140 0.4673425 0.289293 0.341454 0.2788359 0.252402 0.297941 0.2501888
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Table 9. Precision, recall, and F1 score on SMTP dataset.

Window Size
Precision Recall F1 Score

DILOF TADILOF MILOF DILOF TADILOF MILOF DILOF TADILOF MILOF

100 0.00265890 0.00164838 0.002386766 0.7633 0.7400 0.5029 0.00525291 0.00327270 0.004681796
200 0.00256851 0.00247500 0.002520710 0.7733 0.7900 0.5147 0.00507621 0.00491061 0.004933168
300 0.00332737 0.00344192 0.002814311 0.7933 0.8133 0.6179 0.00655182 0.00679199 0.005521916
400 0.00265894 0.00238982 0.002669190 0.7867 0.9133 0.6603 0.00525692 0.00475252 0.005260103
500 0.00191050 0.00313257 0.002218161 0.7467 0.9467 0.6417 0.00379399 0.00620751 0.004383276
600 0.00203202 0.00191777 0.001829777 0.7700 0.9767 0.5839 0.00403406 0.00382331 0.003621248
700 0.00168554 0.00185686 0.001824417 0.6767 0.9067 0.5933 0.00334839 0.00369957 0.003614118

Table 10. Precision, recall, and F1 score on Vowels dataset.

Window Size
Precision Recall F1 Score

DILOF TADILOF MILOF DILOF TADILOF MILOF DILOF TADILOF MILOF

100 0.14336408 0.1570996 0.1922093 0.3256 0.3898 0.4302 0.1121199 0.130352 0.179416
120 0.16889650 0.1551854 0.1959132 0.3476 0.4350 0.4202 0.1239128 0.148712 0.171690
140 0.16830130 0.1644227 0.2006647 0.3660 0.4604 0.4350 0.1329999 0.158371 0.175122
160 0.17210987 0.1958837 0.2394359 0.3756 0.4758 0.4384 0.1360716 0.166075 0.179563
180 0.16043631 0.1741156 0.2275521 0.3862 0.5022 0.4494 0.1367308 0.174471 0.182075
200 0.16436960 0.1809000 0.2074316 0.3914 0.5000 0.4348 0.1390244 0.173421 0.173099

4.4. Skipping Scheme for a Sequence of Outliers

In some cases, there may appear long sequence of outliers which can form a dense cluster of
outliers. As reported in [6], in “HTTP KDD Cup 99” dataset there is a long sequence of outliers causing
the algorithms to not perform well. In DILOF [6], the authors propose a skipping scheme to solve
the sequence of outliers problem. Any point previously classified as an outlier point is set as the
“last outlier,” before calculation of the Euclidean distance between the new point and the last outlier.
If the Euclidean distance exceeds the average of all points to its first nearest neighbor, then that point is
classified as an outlier and excluded from the database. Note however that the last outlier is identified
using a particular threshold. Under these conditions, the fact that a different threshold could give
a different last outlier means that it would be unreasonable to calculate AUC, considering that the
likelihood of registering a true positive (TP) or false positive (FP) does not necessarily vary with the
threshold. In this situation, the area under the curve is recalculated (i.e., the ROC is not continuous),
such that AUC is unable to accurately indicate the performance of the model. Nonetheless, we propose
to fix the threshold at a particular value to deal with this issue.

Note that the skipping scheme proposed with DILOF does not necessarily perform well on dense
datasets, due to the fact that many points belonging to dense clusters might be skipped. For example,
when there are a small number of sparse clusters in the memory, a new denser cluster appears.
The distance between the points associated with this cluster will be larger than the average distance of
previous data points, with the result that all of the points from this cluster are immediately discarded
by the skipping scheme.

Thus, we modified the skipping scheme to calculate the average distance between new data
points and their K neighbors. We then conducted a comparison of the distance between the last outlier
and the new data point. In the event that the former is larger than the latter, then we immediately
designate the new data point as an outlier and discard it. We implemented this modified skipping
scheme with TADILOF.

We set the threshold of last outlier to T = {2.5, 3.0} with the number of neighbors set at 8, and a
window size of W = {100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700}. The experimental results obtained using the
HTTP KDD Cup 99 dataset are presented in Figure 9. Figure 9 illustrates that the modified skipping
scheme achieved an AUC of more than 0.9 on the HTTP KDD Cup 99 dataset, regardless of the
window size.
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Figure 9. AUC and execution time on KDD 99 HTTP dataset using skipping scheme.

5. PM2.5 Sensors Case Study

In this section, we introduce the application of our proposed method that we used for monitoring
air quality in Taiwan. There are several recent studies which have focused on air quality and PM2.5
forcasting [29–32], and anomaly detection in air quality [33].

In an effort to control air pollution in Taiwan, low-cost devices have been developed for monitoring
air quality. These devices are referred to as LASSs. The Taiwanese government has initiated a project in
cooperation with Edimax for the wide-scale deployment of LASS in elementary schools, high schools,
and universities. The LASS used in this project are referred to as AirBox devices. Our objective in this
study was to enable the real-time monitoring of all 2000 AirBox devices simultaneously.

We deployed a system in Taiwan for the detection of outliers in a large-scale dataset from PM2.5
sensors. This system provided 2000 data streams from 2000 sensors transmitting reading data at
intervals of 5 min. The proposed method was used to detect outliers in each of the streams, with a
focus on temporal outliers to compensate for inter-device variation in terms of quality and sensitivity.
Following the identification of temporal outliers, we combined the positions of the devices with
meteorological data to facilitate the detection of pollution events.

In addition, we used precision PM2.5 stations which are provided by the Environmental Protection
Administration (EPA), Taiwan, to predict air quality. We integrated the data from precision PM2.5
sensors provided by EPA, Taiwan, because the quality of the data from precision PM2.5 sensors is
better. However, there are only 77 PM2.5 stations in Taiwan and they provide an average PM2.5 value
every hour. In this situation, we cannot find small pollution events. Therefore, we used low cost but
large-scale PM2.5 devices for detecting pollution events. There are some advantages to using those
PM2.5 sensors. The first benefit is that we can monitor air quality of Taiwan by a fine resolution on
space because the number of active devices is more than 2000 regarding those that are deployed in
Taiwan. The second benefit is that their sampling rate is 5 min. Therefore, we can also have a fine
resolution on time domain to monitor air quality of Taiwan.

After getting fine resolution data based on both time and space, the challenge is how to use those
data to detect pollution events. There are three challenges of using those data to detect pollution events.
The first one is those devices are low cost and there is lack of maintenance. In general case, those kind
of sensors need device correction every few month, so that the reading number is more accurate.
The second challenge is there are numerous devices, and each device has a very high sampling rate
which is every 5 min. We can see one of these devices as a data stream, and hence there are 2000 data
streams. Therefore, we need to handle this large amount of data streams. Our proposed method has
the capability to not only find outliers on different devices but also to deal with large number of data
streams which have the high sampling rate. Next, we introduce how our method finds the pollution
events in the following subsection.
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Monitoring a PM2.5 Pollution Event

In this section, we introduce how to use the proposed method to monitor PM2.5 pollution event.
First, we define spatial neighbors of devices using average wind speed of Taiwan. According to Central
Weather Bureau (CWB) of Taiwan, the average wind speed of Taiwan is 3.36 km/h. Therefore, we define
neighbor distance to be 1.5 km, which means any two devices are neighbors if the distance between
these two devices is less than 1.5 km.

Each device produces a data stream because every device samples the concentration of PM2.5
at interval of every five minutes and the number of data values is unbounded. We implemented our
proposed method on each data stream. Thus, we can detect outliers on different devices separately.
We call this type of outlier a temporal outlier because such outliers are compared with historical data
points from the same device. If proposed method detects any temporal outlier on devices, we add the
device to a set called outlier-event-pool and set an expire time as 30 min. In next 30 min, if we can find
two neighbor devices in the outlier-event-pool for any device in the outlier-event-pool, we call this
event a pollution event. Otherwise, it represents a spatial outlier of the device.

Figure 10 shows an example of spatial outlier. A spatial outlier means that there is only one
device which has a sudden rise/fall in the measurement value and other nearby devices do not
have any such change in the measurement. In Figure 10, the data stream in blue represents a target
device which shows outlier data points marked in red. Outliers from other data streams are not
shown, i.e., not marked in red in this figure. Similarly, Figure 11 shows an example of pollution
event. At the left side of the figure, the measurement value from a device has a sudden rise. Then the
neighbor devices in the right side of the figure also has a rise in the measurement value in next few
minutes. Since this event may have been started by nearby device shown in the left side of the figure.
Thus, we can get the potential pollution event region.

Now, we discuss a use case related to a fire event, where we applied the proposed approach
discussed above. In this case study, we targeted to track the pollution events where there is sudden
increase in PM2.5 values. Our analysis targeted a fire event, which was reported at 17:51 2019/11/12 in
Tainan city following reports of burning rubber. The Tainan EPB sent emergency notifications to Tainan
citizens at 21:00. However, our system detected (and reports) the event at approximately 17:00. Figure 12
presents PM2.5 data for all devices in the vicinity of the fire throughout the day. We can see some flat
lines in the readings. These are due to device malfunctions or reading errors (we have mentioned above
about the issues related to the low-cost airbox devices). Similarly, we can see some bottom curves in
Figures 11 and 12. These are there because of the placements of the airbox devices. Some of the devices
were placed indoors whereas other devices were placed outdoors. The indoor devices had a different
environment (such as air conditioned room) than the outdoor devices, which affected the readings
among different devices. Therefore, bottom curves are different from the others.

Figure 13 shows the result that our implemented system detects the pollution event (fire event).
In Figure 13, we can see that the proposed system sends the alert to subscribers at approximately
5 p.m.
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Figure 10. An example of a spatial (and temporal) outlier.

Figure 11. An example of a pollution event.

Figure 12. A case study of a fire event with PM2.5 sensors’ data.
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Figure 13. A case study on a fire event with PM2.5 sensors’ data—detected event.

6. Conclusions

This paper presents a novel algorithm to detect local outliers in data streams using LOF score.
In addition, we used a time indicator with data points to resolve the issue of concept drift in data
streams with the aim of improving accuracy in the detection of outliers. Moreover, we developed a
novel method by which historical information is used to calculate approximate LOF values to improve
accuracy with only a negligible increase in memory cost. The results of experiments illustrate that the
proposed method, TADILOF, outperforms the state-of-the-art competitors in terms of AUC in most of
the cases on various datasets. In addition, a practical application of the proposed scheme to PM2.5
sensor data clearly demonstrated its efficacy.
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